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This dissertation examines the medical context of Canadian dmg prohibition laws. Since 
opiate use was the target of the 1908 Opium Act, and since opiates were also valuable 
medicines, we cannot adequately understand the creation of dmg restriction laws without 
examining medical attitudes towards opiates and addiction. Key issues include doctors' 
drive for social and cultural authority, the professional and econornic relationship between 
doctors and dmggias, how the concept of professionai transcendency strengthened 
arguments about control of drug use, and the ernergence of the idea of drug addiction as a 
condition requiring medical and state intervention. These arguments fit into a broader 
discourse of nation building and national integrity, which sought to ensure the vitality of 
the developing Canadian nation as defined by class, ethnicity, race and hedth. 

Opium was both a valuable medicine and a dangerous poisoc and doctors argued 
that they should have control over its administration. They felt general public access to 
dmgs Wre opium negatively affkcted docton ability to heal, and their claims of social 
leadership, and saw the mis-use of emerging technology-notably the hypodermic syringe- 
as challenges to their authority and danger to society. To d e h e  public avdability of 
drugs, doctors debated with pharmacists how best to control the distribution of opium and 
other "poisons." These debates redted in the creation of provincial pharmacy 
incorporation acts and poison control laws. 

The concept of drugs as poisons informed early ideas about addiction. Using 
Canadian and nonCanadian sources, I examine the development of concepts about 
addiction, and emerging ideas about alcohol and dmgs. The growing power of scientific 
authority informed doctors' efforts to define addiction, and strengthened Canadian doctors' 
claims to social leadership. At the public asylum, medicd power and politicai ideas. 
especially about alcohol use, operated to define issues of mental health and social 
deviance. Using a comparative case midy of several public Iunatic asylums, I consider 
how ideas of scientific ascendancy and the disease theory of addiction affectecl broader 
diagnostic categones. These changes emerged after the turn of the cenniry. 

1 conclude by considering how ideas of addiction, medical power and national 
integrity affected the debates over the regdation of the patent medicine trade in Canada. 
In their efforts to control patent medicines, doctors and druggias again disagreed about 
who should have the power to control these dangerous substances. Unlike the debates 
over poison laws, doctors and druggists allowed their authority to be modified by the 
federal govemment. Certain forms of drug use fell under the purview of the Canadian 
state. The conclusion discusses how ideas of the dangers of drug use fit into a broader, 
fundamentally racial, discourse of national integrity. 
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Introduction 
The historiography of drug prohibition and medical power in Canada 

As the story goes, the creation of prohibitory drug laws in Canada ernerged directly out of 

racial violence. In 1907, news of the imminent amival of a boatload of Japanese labourers 

in Vancouver caused a group of white residents to riot through that city's Chinatown. The 

Dominion govenunent dispatched deputy minister of labour William Lyon Mackenzie 

King to consider the darnages to Japanese and Chinese businesses, and advise on 

reparation payments. l In the process of his investigation, King received applications from 

two opium manufacturers for compensation for damages to thei. property and stock. His 

interest piqued, King investigated the issue of opium smoking in the city. He found that, 

contrary to provincial ordinance, he could purchase opium "over the counter" fiom local 

retailers without any sort of documentation.' In his report King observed that the opium 

industry was "inimical to Our national welfare," its "banefùl influences are too well known 

to require comment," and urged "the enactment of such measures as wiU render 

impossible, Save in so far as may be necessary for medicinai purposes, the continuance of 

such an induary within the confines of the  orn ni ni on.'" The resulting "Act to Prohibit the 

'King's mandate focussed primarily upon Japanese businesses, but he included both 
Chinese and Japanese in his report. See W. Peter Ward, White Canada Forever: Popular 
Attitudes and Public Policy Toward Orientais in British Columbia Second Edition 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGili-Queen's Press, 1990), p. 74. 

'Shirley Small, "Canadian Narcotics Legislation, 1 908- 1923 : A ConDia Mode1 
Interpretation," Candian Review of Socioiogv and Anthropdogy 6 (1968), pp. 36-46. 

n h L  3 ~ .  L. M. King, R eport O osses S s  ion of t e 
Vancouver B.C. (Ottawa: S. E. Dawson, 1908), p. 1 5 .  
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importation, Manufacture and Sale of Opium for other than Medicinal Purposes," of 

1908, commoniy caiied the "Opium Act," invoked penalties of up to $1000.00 or three 

years imprisonment for violating the law.' It passed through the House of Comrnons with 

little discussion, and encouraged minimal debate in the Senate. In 19 1 1, the Opium and 

Narcotic Dmg Act, restricting the sale and non-medical use of opium, morphine and 

cocaine, replaced the 1908 legislation. Subsequent additions to this legislation throughout 

the 1920s broadened the lists of restncted drugs and penalties for transgression. 

Tùe study of Canadian narcotics Iaws 

With few exceptions, historians, sociologists and criminologists have b e n  concemed with 

the forces contributing directly to the 1908 Act and subsequent  modification^.^ Most 

studies on the topic have focussed upon the years leading up to and the decades 

immediately following 1908. These works make valuable contributions to our 

understanding of the formation of prohibitory laws as a legislative and criminological 

'Melvyn Green, "A History of Canadian Narcotics Control: The Formative Years," 
Universitv of Toronto Faculty of Law Review, 42 ( 1979), p. 47. 

'Shirley J. Cook, " Ideology and Canadian Narcotics Legislation, 1 908- 1923 ," 
(M.A. Dissertation, University of Toronto, 1964); Shirley J. Cook, "Canadian Narcotics 
Legislation, 1908- 1923 "; R. Solomon and T. Madison, "The Evolution of Non-Medical 
Opiate Use in Canada, Part 1, 1 870- 1929" Drug Forum 5 ( 1976)- p. 239; Melvyn Green, 
"A Hiaory of Canadian Narcotics Control: The Formative Years, 1870- 1908," Universitv 
pf Toronto Faculty of Law Review 37 (1979), p. 42-79; A. Elizabeth Comack, "The 
Origins of Canadian Dmg Legislation: Labelhg versus class analysis," in Thomas 
Fleming, ed., The New Criminoloeies in Canada: State Crime and Control (Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), pp. 65-86; Neil Boyd, "The Ongins of Canadian 
Narcotics Legislation: The Process of Criminalization in Historical Context" Dalhousie 
Law Review 8 (1983), pp. 102- 136. 
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process and shed new light on the e f f i  of the labelling of deviant behaviour as it feil 

under the puMew of the Canadian legal system. However, these works contain the 

underlying assumption that Cmadians saw non-medical opiate use as wrong; and they do 

not criticdy examine the forces that forged the idea that the "misuse7' of drugs should be 

a problem in the first place. When King aated that the opium industry's "baneful 

influences are too well known to require comment," he was not speaking exclusively 

about Chinese opium smoking. His words niggested a broader awareness of the 

perceived dangers of drug use in the Anglo-American social consciousness. He invoked a 

broader discourse of social fear of societal coilapse, which embraced ethnocentricity, 

eugenic initiatives, and class-based moral panic; al1 of these themes informed a growing 

debate about the meaning and importance of Canadian nationhood. This dissertation 

explores how concems about non-medical dnig use emerged, and where they fit within 

this broader discourse of building a strong nation. 

WXle illustrating the construction of deviance with respect to emerging legislation, 

many studies of Canadian dnig legislation rninimize the importance of some key 

precedents of the 1908 and 19 1 1 h g  legislation Shirley Cook's work in the 1960s 

demonstrated that several "myths" contributed to the construction of the narcotic addict as 

evil, but her starting point was the 1908 legi~lation.~ Cook used the "labelling theory" of 

deviance to show how dominant elites labelled certain activities as socially deviant-in this 

case narcotic consumption. The labelling theory posits that legislation defines certain 

behaviours to be illegal: erstwhile legai citizens become members of a criminal class. The 

6Shirley 1 Cook, "Ideology and Canadian Narcotics Legislation." 
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implications of this theory to the midy of drug prohibition are clear Driven by concern 

over Chinese opium smoking, the 1908 legislation subsequently labelled ail cimg users as 

lawbreakers. This labelhg was unfortunate to addicts, who were obliged to turn to the 

black market for their dnigs, funher compounding their now criminal condition. Opiates 

are physicaily addictive; ceasing to use them was difficult without help, but once the 

individual was labeiled a deviant, that help was harder to obtaui. This l a b e h g  in turn 

fostered a subculture and subversive image of the narcotic user. Once the user was an 

outlaw, funher legislation to increase punitive measures against the individuals seiling and 

using narcotics passed easiiy. In another work, Cook discussed the conflict mode1 of 

deviance conaruction, as posited by Howard Becker in The Outsiders: Studies in the 

Sociology of Deviance ( 1963), which chdenged the fiinctionalist or equilibnum theones 

of the sociology of deviance. Whereas earlier sociological theorists iooked to investigate 

what it was that made people induige in deviant behaviour, Becker initiated the interest in 

what stnicturai conditions in society detennined that some behaviours should be 

interpreted as deviant .' 

Several hinorians and sociologias buiit upon the foundation of Cook's work. R. 

Solornon and T. Madison discussed how "ki t  and iilicit patterns of non-medical opiate 

use are largely shaped by the law . "* ~ h e ~  discussed the nature of the illicit subculture 

which developed around the continued use of narcotics after 1908, and its roots in the pre- 

'Howard S. Becker Outsiders: Studies in the Sociolom of Deviance (New York: 
Free Press, 1963). Shirley J. Cook, "Canadian Narcotics Legislation," pp. 36-3 8. 

gSolomon and Madison, "The Evolution of  Non-Medicai Opiate Use in Canada, 
Part 1," p. 239. 
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1908 drug usage. These writers also suggested that the negative attitudes towards drug 

use only solidifieci d e r  the 1908 and subsequent legislation. Melvyn Green made this 

thesis his principal focus, suggesting that prior to 1908, drug use was not a social problem 

but merely a pnvate Such contentions challenge the notion that law is fomed in 

reaction to public attitudes toward a certain behaviour. While this approach is attractive, 

if ody  for its contrary notion of the process of legislation formulation, it rests upon certain 

questionable assumptions. Green asserted that prior to 1908, the irnport duties upon 

opium and its derivatives legitimized the individual use of narcotics. Yet the example of 

the liquor prohibition debates shows us that many who argued in favour of "high license" 

suggested that to tax a substance was to attempt to control. not legitimise, a certain 

behaviour by legislation. Hence Green's assertion that to tax is to legitimise can be 

disputed. Furthermore, Green made these statements about how legislation shaped public 

opinion without attempting to gauge opinion towards narcotics before the 1908 

legislation. Taken together, Cook, Solomon and Madison, and Green presented what Neil 

Boyd called a pluralist approach to narcotic legislation, asserting that a series of factors 

(racial, politicai, social) combined to create the laws. 

This approach has been contested by an instnimentalist Marxist interpretation of 

the creation of the 1908 Act. A. Elizabeth Comack chalienged Cook's use of the labelling 

theory of criminology, ciaiming it does not consider the historical process surrounding the 

emergence of the 1908 law. 'O Marxist theory of the state contends that in a capitalkt 

%elvyn Green, "A History of Canadian Narcotics Control" p. 44. 

''A. Elizabeth Comack, "The Origins of Canadian Drug Legislatio~" p. 65. 
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system, the state facilitates accumulation of capital and ~~s the b c t i o n  of legitimizuig 

the capitalist system. Basing her study upon the assertion that the 1908 law must be 

interpreted as a reaction against the Chinese in Canada, Comack then asked why this 

reaction manifested itself only in 1 908, when as early as the mid- 1 880s anti-Chinese 

agitation was Non$. Comack notes that the 1884 Royal Commission on Chinese 

Immigration to British Columbia concluded that the Chinese labour, employed in menial 

tasks in mines and on the railway, W e d  an important role in the material prosperity of 

the nation. Here the state was facilitating capitalist accumulation. By 1 908, however, 

enough white labour existed in British Columbia that Chinese "coolie" labour was no 

longer necessary. That economic change, combined with the violence of the 1907 riot, 

presented the need to discourage and eliminate Chinese immigration to Canada. Here, the 

government legitimized the capitaiist state by reacting to the needs of the masses or face 

Molent uprising. This desire to restrict Chinese entry into Canada manifested itself in the 

1908 Opium Act, an act directed at the Chinese habit of opium smoking, which included 

harsh punitive measures. 

While intriguing, Comack's and other MaBcia interpretations of the reasons for 

crimindition overlook several key aspects of the years prior to the 1908 legislation. The 

agitation in 1907 was against Asian immigration, but the resulting law was only against 

opium smoking. Not until the rniddle of the 1920s did Canada pass a law restricting 

Chinese immigration. Furthemore, while W. L.M. King's staternents on the need to 

reanct Chinese labour cannot be disputed, Comack's focus on labour can be. In his 

report, King specifically referred to white opium use (not necessarily smoking), and the 
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national market for narcotics. Rather than a class-based legItimization, such utterances 

suggest a broader racial concern over potential dangers to the white nation. In the 1880s, 

such racia concern was not as f i d y  entrenched in social poiicy as in the early 1900s. 

Finally, although Comack wrote her work as a contrast to Cook, Green, Solomon and 

Madison and other students of the sociology of deviance in narcotic prohibition, she 

paraiiels those earlier studies by emphasizing the legislative process and neglecting broader 

social factors which contributed to that legislation. 

Cnminologist Neil Boyd has discussed the tension between the pluralist model and 

the rnaterialist/Mancist interpretation of the narcotics legislation in an attempt to 

demonstrate how the two perspectives are not, in fact, contradictory. The pluralist 

approach-an "ideational" model of conflict, since it envisions a struggle between various 

ideas of what is and is not legitimate behaviour-and the rnaterialist approach, are 

complementary and not competing constructions of criminological behaviour: "while 

materiai life created contradictions that required political deçisions, it was ideational life 

t hat attempted t his resolution of capital's contradictions. " " King, Boyd explains, saw t hat 

the impetus of white Canadian fears of Asian domination were rooted in econornics but 

that certain aspects of Chinese behaviour challenged Canadian culture and gave rise to a 

socio-cultural backlash agaùist the Chinese. Boyd Nnher discusses how the nature of 

opiate consumption, which permitted a "present-centred" view of Life in contrast to the 

Protestant concem with the future iife and the denial of present-centred indulgences, 

"Neil Boyd "The Origins of Canadian Narcotics Legistation," p. 104. 
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M e r  exacerbateci the tension between Canadian and Asian cultures." 

A recent addition to the iiterature examùiing the emergence of drug laws in Canada 

is Panic and Indifference, by P J. Grsen, Shirley Endicott and Sylvia Lambert. I3 This 

book is an extensive sociological and historical study of the evolution of h g  law 

prohibition and the social and legislative reactions to the laws. Since their main focus is 

the process of law formation after 1908, these writers spend only a small part of their 

nudy examining the pre- 1908 context of the act. They contend that the main focus of 

studies of drug laws should be the 19 1 1 Opium and Narcotic Dmg Act, because this 

legislation set the groundwork for more substantial drug legislation. That perspective 

notwithaanding, they do consider how the 1908 Act drove opinions of drug use as 

deviance. In their examination, Griflin et ai. consider the two major approaches to 

understanding the criminalization of drugs in Canada, the conflict perspective-which 

characterized both the Mamisi interpretation and the IabeUing theory-and the "moral 

entrepreneurial" perspective-which credited King with singlehandedly championing the 

legislation. These were not necessarily contradictory approaches, but rather indicate two 

means of explaining drug prohibition.I4 Griffin et alL and conclude that a more adequate 

l 3P. J. Grsen, Shirley Endicott and S ylvia Lambert, Panic and Indifference: 
The Politics of Canada's Drue Law$ (Ottawa: Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse, 
1991). 

"Griffin gt ai. p. 33. 
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expianation rests upon a pluraIist approach to drug prohibition." By exarnining the 

precedents in other national contexts, diey challenge the notion that either class-based 

labour confiict or anti-Chinese sentiment alone &ove h g  prohibition. They fbrther 

contest the assertion by earlier Canadian writers that William Lyon Mackenzie King's 

influence amounted to a form of  moral entrepreneurship. Griffui gt ai. argue that the prior 

explanations of the emergence of dnig prohibition in Canada require "a more thorough 

examination of the evidence from the period." They emphasize the importance of 

considering the use of dmgs by whites across Canada, not just focussing upon Chinese 

dnig use. Furthemore, they note that this use of drugs by whites suggests that the 19 1 1 

act "appears . . . to be a general public health measure rather than an expression of  hostility 

against a minority group. "16 

While offering a useful critical examination of the gaps and weaknesses in the 

Canadian historiography of dnig prohibition, Griffin, Endicott and Lambert only partly fi1 

in those gaps. Their study focusses upon social precedents to  the 1908 and 19 1 1 

iegisiation, including a discussion of the activities by the Woman's Christian Temperance 

Union and other moral agencies like the evangelical churches in Canada, before turning to 

a subaantial consideration of the issue of "racial hostility." M e r  arguing that a pluralist 

mode1 best explains the creation of  dmg laws, Griffin et al. concentrate on "the social 

''The comprehensiveness of their study is suspect, since they argue that the only 
theoreticdly gromded account of  Canadian drug laws was that of Smdl (who is 
Endicott), while not mentioning significant works by Boyd and Comack, both of whom 
make concerted discussions of  the theoretical explanations of Canadian dmg laws. 
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origins of narcotic drug prohibition" considering ami-Chinese sentiment. This emphasis 

seems to contradict th& own assertions that a broader examination of the issues beyond 

the role of anti-Chinese feeling is necessary. Furthemore, they recognize that physicians 

and pharmacists in other countries played a significant role in pushing for restrictive dmg 

laws, but note that they were 'iinable to find evidence that the heaith professions played a 

major role in the origins of Canadian narcotic dnig prohibition."" This statement was 

based on their examination of Index Meclicus, which yielded only three articles on drug 

addiction, results, given the evidence in this current dissertation, that seem to understate 

extant sources. 

The role of doaors in driving prohibitory dnig laws may not aiways have been 

direct, but it should not be excluded from examinations of the construction of drug 

illegality. The very terni "non-medical dnig use7' indicates a relationship to medical use 

that legitirnizes the latter and demonizes the former. How did medical use become the 

only legitimate application of drugs, and how did doctors gain the ability to detemine 

what constituted "legitimate" drug use? Within the 1908 and 19 1 1 Acts lay provisions 

that ailowed doctors the sole position of authority in administering drugs and deterrnining 

who would be able to take drugs, gave pharmacists rights over distribution, and made 

foms of non-medical drug use a federal offence. How did this situation corne about? 

A few studies in Canada reinforce the importance of considering the role of 

medical definitions of "legitimate" dmg use. Teny Chaprnan's articles on drug use in 

Western Canada present an irnpressionistic account of the late nineteenth and eady 

"Griffin, gt aiL, p. 46. 
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twentieth century use and attitudes towards such substances as opium, morphine and 

cocahe." In contrast to much of the work done by the sociologists and crirninologists, 

Chapman presented evidence of a widespread use of narcotics among white Canadians 

before the Iegislative period. A more substantial examination is provided by Cheryl 

Krasnick Warsh in her work on the Homewood Retreat's addiction treatment programme. 

Warsh reùiforces conclusions about the nature of upper-class drug addiction while 

demonstrating the strategies of treatment adopted by a Canadian addiction speciaiist, 

Stephen Lett. Noting how some considered h g  addiction "an aristocratie vice," Warsh 

offers an anaiysis of the treatment of drug use among the wedthier classes of Canadians at 

the end of the centuy. While offering a starting place for discussions of drug use, 

addiction and treatment, Warsh dernonstrates that more needs to be done to understand 

the broader context of addiction in Canada. '' 

With the paucity of work on the infiuence of the medical professions in defining 

proper narcotic use in Canada before the 1908 Act, we mua look beyond the national 

border for a template of analysis. Fortunately, severai snidies in Britain and America 

provide valuable assistance. The work of Virginia Berridge and Griffith Edwards, Opium 

and the Peo& ( 198 1 ), Terry Parssinen's Secret Passions. Secret Rernedies ( 1983) and 

"~erry L. Chapman, "Dnig Use in Western Canada," Alberta Histoe 24 (Fall, 
1976), pp. 18-27; Chapman, "The Anti-Drug Crusade in Western Canada, 1885- 1925," in 
D. J. Bercuson and L. A. Knafier, eds, Law and Society in Canada in Histoncal 
Perspective (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1979), pp. 89- 1 15. 

lg~heryl Krasnick Warsh, "The Anaocratic Vice" in Warsh, Moments of 
Unreason: The Practice of Canadian Psvchiatry and the Homewood Retreat. 1 883 - 1 923 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGiii-Queen's Press, 1989), pp. 155- 170. 
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Geotney Harding's Opiate Addiction Medicine and Morality ( 1988) present multifaceted 

analyses of opiate consumption and prohibition in Britah, while David Muno, The 

Arnerican Disease (1973) and David Courtwright, Dark Paradise ( 1985) do the same for 

the United States." 

Bemdge and Edwards argue that "the problem of opium use was.. . the outcome of 

the class basis of Viaonan society."" Concerns about lower class opiate consurnption, 

cornbined with emerging ideas of Chinese opium smoking (a relatively minor concem in 

Britain) "was at certain stages in the nineteenth cent-  a clear aim of the formulation of 

~egislation. '~~ Class and race were not the only causes, though, and Bemdge and 

Edwards' shidy is centered around the importance of recognigng the role of the emerging 

medical professions, specifically physicians and pharmacias, in defining the problems that 

restriction of the trade in dmgs would alleviate. The 1868 Poisons and Phamacy Act had 

the effect of creating a "professional élite. " ~ 3  Arguing that "the medical dimensions to the 

'problem' of opium use was more than a case of professional strategy," the authors insist 

'Wirginia Bemdge and Griffith Edwards, Opium and the People: ûpiate Use in 
Nineteenth Century Engiand (London: Allen Lane, 198 1); Terry Parssinen, Secret 
Passions Secret Remedies: Narcotic Drues in British Society. 1 820- 1940 (Philadelphia: 
The Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1983); Geofiey Harding, Dpiate .Addiction. 
Morality and Medicine: From Moral Illness to Patholotzical Diseasc (London: Macrnilian, 
1988); David Musto, The American Disease: OnPins of Narcotic Control (New Haven 
and London: Yale University Press, 1973) which had a second edition in 1987 with a new 
introduction and a discussion on the rise of crack; David Courtwright, Dark Paradise; 
Opiate Addiction in America Before 1940 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Press, 1982). 

"Bemdge and Edwards, p. xxviii. 

=Bemdge and Edwards, p. IO&. 
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that the emergence of the disease theory of addiction was part of a process through which 

"the medical profession merely reflected and mediateci the structure of the society of 

which it was the product. "" The actions of the medical professionais shifted the class- 

based nature of definitions of drug use. No longer was the concem over "lower class" 

consumpt ion; as doctors secured their bigher social statu, t heir discussions began to focus 

upon their clients. Middle-class opium use drove definitions of the addict that were 

"peculiarly amined to the characteristics of addicts of the same [middle] cl as^."^ The 

process of defining legitimate and illegitimate (ie: medical and nonmedical) definitions of 

opiate use was part of a broader trend towards the ascendancy of supposedly objective 

science as an explanatory framework. Physicians and other addiction specialists 

"established an apparently objective syaem of ideas which in reality had its foundation in 

social  relation^."'^ This "objective" viewpoint encouraged a bihcated idea of drug 

addiction: middle class users were "sick" white lower-class indulgences were "deviant."" 

Terry Parssinen offered a work similar in scope to that of Berridge and Edwards. 

while chailenging some of the assertions of Opium and the Peoplt. Parssinen disagreed 

about the professionaiisation thesis presented by Bemdge and Edwards, arguing instead 

XI aria na Valverde demonstrates this point with respect to drinking, when she 
examines the treatment of middle class and working class alcoholics in treatment 
programmes. See Vaiverde, '"Slavery from within': The Invention of Alcoholism and the 
Freedom of the Wil," Social History 22 (Autumn, 1997)- pp. 25 1-268. 
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that doctors and moral reformers' genuine concem over the health of the people was the 

central principie that drove their efforts to see opiates restricted. He called the Poisons 

and Pharmacy Act ( 1868) a compromise that failed to secure the professionai privilege 

envisioned by pharmacists. Parssinen explained doctors' concem about addiction to 

hypodermic morphine as an outcome of their genuine worry over their patients' condition, 

not fiom any broader professional agenda." Yet such an interpretation presupposes the 

existence of the idea that addiction was a problem; why eise would addiction ment the 

concern of doctors ody when hypodermic morphine users began to show signs of 

addiction? Parssinen did not offer a satisfjmg expianation to this concem, beyond 

reiterating the aitnlistic approach ofdoctors towards their patients. He suggested a class- 

based argument, agreeing with Berridge and Edwards that doctors increasingly identified 

with their middle-classed patients. Parssinen did recognize t hat socially-visible addict s 

were middle and upper rniddle class individuals, yet he concluded his discussion of the 

emergence of the concerns over dmg addiction by contending that drug use began to be 

conceived as a threat because "the ypes of persons who were using dmgs changed."lg In 

eEect, dnigs became problematized because of the "Chinese smokers in Limehouse, Soho 

drug hustlers, and cocaine-sniffing young bohemians in West end night clubs.. . People no 

longer took narcotic dmgs, it seemed, because they were sick, but because they were 

"See aiso IMne Loudon, Medical Care and the Cineral Practitioner. 1 750- 1 8 50 
(Odord: Clarendon Press, 1986) for a discussion of the importance of the legislation to 
the professional status of the generai practitioner, and George Weisz, "Medical directories 
and medical speciahtion in France, Britain, and the United States," Bulletin of the 
History of Medicine 7 1 (Spring, 1997), pp. 23-68 on medicai specialization. 
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seeking kicks.. . that was a cause for ~once rn . "~  Here Parssinen seemed to contradict his 

own critiques of Bemdge and Edwards's use of the social control theory: while arguing 

that altruistic ideas about public health &ove concems over dmg addiction, Parssinen 

claimed that social control was ultimately the motivating force behind restrictive 

Iegislation. 

The histones of Bemdge and Edwards and Parssinen focus upon the social and 

legislative trends, but understate the roots of moral concerns over narcotic use; one is lefi 

to ask what role religion and morality played in the emergence of ideas of drug addiction. 

Into that gap stepped GeofEey Harding? with his Opiate Addiction. Morality and Medicine 

( 1987). Harding offered an interpretation of the emergence of drug laws in Britain that 

suggested a fundamental intercomection of moral, social, medical and political interests. 

Incorporating some of the methodological precedents of Michel Foucault, Harding 

outlined "the social relations which made possible these descriptions and the way in which 

they could be taken seriously." He based his argument upon the demographics of such 

organizations as the Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade (SSOT), the pre- 

eminent opponents of the continued British opium trade in the East Indies. SSOT had a 

strong Quaker leadership, a demographic, Harding argued, that shaped society's ideas 

about domestic opium use. Quaker theology placed the sou1 within the physical body. 

thereby positing that opiate addiction created a "pathologicaily debilitated will" by 

creating a real change in the soul. Harding contended that the process of developing this 

conception within the SSOT was a form of reification, and he offered the dubious 
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metaphor that "the idea [of debilitated wiU] was used by others as if it were an object, in 

the sarne way that the idea of gravity, for example, has become used as an object which 

we refer to today when unblocking sinks, h i g a ~ g  fields, distributhg domestic water 

supplies, and so f~r th ."~ '  While the medicd and pharrnaceuticai professionais achieved the 

1 868 Poisons and Pharmacy Act, the ability to redefine addiction as a physicai disease, and 

impose upon that disease a "moral pathology" was the success of the SSOT's Quaker 

leadership. The organization's "achievement in raising public concem over opium use 

rested instead on the ability of its founder members to use a technicd language to examine 

the cause of opium dependence, instead of an everyday language which could jua 

describe its observed effe~ts."'~ Harding's idea of the reified wiil became a universal trope 

with which he attempted to explain medical, religious and Iiterary reactions to opiate 

addiction. He concluded that the objectified, debilitated will disappeared in the 1920s, 

when doctors gained the ability "to cast a new and distinctly medical judgement on 

addiction. "33 

The complexity of interpretations of the origins of the British dmg laws were 

reiterated in the significantly different politicai and social climate of the United States. 

Studies of the American experience with opiate use, addiction and prohibition have 

"Harding, p. 46. 

"~arding, p. 3 3.  Emphasis in original. 

"Harding, p. 68. In their introduction to Opium and the P e o ~ l g  Ben-idge and 
Edwards offer a brief discussion of the contemporary ideas about the actions of dmgs, 
prefaced by the recognition that "dthough more is known about these scientific issues 
than a century ago, it must of course be borne in mind that current concepts are no more 
final than the nineteenth-century ideas which were their predecessors7' (p. xvi) . 
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embraced the pluralist explanatory mode1 but not without contention. David Musto 

offered a multifaceted examination of several factors that Uistigated the criminbtion of 

drugs in the United States. This process began oaensibly in the early part of the century, 

with the adoption of key pharmacy laws (notably the District of Columbia Pharmacy Act 

of 19O6), and the Pure Food and Dmg Act ( 1906), before encompassing the Opium 

Smoking Restriction Act ( 1909) and the Harrison Act ( 19 14). Musto nghtly eschewed a 

specific theoretical approach, contending instead that a conjunction of forces drove the 

process of crimuialization. The American interest in convening the first International 

Opium Commission ( 1909) emerged from "a mixture of moral leadership, protection of 

U.S. domestic welfare, and a desire to soften up Chinese resistance to American hanciai 

inve~trnents."~ The "domestic welfare" was partly a concern over the opium smoking by 

Chinese residents, primarily of the West Coast. Musto recognized the strong racial impetus 

for drug prohibition, illustrating concem over cocaine use by Afncan Americans, and 

marijuana use arnongst Mexicans. Yet Musto's was not an essentialist perspective; the 

racial element was but one of a series of themes that drove the prohibition of dmgs. He 

also demonstrated how pharmacists used images of danger to public health to press for 

state phamacy acts, a movement that saw its greatest success in a nearly ideal District of 

Columbia Pharmacy Act. Musto also considered the importance of rnedicai concepts of 

drug addiction, and the preponderance of iatrogenic dnig addiction in non-Chinese 

individuais. It does not appear coincidental, given Musto's discussions, that the first 

significant foms of drug controhg legislation in the United States considered the sale of 

U ~ u a o ,  Amencan Dis- p. 4. 
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medical narcotics, not the sale and use of opium for smoking. Concem over minonty drug 

use, including but not rearicted to Chinese opium smoking, then, was part of a broader 

constellation of arguments and themes that informeci the drive for comprehensive national 

drug laws. Two and a haif decades later, few of Musots underlying assumptions have 

been challenged. 

One of the most significant reconsiderations of the emergence of drug laws came 

fiom David Courtwnght's Dark Paradise. Courtwright's project scrutinized the major 

facets of the labeiling theory of deviance in drug addiction. He began by reiterating the 

theory presented by a variety of "liberai critics of Amencan narcotic policy": 

During the nineteenth century,. . . opiate addiction, although socidy stigmatized. 
was perfectly legal. Then, beginning in 1909.. . a series of faws was passed that 
made legai access to opiates increasingiy dificuit.. . .As the legitirnate narcotic 
supply dried up, addicts were forced to turn to the burgeoning black market; since 
black-market prices were exorbitant, they were aiso forced into petty crime to 
raise the large amounts of cash they neede~i.~' 

CoumKnght claimed that this approach was only partly accurate. Especially significant for 

the present work, Courtwright grounded his arguments in assertions about the distinctly 

medicai character of drug use before 1909. Contending that the rates of opiate addiction 

plateaued in the 1890q and declined thereafter, Courtwright attributed this demographic 

SM to "the prevailing medical practices of the day." Doctors were prescribing fewer 

opiates, and creating fewer iatrogenic addicts? Conversely, Courtwright argued about 

the relatively low numbers of non-medical addicts, characterised by, but not restricted to, 

"Courhaight, Dark Paradix, p. 2. 

%id, pp- 2-3. 
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Chinese and non-Chinese opium smokers. Around the turn of the century, "heroin and 

morphine supplanteci smoking opium and becarne the underworld drug of choice."" 

Courtwright's concem, however, was not just to correct eariier policy analysts' 

perception of the role of drug laws in driving definitions of deviance. He further argued 

that his reinterpretation was important to understand "a series of important theoretical and 

attitudinai changes that took place within the medicd profession." Associating dmg 

addiction with a group "beyond the pale, an unstable and compulsive personality better 

left to the management of the police or other authorities," doctors and refonners were less 

tolerant of addiction than they had been when the addicts were primarily middle and upper 

class people, often with iatrogenic  addiction^.'^ 1n this assertion, Courtwnght emphasised 

the interconnection between ideas about disease and attitudes towards those suffering 

fiom a disease. "Pronounced changes in the pattern of a disease entai1 corresponding 

changes in attitudes-or, as Susan Sontag would put it, the creation of a new set of illness 

rnetaph~rs."'~ Courtwright was guick to assert that he eschewed the use of his thesis to 

argue in favour of the then current system of American narcotic prohibition. He was not 

arguing "that the whole edifice of laws, rulings, and court decisions upon which the anti- 

maintenance approach was predicated was itself a reaction to the relative increase in non- 

medical addiction." Such an approach, he contended, is "too tidy," and ignores the 

"Ibid, p. 2. 

'%id, pp. 3-4. 

'%id, p. 4. 
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complexity of the issues as presented by writers iike ~ u s t o . "  Courtwright concludeci with 

a prolonged examination about how the underlying theme of his work, that ideas about 

addiction are affected by whom is addicted, emerged in the prevailing medical literature on 

addiction fiom the 1870s to the 1940s. 

Medical power and the expansion of professional cultural authority. 

Bemdge and Edwards, Parssinen, Harding, CoumMight and Musto ail present important 

perspectives of how medical ideas of dmg use and misuse shaped and were shaped by the 

broader social climate nirrounding h g  addiction. Comparing these works with the 

Canadian histonography of drug use, we find that the Canadian studies while valuable in 

outlining cnrninological perspectives on drug Iaws have not considered the medical side 

of the question. These ideas Iead to a prominent theme of the current work: the nature of 

medical ability to define "fact and value7' with respect to dmg use; what Paul Starr has 

called "cultural authority . lM' This dissertation considers specifically doctors' attempts to 

secure cultural authority over drugs, and is centred upon the ideas of the "regular" or 

allopathie physicians in Canada." The role of the medical profession, both docton and 

"Paul Starr, "The Social Origins of Professional Sovereignty" in Starr, The Social 
Transformation of Medical Power (New York: Basic Books, 1984), pp. 3-29. 

%lopathy was one of several medical philosophies vying for authoratative status 
in Canada. Cornor, in "Minority Medicine in Ontario," elucidates the v d i e s  of medicd 
options for nineteenth century Ontarians, while Gidney and MiUar, in Professional 
Centlemen detail the political struggies for authority between the various medical "sects." 
This dissertation centres upon the debates primarily of dopaths. 
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druggists, was important to the construction of the idea of the irnpropriety of non-medical 

drug use, and the legislative response to that idea- Legislation was informai by medical 

ideas, but a fundamental tension between doctors and druggists resulted in a liMted 

authority over drugs. To understand the rise of medical power, we must consider where 

drugs fit in medical professional cosmology, and how professionalism shaped the 

ideationai life of Victorian Canada. 

Before drugs like opium, morphine, heroin, cocaine and cannabis became 

indicators of deviance and criminality, they were significant components of the matena 

medica. Opium, especially, had been a key substance in medicai therapeutics for denn ia .  

Chernical investigation led to the isolation of morphine (1806), codeine ( 1832) and other 

components throughout the cenniry, including heroin in 1 898.43 Cocaine and cannabis 

indica entered western pharmacopoeias during the nineteenth century, although they had 

been part of therapeutics of non-Western cultures for centuries? Both were used at times 

to replace opiate therapy, or even to deviate the symptoms of withdrawal from opiate 

addiction." With the expansion of the pharmaceutical industry, refinement processes 

"J. Worth Estes, A Diction- of Protopharmacolosg: Thera~eutic Practices, 
1 700- 1 850 (United States: Science Hiaory Publications, 1990) p. 142. 

UOn Cannabis, see Estes, Dictionaq of ProtopharmacoIog p. 36; On Cocaine, see 
Morgan, D r u s  in Amerka pp 15- 18. 

"On cocaine, see Morgan, Druns in Americâ pp. 18-1 9; Bemdge and Edwards, 
um and the People, p. 162; Parssinen, Secret Passions. Secret Remedies pp. 96-97; on 

cannabis, Morgan, p. 71; Berridge and Edwards, p. 162; Parssinen, pp. 96-97. 
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made it possible to isolate and strengthen dmgs ninher.' These innovations expanded the 

potential curative properties of drugs, and subsequently increased the ability of doctors to 

insist on their authority to guide the health of the population. The role of dmgs in 

medicine was therefore not just one of potential cure; as John Harley Wamer has 

demonstrateci. effective dmg therapy affected broader issues of rnedical power and 

professional identity and privilege." Many of these h g s  were poisonous when taken in 

excess, and doctors debated each other's therapeutic perspectives. As pharmaceutical 

discovenes enabled doctors to utilize drugs with more specific therapeutic effects, the 

issues of dominance over access to dmgs increased. Poisonous drugs. which enhanced 

doctors' authority, and which druggists compounded and sold increased agitation for 

professional pharmaceutical bodies to recognize the unique statu of druggists, and their 

role as protectors of the public. Hence, the process of refining poisons-both chemically 

and metaphorically-and debates over the use, misuse and sale of these drugs, informed a 

broader debate over medical and p h m a c e u t i d  professional power. 

The importance to the expansion of medical power of biomedical innovation and 

science as an explanatory ontological framework has been the topic of several key studies. 

Michel Foucault's ïhe  Birth of the Clinic offered an interpretation of the nse of rnedical 

&John Parascandola, The Develo~ment of American Pharmacolow: John J. Abel 
and the Shaping of a Discipline (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1992). See especiaily Chapter 5 ,  "Pharmacologists in Government and Industry." 

"Wamer, Therapeutic Pers~ective pp. 4-7. See also Morris Vogel, 
"Introduction" in Morris Vogel and Charles Rosenberg, eds., Therapeutic Revolution: 
E s w s  in the Social Histov of American Medicine (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania, 1 979), pp. vii-xüi. 
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power in the late eighteenth and earIy nineteenth century in Fran~e.''~ science may have 

informeci the gaze, but Foucault's focus upon the discourse of authotity does not consider 

the growing social faith in science as a means of defining Mie. S. E. D. Shom, N. D. 

Jewson, and Charles E. Rosenberg have exploreci separately how an expanding emphasis 

upon science as an explanatory framework strengthened docton' claims upon social and 

cultural power." Growing public confidence in medical science strengthened both the 

validity of the claims doctors made to authority Employing medical scientifk jargon that 

increasingly alienated the public corn medical knowledge, doctors were able to secure 

their power of the "definition of fact and value." 

Paul Starr's exploration of the growth of the medicd profession in the United 

States, with his emphasis upon the medical community's ability to gain cultural authority, 

provides this dissertation with a centrai organizing principle. Starr distinguished cultural 

authority fiom social authonty; the latter, as Max Weber defineci it, was a form of 

coercive authority, "the control of action through the giving of commands," which 

"belongs to social actors." Cultural authority, meanwhile, can belong to social actors (like 

doctors or pharmacists) or "cultural objects, including products of past intellectual activity 

U ~ i c h e l  Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeolo~ of Medical Perce~tion 
(New York: Pantheon, 1973). 

49 S. E. D. S hortt,"Physicians, Science, and Status: Issues in the Professionalization 
of Angio-Amencan Medicine in the Nineteenth Century," Medical History, 27 (1983), pp. 
5 1-68; Charles E. Rosenberg, No Other Gods: On Science and American Social Thought 
(Boston: Johns Hopkins Press, 1976); Charles Rosenberg, "The Therapeutic Revolution: 
Medicine, Meaning and Social Change in Nieteenth Century Amerka," in Vogel and 
Rosenberg, eds., Therapeutic Revolution, pp. 3-25; N. D. Jewson, "The Disappearance of 
the Sick-man fiom Medical Cosmology, 1770- 1870" Socioloq, 10 (1 W 6 ) ,  pp. 225-244. 
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nich as religious texts.. . recognized standards of rderence.. . scholarly or scientific works, 

or the law." Another key merence between social and cultural authority is the degree to 

which the latter is accepted implicitly by society. Social authority demumis obedience, yet 

the subject rnay privately reject the validity of the claim to authority. Cultural authority, 

on the other hand, is recognized tacitly. At the same t h e ,  cdniral authority may not 

entail "authority over conduct." Pnests or scientias "rnay be restricted by convention 

from addressing, much less regulating, specific choices and actions?"' Starr's definitions 

are valuable for this study, but not without modification. I do not believe that we can find 

a clear distinction between cultural and social authority in the medical debates on dmg 

laws. Doctors and dniggists both sought state involvement in the control over h g s  fiom 

the 1 870s onward, a process that blurred the lines between social and cultural authority . 

This state validation of doctors' concerns came at a price: doctors and druggists were 

limited in their ability to distribute drugs, and they had to CO-operate when their 

perspectives and interests often clashed. In the early 1900s. that limitation became more 

distinct . 

The power of defining fact and value was a key process in the distinction between 

medical and non-medical drug use, and the demonizat ion of the latter. This dissertation 

explores how doctors and druggias made this distinction both to reinforce their own 

political and economic power, and to protect the public from its mis-use of potentially 

dangerous drugs. This protection was from the negative health effects of misuse of drugs, 

and the negative social consequences of addiction. By defining drugs as dangerous 

M Starr, Social Transformation of American Medicine, pp. 13- 14. 
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poisons requiring state control, doctors and druggists-ofien contradictorily-attempted to 

convince legislators to enact a systern whereby the doctors would determine who codd 

have access to certain drugs, and druggists would have the nearly exclusive power to 

compound and retail certain dangerous substances. To achieve this form of professional 

closure, doctors and dniggists had to present theinselves as protecton of the public weal, 

and identified cases of abuse fiom the unregulated sale of poisons. Doctors and druggists 

sought to expand their power, by Limiting the public's ability to resort to self-medication 

through patent medicines, in the early part of the twentieth century. However, this 

legislative achievement should not be seen exclusively as a victory for either group. While 

it demonstrates the effectiveness of doctors and druggists' definitions of proper (medical) 

and improper (non-medical) applications of drugs, it also began a process of removing 

some of their authority over the definition and legitimate use of drugs. 

The importance of professionalism in defining fact and value was not merely a 

social control project by status- or money-hungry doctors and druggists. in Victorian 

Canadian cosmology , as Gidney and Millar have recent ly demonstrat ed, professions 

reiterated and reùiforced a socid value system." Other writers have discusséd the broader 

importance of the idea of professions to ~ictorians.'~ A professionai, this perspective 

"R. D. Gidney and W. P. J. Millar, Professional Gentlemen: The Professions in 
Nineteenth-Century Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). 

"Sec HaskeU, "Professiondism versus Capitdism: R. H. Tawney, Ernile 
Durkheim, and C. S. Peirce on the Disinterestedness of Professional Cornrnunities," in 
Thomas Haskell, ed., The Authority of Ex~erts: Studies in History and Theory 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), pp. 180-225; David A. HoKiger, "Inquiry 
and Uplift: Late Nineteenth-Century American Academics and the Mord Efficacy of 
ScientSc Practice," in Haskell, ed., The Authority of Experts, pp. 142- 156; Eliot 
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argueci, was situateci above the petty bickering and cornpetition of base capitalism; 

professions, therefore, protected by their privileged status corn the need to dvty their 

hands in the pursuit of money, could offkr some son of objective perspective on social 

issues within their purview. in this interpretation, doctors and dniggists, once they had 

achieved professional closure, were able to interpret with credibility issues such as the use 

and misuse of drugs. In the field of medicine. more so than law, for example, professional 

credibility was bolstered by the growth in the faith in science as a detining h e w o r k .  

Compared to the miniary, which witnessed a decline in its ability to define social value 

systems over the course of the nineteenth century, medicine's power grew as an 

interpretive force in social poticy. Moreover, as Wendy Mitchinson explains, "[b]ecause 

Canadians often iooked to physicians for advice and information, doctors could influence 

the way in which Canadians looked at their own bodies and those of othen. "" This 

power of definition irnbued in emerging scientific expertise affected a broader 

conceptudization of Canadian society. As Suzanne Zeller notes in her discussion of the 

place of "inventory" sciences in shaping Canadians' sense of nation, expanding knowledge 

of the natural world contributed to the concept of what Canada was and could become. 

"The tasks of identification, inventory, and mapmaking gave form to the idea of a 

transcontinental existence; they irnparted to Canadians a sense of direction, stability, and 

Freidson, Profession of Medicine: A Studv in the Sociology cf A- (New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1970). 

s3Wendy Mitchinson, The Nature of their Bodies: Women and their Doctors in 
Victorian Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 99 1 ), p. 8. 
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certainty for the Mitchinson's statements about doctors infonning Canadians' 

idea about their and others' bodies suggests a similar process of science defining the 

healthy body. This idea of the ontological power of scientific knowledge fit a broader 

concept of nation building and national integrity. 

In Canada, as in the United State and Britaui, docton and druggists employed a 

language of national integrity to support their clairns to social power and professional 

privilege; the idea of nation was a key aspect of the broader topic of dmg prohibition. I 

use the terrn "national integrity" because integral to the process of nation building was the 

need to ensure the vitaiity of that nation, a vitality d e h e d  by specific ideas of race, 

gender, class, health and morality. Formed out of a collection of colonies, Canada during 

the nineteenth century originaüy had few social institutions in commcn. The British 

comection with English-speaking Canada was one significant factor in the formation of a 

distinct nation, but there were several others. Mariana Valverde has discussed how 

Canadian moral reformers sought to impart values based upon a "cornrnon subjectivity7' on 

those they saw as deviating from proper, nation-strengthenuig behaviour Valverde uses 

the idea of "collectivity" in place of nation, because there were people within the nation 

that the refonners did not consider part of the "coliective," but we cm draw a solid 

connection between strengt hening the CO Ilective and building the nation. '' The common 

subjectivity was part of a process of envisionhg Canada. Drawing upon the work of 

s-8 Suzanne Zeller, Inventin Canada: Early Victorian Science and the Idea of a 
Transcontinental Nation (Toronto: University of Toronto, l987), p. 9. 

sS~ariana Valverde, The Age of Light. S o a ~  and Water: Moral Reform in English 
Canada 1885- 1925 (Toronto: MacClelland And Stewart, 199 l), p. 33. 
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Benedict Anderson, Michael Dawson has recemly iiiustrated how the '"mountie m y t h  of 

the Nonhwest/Royal Canadian Mounted Police was a sigrdcant aspect in the formation 

of the "irnagined community7' that was canada? Less tangible myths and images were 

dso sigruficant in forging this identity. Doctors claims of ascendancy over the ability to 

heal and ensure a healthy community drew upon an irnagined community of healthy, white, 

moral. mentally sound, Anglo-saxons of the strong, northem stock." Their scientSc 

definitions contributed to a discourse that encapsulated more distinctly racist approaches 

to policy formation and social action. 

While some have argued that the medical profession's claims were distùictIy 

personai and self serving, 1 question this narrowly-focussed and dehumanized perspective 

of the medical profession." Nineteenth century doctors generally engaged in health care 

at a front-tine level, and the intimacy of their c o ~ e c t i o n  with human suffering iikely 

%lichael Dawson, The Mountie: From Dime Novel to Disney (Toronto: Between 
the Lines, 1998). Benedict Anderson, Imakned Communities: Reflections on the Oneins 

d Spread of Nationalism second edition (London: Verso Press, 199 1 ). 

"on race and reforrn, see Angus McLaren., Our Own Master Race; Mariana 
Valverde, "Racial Punty, SexuaI Purity, and Immigration Policy," in Valverde, The Ane of 
U h t -  Sogp and Water, pp. 104- 128 . Several authors have explored the white Canadian 
reaction to Asians in British Columbia, including W. Peter Ward, White Canada Forever; 
Kay Anderson Vancouver's Chinatown: Racial Discourse in Canada. 1875- 1980 (Montreal 
and Kùigston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991) and Patricia Roy, A White Man's 
Province: British Columbia Politicians and Chinese and Japanese Immigants. 1 858- 19 14 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1989). On broader racial exclusion 
issues in Canadian history, see Howard Palmer, Patterns of Preiudice: A Histov of 
Nativism in Alberta (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982); Barbara Roberts, Whence 
Thev Came: De ortation from Canada 1 900- 193 5 (Ottawa: University of Onawa Press, 
1988). 

" ~ h i s  is the thesis of Ronald Harnowy in Resbicted Ente.  Gidney and Millar 
challenge Hamowy's viewpoint in Professional Gentlemen, p. 4 151185. 
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affecteci their beliefs in the need and abdity of doctors to heal. To adequately assess the 

claims for power and authority that the doctors sought, we mua understand the society in 

which they lived. Far from being an egalitarian democracy, British Nonh Amenca was a 

capitalistic oligarchy, one which placed power in the hands of eiites groups which were 

defined by social noms or legislative decree. To operate within this systenq doctors 

needed to assert their claims on both social and cultural authority. This authority would 

not stop at the ability to diagnose and treat iiiness; doctors sought to ensure that the 

technology of healing-embracing both mechanical and chemical innovation-was in the 

hands of those who could be truaed to use it properly. 

The opinion that docton sought ppower merely for personal gain also ignores the 

emerging imponance of positivistic science on social policy. Doctors, and many others, 

believed that scientific advancement would fiee the world from much of the hardship that 

humanity had experienced for d e n n i a .  Medical doctors believed that it required more 

than reading a few books to understand the basics of medical science, and they assened 

that doctors should have certain powers specifically because of the complexity of the 

topics. Finaliy, as 1 discussed earlier, the idea of a professional emerged as a means of 

tempering the cornpetitive capitaiist systern.'' Hence, the claims to authonty made by 

doctors were based upon an entrenched hierarchical syaem, a positivistic faith in the 

power of science, and a belief in the transcendence of professionalism. 

In this dissertation I begin with a brief examination., in Chapter One, of the 

5%askell, ed. The Authoritv of Experts, p. 185, cited in Gidney and Millar, 
Professional Gentlemen, p. 1 04. 
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relationship of drugs to self medication in Canada in the nineteenth century. I explore the 

uses of opiates in medicine in Chapter Two and consider the ways that doctors sought 

control over the definition of the therapeutic efficiency of opiates, to increase t heir own 

authority. in Chapter Three I look at how doctors and pharmacias in three Canadian 

provinces argueci for increased legislative control of the sale of drugs for their own 

professional ends, and consider the professional identity thesis within the broader context 

of the meaning of professions to Victorian society. With Chapter Four 1 follow the 

connection between the therapeutic value of poisodmedicines to the danger of chronic 

poisoning, or addiction. I consider how doctors presented ideas about addiction which 

validated and were validated by the ascendancy of scientific language and the growing 

ontological authority of science. 1 examine how the ideas about addiction were translateci 

into therapeutic action at several public insane asylums in Chapter Five. I suggest that the 

medical conception of addiction predated, by several decades, the emergence of addiction 

as a diagnostic category for mental illness at the asylum. With Chapter Six, 1 retum to 

legislation, examining the drive to restrict and control the sale of patent medicines. At the 

tum of the century, owing to broadening powers of phannacy laws, the patent medicine 

induary was the last major aspect of medicine that had not corne under control of some 

form of legislative regdation. Doctors and druggists successfully lobbied for changes to 

this status quo, a success which resulted in a constrained authority over the distribution of 

dnigs. The conclusion draws these often disparate threads together. It includes 

connections to the broader nation-building discourse upon which doctors and phannacists 

drew to legitimate their claims, and clarifies how doctors' ideas of legitirnacy, based upon 
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a concept of a strong and healthy white Anglo Saxon nation, informed a broader project of 

excluding racial and ethnic "others" whose values and presence challengeci the "common 

subjectivity" of Canadian nation builders. 

On sources, geography and anonymity. 

The buik of the material used in this dissertation cornes from medical Iibraries, jomals 

and several large archival collections. To explore the i d e s  of Canadian physicians, 1 have 

read several major medical journal collections, and hcluded some of the less prominent 

joumals in my reading to attempt to ensure a diversity of medical opinions. Since rnuch of 

the discussion on addiction came fiom commentators outside of Canada, 1 have also 

considered the range of debates that took place in several of the key societies which 

discussed addiction. Also, I read many of the books specificdy aimed at drug use or 

addiction, published outside of  Canada, but available within the country and found at 

Canadian medical libraries; several others were owned by the Libraries at the time of their 

publication. Others were once the property of prorninent (Upper) Canadians. Notably 

bishop John Strachan owned the copy of MacNish's The Anatomv of Drunkemess now 

held by the City of Toronto Reference Library; Dr. William Canniff s copy of Francis 

Narcot h s t i  ,'s Stimulants and ics (complete with uncut sections on chlorofonn, a 

substance which Canniff refused to use in his practice) is in the former Academy of 

Medicine collection, now held in part by the Toronto Hospital Library. 

My study has a distinctly central and eastem Canada bias. Most of the Surviving 

joumals were published in Toronto or Montreal, with the notable exceptions of the 
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Western Canada Medicd Journal (Winnipeg) and the Maritime Medical Journal (Halifax), 

both of which are available in the Hannah microfiche collections, and both of which I read 

for this dissertation. The asylurn records and most phamiacy laws I examined came fiom 

Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes for several reasons. The first three comprehensive 

pharmacy laws were in Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia, and those cornparisons seemed 

the most logicai for reasons of chronology. 1 read pharmacy laws in other provinces, 

especiaily British Columbia, but found few notable differences. I therefore conclude that 

the process of pharmacy law creation, as represented by the activities in the three 

provinces 1 considered were roughiy similar to those in other provinces. A research trip 

to the Maritimes in 1996 enabled me to examine the records fiom the Saint John and 

P. E. 1. Asylums, dong with the personal papers of several physicians. No similar research 

trip to western Canada was possible." 

Wading through the vagaries of terminology relating to dmgs is dficult. Opiates 

are literally narcotic; cocaine is a stimulant. However, cornmentators of the nineteenth 

and twentieth century often label most restricted dmgs as "narcotics," broadly constmed. 

1 have tned to avoid this conflation at times, yet it has not aiways been possible. Also, 

chlord hydrate, a sedative that came into broad use (also as a substitute for opiates) was 

often cailed "chloral." When quoting, or referring directly to a quotation, which uses 

"chloral," 1 use that word, but I generally keep to the full terrn. Although cûntemporary 

60The age of the asylums 1 explore, two of which were arnong the first public 
asylums in Canada, dong with the comparative value of examining the ideas and practices 
of alienists who lived in close proximity, and thereby debated their ideas publicly and 
pnvately, justifies the limit s of my examination. 
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commentaton on h g  and alcohol use often claim that "alcohol is a h g "  1 have avoided 

this temiinological intenningling, and in Cbapter Four 1 deal specifically with the 

nineteenth century confiation of alcohol and opiates, a topic that has received too Little 

treatment. Some spehg  has been retained, dthough the spelling of words iike 

"whisky/whiskey" has been a bit of a problem. Both spehgs are correct, and both appear 

in historical and current writing. 

In accordance with the requirements of my research agreements with several 

archives, and in keeping wit h the spirit of uniformity of my citations, 1 have maintained the 

anonymity of many of the individuals whose records I examined for the use and misuse of 

drugs. Ail patients are identified by a first name and last initial (uniess the 6rst name is not 

available). The Niagara Apothecary requirements asked that ail customers' names remain 

confidential, while rnoa of the asylum records necessitated a 100 year moratorium on the 

use of real names. Therefore, al1 post- 1898 patient records use pseudonyrns. In the rare 

case of a cross-over between restricted access material and public access matenai, 1 have 

used pseudonyrns to respect the requirements of anonymity. 
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1 
Drugs and self-medication during the nineteenth century 

To adequately place this study in the broader social hiaory of Canada, this history of the 

professional definmon of the proper use of drugs begins with an examination of the non- 

professional use of drugs. Since this snidy concentrates primarily upon the use of opiates, 

1 make a limited survey of Canadian self-medication, primarily exploring the uses of 

opiates. Opiates are particularly usefil to consider, since opium's sigdicant physiological 

effects made it applicable to a variety of physical conditions. I. Worth Estes, examining 

the uses of opium from 1700 to 1850, explains that "because it decreases the imtability of 

most tissues and organs, opium is a sedative, soporifïc, analgesic, antitussive, 

antispasmodic, and anti-diarrheal, and to relax the common bile duct when obstructed by a 

stone."' Such diverse applications meant that opium would be a valuable medicine for 

many common ailments, including physical conditions iike coughs, diarrhea, deadening 

pain and dysentery, and psychological conditions such as anxiety and restlessness. For the 

sake of brevity, 1 am considering opiates in self-medication in this fairiy narrow band of 

comrnon conditions, rather than the broader range that Estes outlines. 

Exploring the use of dmgs in Canada is a difficult task. Import records are 

scattered and, for most of the century, untnistworthy; until the last third of the century, 

sales of most drugs were unrestricted and thereby unregistered; many drug vendors' 

records, if they ever existed, have been 10s; and personal testirnonids offer a narrow view 

'J. Worth Estes, A Dictionary of Protopharmacolo~: Therapeutic Practices. 1700- 
1 850 (United States: Science History Publications, 1 WO), p. 142. 
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of the generd use of h g s  in Canadian society. Yet evidence does remain that Canadians 

employed narcotic dmgs for a broad spectnim of personal ailments, in the same variety of 

ways ernployed by the people of the United States and Great   ri tain.' 

Several sources suggest a high use of opiates in self medication, while others 

caution us to temper any overarching concfusions. Import records of the Department of 

Trade and Navigation, reproduced annually in the Sessionai Papers of the Legislature of 

Canada, provide the quantity and value of irnports of opium, morphine and later smoking 

opium. Tables 1 . 1 and 1 .2 provide the quantities and value of opium and morphine that 

were imported "for home ~onsumption."~ The statistics provided in the Sessional Papers 

list quantity in "packagesy7 pnor to 1875, so Table 1 . 1  Iists the imports in quantities fiom 

1875, and imports in values âom 1867. Figure 1.1 charts the quantity and value of 

imports. Most notable is the sharp rise in opium imports in the early part of the 1 8 9 0 ~ ~  

followed by a rapid and prolonged decline. From 1908- 19 1 1, the impons of opium 

dropped steadily. The increase in irnports during the 1880s and 1890s contrasts with a 

relatively steady growth in per capita imports (Figure 1.2). The reason for the decade of 

'Bemdge and Edwards have noted the high incidence of opiate use among the 
inhabitants of the Fenland district ("the Fens"), where residents used opium to reduce the 
discornfort caused by conditions endemic to such wet, marshy areas. Canadian data 
suggests that, except for extreme cases like the Fens, the British experience with medicai 
opiate use was reflected in Canada. The Fen experience may not have been reflected in 
Canadian society, although a study of immigration patterns from the Fens to Canada may 
belie that assurnption. 

'The import statistics lia items "imported and "imported for home consumption." 
The distinction is unclear to me. AIthough the former term could apply to al items 
imported, wMe the latter may apply o d y  to  items consumed in Canada, the numbers "for 
home consumption" were oiten higher than those "imported." At other times, the 
numbers are the same, and roughly as often the former numbers are higher than the latter. 
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Table 1.1. Opium and Morphine IrnpoRs to 
Canada, 1867-191 I 

Opium Morphine 

Year Pounds Value Ounces Valué 

Table 1.2: Prices of Opium and 
Morphine Imports Compare& 

Year Opium Morphine 
nia 
nia 
nia 
nia 

$1 .n 
$2.42 
$1 -85 
$1.67 
$1 -41 
$2.1 4 
$1 .O9 
$0.93 
$1 -44 
$1.17 
$1 -30 
$1 -38 
$0.93 
$0.86 
$1 -14 
$1 -06 
$1 -03 
$1 -25 
$1 .O5 
$1 -12 
$1 -28 
$1 -24 
$1.19 
$1 .O5 
$1.1 9 
$1.13 
$1 -18 
$1 2 9  
$1.96 
$2.48 
$1.83 
$1 -90 
$2.60 
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Figure 1.1. O p h  Imports into Canada, 1 867- 19 1 1 .  Value and Quantity Compared 

1866 1871 1876 1881 1886 1891 1896 1901 1906 1911 
Years 

* Quantjfy - Value 

Figure 1.2: Opium Imports compared to per capita imports, 1870- 19 1 1 . 

- 
1870 1875 1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 - Opium lmports - Per capita imports 
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Figure 1.3: Per Pound/Per Ounce costs of hported Opium and Morphine, 1876- 19 12 

- 

$0.00 
1876 1 879 1882 1885 1888 1891 1894 1897 1 900 1 903 1906 1909 1 91 2 

++ Opium + Morphine 

Figure 1.4: Opium and Morphine Irnports Compared by Value, 1 870- 19 1 1 

- 

1869 1874 1879 1884 1889 1894 1899 1904 1- 
Vopr 

+ Opium * Morphine 
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increased imports is dificult to determine. No signifiaint change in Canadian duties on 

opiates took place, but the period fiom the mid- 1880s to the mid- 1890s roughly coincides 

to a period of high American duties on smoking opium.' Undoubtedly, some opium 

entered Canada for export to the United States, iiiegai or otherwise, although the numbers 

1 am using related to items imported "for home consumption." Meanwhile, the value of 

opium does not seem to have changed signifwintly in this t h e .  Table 1.2 lists, and Figure 

1.3 illustrates, the value of opium per pound, caicuiated by dividing the total value by the 

total number of pounds imported each year. Again, no significant change in value, which 

might a f k t  the importing behaviour of Canadians, appears to have taken place. Finally, 

Figure 1.4 presents a suggestive cornparison of opium and morphine imports. Opium 

imports are charted on the Iefl hand (primary) y-axis, and the morphine imports are 

presented on the right-hand (secondary) y-axis. This visuai cornparison suggest an inverse 

relationship between purchases of raw opium and those of morphine, aithough that 

relationship is not Iikely very strong5 

These impons statistics, however, do not indicate how Canadians used the dmgs 

they imported. The Canadian medicine manufacturing industry was growing, and many of 

the imporied opiates may have gone into that process. One nch source of information on 

*On Amencan import duties, See Courtwright, Dark Paradise: Opiate Addiction in 
Arnenca Before 1940 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Press, 1982), pp. 16- 1 7. 

'Sources for import statistics come fiom annuai Trade and Navigation Statistics, 
printed in the Sessional Papers of the House of Comrnons. Canadian import duties were 
listed in the Trade and Navigation papers each year. Statistics on per capita import 
numbers (Figure 1.2) come &om K. W. Taylor and H. Michell, Statistical Contributions to 
Canadian Economic History Volume 2 (Toronto: Macmillan and Company, 193 l), p. 3. 
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dmg use is in the surviving records of the Niagara Apothecary, a dmg store that opened in 

the middle of the nineteenth century in Niagara, Ontario, and remained in operation, 

through several ownerships and under several names, weli into the twentieth century. 

Customer accounts joumais, which record selected customers' purchases, demonstrate 

both the extent of drug use and the case of potentiai drug addiction. Customer accounts 

records do not record every transaction made at the business. They are skewed towards 

the wealthy or  those deemed by the proprietor to be trustworthy, and customers were 

often recorded by family name, infiequently distinguishin for which member of the family 

the order was intended. We cannot, therefore, use these records to make any conclusions 

about the class, age or gender of a d d i c d  

Several examples demonstrate the variety of preparations in which opium figured 

prominently. The account of Robert B, a butcher, shows from 1860- 1872 the purchase of 

such diverse medicines as laudanum, paregoric, generic soothing s p p ,  tincture of opium, 

generic pain kder, cherry pectoral, ~ s . ] W i n s l o w ' s  [soothing syrup]; and Browne's 

Chlorodyne. Most of these substances were Likely opiate based. These records dso  

suggea a comparative value in self-medication versus visiting a doctor for a prescription; 

these dmgs were relatively inexpensive, an ounce of laudanum, for example, which would 

thereby contain several doses (unless the patient was addicted to opiates), was a mere 25 

cents. A doctor's visit, as Duffin has noted for the same period, usually cost $1 00, 

6 In this brief analysis of the Niagara Apothecary records, 1 have changed the names 
of ail of the customers whom 1 discuss. 
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exciusive of the actual prescription price.' The most expensive item that Robert's family 

purchased was a bottle of Browne's Chlorodyne, which cost S 1.25. They bought this in 

1872, two yean d e r  the Phamiacy Act limiteci the sale of certain dmgs. Chlorodyne was 

a proprietary rnedicine and therefore unrestricted under the Actg 

Some seKrnedication led to addiction, and the Niagara Apothecary records also 

suggea that condition arnongst the custorner records. A district judge of the region 

began purchasing a solution of morphine in 2 ounce units in 1855. These purchases 

contuiued, the same volume of the same substance, several tirnes a month until the middle 

of 1 8 5 7. This record suggests a certain guardedness over the judge's purchases. While 

the first few entries lia "morphine solution" the remainder, Liahg the same arnount at the 

same regular intervals, only note "solution-as before." This type of enigmatic notation 

was unusual for these records; generdy the writer listed the narne of the substance. While 

vagueness weakens our abiiity to conclude that this customer was an addict, since we 

cannot be certain that the "solution" was morphine, the uniqueness of this obscure note 

taking leaves us speculating that something was wrong. 

Other cases of habituai use of dmgs do suggest themselves in the Niagara 

Apothecary records. One case of addiction cm be corroborated in the fact that a 30-year 

old single woman customer at the Niagara Apothecary in the early 1870s seems to be the 

sarne woman who arrived at the Toronto Asylurn later that decade, diagnosed with a 

'Jacalyn D u f i ,  LangstafT A Nineteenth Century Medicd Life (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1 993), p. 47. 

'1 discuss the Ontario Pharmas, Act in Chapter Three. On Chiorodyne and its 
relationship with patent medicine legislation, see Chapter Six. 
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mania fiom opiate use9 This woman's records note her purchases of morphine, 

chlorodyne and laudanum around 1870, and she continueci to buy laudanum in 2 ounce 

vials for the next two years. Between 1 853 and 1 875, approximately fZty customer's 

records indicate repeated and regular purchases of narcotic drugs. The occupations of the 

customers I could trace in extant manuscript censuses suggea that the class of these 

patients ranged fkom skilled working class to the upper bourgeoisie. These included 

masons, shoemakers, carpenters, fanners, clerks, merchants army officers, ministers, 

judges and politicians. 

Since these occupations tend to exclude the poorer in society, the value of the 

Niagara Apothecary records is limited by the demographics of the customers. but it does 

provide suggestions of the broad use and potential abuse by wealthier rnembers of society. 

What about the poorer Canadians, and those without ready access to the stock of a dnig 

store? Reconstructing patterns of drug use among the working class and poor is difficult, 

but we do have suggestions from self-help books, subsequent compilations of folk 

rernedies and several recent acadernic studies on self medi~ation.'~ Unable to aEord a 

am speculating on this woman's identity, but her real naine is and was unique 
enough to encourage me to cross reference the Niagara Apothecary records with those of 
the Toronto Asylum. Unfortunately, owing to a research agreement with the Archives 
that forbids me to disclose the names of the clients, and requires me to maintain a 
sufficient vagueness about the client's identity to eliminate the Likelihood that a reader 
could find the person in other records. I cannot give more specific details of the client's 
life. 

'"For the latter, see especially, John K. Creiiin, Home Medicine: The 
Newfoundland Experience (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
1994); Vicki Busby, "'Doctors Can't Cure It': Traditional Medical Practices in Nieteenth- 
Cenhiry Upper Canada: S u ~ v a i  Strategies in a Developing Society, 1783- 1920" (M.A 
Geography, Queen's University, 1993); J. T. H Connor "Minority Medicine in Ontario, 
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doctor's care, many people would reïy upon local home remedies to treat themselves or 

members of their f ~ l y .  Two major sources, one iiterary and one oraiiy transmitted, offer 

suggestions that opiates were part of a broader, non-narcotic, therapeutic regimen. 

The first source is the published attempts to reconstmct folk remedies of Canadian 

settlers. .4 recent valuable addition to this body of popular history and folklore is Jirn 

Cameron's &od for What Ails You: Self-Hel~ Remedies From 19th Centurv Canada 

( 1995). Cameron's discussion is a diverse collection of anecdotal and documentary 

evidence relating to the self medication of nineteenth century Canadians. AIthough it 

includes a variety of recipes for conditions for which regular physicians employed opium, 

Cameron's book does not list opium or any opiate preparations in the remedies it provides. 

This omission was not a result of Cameron's selective presentation but it may be a result of 

selective memory of the people whom he interviewed for the book." 

A variety of other studies of folk remedies suggest as  well the plethora of ways by 

which Canadians sought to cure the conditions for which regular physicians administered 

opium. For example, consider the proffered remedies for coughs. Although some of the 

recipes in the compilations employed a variety of non-indigenous substances, like 

plantains, &on or camphor, few of these folk and home remedies included opium as an 

ingredient. Coughs could be relieved by the juice of a tunùp sweetened with sugar, 

"water whitened with oatmeal," or the "inspissated [sic] m .  juice of sowthistle.. . 

1 795- 1903 : A Study of Medical Pluralism and its Decline" (Ph. D, University of Waterloo, 
1989). 

11 Personal communication with Jim Carneron. 
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dandelions or "~emices."'~ Plasters of mustard, Iridian meal and vinegar; mustard and egg 

white; or onions fried in lard also might relieve the phiegm of the chest." Opiates were 

not entirely absent fiom these recipes; boiling poppy heads with different substances, Iike 

lemons and brown sugar, or marshmallow root, were also usefiil to treat coughs.14 In his 

mdy  of home remedies in Newfoundland, John C r e h  found similar remedies remaineci in 

general use into the twentieth century. '' 

Beyond folk remedies, passed on by oral tradition or written down in personai 

home "receipt" books, people could dso look to published guides. Exploring the "old 

settlers remedies" in Shelbme County, Nova Scotia, Marion Robertson included recipes 

taken fiom books owned by these settlers. These volumes included John Wesley's 

Primitive Phvsic, and Thomas Phaire's The Boke of Chvldren. l6 Many medicine 

companies sold ahanacs that included a range of recommendations for diEerent 

conditions, not excluding the company's own products.17 One of the moa widely 

distributed mid-century self-help books was Dr. Chase's Recipes: or information for 

everybody Originaily published in An.  Arbor, Michigan, Chase's Reci~es was fira 

 arion Robertson., Old Settlers' Remedies (Bumngton, N. S. : Cape Sable 
Historical Society, 1960), p. 12. 

13 Respectively, Robertson, p. 14; Cameron, p. 75. 

14 Respectively, Cameron, p. 77; Robertson, p. 12. 

"lohn K. Crellin, Home Medicine. 

16 Robertson, "Foreword," Old Settlers' Remedies, n.p. 

" ~ h e  Osler Library at McGill University has an extensive collection of these 
almanacs. 
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published in Canada in 1 865, and went through at least ten reprints before the "third, last 

and cornpiete" version in 1889. Its popularity may be demonstrated by the fact that it 

underwent numerous editions; the fia Canadian edition was printed the same year as the 

twenty-third edition in the United States. Chase offered his readers a variety of remedies 

with a broad range of ingredients, noting that 

Many of the articles c d e d  for can be gathered from garden, field or woods, and 
the others will always be found with dmggias, md moa  of the preparations wiU 
cost only from orle-half to  as low as one sirteenth as much as to purchase them 
already made; and the o d y  certainty, now-adays, of having a go& article, is to 
make it yourself " 

M o a  importantly, Chase reminded skeptical readers who would argue that they codd  get 

al1 the recipes they needed fiom published columns in newspapers, that not o d y  was his 

book indexed and "handsomely bound" but the recipes presented " the  advantage of their 

having passed under the author's careniliy pmning and gr4fnng hax~d."'~ 

Chase's books demonstrate the 
Table 1 .2: Dr. Chase's Remedy Ingredients 
compared. 

1 Substance 1 1865 1 m89 1 
variety of opportunities people had for 

using or not using narcotics. Through 

the many Canadian editions of the book 

the proportion of opiates to recipes 

rernained fairly steady. Out of 435 

recipes in the first Canadian edition ( 1 865) for example, 45 ( 1 0.34%) included some form 

"Chase, Chase's R e c i ~ e ~ ,  ninth edition (Am Ahor: Published by the Author, 
i862), p. xiv. 
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of opium, includuig Dover's powder and paregoric. In 1 889, the number of recipes had 

increased to 5 27, wit h 62 ( 1 1 -8%) opium preparations. Table 1.2 compares this change to 

recipes containing alcohol and chiorofom. In these volumes, more than in the home 

remedies discussed above, opiates vied with ot her substances to treat common ailments. 'O 

His remedies for coughs, for example, include several cou& lozenges or mixtures 

employing morphine, opium or laudanum, alongside of a remedy made fiom "Linseed oil, 

honey and Jarnaica mm," and a cough symp which demanded the following complex 

procedure: 

[Mx]  Wahoo, bark of the root, and elecamane root, of each 2 ozs,; spikenard 
root. and tamarack bark (Unrossed but the moss may be brushed on), of each 4 
ozs. ; mandrake root, % oz. ; bloodroot 114 oz. ; mix alcohol '/z pt. with sufficient 
water to cover all and let stand for 2 or 3 days; then add more water and boil and 
pour off, putting on more water and boiling again, nraining the two waters and 
boiling dom to 3 pts.;' when cool ad 3 Ibs. of honey, and aicohol 1 gill, with 
tincture of wine of ipecac 1 Yi OZS. ;. . .21 

Chase recomrnended equaily diverse ingredients and procedures for other complaints, 

including diarrhea, the recipes for which used regular medicines like laudanum and opium, 

and herbal remedies of roots, barks and household goods. 

The information provided by attempts at reconstructing folk medical knowledge 

and published volumes like Dr. Chase's Recipes illustrates the broad range of medicai 

therapies to which Canadians had access. Many of these recipes included dmgs found in 

personal and public Phannaçppoei~, while others drew upon widely available substances 

"Source: Copies of Dr. Chase's Recipes are available at the Osler Library at 
McGill University, and on microfiche through the C H M .  

xch ase's Recipes, 1862 edition, p. 154. 
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for their ingredients. Some of these ingredients necessitateci access to wild or regiondy 

available vegetation, whde others required the reader have access to the broader 

commercial marketplace. This array of remedies and ingredients is the context in which 

we must place the following analysis of the ideas nirrounding dmg use by physicians. 

Attempts to control certain drugs operated within a society that used them, but in a limiteci 

way. The extant folk and home remedy i i t e r a ~ e  suggest that the main users of medicd 

opiates were the medical profession itself Chase's validation of his book as a series of 

recipes approved by a medical doctor (and many of the recipes apparently came fiom 

other doctors' contributions) suggests the relationship between a physician's authority and 

the use of opiates. To seek the ideas of opiates as medicine, therefore, we must consider 

the discussions of doctors t hemselves. 
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Opiates, medicd treatment and culturd authorÏty in nineteenth-century Canada 

The cornplexity of seK-medication and home remedies, drawn frorn a variety of cultural 

sources, contrasts with attempts by docton throughout the century to achieve a degree of 

consistency in medicine. The story of how doctors debated theu therapeutic perspectives 

has been told for severai national contexts. ' Within these debates lay a fundamentai drive 

to establish normative practices and effective treatments; in doing so, doctors would 

secure their authority and bolster professional status. While a variety of medicai 

philosophies struggled for social and legal acceptance, moa of these perspective relied 

upon sorne form of chernical or drug therapy. When studying the emergence of controls 

over drugs, it is valuable to consider how doctors vaiued these drugs, and how drugs 

bolstered doctors' claims of authority by aiding their abiiity to treat and heal the patient. 

In this chapter 1 examine physicians' ideas of therapeutic drug use in Canada in the 

middle part OF the nineteenth century. I use medicai reference manuds, medical journals, 

public newspapers and private practice records to explore the debates about drug use. 

Owing to the bulk of available material, the discussion focusses mostly upon the debates 

between allopathie physicians, whose efforts to refine and improve the effectiveness of 

'See for instance, Gidney and Millar, Professional Gentlemen: The Professions in 
Nineteenth-Centurv Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994); J. T. H. 
Cornor, "Minority Medicine in Ontario"; Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of 
Amencan Medicine: The Rise of a Sovereim Profession and the Making of a V a s  
Indu= (New York: Basic Books, 1984); John Harley Wamer, The Therapeutiç 
Perspective: Medical Practice. Knowled~e. and Identity in Arnenca, 1820-1 885 
(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1986); Imine Loudon, Medical Care and 
the General Practitioner. 1 750- 1 850 ( M o r d :  Clarendon Press, 1986) . 
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their approach to medicine resulted in a number of debates and discussions about the 

nature and effkct of dmgs like opium.' Therapeutic propriety was based upon much more 

than just medical results, however. Decisions of the efficacy of chemicai therapy related 

to the visible effects of dmgs, but these ideas were modified by the credibility of the 

administrator and the therapeutic philosophies that underlay the decision to use a 

particular treatment regimen. I explore specifically the use of opiates. Opium, tike many 

active dmgs, operated both as a poison and as a medicine. Taken in excessive doses, it 

could kill a patient, while in proper amounts, opium was a valuable therapeutic agent. The 

correct and incorrect doses were not uniform; the propriety of administration related to 

issues of individual credibiiity, conditions of administration, and the results of the 

treatment. Doctors used incidents of improper opiate administration, resulting in death or 

physical distress, to reidorce their clairns for professionai authority . However, the 

intemecine conflicts between doctors demonstrated their inability to agee upon general 

principles of drug therapy, conflicts that could result in a diminished credibility for doctors 

at mid-century . 

The value of a dnig's power depended upon technological innovations that aided 

physicians who employed drugs in therapy The isolation of morphine ( 18O6), the primary 

active principle of opium, and the advent of the hypodermic syringe (1 8533, were two 

'On different physiologicd beliefs in Ontario, for example, see J. T. H. Connor, 
"Minonty Medicine in Ontario, 1795- 1903: A Study of Medical Pluralism and its Decline" 
(Ph.D dissertation, University of Waterloo, 1989). 
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separate innovations that enabied doctors to strengthen their ability to treat patients.' 1 

consider the isolation of morphine in the fkst part of the chapter, demonstrating that 

constant conflation of terminology alludes to a persistent confusion about the properties of 

opiates. In the second part of the chapter, 1 consider the advent of hypodermic medication 

specificaily. Hypodermic administration of dmgs was a technological advance that offered 

promise to physicians, but which aiso presented new and recuning dangers about both 

self-medication and later habitua1 use. As with the issue of opiate use itself, doctors aiso 

argued that they should have exclusive control over the use of the hypodermic syringe. 

The discourse of power and authority in these debates, while attempting to advance the 

authority of doctors' knowledge in medicd issues, demonstrates the sociaiiy-constructed 

and inconsistent nature of that sarne knowledge. 

* * * 

In 1869. the Canadian Pharmaceuticai Journal pubiished an article entitled "What is 

Opium?" The author, Dr. Friedrich August Fiuckiger, a renowned chemist from Beni, 

Gennany, observed that, despite persistent investigation, "science is far from having an 

exact idea of the nature of opium."' Drawing upon the results of his own expenments and 

those of other investigators, Fluckiger detailed the chernicd complexity of opium. He 

noted variances and nuances of opium's makeup, and explained to his readers how they 

could test the potency of opiates. Despite its scientific language and descriptions of 

'J. Worth Estes, A Dict ionq of Protophamacolow: Therapeutic Practices. 1 700- 
1850 (United States: Science History Publications, 1990). pp. 142-143. 

'F. A. Fiuckiger, " M a t  is Opium?" Canadian Phamaceuticai Journal 2 (January, 
1869), pp. 1-4. 
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experimentai procedures and results, Fluckiger's article merely synthesised what people 

had known for years: opium is a chemicaüy intricate dmg. He made no dusion to 

another, equally perplexing aspect of opium: the social cornplexity that mirrored, and was 

a result of, the chernical cornplexity. In its ability to ease pain, induce sleep, or 

significantly alter the physicai processes of the body, such as reducing intestinal activity 

and bronchiai secretions and increasing perspiration, opium was a valuable medicine of the 

nineteenth century pharmacopoeia. These therapeutic qualities also made opium a 

dangerous poison; taken in large doses, opium could kill. Despite the advances of 

scientific inquiry, "the nature of opium" remained elusive. 

Scientific investigation, such as those upon which Fluckiger drew, infonned and 

enhanced the knowledge and power of medical professionals. In the same way that 

matornical knowledge and detailed empincal data empowered doctors to try to estabiish 

cultural authority and control over their patients, expanding scientific and chernical 

experimentation provided doctors, pharmacists and other members of a broadly-defined 

medical profession a positivistic and scientificaily-legitimate means of attempting to 

explain the actions of drugs. Yet for ail of the chernical and pharmacological advances to 

which doctors had access, opium remained a diffcult drug to use accurately The 

complexity to which Huckiger alluded hindered the doctor's ability to predict, with any 

degree of accuracy, the actions and side effects of a drug, and to explain the periodic 

anomaious and lethal results of drug therapy. When science fded and doctors faced the 

incongruity between expectations and results, doctors depended upon their social 

credibility and status based upon non-scientific factors, to legitirnize their clairns to control 
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over these substances. 

The abiiity to establish cultural authority over medicine depended upon the nature 

of the item, the concept or the behaviour over which the authority was sought. When 

asserting their authority over drugs, doaors confronteci both the uncertain composition of 

opium and, before the last halfof the nineteenth century, the uncertain legai position of 

physicians.' In the fim part of this chapter 1 examine these two forms of emerging 

authority as it related to doctors' use of opiates. 1 scrutinize £ïrst the multiple meanings of 

opium in social Me, and then consider how doctors' contlicts over therapeutic perspectives 

and political aspirations affected ideas of proper use of opiates. Central to this chapter is 

the idea that opium in its various foms related to medical power only inasmuch as it was a 

dangerous poison. Medical power over drugs required those dmgs to be dangerous. 

As Fluckiger stated, opium is chemically complex. Raw opium consists of a 

number of alkaloids, including morphine, narcotine, thebaine, codeine, papaverine, and 

heroin? Morphine is the most significant akaloid in opium, often cornpnsing ten percent 

of the total weight of the raw gum opium, and being approximately ten times as potent.' 

Mer Semimer's discovery and isolation of morphine in 1806 (and publication in 1 8 17),' 

'See Gidney and Millar, Professionai Gentlemen (esp. pp. 85- 105) for a more 
extensive examination of doaors' claims for authority. 

%Iuckger illustrated that there were 12 known alkdoids (CPJ, Vol 2 p. 1 ) while 
Estes, in A Dictionary of Protophamacoloey (p. 142.) says opium includes 25 different 
active ingredients. 

'Charles P. Levinthai, "Milk of Paradise/ Milk of Heu: The hiaory of ideas about 
ectives in Biology and Medicine 28 (Surnmer, 1985), p. 570. 

'Estes, Diction- of Protopharmacolo~, p- 142. 
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chemins and wholesalers of opium began to delineate the various types of opium by the 

amount of morphine in the raw opium gum. The variations of this morphine percentage 

could be quite considerable, as the foilowing excerpt f?om the Montreal Medical Gazette 

of 1 844 demonstrates: 

Bengai investment opium.. . contains two and a half per cent by weight of 
pure morphia; Malta Opium, six per cent, ditto; Turkey opium, nine per 
cent, ditto; and garden opium, Patna and Smyrna opium, ten and a half per 
cent of morphia e a ~ h . ~  

Even the above numbers must have been estimates, since the potency of opium varies by 

the altitude and climate where the poppies are grown. Such variance increased the 

dangers to the individual of self-application of opium. 

This multifaceted physical composition parallels-and may have driven-a 

multifaceted social and medical experience of opium. To the t em  "opium" clung a bundle 

of context-sensitive meanings. Opium poisoning was the cause of numerous murder trial 

cases and coroner's inquests. In the tinctured state-a mixture of approximately one part 

opium to ten parts alcohol, often called laudanum-opium became a widespread poison in 

suicides and child murden. Meanwhile, no doctor's pharmacopoeia was complete without 

"titict. opii." Laudanum, altered by enterprising medicine vendors or manufacturers, was 

the bais for compounds tike Paregoric, Godfiey's Cordial, and Mrs. Winslods Soot hing 

Symp. These substances helped mothers to soothe infants and children to sleep in the 

working-class homes in industriai England, and in the middle class homes throughout 

- -  - 

Wntreal Medical Gazettg 1 (Apd 1844), p. 20. 
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Europe and the ~rner icas . '~  Opium alone and in the f o m  of laudanum appeared in 

nineteenth-century literaîure as a symbol of excess and as a tool for deception. " In 

international politics, opium was a key to broader economic and moral discussion about 

the trade in Asia, specificdy over concerns in Great Britain regarding the propriety and 

validity of Bntain's role in the East-tndia Company.'" ail of these discussions and 

images, opium, a single substance, wore a variety of masks. 

"A difference of degree or contingency": Public scrutiny of poison administration 

A reviewer of M e d  Taylor's On Poisons in the Canadian Medical Chronicle noted that 

1 @Note discussions by Vigùua Berridge "Opium and the Workers: 'Infant Doping' 
and 'Luxurious Use,"' in Bemdge and Edwardq Opium and the People: Opiate Use in 
Nineteenth Century England (London: Allen Lane, 198 1 ), pp. 97- 109; Terry Parssinen, 
'"Mothef s Friend': Opium as an Escape," in Parssinen, Secret Passions. Secret Remedies: 
Narcotic Dmas in British Society. 1520- 1940 (Philadeiphia: institute for the Study of 
Human Issues, 1983), pp. 42-58; Terry Chapman, "Drug Use in Western Canada," 

berta History 24 (Fall, 1976), pp. 18-27; H. Wayne Morgan, h g s  in Amenca: A 
Social Histo-. 1800- 1980 (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 198 1). pp. 29-63. 

 or examples of nineteenth century iiterature in which opium was duplicitous, see 
any edition of Charles Dickens, Qliver Twist, in which laudanum was both a medicine and 
then a tool to render a criminal unconscious; Oscar Wilde, A Picture of Dorian Cikav, in 
which Lord Henry Wotton smoked a "heavy opium-laden cigarette" (p. 2) near the 
beginning of the novel, and Dorian ended up slummllig in the East London opium dens 
near the end. Also consider Wikie Collins' Moonstone; Dickens Edwin Drood; Arthur 
Conan Doyle's "The Man With the Twisted Lip" in The Complete Sherlock Holmes 
Volume 1 (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, n-d.), pp. 229244 for other examples of 
opiate use and misuse. 

12See Geofiey Harding's discussion of the East India Company in Opiate 
i n M r i  O al ty and Medicine: From Moral nlness to Patho1oeica.i Dise= (London: A dd i a o . 

Macmillan, 1988), especiay chapters 2 and 3. 
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"the ciifference between a remedy and a poison is only one of degree or of contingency."" 

Much of the discussion about legitimate use of opium referred to three key conthgencies: 

for what was the opium used, who admuiistered it, and what were the results? 

Administered by a credible physician, to a patient whose physical condition required it, 

and who benefited by the adrninistratioo, opium was a medicine. Used for disreputable 

purposes, by individuals with the intent to injure, opium was a poison. Improperly 

admullstered by a parent or other individual without proper authority, and causing death 

or physical distress, opium sat on a blurred h e  between poison and medicine. AU three of 

these conditions were subject to scrutiny; ofien the results of the treatment were as 

important as the authority and purpose of the admuiistrator. Who detemiined the 

credibility of a physician, or the necessity of opium? In mid-nineteenth century Canada, 

the law recognized no single therapeutic perspective as authoritative. Legislation 

incorporating provincial medical bodies tended to be pluralistic rather than exclusive, 

leaving the propriety of dmg administration open to subjective interpretation. ''l 

The su bjectivity of medical interpretations, expressed as objective tnith, resulted in 

semantic and philosophicai debates and contlicts over propriety and credibility. These 

debates rested upon issues of power. Believing their training and medical knowledge 

made them the mom credible authorities on medical application of chemicals, physicians 

'%'~eview of Aified Swaine Taylor, On Poisons in Relations to Medical 
Jurisprudence and Medicine" Medicai Chronicle or Montreal Monthly Journal of 
Medicine and Surnery (hereafter Medical Chronicle) 6 (May, l8S9), pp. 53 7-53 8. 

"On medical registration in Ontario, see Gidney and Millar, "Docton and the Price 
of Occupational Closure," Professionai Gentlemen, pp. 85- 105. 
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asserted that only reputable medicd practitioners should administer medicine. However, 

in the middle of the nineteenth ce-, Canadian physicians themselves did not agree on 

many aspects of physical processes. Their internecine disputes, dnven by both 

philosophical and personal conflicts, coupled with legislative reluctance to recognize any 

single medical philosophy as vaiid, limited the credibihty of medicai practice. l5 Prior to 

comprehensive medical, pharmacy or poison laws, judicial and public scrutiny often 

detennined the validity and credibility of physicians when ushg poisonous mediches. 

Several writers have noted the place of public scrutiny to the authority of medicai 

practice. A point of conjunction between two significantly different works, Michel 

Foucault's The Birth of the Clinic, and John Harley Wanier's The Therapeutic Perspective 

for example, demonstrates that physicians' authority to  diagnose and treat rested upon 

public scrutiny of the doctofs action, rather than medicai degrees or certificates. Foucault 

said that the doctor needed to observe, to recognize the course of the disease and reason 

out his actions before proceeding to treat the patient! Warner argued that a physician's 

credibility depended upon his capability to act quickly and decisively when faced with an 

illness. *' The two perspectives, drawn from sigruticantly dflerent Literature, national 

"~lthough much of the debate camied out between doctors was philosophicai, 
notably between aiiopaths and homeopaths, but also other "sects" of medicine? the main 
discussion of this dissertation revolves around the ideas of the regulars. On medicai 
pluralism in Ontario, for example, see J. T. H. Cornor, "Minonty Medicine in Ontario." 

16~oucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An archaeolqgy of Medical Perception O\lew 
York: Pantheon, 1973), p. 16. 

17 Warner, "Intervention and Identity," in Warner, Therapeutic Perspectives, pp 1 1 - 
36. 
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contexts and philosophies have a conmon thread: doaors' credibility relieci partly upon 

public acceptance of th& behaviour, rather than simply institutional validation. 

hovations iike the isolation of morphine enabled doctors to overcome some of 

the variability of opiate doses that made h g  use uncertain. Morphine, one of a number 

of opiate alkaloids, had a more specific and less variable physicai effect, although it was 

not without its uncertain effects. Isolated in the firri decade of the nineteenth century, 

"morphia" entered the materia medica of the general physician and the f d y  medical 

regimen only gradudy. In 1832, W. G. Smith noted that "neither morphia, nor any of its 

salts, have yet corne into very generai use in the practice of physicians, at least [in North 

Amenca]. " Smith suggested two reasons for this phenornenon. Fûst, he argued that the 

price of morphine was too high; second, he cited "an adherence to the old established 

maxim, never to abandon an article whose virtues are known and universally 

acknowledged, for one not yet proved, and but jua introduced."" Morphine soon came 

into more widespread use, however, and as John Beli, a Canadian medical student in 1863, 

recorded in his lecture notes, "we use the alkaioids of morphia &c.; opium being used only 

for laudanum and Dover's P~wder ." '~  

A sample of the records of Dr. Thomas Geddes. a generai practitioner from 

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, whose detailed case books have nearly ail survived intact, 

"W. G. Smith, "An Inaugurai dissertation on Opium" (1 832) p. 16, in Gerdd 
Grob, ed. Origins of hiledical Attitudes Toward Drua Addiction in Amencar (New York: 
Arno Press Reprint, 198 1 ). 

'%hn Bell. "Matena Medica and Pharmacy Lecture Notes," 1 863, pp. 1 52- 1 53; 
National Archives of Canada, John Bell fonds, MG29 B40 vol. 2. 
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Year 

1844 
1848 
1854 
1859 
1 864 
1869 
1874 
1880 

Dover's 
Powder 
5.47% 
6.76% 
8.1 1% 
5.68% 
7.07% 
8.63% 
7.35% 

10.05% 

Morphine Opium 

Table 2.1 : Prescribing practices of Dr. Thomas Geddes: 
Narcotics as percentages of al1 prescriptions, 1844- 1880 
1 

L 

Tindu re 
Opium 
4.59% 
4.71 % 
5.97% 
6.23% 
4.89% 
3.53% 
4.44% 
4-31 % 

Source: Casebooks of Dr. Thomas Geddes, Pubiic Archives of Nova Scotia. 

Table 2.2: Correlation between narcotics prescribed 
by Dr. Thomas Geddes 

Dovef s Powder 
Morphine 
Opium 
fincture 

Dover's Morphine Opium Tincture 
Powder Opium 

1 
0.1657 1 

-0.521 2 -0.4423 1 
-0.4301 -0.0547 0.2032 1 

On correlation coefficients, see the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.1 Prescription practices of Dr. Thomas Geddes. 

I 

+ Dover's Powder + Morphine 

+ Opium 4 Tincture Opii 

Source: Casebooks of Dr. Thomas Geddes, Public Archives of Nova Scotia. 
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illustrates how important morphine could become in a doctofs practice. Table 2.1 lias 

Geddes's prescriptions of morphine, opium, tincture of opium and Dovef s Powder (a 

common patent medicine consisting principaily of opium and ipecacuanha) as a percentage 

of ail prescriptions each year." Figure 2.1 charts this data. Notable is the leap in 

applications of morphine between 1848 and 1859, a penod which saw an increase in the 

popularity of morphine, as the above evidence suggests. Whde Geddes used morphine 

often in his practice, he does not appear to have substmited morphine for other opiates. 

As the correlation table" (Table 2.2) demonstrates, there was no statisticaily significant 

negative relationship between Geddes' use of morphine and any of the other opiates; 

Geddes' use of other opiates did not change signincantly as he incorporateci morphine into 

his materia medica. Morphine was a valuable t herapeutic addition to Geddes' practice. 

Geddes' broad application of morphine is an example of one physician's rapid acceptance 

of the substance, and may have been related to his schooling or access to the dnig. Other 

examinations, like ûuffui's study of James Langstaff, illustrate that some doctors did not 

'OSource: Dr. Thomas Geddes Casebooks; Geddes Fonds, Provincial Archives of 
Nova Scotia (PANS). These statistics were cornpiled by a full reading, rather than a 
sarnple, of the casebooks in the yean tiaed. Geddes records are of particular value for 
historians, since he kept meticulous details of the condition, prescription and cost for 
every patient in his records. Unlike other notable extensive docton records (for example, 
Langstaff, examined by Jacalyn DuRn) Geddes conthued to note his prescriptions 
throughout the nearly hdf a centus, of his practice. He worked as a physician fiom the 
1830s to 1880. 

"On the information provided by correlation coefficients, and the fornula for 
detennining these numbers, please refer to the appendix. 
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use morphine, or may have iisted morphine as opium in their  record^.^ 

The difference between the practices of Langstafhnd Geddes could be the result 

of a nurnber of factors-geographical, pedagogicd, or philosophical-and the reason is 

difficuit to isolate, yet it is also suggestive of broader terminological cordation of 

medicines. To many doctorq the merence between "morphia" and "opium was not 

always clear, a conflation which indicates a restncted understanding of the nature of 

opium. Throughout much of the nineteenth century, physicians tended to equate 

morphine and opium as having practically the sarne effects. To many, the only significant 

difEerence between the two lay in the dosage. British physician and educator Robert 

Christison, in his often cited textbook A Dispensatory. or Commentary on the 

Pharmacopoeias of Great Britain.. . ( 1842) explaineci that "there is scarcely any speciai 

purpose served by opium, for which this salt [morphine] may not be advantageously 

substituted, except in the cases of rare occurrence where it is necessary to compel deep 

sleep, and the constitution of the individual is known to agree with opium itself "" Dr. J. 

Moore Neliigan agreed, noting in 1849 that "notwithstanding the observations of many, 

that morphia is free from the stimulating effects of opium, and that it acts purely as an 

anodyne sedative; it would appear that it possesses essentialiy.. . . the actions of the drug 

" See Duffin, Langstaff A Ninet eenth Centurv Medical Life (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1993), pp. 75-76. 

"~obert Christison, A Dis~ensatory- or. Commentary on the Pharmacopoeias of 

Actions. Uses. and Doses of the Articles of the Materia Medica. (Edinburgh: A&C Black, 
1842), p. 646. 
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[opium] itself "" Both wrîters also observed that morphine was not as popular as opium 

among physicians. Sir Henry HoUand (1855), discussed the effects of "Opium, in one or 

other of its forms" at length, but rarely distinguished opium from its components.15 He 

anributeci the isolation of morphine to the resurgence of the use of opium in medicine. He 

also advised his readers to prefer morphine over opium because morphine's effects "are 

more explicit, more secure, and freer f?om injury or  inconvenience, than those of any other 

O piat e, a sentiment that suggeas the p hy sician's authority would benefit From using 

morphine, just as would the patient's chances of recovery. As morphine's use uicreased, 

and physicians had more oppomuiities to observe its effects, they noticed specific 

differences. H.C Wood, an American medical wiiter and physician, explained that the 

several f oms  of morphine "difFer in their therapeutic value fkom opium chiefly in that they 

act with less power as sudorifics and in checking secretions in the bowels, and 

consequently constipating. "-? This distinction notwithstanding, some wnters continued to 

interchange the t e m  "opium" and "morphine." H. H. Kane's The Hypodennic Iniection of 

Morphia ( i 880) is notable for its author's contlation of the terms, in spite of the specific 

title. While he was rnostly discussing injection of morphine, his exarnples combined opium 

"Dr. J. Moore Nelligan, Medicines. Their Uses and Modes of Administration, 
Amencan edition (New York: W.E. Dean, 1849), p. 2 16 

?Sir  Henry Holland Medical Notes and Reflections (London: Longman, Brown, 
Green and Longmans, 1 8S),  p. 5 13. 

'6Holland, Medical Note$ pp. 5 1 6-527 

"H. C . Wood, Ir., A Treatise on Therapeutics. Comprising Matena Medica. and 

to Clinicd Medicine (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1877), p. 256. 
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and morphine without distinction." 

Confiation of terminology, variabiiity of dosage, and versatihty of morphine, ali 

combined to create a potentially dangerous relationship between the medical and 

poisonous natures of opium. Doctors recognized this danger, and their solution was to 

insist that only properly-trained individuais should be able to administer opium? Thomas 

S y d e u  seventeenth-century British physician and the originator of one of the most 

popular forms of laudanum, had noted that opium was "so necessary an instrument 111 the 

han& of a srhlIfuI man, that medicine would be cnppled without it ."'o Arnerican essayia 

W. G. Smith echoed that sentiment over a centuy later, when he explained that "there is 

scarcely a disease in which opium may not, during some of its stages, be brought to bear, 

&y the j~id1ci01u.s physicmn, with advantage. "" A physician writing in the Montreal 

Medical Gazette in 1844 observed that "opiates, cmefiully aciCntinistere4 c m o t  be too 

strongly recommended as the most valuable [medicine] within r ea~h" '~  Edward 

"El. H. Kane, flyOodermic Iniection of Morphia: Its History. Advantaw and 
Dan- (New York: Chas. L. Bermingharn & Co., 1880). 

qumerous  writers extoiled the virtues of opium as an essential component of the 
materia medica. but with conditions. A review in the Quebec Medicd JournaVJournal de 
Medecine de Ouebe  of a book on diseases of the abdomen noted that "the quantity of 
opium ought to have no timit but the absolute abatement of the pain." (Ouebec Medical 
JoumaV Journal de Medecine de Ouebec, 2 (January, 1 827), p. 25. ) 

''Quoteci by Guenter Risse, in "Brunonian Therapeutics: New Wine in Old 
Bottles?" in W. F Bynum and Roy Porter, eds., Brunonianisrn In Britain and Europe: 
Medicai History-Sllpplement 8 (London: The Wellcome Institute for the History of 
Medicine, 1988). pp. 46-62. Emphasis added. 

"W. G. Smith, Inawrai dissertation, p. 70. Ernphans added. 

'2Montreal Medical Gazette, 1 (Oaober, 1844) pp. 193- 1 95. Emphasis added. 
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n Aicohok and Narcotic Substances Hitchcock, in his E s s e  O ( 183 0) reiterated the 

opinion that opium and related dmgs were dangerous "when administered as medicines 

except under the direction of the regular physician. He may use them (especially opium) 

in many cases, perhaps, with advantage ... . the physician is the only proper person to  judge 

of the cases and the quamity in which these substances ought to be used."" Non- 

professional use made opium a poison: 

For every man to take the business into his own hands, without any 
knowledge of medicine, and to undertake to determine when, and how 
much.. . opium.. . [is] necessary for him, is just as absurd, and as dangerous, 
as if he were to prescnbe and deal out arsenic, or corrosive sublimate, or  
c a l ~ r n e l . ~  

Ody the authority of physicians couid diminish the poisonous nature of opium. 

For centuries, then, physicians recognized the promise and dangers of opium; what 

they had to determine was not whether it was useful but how to adrninister it. This 

crucial issue of proper dosage informed much of  the discussions about opium throughout 

the nineteenth century. W.G. Smith, cited the beneficial immediate stimulant effects of 

opium on the body. "In moderate doses, it increases the fulness of the force, and the 

frequency of the pulse; it augments the heat of the body; quickens respiration, and 

invigorates both the corporeal and mental functions. "" In excessive doses, it caused 

"~dward  Hitchcock An Essay on Alcoholic & Narcotic Substances. as Articles Of 
Cornmon Use (Amherst, Mass.: J.S. & C. Adams, 1830) in Gerald Grob, ed., 

ward Alcoholic Addiction : Six Stud- Nineteenth-centuc Medical Attitudes To les, 
18 14-1 867 (New York: Arno Press, 1981) p. 9. 

''Smith, Inaumiral Dissqtation, pp. 1 8- 19. 
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"delirium, sighng, deep, and stertorous breathing, cold sweats convulsions, and death." 

By focussing upon observable changes in basic physiologicai systerns, physicians saw 

opium's genuine effect in a straightforward mechanistic reaction, a benefit to doctors 

whose power rested upon the empirïcal physiologicai eE&t of therapeutics." However, 

this extemal, empirically observable, phenomenon could not account for variability in the 

effects of opium on the body. For example, when discussing the actions of opium on the 

"cerebro-spinal syaem" nineteenth century British physician Jonathan Pereira explained 

that the drug caused "sopor" or coma "but in some cases we have delirium.. . . "" M e r  

citing a number of divergent opinions on the nature of opium's action on the body, Pereira 

admitted that "I believe we shall save ourselves much tirne and useless speculation by at 

once confessing Our ignorance on this point. "" George B. Wood, an influentid Amencan 

investigator, outlined the uses of opium in treatment of a number of somatic conditions. 

In the treatment of infiammation, for example, Wood suggested opium not only relieved 

pain and aided sleep, but rnight reduce fevers and Uiflamrnation by "repressing the 

susceptibility of the nervous centres." Wood baianced the value of opium to treat 

inflammation with its potentid dangers. Combined with ipececuanha, for example, opium 

%See Warner, Therapeutic Perspective, pp. 1 1-36, 235-256; Rosenberg, 
"Therapeutic Revolution," pp. 6-7; Rosenberg's introduction to George Rosen, a 
Structure of Amencan Medical Practice edited by Charles Rosenberg (Philadelphia: 
University of Pemsylvania Press, 1983). pp. 7-9. 

"Pereira, Jonathan, The Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Second 
Edition (London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longrnans, 1842) Vol 2, p. 1750. 
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may help to "subvert the incipient attack; but the practïce is somewhat hazardous. "" 

Opium's usefiilness drew not only from its visible eEect upon the body, but also 

fiom how this effect suited conceptions of disease. Traditional Gaienic medicine, upon 

which much Western medicine was based, viewed disease as a result of the unbalance of 

the four humours of the body, blood, phlegm yellow bile and black bile. Opium's quality 

of reducing b o d y  secretions aided the physician to balance the latter three fluids. In 

allopathy, the philosophy of the regular physicians in nineteenth century Europe and the 

Arnericas, opium countered the symptoms of many diseases. Jonathan Pereira explained 

that "aüopathy" he!d that the best way for a physician to treat a disordered somatic 

condition was to establish an artificid, controlled disease, "a new kind of action.. . in the 

part affected, by which the nervous morbid action is superseded," primarily through drug 

therapy? The benefit of establishing an artificial disease was that it would be under the 

physician's control." The medical attendant coufd then diminish this new ailment until 

both conditions had dissipated. This philosophy of pathophysiology, chailenged in the 

latter third of the century by the gnn  theory of disease, rested on the belief that bodily 

disease was intemal, the result of a weakening of the body, an imbalance of the system, a 

deranged condition of the blood, and subsequent morbid manifestations. 

Some earlier and alternative therapeutic philosophies dso valued opium. The 

39George B. Wood, Treatise on the Practice of Medicine, Fifth edition 
(Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1 858), p. 228. 

yonathan Pereira, The Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Thûd 
edition (Philadelphia: Blanchard and Lea, 1852), vol 1, pp. 169- 17 1. 

"Ibid., pp. 167-168. 
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philosop hy of John Brown (Bmnonianism), was an alternative to the therapeutics of the 

Edinburgh school of medicine, the nature of which historians continue to debate. 

Brunonianism, which had deched by the middle of the centwy, saw bodily disease as a 

result of too much or too little stimulus. To this perspective, opium was a valuable 

stimulant and nar~otic. '~ Homeopathy, an alternative medicai field which prescribes 

helping the body heal itself through reproducing symptoms of disease, employed-and still 

employs-opium. Morbid symptoms, according to homeopaths, were the visible 

manifestations of the body's attempt to resist disease; the homeopath's role was to identifi 

the proper means by which one could help the body to fight the disease. Homeopaths 

would then use medicine such as opium in minute doses to reproduce syrnptoms." 

Doctors and legai definitions 

The usefùiness of opium in these and other therapeutic perspectives led to concems over 

'?On opium in Brunonian theory see Dolores Peters "The British Medical 
Response to Opiate Addiction in the Nineteenth Century" Journal of the History of 
Medicine 3 6 (October 1 98 1 ), pp. 45 5-488; G. B. Risse, "Brunonian Therapeuticsnin 
Bynum and Porter, eds., Bmnonianisrn In Britain and Europe, pp. 46-62. See also 
Michael Barfoot, "Brunonianism under the Bed" An Alternative to University Medicine in 
Edinburgh in the 1780s" in Bynum and Porter, eds, Bmnonianism in Britain and Europe, 
pp. 22-45. Pereira discussed Brunonianism in ïhe Elements of Materia Medica and 
Therapeuti~. , pp. 145- 146. 

"Homeopathy was an influentid alternative to allopathy. On homeopaths and their 
relationship to regular practice, see, for Canada, J T. H. C o ~ o r ,  "Minority Medicine" 
and Gidney and Millar, Professional Centlemen; for the United States, see Starr, The 
Social Transformation of Amencan Medicine: The Rise of a Sovereign Profession and the 
Makine of a Vast Indusm (New York: Basic Books, 1984), pp. 96- 102; Lester King, 
Transformations in Amencan Medicine: From Beniarnin Rush to William Osler (Baltimore 
and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 199 l), pp. 195- 196. 
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the mis-use of opium. n i e  assertions that opium was vaiuable ody in the proper hands 

implied a recognition of the dangers of opium overdose and poisoning. Whiie doaors 

attempted to define the proper therapeutic uses of opium, they often encountered the 

problems of opium poisoning. Opium poisoning occupied a dual role in the discourse over 

opium by doctors. They saw the dangers of iatrogenic opium poisoning as threats to the 

heaith of their patients and their own professional credibility, and therefore aimed to 

ensure they understood the poisonous nature of opiates; at the same time, stories about 

doctors' stnig~les to save the lives of the victims of opium poisoning, reported in medical 

joumals, served to increase doctors' chances to heal their patients, and bolster the 

credibility of their profession. 

It was outside of the esoteric debates between physicians in medical joumals and 

textbooks that doctors wouid establish their authority with the public. Cded as medicai 

witnesses in poisoning trials, physicians presented their opinions of the nature of poisons 

for legai purposes. To help fellow doctors in this task, several physicians published 

exhaustive studies of poisons during the early part of the century. One key work was 

Aified S. Taylor's On Poisons (1848). A lecturer on medical jurisprudence and chernistry 

at Guy's Hospital in London, England, Taylor provided cases and examples of the nature 

of poisons, to aid in clarifjnng Iegai definitions and precedents. "The Crime [sic] of 

poisoning has been of late so fearlessly on the increase," ran the preamble, "that it seems 

essential for the proper administration ofjustice, and for the security of society, to collect 
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and arrange . . . those important medical facts in relation to death by poison. "" Prior to 

detailing the action of most known poisons, Taylor considered how the law should define 

the word itself His definitions submerged the substance beneath a series of categories 

based upon the physiological conditions of the subject's body and the authority and 

context of the substance's administration. While navigating the rocky terrain of semantic 

and legal conditions, Taylor observed that a substance was not a poison when the 

deleterious effects resulting fiom its use "[do] not depend upon the nature of the substance 

taken, but upon the system at the tirne at which it [the poison] is ~wallowed."'~ A tnie 

poison would always affect the system negatively Taylor reminded his medicai colleagues 

that this medical distinction would not suffice for legal purposes. The law was concemed 

more with the intent to do h a m  than with the nature of the substance itself Taylor 

explained that "whether a particular substance be or be not a poison is a question of fact 

left for the decision of a jury fiom the medical evidence given in the case."* Scientific 

knowledge had to yield to legai determinations. 

Opium, Taylor noted, was one of the most ubiquitous poisons. He cited English 

death aatistics from 1837 and 1838 which blamed opium for more deaths by poisoning 

than any other substance. Opium deaths were moa often suicide and accidental infant 

Taylor, On Poisons. in Relation to Medicai luris~rudence and Medicine, edited 
by R. E. Griffith (Philadelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1848), p. v. 

*'~aylor, On Poisons, p. 18. 

Vaylor, On Poisons, p. 16. 
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poisonings." While other writers asserted that opiates were valuable medicines when 

administered by physicians, Taylor also illustrated the corollary: opium was often a poison 

when administered by the untrained parent or nurseu Incidents of opiate administration 

to children concemed physicians. An 1827 article in the ûuebec Medical JoumaV Journal 

de Médécine de Quebec, reported the outcome of a coroner's inquest into the death of two 

infants." The infants had received seven drops of laudanum. Reminding his readers of the 

acceptable dosages of laudanum, the editor noted that "practitioners seldom order a 

greater quantity than a drop for a dose, and generaily only half a &op. "KI In 1 870, 

comrnenting on the trial of several city phamcists for seliing laudanum contrary to the 

poison law (see chapter three), a correspondent to the Globe insisted that "[llaudanum is 

not the deadly poison which would usually be selected to procure the death of an adult 

enemy. It is the deadly poison of the murderer of infants and of the suicide. It is the 

deadly poison of accidentai deaths. "" 

In 1847, the Montreai General Hospital was the site of one such accidental death, 

the results of which suggested a need for increased control of dmgs by doctors. 

Alexander Campbell, who was being treated for an inflammation of the leg, received an 

47 Taylor, On Poisons, p. 460. 

UBerridge and Edwards, Opium and the People pp. 97-105; Morgan, Drues in 
Americg, pp. 2-3; 37-38 

" m e  journal did not note where the deaths took place. 

bec Medical JoumaVJournal de Medecine de ûuebec, 2 (January, 1827), p. 
44. 

"Globe, December 1, 1 870. Emphasis in original. 
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overdose of laudanum when he asked a feliow patient, William Halloran, for a drink of 

port wine from one of three boales near his bed. Halloran, who had "sore eyes," handed 

Campbell the bonle the latter uidicated. Campbell almoa immediately realized that he had 

drunk laudanum inaead of wine. Despite doctors' attempts to keep hirn alive, Campbell 

died seven hours later. The subsequent coroner's inquest needed to determine why 

Campbell had access to the laudanum who was responsible for administering it, and 

whether or not Campbell had committed suicide by misinfonning Halloran of the bottle's 

contents. The inquiry focussed partly upon the responsibiiity of the ward nurse, Susan 

Oliver, and the propriety of Halloran's behaviour. Medical witnesses vouched for Oiiver's 

credibility, and stated that the practice of patients "assisting other patients when the nurse 

is absent" was comrnon. The coroner's jury deterrnined that Campbell was the victim of a 

fatal mistake and that no one was directly to blame. It aiso assened that the hospital 

needed to r e h e  its method of administering and s t o ~ g  potentially dangerous rnedicines. 

The boundaries of the authority of administration needed more clear definition, to avoid a 

recurrence of such a tragedy." That the jury scrutinized closely the activities of the nurse, 

but generdy ody discussed the actions of the doctors when they descnbed their attempts 

to Save Campbell's Me, suggests an acceptance of the credibility of the physicians' actions. 

The outcome of the inquea, furthemore, provided a justification for increased control by 

duly accredited phy sicians. 

Poisoning by self-administration of opium was not an uifrequent occurrence, and in 

"~ritish Amencan Journal of Medical and Phpical Science, 2 (January, l847), pp. 
250-253. 
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medical journais doctors often outiined theu treatments to infom their colleagues. 

Several articles in mid-century medical jomals demonstrateci the variety of cases of 

poisoning a doctor might face, as well as how experience reinforced the doctors' belief 

that they shodd have control over the use of poisonous dnigs. In 1846, Dr. Gwrge R 

Grasett, a Toronto physician, reported a case of poisoning by opium to the Toronto 

Medico-Chirurgical Society. He prefaced his report with stating "1 am quite aware that 

cases of this nature not infiequently occur.. . "53 Both cases Grasett reported were suicide 

attempts, one "had its ongins in pecuniary losses" and the second attempt at suicide "being 

induced by the previous commission of a crime." Ten years later, Dr. A Grant, an 

attending physician at the General Protestant Hospital in Ottawa, published his "Notes on 

Three Cases of Poisoning" in the Medical Chronicle. Like Grasett, Grant also recognized 

that opium was "one of the agents most frequently used as a means of destroying life. "Y 

The first of the three poisoning cases he related was a woman's attempt at suicide by a 

large dose of laudanum. 

Methodology in treating opiate poisoning was generally unifom, and we can take 

Grasett's case as an e ~ a r n p l e . ~ ~  Firn, the doctor attempted to induce vomiting by 

' ) ~ e p ~ t e d  in The British Amencan Journal of Medical and Phvsical Science, 3 
(Apnl l847), p. 3 13. 

Y ~ e d i c a l  Chronicle, 6 (October 1858), p. 197. 

55Taylor hirnselfdevotes much of On Poisons to the topic of reviving people 
poisoned by opium. 
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adrninistering about half a drachrn of the sulphate of zinc, an antispasmodic and emetic." 

The patient "was then dragged around the room, more like a corpse than a living being." 

Mer about fifteen minutes, Grasett admùiistered another haifa drachm of sulphate of 

zinc, as the fira dose had not induced the desired purging. Generally, the physician wodd 

attempt to pump the stomach, but in this unfortunate case, "a very important part of the 

tube" was missing. The doctor poured warm water into the stomach and induced 

vorniting to "imgate" the stomach, and the attendants kept the young man in "constant 

motion." The patient slowly regaineci lucidity, and begged the doctor to be permitted to 

sleep. As the doctor was womed that the patient wodd lapse back Uito opium coma and 

not recover, he refused to allow the patient to rest quite yet. He continued the intense 

treatment, keeping the patient in motion and awake, and made the young man swallow a 

good deal of strong coffee. In several houn, after a vigorous and diligent attention by the 

physician and the young man's fiends who assisted the doctor, they aiiowed the patient to 

sleep. He füliy recovered." 

With cases of poisoning by opium, doctors confronted the inexact and subjective 

nature of their therapeutics, and this subjectivity occasionally resulted in attacks fiom 

colieagues. In 1845, Dr. S. C Seweli reponed a case ofpoisoning by laudanum to the 

British American Journal of Medical and Phvsical Science which prornpted a medical 

colleague to challenge SeweU's treatment with vigour. Sewell's patient, seeking to treat 

his colic, mistakenly took ten drachrns of laudanum instead of tincture of rhubarb. When 

" ~ a e s ,  Diction- of Protophamia~oloq~ p. 2 13 

S7~edical ChronicIe 6 (Oaober 1 858), p. 197. 
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Sewell arriveci, the patient was still "awake and conscious," and seemed agitated. Seweii's 

immediate action was similar to that of Grasett: administer an emetic and pump the 

patient's stomach. Seweil and a colleague, Dr. Scott, also administered two ounces of 

vinegar every half hou. As the patient becarne increasingly lethargic, the doctors ordered 

two men to walk the patient between them aii night. The treatrnent was successful and 

the next day the man began to recover?* 

Two months later Dr. John S. Stewart of Kingston challenged Sewell's 

observations and procedures. Stewart argued that several experts claimed Wiegar was 

contra-indicated in opium poisoning; he argued that Sewell's assertion that the patient had 

felt little effect from the opium over five hours was not supporteci by the presenting signs 

of pinpoint pupils and agitated demeanor. Stewart contradicted Sewell's observation that 

Little of the laudanum had been digesteci, and surmised that perhaps he had been 

rnisinformed by the patient about the quantity of laudanum ingested. Sewell had noted 

that colic generally caused "great tolerance of opium." and that the mucous membrane of 

the stomach was irritated, and the digestion of the opium had been slowed. Stewart saw 

"no necessity for refemng the tolerance of the poison to two of the supposed causes," the 

irritated mucous membrane and the state of digestion. He impugned Sewell's ability to 

observe and deduct with the assertion that "reasoning on false premises, and jumping to 

rash conciusions should be avoided where medical facts are to be ascertaine~i."~~ If SewelI 

58 S.C. Sewell, "Case of Poisoning by Tr. of Opium," British American Journal of 
Medical and Physical Science, 1 (lune, 1845), p. 61. 

59 John Stewart, "Observations on a Case of 'Poisoning by Tincture of Opium,"' 
British Amencan Journal of Medical and Physical Science 1 (August, l84S), p. 1 15- 1 16. 
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replied to Stewart's critique, the J o u d  did not print it. 

These descriptions of poisoning cases illustrate the bifurcated appreciation doctors 

could have of opiate poisoning, Grasett, Grant and Seweli al1 faced patients whose access 

to and misuse of opiates led to possibly fatal r e d t s .  Their rapid action and ultimate 

success would reinforce their medicd authority. Grasett's ability to treat the patient 

without the proper stomach purnp may have further bolaered his reputation as a skilled 

practitioner. That consciousness of reputation may have also driven Stewart's attack upon 

SeweQs therapeutics. Sewell's medical degree gave hirn the authority to practice medicine 

and his successful treatment of his patient lent credibility to his ability; his actions would 

have been valid in the eyes of his patient and in the opinion of Dr. Scott, on whom he 

c d e d  for assistance. Yet to Stewart, Sewell's observations and suggestions had little 

constructive value to other physicians. By citing accepted authorities on poisons, 

including Christison and Pereira, Stewart supported his challenge to Sewell's credibility. 

The deaths and legacies of  Job Broom aod John Blackie 

Doctors' success in treating patients whose self administration of opiates led to poisoning 

may have bolaered their claims to authority, but doctors' failures diminished the power of 

those claims. While many of the intemecine debates remained in the pages of medical 

joumals and the minutes of medical societies, occasionally medical knowledge, science and 

authority entered the scrutiny of the public. During the summer of 1 855, the deaths of 

two men in Toronto at the hands of adherents to two competing medical schools in the 
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city, brought the issues of medical credibility, honour, character and pragmatic questions 

of the nature of investing authority in medical bodies, Uito public scnitiny. Claims to 

authority over the use of drugs, arguments about the accuracy of medicd knowledge, and 

the imprecise, subjective nature of doctors' Iegd testimony combined in the outcornes of 

the deaths of Job Broom and John Blackie. 

In mid-July, James Dickson, a student at John Rolph's Toronto School of 

Medicine, mistakenly adrninistered an overdose of morphine while treating a man named 

Job Broom for dysentery. During a long day and night, Dickson and Rolph's colleague 

Dr. William Aikens, worked to keep Broom awake, lest he fall into coma and die fiom the 

overdose. They slapped, shook shouted at, and threw towels soaked in scdding water at 

the patient, and managed to keep him conscious. Broom surviveci the night, but died five 

days later. When the family called for a coroner's inquest, Dickson became caught in a 

conflict between the Toronto School and the rival Trinity School of Medicine. As Jacaiyn 

Du% has noted, this confiia was rooted in animosities between the two s c h o ~ l s . ~ ~  At the 

inquest, evidence seemed to exonerate or condemn Dickson according to the pedagogical 

and political allegiance of the witness. A perfinctory post-mortem, carried out by 

adherents to the Tnnity School determineci that Broom "likely" died of the overdose, and 

the shock to the system caused by the attempts to revive the patient. Rolph and his 

colleagues countered that Broom could not have died fiom an overdose five days after he 

had awakened; they suggested that the cause of death was dysentery. Outside observers 

% d y n  Mn, "In View of the Body of Job Broom: A Glirnpse of the Medical 
Knowledge and Practice d k h n  Rolph" Canadian Bulletin of Medical History/Biilletin 
canadien d'histoire de la médecine 7 (1990): 9-30. 
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condemned the inadequate post-rnortern examination, and tended to side with ~ o l p h . ~ '  

Dickson was found gdty of manslaughter, but was completely exonerated at the f d  court 

of assize." The jury (and the press) admonished Rolph and Aikens for aiiowing medical 

midents to practice on the poor. 

Two weeks later, a field labourer narned John Blackie died while under the care of 

Dr. Cornelius Philbrick, one of the physicians who had performed the poa mortern on 

Broom. Blackie had suffered an extreme attack of delirium tremens d e r  drinking cold 

water while working in the fields under the hot s u .  Philbrick's treatment included large 

doses of morphine. At the subsequent coroner's inquea, the medical evidence was much 

more detailed than that given at the Broom inqujr. Issues emerged regarding medical 

credibility and authority, physiological uncertainty, and the proper administration of 

opium. The jury concluded that Blackie died from delirium tremens, brought about by a 

drink of cold water; Philbrick was not to b l a ~ n e . ~ ~  

Taken together, the Broom and Blackie cases illustrate the evanescence of the idea 

of opium's "judicious use," and challenged the idea of objective medical science. The 

outcome of the treatments was the same-both patients died-yet the authority of the 

adminiarator and the propnety of his therapeutics, deterrnined the legal credibility of his 

61~edical Chro~c le  3 (September, 1 85 5 ) ,  pp. 149- 1 5 5.  

"Several Toronto newspapers foilowed the inquiry closely. The Globe provides 
detailed transcriptions of the Broom and the Blackie trial, as well as commentary and 
correspondence. It also noted Dickson's eventual exoneration. See The Globe, July 28, 
31; August 9, 15, 16, 18, 21,22, 1855. 

 o or details, see verbatim repons in the Globe, August 9, 1 5- 18,2 1, 1 855. 
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behaviour. Dickson's authority was debatable, but his diagnosis seems to have been 

credible. Philbrick's authority was assurecl, yet his diagnosis was heavily debated. This 

legal and social scmtiny reflected the attitudes to  which doctors were subject and medical 

pro fessionals' subjective use of su pposedly objective scientific "fact s" t O bolster their 

social and political authority. What foilows is a brief discussion of the complex 

relationship between credibility and medical knowledge in these cases, and how they 

combined to affect conceptions of the nature of opium. 

During the Broom inquest, the credibility of Dickson, Aikens and Roiph in their 

treatment of Broom was connected to their means of reviving the victim of poisoning. As 

the Grasett, Grant and Sewell articles illustrate, the methods used by the members of the 

Toronto Medical School generally followed accepted practice. Despite these medical 

precedents, the jury and the public seems to have been upset at the treatment of  Broom, 

and the condition of the man's corpse. The apparent physical abuse, explicitly detailed by 

several of the witnesses to the inquest, seems to have violated a Iine of demarcation 

between acceptable and unacceptable medical treatment. Neither legal nor medical 

justifications could deviate public concem over such apparent disrespectfùl 

"mistreatment." Conversely, the means of diagnosing Broom's cause of death was 

through an extrernely iirnited autopsy of Broom's body, yet the Trinity professors' 

testirnony held more weight. The plausibiiity of the Triniv professors' testimony, was 

based more on their social credibility, compared with the weakening of Rolph and Aikens' 

medical aut hority, t han on conclusive, objective science. 

In the Blackie inquest, more emphasis was placed upon the scientific explanations, 
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but ultimately the credibility of the administrator prevailed. As hifnn observed, 

"Teachers of both medical schools had bond up on their pharmacology for this 

inquest.'" The key factor in determining the validity of Philbnck's authority lay in the 

understanding of the physiological changes wrought on the body by alcoholism. Blackie 

was an habitual dninkard, who had rarely been seen sober, although hardly ever so dnink 

as to be unable to work. His imrnediate affiiction seemed to be delirium tremens, a 

somatic condition, identifiable through observation, and associated with prolonged, or the 

abrupt cessation, of ~irinking.~' This condition became a key aspect of the trial, as the 

Coroner was "prejudice[d] against al1 alcohol-consuming creatures.'" Yet the shaking of 

the limbs, hallucinations and general derangement typical of DTs were not exclusive to 

that condition. Rolph suggested that Blackie had probably been suffering fiom meningitis, 

whereas several of Philbrick's colleagues argued that Blackie's body displayed the 

symptoms of apoplexy. Some doctors queaioned the judiciousness of the large doses of 

morphine. Rolph noted that whether or not his diagnosis of meningitis was correct, he 

would not have adrninistered such a large dose of morphia. He also suggested that 

Philbrick's behaviour was irresponsible, whether or not the patient had delirium tremens: 

more persons have been Med in delirium tremens by over doses of opium 
than ever have been cured; the mortality from inordinate doses of opium is 
very great.. . it is plain to me that when Dr. Philbrick called on Monday 
moming and caused the patient to be roused.. . he mua have thought the 

" D e  "In View of the Body of Job Broom," p. 16 emphasis in original. 

6 5 ~ h i l e  usually associated with cessation of drinking, DTs also manifested 
themselves after prolonged drinking sprees. 

"biffin, "In View of the Body of Job Broom," p. 16. 
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patient was under the infiuence of morphia-" 

Rolph testified that according to Christison, seven grains of morphia are equivalent to 

about 42 grains of opium, or 1% ounces of laudanum." Aikens concurred with his 

colieague, arguing that the dose that Philbrick gave was "a fatal dose and not a proper one 

for delirium tremens or any other disease. unless the patient has been long habituated to  

the use of opium in very large quantities. 1169 However, contemporary medicai writing 

suggests that Rolph and Aikens testimony on the treatrnent of  delirium tremens was 

incorrect. Many nineteenth-century commentators argued that opium was crucial in the 

treatment of delirium tremens. 'O 

Q u a l i w g  his assertion with reference to the opium habit, Aikens reflected 

concems about the uncertainty presented by the inebriate's deranged constitution. 

Physicians ofien generalized when discussing the physiology of the habitua1 user of alcohol 

or narcotics. In the Blackie inquest, several physicians beiieved that a drunkard could 

easily handle a large amount of opium, just as an "opium eater" would do. Testifjmg on 

67Testimony of Dr. Rolph, Globe August 16, 1855. 

%id. See also Robert Chriaison, A Treatise on Poisons in Relation to Medical 
Jurisprudence Physiologv and the Practice of P h v s i ~  4th edition (Edinburgh: Adam & 
Charles Black, 1 845). 

6Testimony of Aikens, Globe Augua 1 6, 1 85 5 .  Emphasis added. 

70 See, for example, discussions of treatment for delirium tremens by Dr. Corrigan, 
"Delirium Tremens" British Arnencan Journal of Medical and Phvsical Science 2 
(November, l846), p. 183-4; Edward Stanley, "On Delirium Tremensy' Medical Chronick, 
3 (September, l855), pp. 143-6; James Crawford, "Case of Delinum Tremens from the 
Use of Opium" Medical Chronicle 3 (October, 1855), pp. 16 1 - 163; Anonymous, 
"Delinum Tremens-Treatment of'  Canada Medicai Record 7 (September, l878), p. 269. 
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Philbrick's b e h a  Dr. Russel noted that "there are some diseases which render a patient 

tolerant of opium, delinum tremens for instance. "" Dr Widmer reuiforced the notion that 

the system of the habituai user of opium or alcohol was deranged. He explained that he 

had always been cautious with morphine, but "1 once gave a huge poisonous dose of 

laudanum to a respectable penon in this citv; in the course of an hour, I gave an ounce of 

laudanum in two doses; the patient went to sleep, slept ail night, and recovered perfectly ... 

That patient had not been in the habit of taking laudanum but he had been in the habit of 

taking large quantities of [alcohol]."" According to this perspective, a healthy body 

would die after a large dose of morphiq but a deranged body needed a shock to help to 

re-balance the system. Blache, a dninkard who required sleep to alieviate his delirium, 

needed a large dose of morphia to achieve this end. Philbrick was therefore justified in 

administering enough morphia to, as he described it, "ka four persons in perfect health." 

Other doctors challenged this justification. Echoing Pereira's advice to "confess 

our ignorance" on the effects of opiates on the body, a Dr. Nicol observed that "it is 

impossible to say what would be the proportion of doses of morphia administered to a 

habitua1 drinker Iabouring under dehum tremens, and to a person not so affêcted; an 

almost uniimited amount could be given to some patients in delirium tremens, especidy 

the tremens produced by opium eating."" Nicol argued an approach to physiology which 

recognized different actions of dmgs on different physicai states. This variability 

"Testimony of Dr. Russell, GIobc, August 2 1, 1 855 

'?estirnony of Dr Widmer, Globe August 18, 1 85 5. 

n~estimony of Dr. Nicol, Globe, Augus 2 1, 1 855. 
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repeatedly challenged physicians. in the positivistic search for hard and fast d e s  

regarding the effkcts of therapeutic rneasures upon the body, variability of somatic 

reactions was the physician's albatros. Ln the face of confiicting medical testimony, eight 

of the fourteen members of the juv determined that Philbrick did not act irnproperly, and 

that Blackie's body and habits caused his death. 

The outcornes of these two inquests was a tamished reputation for doctors, public 

scrutiny of the internecine conflias within the medical "fratemity," and a demonstration of 

the sociaiiy-detennined nature of legitimate medical scientific knowledge. tn both 

inquests, the juries-groups of laymea not medically trained-rendered their decisions 

based on whether the evidence accorded with generdy held physiological perceptions, the 

character of the individuals involved, and what the jury perceivecl as acceptable medicd 

treatment. Newspaper cornmentaries attacked docton for their undignified behaviour, and 

suggested that the city was d e r  only because everyone now knew the low quality of 

medical pra~tice.~' Doctors' authority rested upon public perceptions of their character, a 

reality that the two inquests made strikingly clear." The variability of the actions of 

"See "Doctors Differing," Globe A u g w  1 7, 1855. 

75 On perceptions of the physician's character, see, S.E. D. Shom, "Physicians, 
Science, and Status: Issues in the Professionaiization of Anglo-American Medicine in the 
Nineteenth Century," Medical Kistory, 27 ( 1983), p. 5 1 ; on the acceptability of treatment, 
see Sbm, '"'Before the Age of Miracles": The Rise, Fdl, and Rebirth of Generd Practice 
in Canada, 1890-1940," in Charles Roland, ed., Heath. Disease and Medicine: Essavs in 
Canadian History (Toronto: Hannah Institute for the Hist ory of Medicine, 1 984), p. 1 3 0; 
Warner. "Intervention and Identity," in Warner Therapeutic Perspective, pp. 1 1-36; Paul 
Stan; in The Social Transformation of Amencan Medicine, p. 14, suggested that diagnosis 
and prognosis were at least as important as treatment, as did Charles Rosenberg in his 
introduction to George Rosen in The Structure of Gmerican Medical Practice, pp. 7-10. 
In this sense, Dickson's uncertainty and Philbrick's swift and decisive action, may have 
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opiates, the uncertainty of the condition of the body in specific diseased States, and a 

divided medicai profession weakened the authority of doctors. That Philbrick was 

exonerated while Dickson was condemned suggests that the dual nature of opium as a 

poison and a medicine was socially determined; the judicious use of opiates related to the 

public acceptance of the individual's actions. 

Bypodermic injection as extension and subversion of scientific authority 

Doctors credibility was related to their ab- to heai, and their capacity to draw upon 

extant medical knowledge and technology to achieve that end. The discussions about 

poisoning treatment are incidents of sharing of knowledge. However, knowledge is not 

the only type of shared medical resource. Doctors also reiied upon certain forms of 

technology to achieve their goals and bolster their credibility. The stomach pump, for 

example, was an aid to treating poisoning; Grasea's innovation without the aomach pump 

was a piece of knowledge he shared with his confieres for the good of the profession, and 

the patient. Knowledge bolstered a doctor's ability to fùnction quickly and decisively; 

technology enhanced his or her ability to heal. Key to medical power, the& was the 

emergence of new technologies. When discussing the medical use of dnigs, a centrai 

technologicai development was the hypodermic syringe. The syringe-basically the tube 

and plunger-has been used since classical times, but the hypodermic need!e-a hoilow 

needle attached to the syringe--was an innovation of the nineteenth century. Use of 

- - - - - - - - - 

contributed to onlookers' perception of their credibility 
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hypodermic medication developed slowly from the 1830s to the 1850s." Wielding a 

syringe, the doctor couid administer medicine without the participation of the patient. The 

doctor did not require the patient to swaiiow, and the drug would not be discharged 

through vorniting or defecation (in the case of suppositories). The individual became a 

passive-though not disinterested-player in the medical drama. 

The hypodermic syringe gave doctors control over the administration of drugs that 

they viewed as essential to their abiiity to heal the patient. Morphine injection quickly 

becarne a popular form of medication. As one writer noted of the hypodermic syringe in 

187 1. "Physicians of the present day carry in a pocket-case more active elements of 

prompt medication than used to be packed in a good-sized pair of saddle bags.'" Here 

the issue of power and control are central; the syrînge enabled the prompt action that 

Warner noted was key to a doctors' ability to secure power. Also the ability to administer 

drugs without the participation of the patient is power. These sentiments emerged in the 

numerous discussions of the benefits and dangers of hypodermic medicine printed in 

Canadian medical periodicals in the middle of the century. These discussions suggest how 

doctors quickly came to recognize that hypodermic morphine could 5e a panacea for many 

ilInesses. Considering this potent therapeutic tool, sorne felt that the habituai use of 

76 See Norman Howard Jones? "A Cntical Study of the Ongins and Early 
Development of Hypodermic Medication," Journal of the Histoq of Medicine 2 ( 1947): 
20 1-242; John S. Haler, Jr. "Hypodermic Medication: Early History" New York State 
Journal of Medicine (October, 198 1 ), pp. 167 1 - 1679. On hypodermic medication and 
addiction, see Morgan, D w  in Amena pp. 22-4; David Courtwright, Dark Paradix, 
pp 46-48; Bemdge and Edwards Opium and the People, pp. 135- 149. 

"'Hypodermic Medication," Canada Lama 12 (September, 1879), p. 4. 
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morphine through hypodermic injection was nothing more than an inconvenient side 

eE&ct, potentiaiiy beneficial, and neither serious nor ditfrcult to treat. As long as doctors 

retained their control over the patient, morphine injection was exclusively beneficial. 

One of the eariiest extended discussions of the use of hypodermic injections of 

opiates to appear in Canadian medical periodicals drew upon work being carried out in 

Great Britain. In 1860, the British American Journal printed an article entitled "On the 

treatment of neuralgia and other diseases by narcotic injections-the hypodermic rnethod. " 

It drew upon an article by Dr Alexander Wood in the British Medical Journal, and 

compared it to the pioneering work of others. Wood's investigations, the editor of the 

Journal observed, "has effected an almost complete revolution in the management of 

Neuralgic affections and . . . the utiIity of the practice is now acknowledged in other 

a f f " ~ n s . " ~ ~  Wood discussed ment discoveries on the characteristics of nerves, md then 

outlined his discovery: by injecting opiates directly at the location of pain, he could 

provide almoa immediate relief Wood described the speed and immediate effectiveness 

of opiate injection. His descriptions of the treatment's results aliuded to an immediate 

benefit of the technology: "the severe pain.. . is at once cured;" "from that day she has 

never had a touch of neuralgia again;" "the pain became instantly relieved, and soon lefl 

entirely. Since then it has never returned."" In one case, he punctured a woman 

"upwards of one hundred times, always in different places," following the pain around the 

body, until the only area left unpunctured, and in pain, was on the head. Yet he could not 

78~ritish American Joumal, 1 (Jmuary, 1860), p. 24. 

"Ibid, p. 26 
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h d  the exact poht of pain, and felt he codd do nothing untii he iocated an exact spot, by 

feeling around the surface of the head. Severai months later he did find that spot, injected 

the opiate, and healed his patient. 

Despite these r ed t s ,  Wood concluded his obsewations with several notes of 

caution, and here the acquired knowledge and concerns over opiates emerged. He assured 

his reader that ushg Nepenthe (laudanum) couid alleviate fears of "gastric di~hirbances" 

in place of opium. He noted potential toxicity of injected opiates in "elderly people," but 

assureci his readers that there was Little danger. His finai caution was less clear, "you must 

choose the proper person for the use of the remedy." While this waming may have been a 

cryptic message about guarding against giving morphine to habitua1 users, Wood was 

likely refemng to the idea of specificity. Each body had an individual reaction to drugs, 

and so each body needed to be treated carefùlly, by a leamed physician. This cryptic note 

alluded to the need for a proper administration of hypodermic morphine. Only a properly 

trained physician could administer hypodermic drugs safely. 

M e r  the extract fiom Wood's article, the British Medicd Journal included an 

abstract discussing the use of hypodermic injections of morphine by "Mr. Hunter," 

probably Dr. Charles Hunter, a British physician who refined Wood's approach by 

demonstrating that injections did not need to be administered locally. Hunter's 

conclusions "reveaied [hypodemiic morphine's] true p~tent ial ."~ As with Wood's article, 

the editor included bnef cautionary notes regarding hypodermic medication for the benefit 

of the Canadian audience; these cautions indicate the pnorities of the doctors regarding 

'Qemdge and Edwards, O ~ i u m  and the People p. 1 39. 
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therapeutics. Lhconcerned with addiction, the edit or  noted that 'Yhe practice is 

occasionaiiy however, not without bad consequences, the worst of which are the 

formation of littie abscesses and erythema."g' Since opiate injection provided a means of 

direct intervention into the body of the patient, medical concern revolved around physicai 

responses, not behavioral change. Because docton were finding the location o f  pain on 

the surface of the body, they did not need to Ioo k further than the exterior for detrimental 

effects of their treatment. Wood's jouney around the body of his patient to locate the 

exact spot of pain demonstrates how the doctor was still concemed with immediate 

consequences of physiologicaiiy active drugs; when a drug therapy resulted in successfLl 

alleviation of pain, side effects were not important. 

ui 1866, the Canada Medical Journal published an article by Dr. James Ross of 

Toronto that presented morphine injection as a panacea for many ills otherwise difficult to 

treat. Entitled, "The Hypodermic Injection of  Morphi*" this article presented ten cases in 

which the author found morphine uifection useful. Three of Ross's cases were of "Cholera 

Canadensis . . . a disease that has proved very troublesome and unmanageable to  every 

practitioner acquainted with it . . . "" and the other seven cases presented a variety of 

conditions which hypodermic morphine remedied. Ross's article is notable not only 

because it is an early instance of Canadian discussion of morphine injection, but because 

he dispiays its broad applications. 

- - - - - - - - 

8'British Arnerican Journal 1 (January, l86O), p. 28, 

n~osenberg, in Rosen, The Structure of  Amencan Medical Practice* pp. 7-9. 

ada Medical Journal 2 (April, 1866), p. 437. 
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Several of Ross's patients found no relief when he administered dmgs ordy, but 

morphine hast immediately gave positive results. He injectecl morphine into a 3 5-year- 

old woman (case 1) who "had suffered under meierania of the right side for four or five 

months," and would not respond to the "usual remedies, both anodyne, and anti-periodic." 

The results were rapid: "in ten minutes, [it] produced a peculiar sensation of dizziness in 

the head, and within an hou the pain had entirely subsided and she feli a ~ l e e p . " ~  Ross 

proceeded to inject halfa grain of acetate of morphia for the next ten days, then every 

second evening for ten days more. The result was certain: "she has had no retum of the 

pains, and now enjoys good health." A case of a 30-year-old man who had chronic pain in 

his ne&, "evidently of a neuralgic character," was relieved in about fifteen minutes. ûver 

the next several days, Ross repeated the injections whenever the man began to feel the 

pain. Again, the results were definite: "1 saw him two months after in good health, when 

he expressed himself very thanlcful for the relief he had ~btained."~' 

Ross's use of hypodermic morphine, his implications that the injections cured these 

cases of chronic pain, and his enthusiasm for the new technology, illustrates a process of 

potential iatrogenic dependency creation. Whether the injections served as temporary 

relief while the body healed itself, or the morphine had no other effect than that of 

deadening the pain, the introduction of hypodermic morphine as a source of irnrnediate 
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relief and gratikation could create a d d i ~ t i o n . ~  Even though a dose of one-halfgrain is 

well below the amount needed to create a physical dependency, as David Courtwright 

noted, the psychological effects on both the patient and doctor, created a tendency 

towards increased use: 

The patient, instantly reinforced by the relief of pain and uifused wirh a 
sense of weli being, would have remembered the wonderful effect of the 
drug admuiistered in this way, and would likely have requested the same 
treatment in the fiiture, particularly ifhe suffered for a chronic disease and 
expenenced recurring pain. The physician.. . was also reinforced by the 
injection. His patient responded quickly; pain disappeared and mood 
improved." 

Although these specific cases may not necessarily have led to addiction by the 1880s, 

hypodermic morphine addiction was a clearly defuied physiological issue, and enough of a 

problem to rnerit several key publications on the topic. .4mong these publications was H. 

H. Kane's bombastic H-ypodennic Injection of Morphine ( 1 880) and Eduard Levinstein's 

highly infiuentid Morbid Craving for Morphia ( 1 878). '* 

The use of hypodermic morphine is difficult to isolate in doctors records, since 

treatment may have oniy listed morphine as an administered drug. Thomas Geddes' 

records of drug use (Table 2.1) do not describe whether he employed a hypodennic in al1 

of these cases, but at Ieast one case of hypoderrnic morphine dependency may have 

'6Bemdge and Edwards Opium and the Peo~Ie, p. 142; Parssinen, Secret Passions 
Secret Remedies, p. 8 1-82; Morgan, D r u g  in Amenca pp. 26-27; Courtwnght, Dark 
Paradis7 pp. 4648; Musto, The Amencan Disease, pp. 72-75. 

"David Courtwright, Dark Paradise, p. 47 

8 8 ~ .  H. Kane Hvpodermic Iniection of Morphine: Its H i s t o .  Advantaes and 
Damers (New York: Charles Bermingham, 1880); Eduard Levinstein Morbid Craving for 
Morphia mie  Morphiumsucht) (London: Smith and Elder, 1 878). 
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resulted. Ln 187 1 Geddes brought a patient to the Saint John Lunatic Asylum. His patient 

was d e r i n g  from what was likely morphine addiction, the resuit of Geddes' therapy. 

"The tendency," wrote D r  John Waddeki, the asylum physician, "is t o  injure himselfby 

taking morphine which was left for injections."" Geddes had left a hypodermic syringe 

with the patient, and the physician-endorsed seif-treatment had lasted for over two years. 

Some physicians who wrote of the benefits of hypodermic injection of morphine 

were not ignorant of the potential for addiction this practice presented; they jua did not, 

initiaily, view addiction as anything more than a temporary condition, a necessary side 

effect of treatment, that oniy needed the physician's action to control and remedy. In his 

Manual on Hypodermic Injection ( 1869), Roberts Bartholow, an Ohio physician, 

illustrated the potential for developing the "morphia habit" when the physician repeatedly 

injects hypodermic morphine over an extended period (he does not speci@ how much or 

how long). M e r  Listing the physical symptoms ofmorphine habit, Bartholow adds that in 

extreme cases "mental disturbances . . . may accompany the physical derangement?' 

Despite the severity of the habit, Bartholow assured his reader that the conditions "may be 

averted by judicious treatment." His assertion was confident: " M e r  quite a large 

expenence in this method of treatment, 1 am able to say that 1 have not yet experienced 

any special difficulty in ceasing the injections after long use.. .'"' He set out a number of 

"Case Book of the Saint John Lunatic Asylum, Public Archives of New Brunswick 
(RS 140, B3), J d y  18, 1871. p.553. 

q o b e r t s  Bartholow, A Manual on Hwodermic Injection: The Treatment of 
Diseases of the Hypodermic Method (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., l882), p. 72. 
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''des" for his readers-who would thernselves be physicians-to reduce a patient's 

morphine dependence through injection. The physician should gradually decrease the 

amount of morphine7 and the doctor should not inform the patient of this change. By 

maintaining his or her control over the use of morphine, the doctor couid ensure a retum 

to fùll health. 

Bartholow's confidence that morphine addiction was an insignificant, possibly even 

therapeuticaily beneficial, side-effect of judicious treatment was reflected in other 

discussions of the value of hypodermic morphine. In the Canada Medical Journal of 1871, 

Dr George Oliver of London England iikewise viewed the morphine habit as a temporary 

condition that may actudy be necessary to heai the patient. Oliver observed that the 

morphine habit "is evidently akin to the opium-habit" but the former condition was not 

accompanied by the gastrointestinal problems attending prolonged consumption of opium. 

He noted the continued hypodermic use of morphine "not unfrequently does good to the 

stornach and bowels, and above dl, to the circulation?" He agreed that in some 

conditions, particularly individuals suffering fiom "obstinate chronic neuralgia," the 

morphine injections should be avoided. Yet he asserted that "there is another important 

class of cases . . . in which we may secure al1 the good out of morphia.. . . set up a 

morphia-habit, and then get d e l y  over the habit by M y  withholding the morphia, and 

yet retain the good results.'" 

Oliver presented a case of a woman who was suffering from severe gastrointestinal 

9 7 ~  ada Medical Journal, 8 ( A u g ~ t ,  1871 ); p. 92. 

931bid, p. 92. 
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problems after "what appeared to be an attack of ordinary typhoid." Like Ross, Oliver 

tried other remedies, but they either had no effect, or complicated the condition. m e r  

several weeks of failed treatments, and several weeks of pain for his patient, OLiver 

decided to "rely entirely upon the hypodermic injection of morphine night and morning." 

As with eariier cases. the results were rapid, and favourable. "Propress dated from the 

time the imtated bowel got under the influeme of hypodermic rn~rph ia . '~  Soon, 

however, Oiiver noticed the dependency that he had created: 

In the course of a few weeks, it was observed that the omission of only one 
injection at the usual tirne caused the patient to pass several miserable 
hours.. . Being fearful lest my patient, imperfectly cured, should without the 
injections, relapse into something Iike her previous state, and seeing how 
useful the rnorphia appeared to be as a tonic, 1 advised the night and 
morning injection to be c~n t inued .~  

M e r  two months he reduced the injections to once per day; afler five months, when the 

patient seemed restored to her health, OLiver decided to cease the treatment. "1 sent her 

away without her syringe (she injected herself), and she passed a few very miserable days, 

and got over it without any further trouble.'* He justified his decision to maintain the 

dependency by clairning that othenvise the patient may have died. 

Oliver's discussion presented the issues of medicai power through the use of 

hypodermic injections of rnorphia as a baiance between the accepted authority of the 

doctor, and the power of the visible therapeutic results. He used the needle, Iike Ross had 
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done, as an alternative solution when more familia. treatments failed. Doùig so, he gained 

confidence in his authority and also believed he eamed the patient's respect. He decided 

that the treatment should continue, yet he did reiinquish his control over the actual 

administration of the dmg by permitting the patient to hject herself In his eyes, he 

maintained control, since he was still making decisions on the nature of the therapy. 

Finally, he  decided to cease the injection, and he did not suggest that his patient might 

resia the doctor's decision, or  continue to use morphine injections to maintain her 

addiction. Oliver's uiference that the woman did stop on his orders does not necessarily 

mean she actually iiaened to his advice. It does, however, demonstrate the confidence 

Oiiver had that his patient would listen; he had no reason to believe that she would not do 

so. The investigations of Bartholow and Oliver took place during a transitional period in 

the understanding of opiate therapy and habituation. Within the next several years, 

concem over opiate addiction would replace the confidence in hypodermic morphine with 

an awareness of the dangers of u n s u p e ~ s e d  self-application of opiates. 

The power and control that the hypodermic needle provided to the doctor aiso 

presented several challenges to  the physician's authority These challenges were both 

through the physical reaction of the body io injected morphine, and the patient's decision 

to continue the injections d e r  the physician decided they were no longer necessary. As 1 

discussed above, the initial therapeutic reaction to opiate poisoning was emetic and 

purgative. However, when injected opiates caused an overdose, the purging and stomach 

pumping treatment lost its value. Some doctors managed to incorporate the hypodennic 

syringe into successfùl treatment of opiate poisoning. For example, one doctor used 
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hypodermic atropine to deviate the effects of opiate poisoning." Hypodermic medication 

therefore led to nirther declines in earlier therzpeutics. Now overdose had to be treated 

with other substances: since the drug was injected into the body, gastrointestinai purging 

would do Little. A story of the death of a man from the hypodermic injection of morphine 

in 187 1 noted that, when he was found, "every remedy and appliance known to science 

were promptiy used for his relief but without avail.'"* ~ r .  Oliver provided a bnef case in 

which he was faced with a severe reaction to injected morphine with more success. As the 

patient cned out in aiarrn, and her eyes "bulged out," Oliver adrninistered a traditionai 

medicine, "brandy.. . [and] all came right in about half an heur.'* 

Hypodermic medication could fbrther challenge the therapeutics of doctors when 

patients began to take hypodermic opiates habitually. Dr. Jamison Beemer Mattison, an 

addiction speciaiist in Brooklyn, wrote about a Canadian woman's treatrnent for addiction 

at his clinic in 1880. He charged that "the course of the medical gentlemen in supplying 

this patient with a hypodermic syringe and solution of morphia, with instructions for self- 

taking.. . . was-to put it mildly--exceedingly indiscreet. Such action and advice are almoa 

97 See George Ross, "Case of Poisoning by Opium, succesçfuiiy treated by the 
Hypodermic Injection of Atropia," Canada Medical Journal, 6 (August, 1869 3, pp. 62-65. 
See also "Treatment of Opium Poi~oning~" extracted in Montreal Medical Journal 23 
(October, t893), pp. 3 12-3 15. 

98 Anonymous, "Death from hypodermic injection of morphia7? Canada Medicai 
Journa 8 (November, 187 l), p. 25 1-253. 

ada Medical Journai, 8 (August, 187 1 ), p. 95. 
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certain to end in addiction. "lm For Mattison the onus was on the doctor to retain control; 

the 'Tudicious administratiod7 of opiates, discussed by his medical forebears, necessitated 

the doctor's control over this new technology . He cded  for physicians to ensure their 

authority by not relinquishing control of medicine to the patient. This entreaty might have 

been impossible for physicians to heed, however, since, as Morgan has observed for the 

United States, hypodermic syinges were readily available.'*' Some records suggest that 

Canadians had similar access to such items. At the Niagara Apothecary, for exarnple, 

several non-physician patients' records included the purchase of syringes, although these 

are not specifically identified as hypodermics. 'O2 

The concern over the potential for addiction to develop from the hypodermic 

injection of morphine fuelled concem over addiction in general. A key player in these 

debates was Edward Levinstein, a German dinician, whose first concerted study, 

Morphiumsucht was translated into English as Morbid Cravines for Morphine in 1878. 

Some argue that Levinstein's work on treatment of morphine addiction instigated the 

rnedicaiization of the condition he called morphi~rnania.'~~ His work may also have 

brought to a close the unfettered therapeutic use of hypodermic morphine. Like Oliver, 

ImJ. B. Mattison, "A Case of Double Narcotic Addiction," Canada Lancet 17 
(December, 1 884), p. 103. 

''3iagara Apothecary Customer Accounts Records (Archives of Ontario, F 1373- 
1 1-0- 1 to 4), assorted custorners accounts. These records are organized by surname. 

103Harding, Opium Addiction= Medicine and Morality p. 58; Berridge and Edwards 
Opium and the People (p. 142) see Levinstein as the fira "d-embracing analysis of the 
condition of morphine addiction to reach the English medical profession." 
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Levinstein found the best means to cure addiction was often through inunediate cessation 

of the dmg. UnWte Oliver, Levinstein did not h d  addiction to be benign, nor did he feel 

the process so simple, or so rapid. In 1877, the Çanada Lancet printed a translation of one 

of Levinstein's earliea articles, "The Abuse of Hypodermic Injection of Morphia 

(Morphiomania)," in which he attacked the practices and beliefs of physicians like Oliver. 

"The producers and propagators of the disease are those physicians who, in affections 

more or less p d  and of great length, have allowed their patients to inject themselves." 

Moa culpable, L e d e i n  charged, were those physicians %ho know the relief produced, 

but not the  danger^."'^ He proceeded to lia the symptoms of morphiomania, physicd and 

mental, drawing pardlels with "dipsomania." His discussion concluded with three case 

studies of patients he treated in his chic. In the accounts of these patients, the themes of 

the untrustworthiness of the addict and the power of the physician emerge. 

Levinstein insisted that the patient would try any means possible to gain access to 

morphine, and should not be trusted. In order to "wean inveterate morphiornaniacs fiom 

their dmg is impossible," he explained, "unless they be treated as prisoner~."'~~ The 

deceptiveness of the patient had to be countered by the vigilance of the medical 

attendants. The severe physical derangement of the patient during the fim three days 

would be "so grave, that it is necessary the physician should be profoundly penetrated by 

the duty he has imposed on himselfto regard calmly those sufferings, and have neither ear 

nor heart for despair, lamentations and tears." The doctor must exercise a dual control: he 

- 

ada Lancet, 9 (January, 1 877), p. 1 3 8. 

losLbid, p. 141. 
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must control his patient, and he must control his own sense of sympathy 

In his concluding remarks, Levinstein returned to his condemation of doctors 

who permit their patients to administer hypodermics to themselves. He refùsed to accept 

the excuse that the doctor was too busy and, in N C ~  cases, Levinstein directeci the doaors  

to administer morphine " i n t edy , "  instead of hypodermicaliy. ïh i s  method, he claimed, 

"is not accompanied by that sensation o f  happiness, altogether useless, which makes that 

substance a source of p lea~ure ." '~  Self-administration, meanwhile, was the only means by 

which the habit could develop. "Experience teaches that the use of morphia.. . as long as it 

is adrninistered by the physician himsell; does not conduce to m~rphiomania."'~' He 

concluded his article by noting that it was essential for society that the physician inject the 

h g  personally: "the method of subcutaneous injections is a benefit to the human race; in 

the hands of the ignorant, it is a ~alamity ." '~~ Were the physician to lose control over the 

practice of medicine, society would be endangered. 

To many nineteenth-century physicians, Levinstein's revelations were most likely 

remarkable not because he presented syrnptoms of conditions with which they would not 

be familiar, but because he presented these conditions in a medicalized He 

presented detailed case studies, empirically observed, and made conclusions that made the 

'Og Ibid. 

'?arssinen and Kemer, "Development of the Disease Mode1 of Dnig Addiction in 
Sntain, 1870- 1926," Medicai Histary 24 (July 1980), p. 279. 
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condition a medical rather than a moral c~ndition."~ Hypodermic morphine addiction, to 

Levinstein, was a distinct and dangerous pathological condition which resulted from a lack 

of self discipline on the part of the physician. For Levinstein, and for others, the physician 

shirked his or her duties to society when he or she relinquished control over medical 

technology. Medical knowledge and medical technology would be beneficial only when 

wielded by the proper authority. Just as earlier writers insisted upon the importance of the 

control of opiate administration by physicians, so Levinstein insisted upon the control of 

morphine injection by his peers. Society's d e t y  depended upon it. 

Introduced as a fast and effective means for physicians to treat their patients, the 

hypodermic injection of morphine soon became subject to the same qualifications as other 

forms of drug consumption. According to medical cornmentators, the power of the drug 

lay in the power of the physicim, and it was in society's best interest that the physician 

retain this control. The medical profession would also benefit, since control over 

apparatuses, like control over administration of drugs, would add weight to the medical 

profession's insistence upon professional recognition. 

Conclusions 

Inherent within the poisonous nature of certain dmgs lay both promise and danger for 

physicians. Doaors comected their interests in securing authority over the use of specific 

substances to the potentid dangers of the mis-use of dangerous drugs. Yet the variability 

""I discuss the epistemological SM from moral to medical pathology in Chapter 
Four. 
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of the strength of opiates, combined with the imprecision of knowledge about the exact 

properties of cornplex drugs Iike opium presented challenges to doctors' quest for social 

and cultural authority. Since they were unable to define exactly the action of drugs upon 

the body, doctors scmtinized closely the therapeutics of their colieagues. Cases of 

iatrogenic poisoning weakened the credibility of docton with the public, and the dangers 

of drugs which could potentially bolster their authority couid also dimirllsh it. The 

animosities that coloured the testimony during the Broom and Blache incidents put 

medical witnesses' physiological opinions into sharp relief, but the conflicting evidence was 

the remit of a variety of factors, some having little to do with the growth of anatomical or 

physiological knowledge. Varied opinions on the state of the body in health and disease, 

different therapeutic perspectives, contrasting pedagogicd techniques, and even political 

affiliation prevented agreement among doctors. These social and epistemological factors, 

combined with the idea that medical science discovered objective facts. made expert 

witnesses' testirnony peremptory, without necessarily being accurate. 

Hypodermic administration of dmgs subsequently offered a means of overcoming 

some of the challenges caused by imprecision of dnig therapies. However, hypodermics 

presented a new set of concems, and intensified some of the earlier dangers. With 

hypodermics, traditional treatment of overdosing from orally ingested dmgs was 

essentidy rendered ineffectual. Also, udike oral consumption of drugs, which was a 

practice that predated the nse of professionaiization in medicine, hypodermic 

administration of dmgs was initially a distinctly medical procedure. Non-medical 

individuais who became addicted through hypodermic dmgs were mis-using both a drug 
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and a technological innovation which offered such promise to doctors. ï h e  result was an 

intensified discussion over both the restriction of access to drugs, and reconsideration o f  

the nature of drug addiction. While hypodennic morphine addiction may not have been 

the singular cause of a shift in medical attitudes towards non-medical dmg use, the 

juxtaposition o f  the potential benefits of the new technology with the perception o f  an 

increased potential for addiction, intensified and sMed medicd scrutiny of dnig 

habituation. 
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3 
Pharmacists, Physicians, and Authority in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Canada: 

Debates over the Professionalization of Pbarmacy 

The importance of dangerous drugs like opiates to medical therapeutics gave doctors 

reason to attempt to restrict the access to these substances. Their efforts focused upon 

both the education and authority of the vendors of medicine, and the extent of public 

access to "poisons." In this chapter 1 examine the emergence of pharmacy laws in 

Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia, the tirst three Canadian provinces to pass 

pharmaceutical incorporation acts. After a bnef historiography to situate the discussion in 

mid-Vxctorian Canadian society, 1 discuss the British context of pharmacy and apothecary 

legislation, precedents to Canadian pharmacy laws. I then explore severai attempts by 

Lower Canada doctors to gain control over the education and registration of apothecaries. 

Ideas of professional honour and the character of the individual affected the disparate 

theories on how best to ensure the safety of the people, and that econornic relationships 

challenged the idea of professional transcendence in Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia. 

Finally, I consider the motivations behind the formation of poison laws themselves, using 

the example of the Ontario Phmacy Act. 

The creation of phmacy laws is important to the broader issues of emerging 

aut hority over narcotic drugs. Effective legislation made requirement s on the 

qualifications of vendors and the handiing and sale of specific poisons. By linking poison 

laws with pharmaceutical incorporation legislation, legislators placed the responsibility of 

lirniting improper access to certain substances under the purview of governments and 

professional associations. This process set a precedent. Controüing the retaihg of 
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poisons was now ostensibly a state fiuiction, approved by the medical community, and 

managed by a legal organization. The pharmacy laws instigated in the late 1860s and early 

1870s set the foundation for future enactments restricting the sale and use of "controlled" 

substances. 

The drive for the regdation of the sale of medicine involved conflict between 

doctors and druggias over their often competing interests in the changing health seMces 

industry . Several writers have demonstrateci that mid-century laws to license p hysicians 

tended towards the pluralistic. ' Dedicated to ideas of liberty and free trade, legislators 

were unwilling to grant broad powers-and the social authority that accompanied them-to 

"regular" physicians. T h e e  same forces and ideais affected the movement to regdate the 

sale of drugs. Pharmacists' clairns to professional status were hindered by the fact that 

theirs was not one of the "traditional" professions: medicine, law and the clergy.' Yet 

their daims as gatekeepers to dangerous medicines, and the need for properly-trained 

compounders of medicines, legitirnised their efforts to achieve some form of professional 

closure. Doctors' quest for the right to define fact and value relating to drug use and 

'J.T.H. Comor, "Minonty Medicine in Ontario , 1795-1903: A Study of Medical 
Pluraiisrn and its Dec1ine7' (Ph.D dissertatio~ University of Waterloo, 1989); Elizabeth 
McNab, A L e d  History of Health Professions in Ontario: A Studv for the Cornmittee on 
the Healine A m  (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1 WO), pp. 9- 12; Gidney and Millar, "The 
Origins of Organized Medicine in Ontario, 1850- 1869," in Charles Roland, ed., He th ,  
Dkease and Medicine: Essays in Canadian Hiaory, (Toronto: Hannah Institute for the 
Hiaory of Medicine, 1984), pp 65-95; Gidney and Miltar, "Doctors and the Cost of 
Occupational Closure. in Gidney and Millar, Professional Gentlemen: The Professions in 
Nineteenth-Centurv on tari^ (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994)- pp 85- 105. 

'Sec Eliot Freidson, Profession of Medicine: A S t y d ~  of the Socioiofi of Ap~l i ed  
Knowled~ (Toronto: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1970), pp. 3-6, for more on the 
traditionai professions. 
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distribution was proscribai by the pharmacists' own claims to legitimacy and authority 

over the properties of and access to dangerous dmgs. 

A key issue, over which the two groups argued, was how best to ensure the d e t y  

of the population in the face of perceived widespread misuse of poisonous dnigs. Doctors 

felt they should have jurisdiction over the education and trading practices of druggias, 

while pharmacists felt they should regdate themselves; to do so, they needed to have a 

legally incorporateci professional body. Here the nineteenth-century conception of the 

professional as an individual who could transcend the temptations and corruption of the 

capitalist marketplace affected the debat es. Doctors, who were d l  consolidating their 

professional associations, implied that they were above the innuence of the market, and 

were thus able to oversee the actions of druggists with an objective and authoritative 

scientific perspective. Druggists argued that physicians were not above the temptations of 

the marketplace. Nevertheless, pharmacists contended that by achieving professional 

status, pharmacists would be able to regulate themselves, and thereby protect the public 

fiom the unscrupulous trader. The results affected access to and control of drugs in the 

Canadian provinces. 

Historians of pharmacy incorporation laws have argued that these laws resulted 

from the efforts of a class of educated and influentid tradespeople who hoped to create a 

monopoly and secure their own economic advantage. Severai examinations of the British 

pharmacy laws explore this process.' Studying the 1841 creation of the Pharmaceutical 

'S. W. F. Holloway, "The Orthodox Fringe: The Origins of the Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain" in W. F. Bynum and Roy Porter, eds., Medical Frinee and 
Medical Orthodoxy. 1 750- 1 850 (London: Croom Helm, l987), pp. 129- 1 5 7; Peter 
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Society of Great Britain, S. W. F. Holloway contended that the Society emerged through 

the efforts of a few wealthy and influentid London chemists and druggists who hoped to 

gain economic and political advantages, irrespective of the needs or conditions of the 

tradespeople in the provinces. He thereby chailenged the romantic assertions of earlier 

pharmacy historians that the creation of the Phaxmaceutical Society represented a growing 

occupational consciousness. Peter Bartrip iUustrated how pharrnacists and physicians used 

public fears about the apparent widespread cases of accidental and intentional poisoning 

by arsenic to secure a measure of social power, manifestai in the British Arsenic Act of 

185 1.  By playing on these public fears, Bartrip argued, the medical profession and 

apothecaries began a process of chipping away at the monolithic Iaissez fake ideology 

that had limited government involvement in issues of trade. Virginia Bemdge and Griffith 

Edwards, in Opium and the Peoole, found that a similar class-centred activity intluenced 

the creation of the Pharmacy and Sale of Poisons Act of 1868. This latter legislation, 

which infiuenced the Canadian pharmaceutical legislation, was the result of conceni by 

doctors and phannacists about public availability of dangerous dmgs, including opium's 

prevalence among the working classes. 

The Canadian history of pharmacy has been given rnuch less attention, but most of 

the studies have taken similar perspectives as the British historiography. Apart from the 

generaily uncritical histories written by or for the pharmacists thernselves, the few other 

Bartrip, "'A Pennurth of Arsenic for Rat Poison': The Arsenic Act, 185 1 and the 
Prevention of Secret Poisoning." Medical History 36 (1992), pp. 53-69; V i n i a  Bemdge 
and Griffith Edwards, O im and the People: Opiate Ilse in Nineteenth Centuq Eneland 
(London: Men Lane, 198 1 ), Chapters 7- 10. 
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examinations of pharrnacy in Canada reveal class and statu-based  motivation^.^ R. J.  

Clark's examination of the Ontario Cokge of Phannacy, for example, argues that the 

pharmacias' political activity strove to achieve a degree of occupational autonomy from 

the encroachments of the physicians and grocers.' This activity, Clark observes, was 

detemined by the economic context in which the dniggists operated6 However much 

pharmacias hoped to raise themselves above trade, through the exercise of their esoteric 

knowledge, they were M y  enxonced in everyday commercial life. 

Economic motivations, however, were not necessarily central to the drive for 

professionalism. Gidney and Millar contend that the development of professions in 

Ontario was part of a broader social formation process. Professionals insisted that only 

valid and honourable professions could guide the healthy development of Upper Canadian 

society. The Victorian concept of the professional as an individual who could rise above 

the temptations of the capitalist marketplace, provides a compelling means of examining 

the motivations of pharmacias, whose occupation was rooted in trade.' To explain 

'See Stanley William Jackson, The Pharmacv Act of Ontario (Toronto: Ontario 
College of Pharmacy, 1967); E. Stieb, One Hundred Years of Pharmacy in Canada 
(Toronto: Canadian Association of the Hiaov  of Pharmacy, 1969). 

IR. J .  Clark, "Professionai Aspirations and the Limits of Occupational Autonomy: 
The Case of Pharmacy in Nineteenth Century Ontario," Canadian Bulletin of Medicd 
History/ Bulletin Canadien d'Histoire de la Médecine 8 ( 199 1 ), pp. 43-63. 

%hanne Collin's men t  article demonstrates the compiex and unique nature of the 
developrnent of Quebec phamiacy. Collin, "Genèse d'une profession: les pharmaciens au 
Québec au X K  siècle," Canadian Bulletin of Medicial Histoqd Bulletin canadien 
d'histoire de la medecine 14 ( I997), pp. 24 1-262. 

'Gidney and Millar, Professional Gentlemen pp. 203-2 1 1 ; Thomas Haskell, 
"Professionalisrn versus Capitalism: R. H. Tawney, E d e  Durkheim, and C. S. Peirce on 
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adequately the development of early Canadian phannacy laws, which were the 

legislative attempts to control the sale of "dangerous" dmgs, this "professional-codict 

model" needs modification. It should be expanded to consider the idea of professional 

honour, the process of professionaiization, and the interaction between professional 

idealism and public scrutiny. 

The pharmacists' uncertain legal starus, the imprecision of existing poison laws, and the 

social assessments of dangerous drugs becarne an issue of public debate at the end of 

1870. In November, John Gale and George Albert Mason initiated a project in Toronto to 

test the integrity of the extant law goveming the sale of poisons in Ontario.' Approaching 

several dozen pharmacists in the city, Gale attempted to buy a small quantity of laudanum. 

He offered a number of different reasons for the purchase, but never provided 

documentation required by the law to authorize the sale. Twenty-five of the druggists 

sold Gale the drug; some of them confided that they were contravening the law, while 

others demanded a detailed explanation of the ailment for which Gale needed the 

the Disinterestedness of Professional Communities," in Thomas Haskell, ed., The 
Authority of Experts: Studies in History and Theury (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, l984), pp. 180-225; David A. Holiïnger, "Inquiry and Uplift: Late nineteenth- 
Century Arnerican Acadernics and the Moral Efficacy of Scientific Practice," in Haskell, 
ed., The Authority of m e r u ,  pp. 142- 1 56. 

 ason on's occupation is not clear. Some writers referred to him as "Whiskey 
Detective Mason" while others calied him the "notorious police informer." Neither 
epithet seems to have referred to an officiai occupation, but rather to his preoccupation 
with seeking out violators of the Iiquor licensing act, and prosecuthg them for profit. On 

ian Pharmaceutical Jou Mason's reptation, see Montreal Star, Juiy, 1869; Canad mal, 4 
(January, 1871). 
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substance. With this evidence in hand Gale and Mason approached the police magistrate. 

They claimed that the pharmacists had violated the Strychnine Act of 1 8W9 This act 

placed minimal requirements on the sale of "arsenic, corrosive sublimate, strychnine, or 

other.. . deadly poison" but these conditions were vague and generally unworkable. It 

required a person who wanted to buy certain substances to produce "a certificate or note 

fiom.. . .a Physician, Surgeon, or some Priest or Minister of religi~n."'~ Mason and Gale's 

motivation seems straightforward: "one moiety of the penalty shd  belong to the 

prosecutor and the other moiety to her majesty;" the maximum fine was $40. " The 

practice was not new to Mason, whose Ncknarne, 'Whisky Mason" came from his 

investigations of and profit £tom, violations of liquor licensing laws. 

The subsequent trial demonstrated the arnbiguities of the term "poison" and the 

need to define who had authority to delineate what substances should be controlled. The 

defence argued that a "deadly" poison was one that caused death imrnediately, which 

laudanum generally did not do. Witnesses for the defence, physicians, university 

professors and pharmacists, argued that laudanum was not a deadly poison, and in fact "is 

kept in almoa every house as a medicine."" Several newspapers and professional joumds 

P hamaceut' 90n details of the case, see Canada icai Journal, 4 (January, 187 1 ), pp. 
6-7. 

tes of Canada ( 1 859) Cap XCVIII. 

1 lc anadian Pharmaceutical Jorn& 4 (January, 1870), pp. 6-7. Neither Mason 
nor Gale appear to have been lawyers, and the "prosecutor" of the case appears to be the 
person who brings the case against the defendant. 

12c anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 4 (December, 1870), p. 180 
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brought the case to the public. The Globe argued for public convenience, aating that 

although laudanum was "often resorted to by suicides, [it] is not deadly in small quantities, 

such as are needed, say, to ease a toothache or to check diarrhoea, and it is a resort at aü 

hours when the application to the minister or surgeon would be very d i c u l t  or 

inconvenient . "13 When cross-examining th2 pharmacists, the prosecution asked why they 

were so carefid to scrutinize the purchasers, if laudanum was not a "deadly" poison. '* 
According to the prosecuton, if pharmacists recognized the dangers of laudanum, then 

they must have believed it was poisonous, despite what the expert testimony argued. The 

rnagistrate seems to have agreed; he decided against the dmpgias, and fined them each 

$25 and costs. '' 

British experience with pbarmacy laws 

As 1 will discuss below, the Gale and Mason Uicident took place in Ontario as pharmacias 

were pushing for incorporation acts in several Canadian provinces, and the creation of 

Canadian pharmaceutical Iaws reflected earlier efforts in Bntain to achieve the 

incorporation of pharmacy. Johanne Collin and Denis Béliveau argue that some of the 

IY'The Sale of Poisons," Globe, November 29, 1 870. 

Mc ada Lancet, 3 (January, 187 1). 

1 5 ~  anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 4 (lanuary, 1 87 1 ), p. 7. The pharmacias' 

Iawyer argued that the evidence taken in the case "was in some points defective," and the 
court agreed to try another case as a test. In this one, Mason did not bode so well. As the 
Canadian Phmaceutical Journal noted several rnonths later, Gale and Mason had a falling 
out, and Gale abandoned Mason in the courts. Since Gale was Mason's principal witness, 

ian Pharmaceut* the case against the phamacists fell apart . (Canad ~ c a i  Journal, 4 (Aprii, 
1871), p. 40.) 
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restrictions imposed by the Apothecaries' Act upon general practitioners led some 

practitioners to emigrate in search of better, less restrictive opportunities. Many came to 

North America. l6 Likewise, many Canadian physicians and pharmacists had been bom or 

trained in Great ~ n t a i n .  l7 Attempts by the medical profession of Great Britain to gain 

control over pharmacy had their parailels in Canada Examining the British conte3 helps 

clarify the diverse occupations encompassed under the heading of " p harrnacist ," including 

chemist, druggist, p harmaceutical chemia and apothecary . lg Exarnining the histoncal 

development of these linguistic distinctions helps us to understand the nature of the 

tension between doctors and pharmacists in Canada. Before exploring the mid-century 

Canadian experience, therefore, we tum to Britain. 

The main precedents in these distinctions can be found in the progress of British 

16Johanne Collin et Denis Béliveau, Histoire de la Pharmacie au Québec (Montreai: 
Musée de la pharmacie du Québec, 1994), pp. 7 1-2. 

17See Gidney and Millar, Professional Gentlemen, esp. 23-4 for the doctors; the 
background of pharmacists is not detailed in any systernatic way in secondary literature. 
See, however, biographies provided in the Diction- of Canadian Biography for several 
key rnembers of the pharmaceutical professio~ including John K e q ,  William Elliot, 
Edward Shuttleworth, and Benjamin Lyman. Individual biographies are also available on 
people such as Shuttleworth (Ernst W. Stieb, "Edward Buckingham Shuttleworth, 1842- 
1934" Pharmacv in History 12 (1970), pp. 91-1 16) and J. B. D. Fraser (Allan C. Dunlop, 
"Pharmacia and Entrepreneur: Pictou's J. D. B. Fraser" reprinted from Nova Scotia 
Historical Quarterl~ 4 (March, l874), pp. 1-20.). 

l g ~ h e  acts themselves noted the multiplicity of pharmaceutical practices, when they 
listed the titles which duly licensed pharmacists could use. The Ontario Act, for example, 
prohibited anyone who did not hold a license fiom the college of Pharmacy, "to assume or 
use the title 'Chemist and Druggia,' or 'Chemist' or 'Dmggistt or 'Pharmacist or 
Apothecary' or 'Dispensing Chemist or Dniggist'." The Quebec and Nova Scotia Act 
added the term "pharmaceutist." Far From merely noting differences in labe lhg  these 
numerous titles refer to an histoncai delineation between the various branches of 
pharmacy. 
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legislation fkom the end of the eighteenth century to the 1848 Pharmacy Act. Prior to 

1868, each of the three branches of phamiacy was represented by differeot, often 

conflicting occupational associations. Apothecaries traditiondy were individuals who 

would oflen attend the sick, prescnïe for then and then make up the medicine. Legai 

precedent forbade apothecaries from charging for diagnosis or prescription; they could 

charge only for compounding and s e h g  drugs. Dmggias, traditiondy, had been 

individuals who shply traded in drugs, and chernists were compounders of more complex 

substances. The distinction between the latter two trades blurred significantly before the 

beginning of the nineteenth century . Apothecaries contended that chemists and druggists 

had no formal training in the properties of drugs, and were therefore a public health 

danger. l9 

In 1 8 1 5 ,  after several years of lobbying and concessions, the Apothecary's 

Company of London managed to see the Apothecaries' Act passed. ïhe  initial aim of this 

legislation for the apothecaries themselves had been to reassert control over the business 

of drug compounding and trade. Through the machinations of some powerfùl drug 

merchants, the act included a clause that specifically exempted chemists and dniggists 

fiom the provisions of the act. Although many hiaorians have viewed the act as a positive 

step in the rise of the profession of pharmacy, Holloway argues that it was an attempt by 

physicians and surgeons to reassert a rigid hierarchy of medical occupations. According 

to this interpretation, apothecaries would hold a position subservient to physicians. 

'Qoy and Dorothy Porter, "Rise of the English h g  Industry: The Role of 
Thomas Corbyn," Medicd Hiaory, 33 (1989), p. 282. 
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Doctors saw the act as a means of nipping in the bud the upward aspirations of the 

ap~thecaries. '~ 

Unfiortuoately for the doctors, their results did not favour the physicians' 

aspirations. As HoUoway demonstrates, the Apothecaries' Act provided no concise 

definition of the role of an apothecary. Such a definition was "essentiai to the 

enforcement of the ~ct. '" '  The only role of the apothecary that the a n  specificdly 

described was the fifth clause. which stated that "it is the duty of every . . . apothecary to 

prepare with exactness and to dispense such medicines as may be directed for the sick by 

any physician."" The doctors had hoped this provision would place apothecaries in their 

dutifid nibservient position, but subsequent legal decisions disappointed the physicians. 

The courts determined that an apothecary was anyone who was a practitioner and rnixed 

and prepared medicines. These discussions had a profound effect upon general 

practitioners, most of whom also provided medicines for their patients? Under this 

interpretation, no practitioner could make up medicines for a patient unless he held a 

license tiom the Apothecaries' Company. Furthemore, the Act required anyone who 

'"Holloway, "The Apothecaries' Act, 1 8 1 5 : A Reinterpretation. Part 1: The 
Origins of the Act." Medical Historv, 10 (April 1966) pp. 107-129 Inkg Loudon 
discusses multiple interpretations of the Apothecaries Act in Medical Care and the Genera! 
Practitioner: 1 750- 1 850 ( M o r d :  M o r d  University Press, 1986), especially Chapters 6, 7 
and 8. 

"Holloway, "The Apothecariesl Act, 1 8 1 5 : A Reinterpretation. Part 11: The 
Consequences of the Act." Medical Kistory 10 (July 1 966) p. 22 1 . 

"Quoted in Holloway, "Apothewies' Act," Part 2, p. 22 1. 

%id, p. 224; Loudon, Medical Care and the General Practitioner, pp. 17 1-1 73. 
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sought an apothecary's license to undergo five years ofapprenticeship prior to receiving 

that licence. This clause "carried with it the implication that the general practitioner was a 

tradesperson, not a member of a learned profe~sion."~~ By the late 1820s and early 1830s, 

judicial decisions further permïtted apothecaries to receive payment for attendance. By 

1858, the distinction between a university-trained practitioner and what Roy and Dorothy 

Porter c d  an (apprenticeship trained) "apothecary-cum-general practitioner" had blurred 

to the extent that the Medical Act of that year recognized both types ofpractitioner in its 

provisions. 

The tendency for the apothecary to begin "leaping over the counter, stepping into 

the physician's shoes, and becorning a prescriber in his own right," which had begun prior 

to 18 15, came with a price." John CreUin notes that the 18 15 Act permitted apothecaries 

to concentrate on medical practice; those who preferred to maintain their dispensing 

business ofien lefi the task to a subordinate." Apothecaries' general tendency to eschew 

dispensing opened new opportunities for more generai dispensing businesses. The Porters 

suggest that in doïng their rounds, apothecaries neglected their shops, thereby leaving 

openings in the trade for dniggists and dispensing chemias." Dmggists and chemias 

"~olloway, "Apothecaries' Act" Part 2, p. 224. 

"ROY and Dorothy Porter, "Rise of the English Drug Industry." pp. 280-28 1 

"J. K. Crellin, "Pharmaceutical History and its Sources in the Wellcome 
collections," Medical Histoq 1 1 ( l967), p. 2 16. 

"ROY and Dorothy Porter, "Rise of the English Drug hduary," pp. 280. 
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recognized their similar occupational interests, and ofien united for mutual benefit against 

legislation or the hazards of their business. In 1839, dniggias and chemists forrned the 

"Dniggias Provident Association," a mutual benefit association. Two years later, under 

the leadership of Jacob Bell, a wealthy London dmggist, many dmg wholesalers and 

chemias met in London to form the British Pharrnaceutical Society. They set up a system 

of lectures, which eventuaiiy become a formal School of Pharmacy, and in 1843 the 

Society received a royal charter. Not only was the Pharmaceutical Society the result of 

the distinct actions of an elite among the pharmacists to extend their values and control 

over the entire profession, but by creating a bais for more detailed scientSc investigation, 

it aiso helped phmacy to graduaiiy gain in professionai scientific authority." 

By the 1840s, then, many British chemias and dniggists had united under the 

common occupationai title and ideal provided by the Pharmaceutical Society, although 

they were far fkom a consoiidated group. They did manage to attract members of the 

Society of Apothecaries who had retained a concem for dispensing rather than the 

preoccupation with medical practice? The society, as HoUoway points out, was a 

reaction against attempts by other members of the medicai community to attempt to 

control the pharmaceutical trade. '' These attempts continued &er the 1 843 Charter. 

Docton proposed new medical bills which would have placed pharmacy under the 

auspices of physicians and surgeons; the govemment proposed poison bills in 1857 and 

-%olloway, "Orthodox Fringe," pp. 1 54- 1 57. 

'OBemdge and Edwards, Opium and the People, p. 1 14 

"HoUoway, "The Onhodox Fringe," pp. 129-1 3 1. 
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1859 that the Phamüiceutical Society opposed because of the restrictions they placed on 

pharmacists' activities; and a rival United Society of Chemists and Druggists formed in 

1860-61 out of dissatisfaction with the apparent inactivity of the Pharmaceutical Society. 

Until at least 1868, therefore, pharrnacists in Britain were professiondy disparate, and not 

legislatively secure. 

The Pharmacy Act of 1868 aimed to consolidate the phannaceutical profession. In 

extending professional powers, it granted pharmacists a substantial degree of power over 

distribution of poisons in British society. The act came &er more than a decade of 

debates about the nature of phmacy and the importance of restricting access to dnigs. 

As early as 185 1, the "Arsenic Act" had provided preliminary conditions over the sale of 

that drug. In 1 852, a Pharmacy Act provided a means of registe~g pharmacists, but fell 

short of the goals of the Pharmaceutical Society to consolidate its institutional control. 

Both provided partial templates for the 1868 legislation. The British Pharmacy Act gave 

broad educational powers to the Pharmaceutical Society, involved a system of registration 

and examination, and restricted the public availability of poisons. It listed fifieen 

substances in a two-part Poison Scheduie appended to the Act. The drugs in the first part 

could be sold only to a purchaser famibar to the pharmacist, or to whorn the pharmacist 

was introduced by an acquaintance. These substances had to be labelled clearly as 

"poison," and the purchase would be recorded in a poison register. The substances in part 

two needed to adhere ody to the labelhg requirements. "Opium and all preparation of 

poppies7' were included in part two." 

32 ibid., pp. 1 13- 1 17. 
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The British experience paralleled and offered some precursors to the British North 

Arnerican experience with pharrnacy laws. As Holloway notes for Britain, phannacias 

united periodicdy to resist perceived encroachment fioxn other quarters, most notably 

doctors. British North Amencan dmggists also ofien periodicaiiy united. To examine in 

more detail the emergence of phannacy laws in Canada, it is valuable to consider some 

incidents ofpenodic and temporary episodes of unity. Here we see how notions of 

doctors' authorify was dependent upon dniggists' skills, but the doctors tried to use their 

authority to restnct the power of druggists. 

Educating the apothecaries. 

During the 1840s, physicians in Lower Canada were pressing the legislature for the 

broader powers associated with legislative incorporation." They argued that doaors 

should control most facets of medical treatment including the licensing and education of 

pharmacy. Since the Quebec Act of 1788, the state had licensed apothecaries, but this law 

merely requued individuals who sold medicine to obtain a iicense from the govemor of 

the province. The law set no educational requirements." In 1842, Dr. Archibald Hall, a 

prominent Montreal physician, addressed his "Letters on Medical Education" to the 

memben of the legislature. Hall observed that the current aate of medical education in 

 o or more on the early years of Quebec pharmacy, see Collin et Beliveau, Histoire 
de la Pharmacie au Ouébeç (Montreal: Musée de la pharmacie du Qukbec, 1994); Collin, 
"Genèse d'une profession: les pharmaciens au Québec au X K  siècle," Canadian Bulletin 
gf Medicial History/ Bulletin canadien d'histoire de la rnedeck 14 ( 1997), pp. 253-257. 

"Stanley William Jackson, The First Pharmacy Act of on tari^ (Toronto: Ontario 
CoUege of Pharmacy, 1967), p. 2; and Consolidateci Stmtes of Canada (1848) Section 
16. 
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Canada was unsatisfactory. He proposed a detailed and ambitious bill that would 

encompass the occupations of physician, surgeon, "Man-Midwife," and apothecary. Hall's 

proposal placed apothecaries in a distinctly subsenrient but necessary place within the 

spectrum of health senices. Even the title of the Act, ' to  Regulate the Study and Practice 

of Physic, Surgery and Midwifery" niggests the secondary aatus of the apothecary to 

Hall. Although he wished for specific restrictions and requirements to four distinct 

medical occupations, he only mentioned three sectors in his title. Yet he did recognize the 

importance of pharmaceutical education. His bit1 required each aspiring apothecary to 

serve a the-year apprenticeship with a physician or apothecary, and to attend classes in 

chemistry, pharmacy and materio mecfica. Prior to receiving a license, each apprentice 

had to sit an examination in these three mbjects before a Medical Board. Anticipating 

future pharrnacy acts, Hall also included several clauses that outlined the conditions under 

which poisons "such as corrosive sublimate, arsenic, laudanum and the like" should be 

stored and s01d.~' 

Hall's suggestions were reflected in the medical and poison legislation he and his 

confrères presented to parliament over the next few years. In both 1845 and 1846, Lower 

Canada physicians presented an "Act Respecting the Medical Profession and the Sale of 

Dnigs." This bill detailed the responsibilities of tne proposed College of Physicians and 

Surgeons to examine and license physicians, surgeons, rnidwives and apothecaries. Dr. A. 

Von Iffland proposed that the doctors should include a section goverrüng the education of 

''~rchibald Hall, Letters on Medical Education !Or@nallv published in the 
Montreal Gazette) Addressed to the Members of the Provincial Lepislature of Canada 
(Montreal: Amour & Ramsay; Kingston: Ramsay, h o u r  & Co., 1 84Z.), pp. 24-27. 
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apothecaries and dmggias, "as might ensure to the public as weii as to the medical 

profession, men of good education and thoroughiy versed in chemistry and pharmacy."* 

Bnefly united to oppose this initiative, several apothecaries protested to Von tffland. 

explaining that they were preparing to petition the Legislature for their own act of 

incorporation. The doctors acquiesced, and the legislation that passed in 1847 mentioned 

pharmacists only to reaffirm the provisions of the Quebec Act of 1788. Von Iffland 

cornplained a decade later that the pharmacists "abandoned the measure then 

contemplated for their self-improvement, preferring to remain as individuals or associated 

traders, and subject.. . to no  other responsibility than that of trade~men."~' He concluded 

that it was time, in 1857, for the College of Physicians and Surgeons to take action, "as 

may guard against the evils of ign~rance."~' Von Itnand's attack was factuaily inaccurate; 

in 1849 the pharmacias had presented legislation that attempted to create a college of 

pharmacy, but that legislation did not Nevefiheless. they had not presented 

legislation to the govenunent since then. 

Doctors insisted that public health was in danger by the unscrupulous nature of 

capitalist competition in the marketplace. Von lffland observed that the College of 

Physicians had recently examined and Iicensed two pharmacists. It would be "an act of 

%fedical Chronicle, 4 (Febmary, 1 85 7), p. 33 3 

3gSee Journal of the Leda tu re  of Canada Febmary 15, 1849. "Petition of A. 
Savage and others, Apothecaries, Chemists and Druggists, of Canad East, for an Act of 
Incorporation. " 
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gros injustice to the&' he stated, "were they to be placed in the same position for public 

consideration and patronage, as others who are not so qualifieci by the College.'* He 

recognized the pressures of the market upon an occupation that, at its heart, was one of 

trade in commodities rather than exclusively a grasp and command of philosophical 

concepts and esoteric knowledge. In 1860, Hall agreed that the potential dangers posed 

by the pressures of the marketplace were specificaliy the reason that the public shouid 

demand properly qualified apothecaries. The phmacists' knowledge of dmgs was 

important, but equally important was that their "character should be a guarantee of the 

punty and genuineness of the materials which they are using.'"' Hall further argued that 

the sale of poisons needed tighter regulation. Economic necessity, Hail claimed, may 

cause an apothecary to use cheaper or adulterated substances when making up 

prescriptions, or to sel1 poisons to anyone who demanded them with no regard to the use 

for which the purchaser intended the substance. 

Eventuaily, doctors achieved some control over pharmaceutical education in 

Lower Canada. Frorn 1858- 1860, the Lower Canada physicians repeatedly presented bills 

in the legislature specifically designed to "regdate the education of Apothecaries, 

Chemists and Dmggists, and the Sale of Poisons." Each of these faced opposition fiom 

pharmacists, and did not pass the legislature. Then, in 1864, the legislature amended the 

1847 Medicd Act to place the responsibility for licensing phmacists under the auspices 

of the CoUege of Physicians and Surgeons. The following year, the College arnended its 

%id. 

*'British Amencan Journal, 1 (January, 1 %O), p. 46. 
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bylaws to include specific educational requirements for the phannacists." 

The character in study 

The concern over the character of the pharmacist was a key aspect of the doctors' appeals 

for pharmaceutical education. Von Iffland's 1846 measure stressed that the doctors needed 

to ensure pharmacists "of good education und thoroughly weil versed in chemistry and 

pha rma~y . '~~  Gdney and Millar have discussed how "good" education related not only 

to knowledge, but aiso to character. In Von If£iand's statement, the moral character of the 

individual was a key aspect of pharrnaceutical education, since, he implied, while many 

people could learn chemistry and pharmacy, only men of "good education" could 

adequately take on the important responsibilities of a pharmacist. Similady, in 1860, Hall 

aated that education of pharmacists shouid include "a thorough classicai education" dong 

with aîtendance at lectures in chemistry and maferia m e d i c ~ . ~  The provisions for 

education that the College of Physicians passed in 1865 made a classical education a 

prerequisite for studying medicine, surgery, midwifery or p harmac~. " 

These requirements of a classicai education reflect a broader issue of the 

honourable nature of certain occupations and professions, assured by the moral character 

*"'An Act to arnend Chapter Seventy-One of the Consolidated Statutes for Lower 
Canada, respecting the Medical Profession and the Sale of Dmgs," Chapter 5 1 &tutes of 

(27-28 Victoria) pp. 269-270 Section 1. Montreal W1tness7 December 30, 1 869. 

"~ritish Amencan Journal, 1 (May, l86O), p. 239. 

4 5 c  ada Medical Journa* 1 (April, l865), pp. 395-396. 
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of the individual. Commenting upon simitar requirements demanded of applicants to 

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, Ronald Hamowy contended that this sort of 

prerequisite was unnecessary, and indicative of the self-serving, class-based interest among 

physicians to restrict access to the profession. By setting up a nurnber of ad hoc barriers 

to Licensing, the doctors codd thin the ranks of aspiring physicians, and increase their own 

econornic and social position in society." Gidney and Millar disagree with Hamowy's 

perspective. They argue that docton and others viewed classical education as indicative 

of the moral standing and authority necessary for an individual to adequately carry out a 

professional calling. For the physicians who demanded a classicai education of aspiring 

pharmacists, the requirement would ensure that moral men were in control of the 

distribution of drugs." 

The emphasis upon the character of the phamacists had a practicai purpose. Since 

cornpounding medicines required detailed technical aptitude, the good character of the 

druggists should guarantee a person who was always able to act competently. During the 

187 1 debates on pharmacy laws in Ontario, the Globe argued that no act of incorporation 

codd prevent some of the miaakes caused by basic human failings, since "the most 

intelligent men, with every certificate of cornpetence, may fdl into unsteady habits and 

"Ronaid Hamowy, Çanadian Medicine: A Studv of Restncted Ente (Toronto: 
The Fraser Institute, 1984), pp. 20-22; 300n62. 

"Gidney and MiUar, Professional Gentlemen, pp, 22-25; 4 151185. See also Gert H. 
Brieger, ccClassics and Character: Medicine and Gentility," The Bulletin of Medical 
Histoe, 65 (1 99 1): 88- 109; Rebecca J. Tannenbaum, "Earnestness, Temperance, 
industry: The Definitions and Uses of Professional Character Among Nineteenth-Century 
Arnerican Physicians," journal of the History of Medicine and Ailied Sciefices 49 (Apd, 
1994), pp. 25 1-283. 
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make some mistakes when more or less intoxïcated.'* The Halifax Citizen echoed this 

concern in 1874 when the province's doctors presented a bill to control the actions of 

phamüicists. The Citizen opposed the act, since it would examine knowledge only, 

without making considerations for the dispenser's character. "He may be constitutionally 

careless and slovenly, or he may be a man of unsteady or dissipated habits.'*g 

Pharmacias did not deny the importance of proper character to their profession; 

but they disagreed with physicians about the best way to ensure it. Doctors argued that a 

proper classical education was essentiai to make moral pharmacists, whde the pharmacists 

and their supporters contended that a better way to ensure the best character of the 

pharmacist in the community was to gant pharmacists self-regulatuig powers. The 

difference in opinions was a key point of contention during the discussions of the Quebec 

pharmacy bill in 1869. In a conference with representatives of the province's doctors, 

members of the Montreal Chemist's Association discussed the different perspectives of the 

two groups. The doaors claimed that they needed to retain "their present position with 

increased powers," that the pharmacists were not numerous enough to form a College, 

and that in any case the Iegislation to incorporate a college should not precede "a g ~ a n d  

educational scheme." The pharmacists explained that "there are means of education at 

present in existence, but there is absolutely no authority to prevent incompetent persons 

entering the trade." The Montreal chemists were surprised by the degree of resistance 

aven by the physicians to their legislation. Yet the doctors, by their own arguments, 

%lobe, Ianuary 28, 187 1. 

'%difax Citizen, April25, 1874. 
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supported the airn of the druggists: 

One [physician] asserted that [the pharmacists of Quebec City] were not 
deserving of the confidence of the public, and that he could not trust one of 
them to make up a prescription. Our instant reply was that.. . nearly al1 [of 
these pharmacists] held the licence of the Coîiege of Physicians to pursue 
their ~ a l l i n g . ~  

In October, 1869, John Dougaü. the editor of the Montreal Witness, a notorïous 

spokesperson for Liberai and evagelical refonn causes, and a strong supporter of the efforts 

of the pharmacists, insisted that phannacists should be dowed to regulate thernselves, 

"without the 'aegis' of medical boards," and to educate theïr pupils fiee from "the evil 

influences wbich surround the medicai schools. "'' 

The effect of the market 

Dougall's suggestion that medical schools were "evil," and of dubious character, huits at 

another conflict relating to the concem over the improper use of poison: who. really, was 

at fault? Physicians often characterized pharmacists as incompetent, but pharmacists and 

their supporters responded in kind, with charges that doctors were human beings as iiable 

to make mistakes and be tempted by the lure of hancial gain as anyone else. In 1874 the 

Nova Scotia Medical Society presented its bill "for restrictïng the sale of poisons bc., by 

dmggists in the province of Nova Scotia." The title suggested that the legislation targeted 

Wontreal Witness, December 30, 1 869. 

"~ontreal Witness, October 27, 1869. On John Dougall's refonning zeal in 
theory, see Paul Rutherford, A Victoria Authonty: The Dailv Press in Late Nineteenth- 
centurv Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982), pp. 48-5 1 ; for Dougall's 
reforming zeai in practice, see Peter deloninville, "Joe Beef of Montreal," Labour/Le 
Travail, 8/9 (198 1 - l982), pp. 9-40. 
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the activities of pharmacists as requiring vigilant supervision. The bill met aiff resistance 

in the legislature and the popular press. The Hatifax Citizen noted that some son of 

regulation was necessary, but characterized the Nova Scotia Medical Society as too 

bbgasping" to be trusted to have the bea interests of the public at h e a d 2  A 

correspondent to the Halifax Reporter and Times, calling hirnself "Medicus" argued more 

passionately that the bill was a conspiracy by the doctors who were "afiaid of the superior 

intelligence and attainments of those engaged in the h g  and Prescription business."53 

Medicus charactemed physicians as interested only in personal gain. He argued that the 

public needed protection, not from pharmacists, but from "the grabbing and grasping 

rapacity of the medical profession generdly.. mon of them like to, and do, demand and 

take a good fat fee whenever and wherever it can be got. ?' In the Witnes of 

November, 1869, Dougail made similar charges. Since doctors biiied patients per visit. 

and often per prescription, Dougall reasoned, it was in the doctor's interest to extend the 

length of time for treatment, to keep the nature of disease a mystery, and to prescribe 

more dnigs than necessary. He Iikened doctor's business practices to those of other 

professions and other trades, whose position provided them with the opporhinity to 

mislead the public for pecuniary gain. "A shoemaker who made boots that would not 

Wear out, would soon be gazetted for lack of custom," argued Dougd, "the doctor who 

- - 

s'~aliTax Citizen* Apnl 25, 1 874. 

"~alifax Reporter and Times, Apd 28, 1874. This "Medic~s'~ was not Archibald 
Hall, who died in 1 868. 
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should make ail his patients well, would be a like s~fXerer.'"~ However, whereas "boots 

are things people understand a little.. . diseases are things no one understands,-not even 

the doctors,-and so it is the doctors' interest that your case becomes as difficult and 

interesting a one as possible. It is much to  their credit when this interest does not bias 

them, but they wotiid be saints indeed if it never did, unconsciously at least."% One 

wonders what kind of ment  experience Dougaif had with his doctor. 

Thnisting the doaors' interests into the capitalist market, Dougall questioned the 

relationship and interdependence of physicians and pharmacists. He observed that until 

recently in England doctors were paid o d y  for writing prescriptions: "This was good for 

apothecaries, and temble for patients; and it is still suspected that doctors have an interest 

in the amount of drugs consumed." He suggested that a better means of remunerating 

doctors would be to set up a syaem in which families payed doaors an annuai salary 

whether or not the physician had to treat any illness." The writings of people like John 

Dougall, "Medicus," and the editor of the Halifax Citizen denied that physicians possessed 

any special rights or qualities that raised them above the baseness of capitalist 

cornpetition. l8 

Pharmacias and their supporters oflen accompanied their attacks on doctors with 

assertions of the honour of the apothecaries themselves. Medicus insisted that the 

- 

"Montreal Gazette, October 27, 1869. 

%Montreal Wjtness¶ October 27. 1869. 

"Montreal Witness, October 27, 1869. 
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pharrnacists would never defiaud the public as doctors were apt to  do. "~harmacists'] 

standing as a class in society is too hi@ for that, for they M y  reaiize the responsibility 

resting upon thern in the sale of poisons.?'59 The Globe's editor argued likewise, saying 

that "the educated druggist is one of the moa carehl of traders. A high sense of 

responsibility govems his proceeduigs, whether dispensing or retaiiing his goods.'- 

Writing on the Gale and Mason incident. "J.B. D. ," a correspondent to the Globe, attested 

to the integrity of ail pharmacists in the carefùl dispensing of poisons. "There is no 

dmggist in the Dorninioq" he asserted, "who would knowingly and willingly contravene 

the law as it now exists." Yet "I.B.D." himself proceeded to demonstrate how a caring 

pharmacist, concerned for the health and cornfort of his patrons would in fact contravene 

the law with impunity: 

Even now, while I am writing, occurs an instance of the inefficiency of the 
law as it now stands. A lady had just entered the shop and request(ed1 a 
remedy for toothaches, with which she is at the tirne sorely tormented. I 
irnrnediately (knowing her well) ofFer her a mixture-properly labelled--of 
chlorofom, camphor, laudanum, &c. which I have reason to believe will at 
once give her relief.. At the same time, 1 know 1 am breaking one of the 
laws of the country.. . and am rendering myself liable to the infliction of a 
penalty. But what is to be d ~ n e ? ~ '  

I. B.D.'s gendered imagery-the cornpassionate male professional nsking his license to help 

out the needfil woman-helped him to bolaer his assertion that pharmacists were 

righteous and honourable men, whose capable and efficient service to the public was 

5%alifax Reporter and Times, Apri128, 1874. 

'-%10be7 December 1, 1870. 

%Iobg, December 5, 1870. 
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hindered by burdensome laws. The soiution to this problem he asserted, was clear: 

incorporat e the phamiacists, and they would regulate thernselves. 

In many of the poisoning cases that caught the attention of the public, neither 

doctors nor druggists were exclusively at fault . As Mason and Gale (and J. B.D. ) 

demonstrated, pharmacists ofken broke the law by dispensing dangerous drugs. Notorious 

cases of murder by poison publicized the dangers of this practice. The case of James 

Deacon, fiom Clarendon county, Ontario, who poisoned his wife with strychnine in 1870 

caught the attention of the public. He had purchased half an ounce ofthe h g  from a 

local grocer, and the poison had been "as easy to purchase as so rnuch tobac~o. '"~ 

Poisoning was also often through the rnistakes of druggists. In 1865, a man in Quebec 

City died &er taking a tonic compounded by a local apothecary. The druggists 

mistakenly included a dose of aconite, or wolfsbane, which is a powerfil poison." Still, in 

other cases doctors were at fault. Dunng the 1874 debates in Nova Scotia, the member 

who introduced the p h m a c y  bill-which pharmacias disparaged--cited an incident of 

poisoning by a dmg mistakenly sold in the place of Epsom Salts to j u s t e  the need to 

regulate pharmacists' actions. The Halifêu Citizen pointed out that a physician had sold 

the dmg, not a pharmacist: the proposed law would have af£ècted dispensing by 

pharmacists, but not physicians, and would not have prevented sirnilar accidents. 

Not only did pharmacists argue that doctors were equally culpable in cases of 

poisoning; they also emp hasized that druggists themselves needed protection against 

- - - - - -- 

"Globe, November 29, 1870. 
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ignorant vendors of medicine. Unscrupulous traders damaged the reputation of 

honourable members of the profession by s e h g  medicine to anyone, regardiess of the 

intent or identity of the purchaser. Durùig the second reading of the proposed Ontario 

Pharmacy Act in 1869, Dr. William McGïIi, who presented the bill, claimed that "there 

were a number of perrons acting as chernists who caused by their carelesmess and 

blunders more evil than was generdly knowdS McGill insisted that "the respectable 

educated chernists felt that they required protection fiom such men. '"5 The incorporated 

pharmaceutical association would help pharmacias protect themseives fiom the 

unscrupulous individuals in their own ranks, like the grocer who sold Deacon the 

strychnine. 

Despite the conflicting views of how to assure pharmaceuticai integrity and the 

health of the people with respect to sales of poisons, doctors generaily endorsed the 

professional aspirations of pharmacists In 1870, the Canada Lance1 supponed the 

pharmacists in the Gale and Mason case by condemning the magistrate's decision? The 

bill to incorporate pharmacists in Ontario was presented by Dr. McGill, a physician, and 

had the support of other doctors in the legislature. Likewise in Nova Scotia, one of the 

rnom vocal supporters of the bills the pharmacists presented was a Dr. Parker, who 

iUustrated his speech with his own positive expenences with a dutifùl and educated 

Toronto Telegr&, November 26, 1 869. 

%lobe, November 26, 1869. 

ada Lancet, 2 (January, 1 870). 
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pharmacist, who caught Parkefs rare prescribing e r r o r ~ . ~ ~  Yet the relationship which 

physicians envisioned was distinctly patriarchal. The Nova Scotia doctors had pressed 

their 1 874 bill, which focussed specificdy upon the pharmacias as cuipable for rnisuse of 

poisons. Archibald Hail's letters to the legislature, and his writings in medical joumals also 

demonstrated this perception. In the British Amencan Journal of 1860, he argued that the 

legislation to reguiate the education of apothecaries sponsored by Lower Canada doctors 

was not an attempt to enforce "an especidy obnoxious measure" on the apothecaries. 

"The interests of the Profession [doaors] are too closely intenvoven with those of the 

Apothecaries to permit of a serious antagoni~rn.'~ Yet note the language: the docton 

were "the Profession" and the apothecaries were not. 

The percentage system, and the economics of professional status 

Despite periodic support by physicians like McGill, pharmacists were eager to reveal that 

doctors were as iiable to econornic concems as were dmggists. Here the pharmacists 

made a concerted attack upon the professional honour of physicians, while attempting to 

gain professional independence for themselves. In 1869. a pharmacist wrote to the 

Montreal Star complaining about the agreement between some city doctors and dmggists 

by which the pharmacist would give a doctor a percentage of the cost of a prescription-- 

sometirnes a third of the pnce-if the doctor sent his patient to that pharmacist. The 

correspondent, calling himself "Justice," explained that he was often asked by customers 

67Halifax Reporter and Times, March 1 5, 1 876. 

"Bntish American Journal, 1 (January, 1 %O), pp. 46-7. 
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to prescribe for them, but according to the law, he sends them to a doctor for advice. 

"And what return do you think I get for doing so?" he roared, "in nine cases out of ten, 

my customer is prescribed for by the doctor, and sent to some other store to pet his 

prescription dispenseci " Justice asked why he "has any incentive to keep within the 

law.. . . when a doaor knowingly influences his patient, to leave the dmg store where he 

may have dealt with satisfaction for years, in order to send him elsewhere, and that, for no 

other reason but because he has an underhand arrangement." What surpris& Justice the 

most was that the practice was canied out by men "who hold positions as professors of 

'an Pharmaceut- medical ~olleges.'%~ In the Canadi ical Journal Shuttieworth cded the 

practice "undignified, . . . unfair.. .and dishonea," and agreed that "if.. the druggist is so 

effecnially cut off, by medical law, from any profits he might denve fiom prescribing, we 

think the charge of 'undignified' professionai business may wel1 lie at the door of the 

physicians.. ." Shuttleworth did not blarne only the physicians. He recognized that both 

doctors and druggists participated in this unfair business. A correspondent to the 

Canadian Phmaceutical Journd agreed, saying that "the public may be hoodwinked for a 

time by a designing physician and a dishonest apothecary.""' The results, Shuttleworth 

explained, would o d y  hurt the public, since it would cause a proliferation of "cheap drugs, 

incompetent assistants, and high prices . . . we hold that no honea trade can admit of a 

reduction of 33 per cent in its profits. . . . the public cannot long remain blind to such a 

6%lontreal Evening Star, Iuly 23, 1 869. Emphasis in original. 

7 0 ~  anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 3 (September, 1869), p. 133. 
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flimsy artifice, and the sooner the veii is raised, the better for honest men."" Agreeing 

with the argument that the practice is unfair to "honea" apothecaries and to the public, 

another correspondent argued the solution: incorporate provincial pharmaceutical 

societies, so they codd regulate their own? 

Cornpetence of apothecaries' clerks was a central issue to commentators on the so- 

called percentage system. They explained that not only did the system force druggists to 

pay their clerks less, but it also forced apothecaries to make their clerks work longer 

hours, and neglect their education. This issue was the impetus for another round of 

debates on the percentage system in Iate October, 1869. A bill was presented in the 

legislature to restrict the hours of operation by apothecaries in the province. The 

restriction wouid have allowed clerks to attend lectures. The bill had divided the 

province's pharmacists, some agreeing with the provisions, while others argued that it 

intenered with their rights to operate their businesses when they desired. Dougall of the 

Witness suspected a conspiracy: 

It is whispered t hat some proprietors arc scarcely their own master in the 
matter, that certain medical men clairn a share of the profits of dispensing, 
and that they expect, as "sleeping partners," to have access to those 
dispensaries under their particular patronage at dl hours. Has the 
"percentage system" anything to do with 

Dougall viewed such collusion as dangerous to the public and immoral. He argued that 

the druggists who wished to close their shops early to permit their clerks to improve 

%id, p 13 1.  

"C anadian Phmaceutical Journal, 3 (October, 1 869), p. 1 50. 

T)~ontreal Witness, November 1, 1869. 
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themselves, should do so, and allow "the public to judge." Dougall's proffered solution 

suggested that ultimately, the dniggists and doctors were subject to the judgement and 

actions of the market; laissez faire would regulate away the unethical. Whereas both 

physicians and pharmacias betieved that professional bodies were best able to protect the 

public fiom the unscmpulous, Dougd argued that the well-informed public had the 

integrity to decide who was more d e s e ~ n g  of patronage. 

The principal reply from the doctors did not deny the existence of the percentage 

system, but rather explained that it ensured the safety of the public. The Montreal-based 

Canada Medical Journal pronounced the practice to be beneficial for al1 involved. 

According to the editor, the pharmacists started the "custorn7' in response to market 

pressures. As the numbers of drugstores kcreased in Montreal, proprietors tried to induce 

people to bring in their prescriptions, not to gain profits from prescriptions, but to increase 

sales of other items. Owing to cornpetition arnong druggists, the practice became "alrnoa 

universal." The editor proceeded to argue that, even though the market pressures drove 

the combination the financial arrangement was beneficial to the public specifically because 

of the dependent position in which it placed dmggists. "The practice of sending his 

prescriptions to one shop enables the Physician to exercise a degree of control over the 

compounder, as to the quality of the dmgs, &c., which are supplied." He also argued that 

the oversight of the physician would induce the pharmacists to "avoid mistakes and 

employ more skilful assistants." As to the charge that the financial arrangement induced 

doctors to prescribe more drugs than necessary, the editor explained that oniy a foolish 

patient would "take physic" fiom someone whom the patient suspected of being 
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influenced by a financial motive." 

The Canada Medical Journal's defence drew upon the key points of tension 

between the doctors and the druggists. The journal's editors emphasized the dangers of 

capitaiist cornpetition, and the ability of the physician to transcend the ternptations of 

common market forces, to the benefit of public health. The doctoh role was to protect 

the people, and with respect to dangerous drugs, the best way the doctor could act as 

guardian of the public's health was by regulating the behaviour of the pharmacist. The 

argument implied that pharmacists were less able to avoid temptation, more Iiable to 

corruption, and in need of assistance to elevate thernselves above market pressures. This 

perspective incited the wrath of several pharmacists who vented their spleens in the pages 

of the Witne~.  One correspondent claimed that: 

just in proportion as the legitimate profits of the druggist are cut down, so 
will the qudity of the articles and the quality of the salary of his assistants 
be cut down also.. . if' the writer [of Journal's article] is so exceedingly mean 
as to take his pay out of the ordinary profits of the druggist; and not out of 
the extraordinary profits put on to cover the percentage system, then he 
must be a mean man indeed. '' 

hother  writer challenged the Canada Medical Joumal's claim that doaors were too 

honourable to be tempted to order more drugs than necessary. Whiie working in England. 

the vuriter had observed that doctors often ordered more drugs than necessary. "Instead 

of ordering an honest six or eight ounce mixture, a dozen draughts [sic] are very likely 

ordered, which will cost at least three times the amount, and 1 need not Say that the 

ada Medicd Journal, 6 (November, 1 869), p. 23 5. 

''witnes~, December 6, 1 869. 
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druggist's share of the spoil is a very smaii one.'" 

The debates over the percentage systern demonstrate the different theoretical and 

praaical perceptions of the nature of the drug business as a part of the medical 

community Doctors argued that the importance of the percentage system was not for 

pecuniary gain, but rather for the control it gave them over phaxmacists, who were too 

often tempted by the lure of profits. Pharmacias responded with simple lessons in 

practical econornics. Denied their profits, pharmacists would be forced to react by 

diminishing the quaiity of drugs or the wages-and hence quaiity-of clerks, the two 

factors that the editor of the CMJ argued, the percentage system improved. Both sides, 

however, saw the dangers of the market forces on their ability to protect the health of the 

public. John Kerry, one of the founders of the Montreal Chemists Association recognized 

the pressures of trade, and observed that a professional association would help to alleviate 

the dangers of competition. Kerry noted that 

though some part of their time is occupied in the practice of what is a 
professionai calling, the larger portion [of their time]. . . must be given to 
trading on its narrowest sense, and the Montreai Chernists'] association, by 
prornoting the study of the sciences which bear upon their occupation, was 
not only calculated to elevate their minds, but to implant and cultivate a 
brotherly interest in their feliow members? 

The "brotherly interest" would eliminate competition. While their income depended upon 

day-to-day comrnodity trade, pharmacists' perceived role as independent and educated 

guardians of the public health would improve by the creation of some form of 

76~ i tne~s ,  December 1 4, 1 869. 

"~ontreal Gazette, September 7, 1869. 
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phannaceutical association. To assure their independence, the dmggias had to deal with 

the percentage system. At the next annual meeting of the Montreal Chemists Association, 

a Mr. Gardiner presented a resolution to search for alternatives to "the system adopted for 

many years by most of the leading medicai men of this city, of insisting upon their 

prescriptions being taken to one dniggia in particular, thereby practically ignoring ail 

others equaily competent to dispense them." Gardiner moved that the association fonn a 

cornmittee "to devise the ben means to remedy this e~il."'~ 

Ronourable intentions and hidden motivations 

Assertions over the professional honour of pharmacias, expressed in the debates over the 

percentage system and in the need for incorporation generaily, reveal a contradiction that 

alludes to the insincenty of the pharmacists' claims to selfless professional aspirations. 

While supporters iike John Dougall and "Medicus" of Halifax argued that physicians, 

despite their professional incorporation, were not above the ternptations of the market, 

pharmacists like Kerry and Gardiner insisted that the creation of a pharmacy association 

would in fact enable the pharmacists to rise above sirnilar îemptations. The contradiction 

suggests that protecting the public was secondary to a desire to protect the pecuniary 

intereas of bona fide members of the pharmaceuticd fratemity. 

This contradiction appears vividly in the process of the creation of the Pharmacy 

Act of Ontario. Dr. McGiil presented the Pharmacy Bill in three subsequent sessions 

before it became law in 187 1 .  In each phase of its development, the bill was amended. 

"Montreal Gazette, December 6, 1 870. 
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The Canadian Phamüiceutical Society (ostensibly the precursor to the Ontario College of 

Pharmacy) discussed the amenciments and made recommendations to the legislative 

cornmittee debating the bili. In the Society's discussions, econornic priorities appear." In 

Ontario, Edward Blake, a key opponent to the law, had expressed his interest in seeing 

some fom of regulation of the sale of poisons, but argued that this regulation needed to 

include provisions to prevent the improper dispensing of poisons by unskiiied clerks. 

Addressing this issue, Clause 4 of the fist bill aliowed only people engaged "in the 

business on his own account.. . to be enrolled as a Member of the said Society." Likewise, 

Clause 20 restncted the right to sefl poisons to people registered as fidl members of the 

society. In the 1869-70 session, both of these clauses were arnended. Now Clause 4 

allowed every person "engaged in business on his own account and every person who, at 

the time of the passing of this Act, has served an apprmtkeship of rhree years ond hm 

acteci a s  a Dmggist's assistant for otw y& to become full members of the College, with 

the rights to open their own pharmacy without undergoing an examination. Clause 20 

iimited the right to dispense poisons to "no other person except a Pharmaceutical 

Chernia.. . or his employee or employees. "" The members of the CPA supported the 

amendment to Clause 4 through appeals to economics. At the meeting of the Association, 

the president, William Elliot, expressed his concern over the amendment. He argued that 

only pharmacists currently in business "held property, and had money invested in the 

79 See Jackson, Ontario's First Pharma? Act, pp vi-vii; 17-24. 

8%lake, quoted in the Toronto Telegraph, November 26, 1869. 

8'~rovince of Ontario, Bills (1 869) # 135; Bills ( 1869-70) # 1 1. Emphasis added 
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business, and these claims could not be overlooked." Shuttleworth agreed, but added that 

an apprentice who had spent five years in this position held vested rights too, and that "a 

knowledge of phannacy was not to be obtained only by an outlay of tirne, but required 

considerable surns of money a l ~ o . " ~  While professional skills and knowledge were 

important for phmaceuticd practice, of at least equal importance was the amount of 

money an individual had invested. 

A second concem in the Ontario legislature involved the widespread use of patent 

medicines. The 1870 amendments to the bill included Clause 27, which required 

manufacturers of patent medicines to register the recipes of their products with the 

goverment. Many commentators argued that patent medicines contained dmgs that were 

restricted under the proposed poison laws.'' However, as Clarke explained, several key 

members of the pharmaceutical association also manufacnired their own patent 

medicines." The trade could be highly profitable. One of the supporters of the decision 

to remove Clause 27, for example, was Hugh Miller, who was a successful patent 

medicine manufact~rer.~~ ïhe  1 87 1 Ontario Pharmacy Act passed oniy d e r  this clause 

was removed. The trade in patent medicines remained virtudy uncontrolled until 1908. 

src anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 3 (December, l869), pp. 178-9 

"1 discuss this issue fùrther in chapter 6. On Arnerican perspectives of poisons in 
patent medicines, see Terry Parsimen, Secret Passions. Secret Remedies: Narcotic D r u e  
in British Societv. 1820- 1940 (Philadelphia: The Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 
1983), pp. 71-2. 

UClark, "Professionai Aspirations," pp. 47-49. 

"Clark, "Professional Aspirations," p. 48. 
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Pharmacias' clairns to require professional organization to help raise thernselves 

above the temptations of the capitalist marketplace did not convince many opponents of 

the incorporation acts. The effect of professional aspirations on the integrity of the free 

market was at the heart of critiques in al1 three provinces. The editor of the Montreal 

Evening Star, Hugh Graham, questioned the motives of the pharmacists. He noted that 

although the apothecaries ciairned their incorporation would help to protect the public, 

"those two human weaknesses, love of gain and misuse of authority, are too equally 

distributed to make it safe to trust altogether their [pharmacists'] purity?"" Graham 

reasoned that if the exiaing state of education was adequate, then the College was 

unnecessary, since the medical College was equatiy capable of licensing pharmacias. 

However, if t he existing state of education was bad, and the College was intended to 

remedy a bad situation, then why did the phmacists include a clause exempting 

practising pharmacists from examination?" Graham decided that, were the legislation to 

pass, "the safety of the public is no better served" than it was before. The Montreai 

Witness came to the defence of the pharmacists, reasoning that pharmacy "is a caIiing 

requiring great rnanipulative skill.. . [and] those who exercise it are likely to be the bem 

judges of the competency for l i~enses ."~~ikewise ,  in Ontario opponents were in favour 

of restrictions on the sale of poisons, but saw the proposed Phmacy Act as creating a 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

"Montreal Evenine Star, October 22, 1869. 

"~ontreal Evening Star, December 7, 1869. 

''witnes, October 27, 1869. 
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trade monopoly, much like the "ancient guilds of the middie age~." '~ The Telegilph 

objected to this contention, arguing that by a system of liceming and registration, "the 

public d l  be properly p ro t e~ ted , ' ~  but opponents were not convinced. When the bili 

finally passed in early 187 1, it had the suppon of the govemment. while the first two bills 

had been treated as private members' bilk9' Nevertheless, critics k e  Edward Blake, 

leader of the provincial opposition, managed to modi@ the legislation to weaken its impact 

upon trade. The revisions made by the Cornmittee of the Whole demonstrate the strength 

of the anti-monopoly sentiment in the Iegislature. Provisions restricting the "sale" or 

"trade" of medicines, except for the m o a  dangerous poisons, were deleted, leaving the act 

to regulate principally the action of cornpounding medicine. Compounding required 

specific esoteric knowledge of phannaceutical properties whereas selling was only an 

issue of trade? 

Concerns in Nova Scotia about how the incorporation of the Pharmaceutical 

Society would affect trade focussed not on whether druggias would have a monopoly 

over other traders in medicines, but rather on how the city druggists in Halifax and 

Dartmouth were trying to control and restrict the actions of medicine vendors and 

pharmacists in nird areas. In 1875 and again in 1876, members from nird ridings 

%lake, quoted in the Toronto Globe, January 12, 187 1. 

yeleg.r@, Decernber 9, 1869. 

9 i ç  anadian Phmaceutical Journal, 4 (February, 187 1 ). 

%e amended Bill 13 5 ( 1 869- 1870 Session), and the List of modifications for Bill 
20 ( 187 1 Session). Lenislative Ioumals of Ontario, February 1, 1 87 1 p. 1 03. 
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"is designed to deprive general dealers and grocers of the right to sell those simple 

medicines in common use which trade has dways b e g  particularly in the country parts. a 

portion of their business. '* In Ontario, the issue of remote locations manifested itself in 

the legislative debates of 187 1. A Mr. Perry argueci that 

in many places in the country, it would not pay to establish a drug store 
and consequently dmgs had to be sold by the cornmon storekeepers. 
Under this [Pharmacy] Act a fumer who might happen to have a tooth- 
ache would have to go perhaps twenty miles before he could find a man 
licensed to sell hirn a few drops of laudan~rn .~  

in debates in ai l  three provinces, the manner by which legislators conceived of the 

relationship between the city and the country afTected the nature of the pharrnaceutical 

legislation and the sale of poisons. 

Who controls the poisons? 

Subtle differences between provincial debates notwithstanding, the poison provisions in 

the resulting legislation were hndamentally identical in al1 three provinces. The laws 

forbade sale of poisons listed in an attached schedule by anyone except those who held 

valid licenses. Al1 three laws specificaiiy exempted duly licensed physicians and surgeons, 

as well as wholesale manufacturers. Finaiiy. ail included a process of amending the list of 

poisons which included consultation with a legally recognized medicai authority 

As parts of broader incorporating legislation, these laws conferred rights and 

authority upon phamacists specificaily. While in al1 three provinces, the criteria for being 

% Montreai Evening; Star, October 22, 1869. 

9f~eader, January 27, 1 87 1.  
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Iicensed were nibtly different, the benefits of achieving a license sounded substantial. 

Being members of the phmaceutical profession, pharmacists had the exclusive right t o  

trade in poisons as long as they followed proper procedures. Only physicians and 

surgeons were exempted fiom the provisions of the act. In Ontario and Quebec, 

pharmacists were truaed to seil poisons only to people with whom !hey were familiar, or  

to whom they had been introduced by an acquaintance. These sales would be recorded in 

poison registers. This provision alluded to a sense of moral authority imbued in the 

phamiacist, but without actuaiiy explicitly stating that the pharrnacist had the moral 

authority to determine who could and could not purchase poisons. What, for example, 

constituted "farniliarity"? 

S tructurally, the acts mggesteci dflerent principal motivations between the 

different provincial enabling efforts. In Ontario, the Act began by setting out the 

conditions of storage and sale of poisons. before detailing the corporate makeup of the 

College of Pharmacy. In Quebec and Nova Scotia, meanwhile, the poison provisions and 

rneans of punishing transgressors of these provisions came after the details of the structure 

of the associations. More significant is the treatment of poisons themselves. In Ontario, 

rnirroring the British Pharmacy Act, the poison schedule was bifurcated. Substances in the 

first part were more dangerous poisons, including morphine, strychnine and arsenic, 

needed to follow specific labelling and bottling instructions, and their sale would be 

recorded. The second part listed other "poisons within the meaning of this Act7' but were 

not specifically controlled by labelling, bottling, recording the sales, or familiarity with the 

purchaser. In other words, part two was a tist of  substances which pharmacists had the 
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exclusive right to seIl. Having divided the poison scheduie between two types ofpoisons, 

the Ontario Act did not o u t h e  any means of controlling the poisons in the second part of 

the schedule. It left that consideration to the discretion of the individual pharmacist. 

The bifurcated poison schedule in Ontario, a direct reflection of the British 

Pharmacy Act of 1868, was not repeated in Quebec or Nova Scotia? Although the 

Quebec poison provisions reflected almost verbatirn those in the Ontario Act, these 

requirements for storing, l a b e h g  and dispensing poisons related to one undivideci poison 

schedule. In Nova Scotia, the provisions covered the sale of poisons, but not their storage 

or labelling. The more nuanced treatment of poisons in the Ontario act did not necessarily 

define a more adequate means of ensunng a restricted public access to medicines. As 

Table 3.1 illustrates, Part One of the Ontario schedule Iisted fifieen specific substances; 

Nova Scotia's schedule listed forty three (Table 3 2); Quebec's schedule iisted only twelve 

(Table 3.3). However, the wording of the Quebec schedule was open to interpretation. 

The last item on that list was Strychnine7 and "ail poisonous vegetable alkaloids and their 

salts." This addition couid be broadly constmed. Under both the Quebec and Nova 

Scotia acts, public access to opiates was more directly prohibited. The Ontario Act Iisted 

"Opium with its preparations, including Laudanum, &c., but not Paregoric7' in part two, 

with "Morphia and its saits and solutions7' in part one. Both the Quebec and Nova Scotia 

Acts included al1 opiates except paregoric (and symp of poppies, in Quebec) in the 

schedule of restricted poisons. Since only part one of the Ontario schedule was subjeaed 

" ~ h e  Quebec legislature did bifurcate the poison schedule in the 1890s. See 
chapter six. 
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Table 3.1: Poison Schedule of the Ontario Phrvmaq Act, 1871 
Schedufe A, CMorofonn and Ether. 
PART 1 Conium, and the preparations thereof 
Acid, Hydrocyanic (Pnissic). Croton Oïl and Seeds. 
Aconite and compounds thereof. Cyanide of Potassium. 
Antimony, Tartrate of Euphorbium. 
Arsenic, and the cornpounds thereoE Elat erium. 
Atropine. Godard Extract. 
Conia, and the compounds thereof Hyosciamus and p reparations . 
Corrosive Sublimate. Hellebore. 
Digitaline. Iodine. 
Ergot Opium, with its preparations, including 
Hemp, Indian. Laudanum, &c. but not paregoric. 
Morphia and its salts and solutions Pink Root. 
Oil Cedar . Podophyllin. 
Strychnine, and Nux Vomica. Potassium, Iodide of 
Savine, and preparations of Potassium, Bromide of 
Veratria. St. Ignatius Beans. 

Santonine. 
PART II Scammony . 
Acid Oxalic. Stramoniurn and preparations . 
Belladoma and the compounds thereof Valerian. 
Bearis Caiabar. Verdigris. 
Cantharides. Zinc, Sulphate of 
Chloral Hydrat [sic]. 

ian Phannaceut' Sourcs: Canad rcal Journal, 4 (Febniary, 187 1 ), p. 29. 
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SchechrIe A 
Acids: carboiic, muriatic, M c ,  oxaiic, 

bydrocyanic or prussic. 
Aconite and rts preparatims. 
Aconitia. 
Aatimony, tartanzed or tartar emetic. 
Arsenic, and its compounds and 
preparations . 
Atropia and its &. 
Beliadonna, and its preparations. 
Cantharides and rts tincture. 
Chioroform. 
Chloral-hydrate and croton chloral-hydrate. 
Chloride of Zmc. 
Conium and rts preparations. 
Conia . 
Colchicum and rts preparations. 
Creosate. 
Croton Seeck and their oii. 
Cyanide of Potassium and al1 cher cyanides. 
Digrtalis and rts preparations . 
DigrtaLine. 
Elateriurn. 
Ergot a d  rts prepamons. 
Essential Oils of brtter almonds, cedar, rue, 

savin and tansy. 
Ether . 

- - -- - -- - - - 

Table 3.2: Poison Scheâules of Nova Scoth Phamacy Act, 1876. 

Euphorbium. 
Godards extract of lead. 
Henbane and its preparatims. 
HelIebore, black, whrte and green, and their 

prepamons. 
indian hemp and its preparations. 
Iodine and its preparatims. 
Mercury, aiI poisooous compounds of, 

mcluding corrosive su blimate, red and 
whte preciprtates, and iodides of 
mercury. 

Morphia and Its saits and preparations. 
Nux Vomica and its preparatims. 
Opium and its preparations, except 
paregoric. 
Pink root. 
Phosphorus. 
Pcxiophy llm. 
Savin and rts preparations. 
Santonnie. 
scammomy. 
S t . Ignatius' beans . 
Stramonium and rts preparations. 
Strychnia and rts safts and preparations. 
Veratria and aii poisonous vegetable 

aikaloids and their saits. 

Source: Statutes of Nova Scotia ( 1876) Chapter 1 1, pp. 2 1-22. 

Table 3.3: Poison Schedule of the Quebec Pharmacy Act, 1875. 
Schedirie A Essential Oil of ALmonds unless deprived of 
Arsenic and its preparations. Prussic Acid. 
Pnissic Acid- Corrosive Sublimate. 
Emetic Tartar . Cantharides. 
Cyanide of Potassium and al1 Metailic Cyanides. Savin and rts Oil. 
Aconite and its preparations. Ergot of Rye and its preparations. 
Opium and ds preparations, ex- Paregonc and Strychnine and all poisonous vegetable 

Symp of Poppies. Alkaloids and their Saits. 

Source: Statutes of Quebec ( 1 875), Cap XXXVII, pp. 16 1 - 162. 
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to strict controls, opium continued to be, at least in theory, publicly accessible in that 

province. The apparent laxity seerns not to have troubled the Ontario pharmacists. Soon 

ian Pharrnaceuticd lou after the Act passed t hird reading, the Canad mal pnnted an 

"Answer to enquiries regarding the Pharmacy Act." The answer related moaly to 

questions of qualification and the grandparenting clause. It discussed the sale of poisons 

ody briefiy, to explain that, from the tirne the act was passed until it came into force, there 

were no restrictions on the sale of poisons. Convinced that there was no danger and 

alluding to the honour of pharmacists, Shuttleworth wrote that "the matter is doubtless in 

safe bands.'+ As the poison Iaws were a key feature in Ontario pharmacists' arguments 

for incorporation, it appears that they felt the act gave them sufficient jurisdiction over the 

control of poisons. Since the act placed poisons under the auspices of pharmacists (they 

could not be sold by others), the poisons listed in part two becarne subject to the 

discretionary vending by the individual pharmacist. 

Conclusions 

The pharmacy acts in Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia were the products of efforts by 

doctors and druggists to refine the relationship between the two professions, control 

public access to medicines and thereby assert professional authority in the issue of public 

health and d e t y .  The result was a formally interdependent system which, although 

exempting doctors from the legislation's restrictive clauses7 accepted the limited authority 

ian Phannaceut' m'~.nswer to Enquines Regarding the Phannacy Act," Canad ical 
Journal 4 (March, 1 87 1 ). 
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of both professional bodies. While the legislation appean to have validateci physicians' 

dominant role in distribution of pharmaceuticals, drusgists' quest for professional status 

and self regulating powers was successfùi. They did not accept the legislation as static 

expressions of their subservience to doctors' authority . Discussions in the p hamaceutical 

journais in subsequent decades illustrate a persistent challenging of the atternpts by 

doctors to exen their authority over pharmacy. Pharmacists resisted these challenges, and 

the two bodies continued to debate their roles in medical treatment.lm In spite of concems 

expressed by legislators, the druggists acquired a closed corporation over one facet of 

retail trade, and they revelled in their newly established trade monopoly 'O' The 

preoccupation with trade may belie the pharmacists' clairns to professional transcendency: 

trade was a central concem in the pharmacists' professional journais. In the years 

following the creation of the Pharmacy Act in Ontario, for example, the matenal in the 

Canad ian Phannaceuticd Journal, and later the Cana$ ian Dru- , concentrated on the 

intricacies of trade and profit. The incorporation of the pharmaceutical Association, 

Society and CoUege enabled druggists to gain broader surveillance powers over their 

colleagues, a means of limiting debilitating cornpetitive trade practices. In the years 

following the passing of the Pharmacy Act in Ontario. for example, phannacists repeatedly 

expressed their concern over the need to ensure that practising phmacists were licensed. 

In June, 1873, a druggin charged that the College of Pharmacy was utilizing the services 

'mClark, "Professional Aspirations," explores the poa- 1 87 1 decades of organized 
Ontario pharmacy. 

'OICollin discusses the importance of trade to creating a unique character of 
Quebec pharmacy in "Genèse d'une profession," pp 255-257. 
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of pharmacists' nemesis, George "Whisky" Mason, to investigate grocers who sold drugs 

without a license. The Registrar of the College denied the acc~sation.~" 

'"See Canadian- Pharmaceutical Journal, 6 (June, l873), pp. 405-6; 4 12. 
Shuttlewonh discussed the case in an editorïal, in which he revealed that although the 
Registrar may not have directed Mason to act on behdf of the College, he had provided 
the "detective" with a lia of dl members "who were keeping an open shop in violation of 
the Act." This action was not approved by the Council, Shuttleworth explaineci, but was 
the result of the exasperation of the Registrar over the delinquency of many druggists. 
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4 
International debates on addiction, medieal wendancy, and docton as guarantors 

of national integrity 

In 1867, Dr. D. McGillivray, a physician to the ûttawa Protestant Hospital, visited a 

thirty-seven year old barrister from New York identifieci only as Mr. M. D.B., who was 

complaining of dehum tremens. Mr. M.D.B confessed to the doctor that he was an 

habitua1 user of alcohol and morphine. T wo years earlier his doctor had prescribed 

laudanum to ease the pain of a leg injury. Over tirne the addiction grew; owing to the 

excessive amounts of laudanum he would need to maintain his habit, Mr. M.D.B tumed to 

morphine, which satisfied the addiction in smailer doses. McGillivray treated the delirium 

tremens, but continued to observe Mr. M.D.B. with fascination. The barrister was intent 

on displaying his ability to withstand morphine's toxic eEects. He took a drachm bottle of 

the dmg, enough, McGillivray noted, to kili twenty people, mixed it in a tumbler with 

whiskey, drank it, and went off to enjoy the theatre. McGillivray was surprised and 

concerned at such excess, and he cautioned his patient "against the results sooner or later 

to follow such enormous doses of poison and such flagrant abuse of his constitution." The 

man's response was simple: "1 am used to it and there is no danger." Several days later, 

Mr. M.D.B. retumed to New York to visit his fami1y.l 

The doctor's report of the case would serve a much different purpose had his 

experience with this morphine addict ended at Mr. M. D.B .'s departure. However, afler 

four months the banister retumed to Ottawa, "feeble and exhausted, worn and ernaciated, 

ID. McGillivray, "Excessive use of Morphia, A DRACHM of the Sulphate taken at 
one Dose with impunity," Canada Medical Journpl, 5 (February, 1969) pp 352-3 54. 
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apparently fast sinking a victim to his evil habits of the dangers attending which he was 

now Mly convinced." He began to try to resist his cravings. "With perféct consciousness 

that he was destroying himself and with every desire to srniggle against the insatiable 

cravings of his diseased appetite he fond  it utterly impossible to offer the slightest 

opposition to them." Unable to control his addiction, Mr. M.D.B. continued to weaken, 

until "death closed his sad career. "' 
McGillivrayts report presents a vivid example of a transitional phase in the medicd 

ideas about substance addiction. In the 1860s, physicians had not yet formdated a disease 

theory of addiction, yet they did encounter habitual drug use. Drug habituation fit into a 

broader category of abnormal behaviour, what David Musto cailed "vice-disease, easily 

acquired, progressively damaging, and difficult to cure," resulting from a weakness of the 

will. ' McGillivrayts reference to Mr M. D. B.'s "diseased appetite" indicates this 

interpretation. Along with his surprise over the excessive amounts the patient could 

tolerate, McGillivray focussed upon the patient's unwillingness, not inability, to stop. The 

concept of vice-disease related to a mordistic interpretation of recreational substance use, 

ailied with, but not the same as, dcohol consumption. Although he was healthy in 

appearance, Mr M.D.B. was "an inveterate smoker, and a hard drinker, alrnost incessantly 

revelling in debauchery and profligacy. " McGillivray interpreted these excessive habits as 

having led to increased use of morphia, since "the more whiskey he drank the more 

'David Musto, ïhe  Amencan Disease: Ongins of Narcotic Control (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1973), pp. 72-5. 
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morphia he was required to take." This causation is not necessarily accurate, but does 

suggest how the physician viewed the relationship between morphine and alcohol. Liquor, 

the focus of a great deal of social opprobrium, was the destroyer; morphine, a valuable 

medicine, was merely the agent of that desmiction, but not the initial cause. Mr. M.D.B. 

presented what doctors labelled an "addictive personality," a person whose character 

tended particularly towards excessive habits.' 

While chronicling the case for the information of his colleagues, McGiilivray 

included no details of the attempted treatment. He told of an iatrogenic addiction, an 

abuse of medicine, indiscriminate access to dangerous substances, the subversion of the 

will to the baser animal cravings, and the consequences of these transgressions. It was a 

cautionary tale for doctors against the inordinate prescription of opiates, an illustration of 

the excesses of habitual opiate consumption, and a reminder of the ultirnate fate of such 

behaviour. McGillivray's concern, while ostensibly for the benefit of other opium addicts, 

was equally for the benefit of his colleagues. JUS as the proper use of dmgs in 

therapeutics bolstered doctors' authority, misuse could challenge it. 

In this chapter, 1 consider the ernergence of a scientifTc interpretation of habituai 

substance use, and how it related to conceptions of medical authority. As 1 discussed in 

chapters two and three, doctors viewed the control of opium and other dangerous poisons 

as necessary to protect the public health and concomitantly bolster their professional 

'Mariana Valverde discusses the "addictive personality" in her recent article 
"'Slavery frorn Within': The Invention of Aicoholism and the Freedom of the Will." Social 
History 22 (Autumn 1997), pp. 25 1-268. My thanks to Dr. Valverde for permitting me to 
read this article in its manuscript form. 
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authority . D e k g  and restricting poisons were the points of debate in these chapters, 

and neither doctors nor pharrnacists achieved dominance over the control of dmgs. Since 

a key aspect of cultural authority required the definition of fact and value, in this chapter 1 

look at how ideas of habitua1 dnig use related to doctors' confidence in the abiiity of 

medical science to define "facts" and physicians to define "value." The medicalization of 

addiction would inform discussions doctors had with phamcists and politicians over the 

socid dangers of dnig use, a topic that I take up in subsequent chapters. 

In this discussion I follow the discussions of substance habituation fiom a mord 

faiiing to a physicd affliction. 1 begin by considering two medical arguments for increased 

medicai intervention in the treatment of inebriety prior to the nse of the disease theory of 

addiction. To adequately discuss the links between moralistic conceptions of inebriety and 

medical conceptions of opiate habituation, 1 then consider how writers compared opiates 

and alcohol. The social and medical ideas of alcohol and narcotic dmgs overlapped and 

often conflicted. Turning to the growing medical scientific investigation of drug addiction, 

I then explore how the ernerging disease concept of addiction permined doctors to define 

a behavioural condition in somatic and medical terms. By the tum of the century, medical 

addiction specialists clairned an authority over a phenornenon that they could explain no 

more adequately than their moralist predecessors. Finally, 1 link ideas of addiction to 

Canadian physicians' growing insisence upon their role as guardians of national health. 

The history of addiction has ieceived a great deal of attention over the past three decades. 
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Much of the recent scholarship conceming the emergence of the idea of addiction in 

America draws upon Harry Gene Levine's 1978 "The Discovery of Addiction." Levine 

argued that the concept of drinking as addictive, and addiction as an irresistible 

compulsion, began in the late eighteenth century, and gained ascendancy by the middle of 

the nineteenth. He explained that the concept of addiction "cm be best understood not as 

an independent medicai or scientitic discovery, but as part of a transformation in social 

thought grounded in a fundamental change in social Me."' That ideas about addiction 

were founded in social change niggests that doctors' response to substance use was rooted 

in broader ideas about social stability and progre~s.~ However, since writers did not 

always view aicohol and opium habituation as essentially the same, it is important to 

consider the different ideas surrounding habitua1 substance use.' While physicians debated 

the value of alcohol in medicine. opium's medicai utility was rarely scrutinized. It 

remained a key substance in the western pharmacopoeia.~ocial transformation is central 

'Levine, "Discovery of Addiction: Changing Conceptions of Habitual Drunke~ess 
in Arnerica," Journal of Studies on Alcoho139 (January, lW8), p. 53. 

Vhe clash of political ideas about alcohol and medical therapeutics are discussed 
more fülly in Chapter Five. 

' In a recent reflection on his 1978 paper, Levine linked the anti-alcohol ideology 
to "al1 anti-drug ideology," irnplying parallels between these two forms of addiction. This 
comection may not be entirely valid, since the two were not always linked. See Levine, 
"To Conference Participants," presented at the conference on Hiaorical Perspectives on 
Drug and Alcohol Use in Arnencan Society, College of Physicians, Philadelphia, May 9- 
11, 1997. 

'On the role of alcohol in medicine, see Sarah E. Williams. "The Use of Beverage 
Alcohol as Medicine, 1 790- 1860," Journal of Studies on Alcohol4 1 (May, 1980) pp. 543- 
566; Warsh discusses alcohol as therapy briefly in Moments of Unreason: The Practice of 
Canadian Psychiatry and the Homewood Retreat' 1 883- 1923 (Montreal and Kuigaon: 
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to understanding the concept of  alcohol addiction. but equaiiy valuable when looking at 

dmg habituation is the role of medicai definitions of addiction, and how the medical 

profession viewed its social role as authoritative. 

The role of physicians in defining drug addiction has been a theme in several 

valuable studies of addi~tion.~ Timothy Kickman recentiy asserted the importance of 

professionai aspirations in fiamuig the "problem" of addiction. He argues that controüing 

addiction, and pressing their definition of a medicalized concept of addiction was part of a 

broader professionalization mandate of the doctors. I believe that Hiclanan is correct to 

assert the centrality of medicine in the emergence of the ideas of dmg addiction, but 1 

would add that we need to consider not only professional status issues, but also how an 

emerging confidence in positivistic science as a means of cultural definition recast earlier 

moral issues into a scientific mould. The growing emphasis on science as an explanatory 

McGill-Queen's University Press, l989), pp. 145- 147. Discussions of the centrality of 
opium in nineteenth century therapeutics are many, but for Canada see, Jacaiyn Duffin, 
Lanestaff- A Nineteenth-Centurv Medical Lifc (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1993), pp. 75-6. For the United States, see especidy, John Harley Warner "Therapeutic 
Change" in Warner The Thera eutic Perspective: Medical Practice. Knowledge and 
Identity in America. 1 820- 1 885 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 986), pp. 
83-161. 

vimothy Hickrnan, "The Double Meaning of Addiction: Habituai Narcotic Use 
and the Logic of Professionalking Medical Authonty in the United States, 1900- 1920," 
paper presented at the conference on Historical Perspectives on Dmg and Alcohol Use in 
Amencan Society, College of Physicians, Philadelphia, May 9- 1 1, 1997; Bemdge, 
"Morality and Medical Science: Concepts of Narcotic Addiction in Britain, 1 820- 1926," 
Annals of Science 36 (1979), pp. 67-85; GeofEey Harding, Qpiate Addiction Morality 
a d  Medicine: From Moral Illness to Pathologicai Disease (London: Macmillan Press, 
1988); Teny Parssinen and Karen Kerner, ccDevelopment of the Disease Mode1 of Dmg 
Addiction in Britain, 1870-1926," Medical History 24 (July 1980), pp. 275-296; Warsh, 
"The Aristocratie Vice: Medical Treatment of Dmg Addiction in the Nineteenth Century," 
in Warsh, Moments of Unreason, pp. 1 5 5- 1 70. 
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system gave physicians confidence and authority to seek to control and urge regdation of 

various social practices. Virginia Berridge, GzofEey Harding and Terry Parssinen and 

Karen Kerner have all noted the rising power of physicians in defining addiction and 

prescribing legislative action on the growing "problem" of drug addiction in Britain during 

the early twentieth century.lu Likewise, David Musto recognized that the physicians and 

pharmacists who pressed for narcotic legislation may have fiamed their opinions in terms 

of positivistic science, but they also regardeci narcotic restriction laws as potentiaily 

advantageous for their professional aspirations." Doctors' central role in re-framing a 

mord concept in medicd language is integral to understanding the shifting poiicy decisions 

relating to drug use. 

By situating the advent of a moralistic conception of drug addiction as late as 

1874, historians of drug history may undervalue the importance of earlier discussions of 

habituation. As Levine observed, From the end of the eighteenth century, writers 

considered the problem of dmnkenness, or inebriety, and often linked it with other 

substances, iike opium, tobacco, coffee and tea. The strong evangelical tradition in Nonh 

America was particularly influentid in driving a moral discourse of addiction long before 

the development of medically-centred addiction organizations like the (British) Society for 

the Study of Inebriety (SSI) or its American cousin, the Amencan Association for the 

%emdge, "Morality and Medical Science," pp. 78-82; Harding, O ~ i a t e  
Addiction. Morditv and Medicine," pp. 56-82. Parssinen and Kemer, "Development of 
the Disease Model," pp. 283-287. 

L'M~sto, The American Diserise, pp. 13- 14. 
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Cure of Inebnates (AASCI) in 1 870. " With its revivd meetings and stories of 

spontaneous conversion experience, evangelicalism offered a challenge to emerging 

medical concepts of addiction. Recent work by Katherine Chauvigny on conversion 

testirnoniais of ex-drunkards suggests that historians need to consider more clearly the 

impact of religious ideas on addiction theories. l 3  To consider the transition from religious 

themes to scientific explanatory discourse is part of the current chapter's purpose. 

The addicted body and temperance sentiment as politicaümord polemie 

As Dr. McGillivray's diagnosis of Mr. M. D. B demonstrated, doctors often compared 

habitud drug and alcohol use. Dninkenness was a social concem throughout the century, 

and to properly contextualize emerging ideas about drug habituation, it is usefùl to 

consider some of the key themes within discussions of inebriety Excessive use of 

alcoholic beverages presented a dilernrna to physicians and reformers early in the century . 

" ~ 0 t h  Organizations undenuent name changes in the course of their existence. 
The SSI was originally the Society for the Study and Cure of Inebnety. It dropped the 
"Cure" in 1887, and later becarne the Society for the Study of Addiction. (See V i n i a  
Berridge, "Society for the Study of Addiction," British Journal of Addiction 85 ( 1 B O ) ,  
pp. 987- 10 16). The AASCI was originally The American Association for the Cure of 
Inebriates, and changed its name to the "Study and Cure of Inebnety" several years after 
its formation. That change suggests the focus on a more scientific and hopefil 
programme-studying the condition, rather than the patient. (Leonard Blumberg, "The 
American Association for the Study and Cure of Inebriety" 
Experimental Research 2 (July, 1978) pp. 235-240). 

"See Katherine A. Chauvigny, "Reforming Drunkards in Nineteenth Century 
America: A Popular Religious Therapeutic Tradition," presented at Historical Perspectives 
on Drug and Alcohol Use in American Society, Coliege of Physicians Philadelphia, May 
9-1 1, 1997. 
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Several historians have examined the reactions to the intemperate use of aicohol. '' This 

section, therefore, focusses upon the combination of medical and religious discourses of 

dcohol consumption throughout the firn two-thirds of the nineteenth century What 

changed as the century progressed was not the interpretation of alcoholism but rather the 

authority that physicians developed, reùiforced by the language of science, and shorn of a 

language of religion. This increased mord authority and belief in their social leadership 

vaiidated the medicai profession's attempts to restrict and constrain alcoholic excess. 

Two works demonstrate the key issues in medical temperance discussions. The 

American Samuel Bayard Woodward ( 1787- 18501, a key figure in the early formation of 

the Arnencan psychiatrie professioh and the founder of the nineteenth-century inebriate 

''For the United States, see Joseph Gusfield, Spbolic Crusade: Status Politics and 
~ h e  American Tem~erance Movement, Second Edition (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1986); Norman H. Clark, Deliver us fiom Evil: An Interpretation of American 
Prohibition (New York: Norton, 1976); Jack S. Blocker, Jr. Arnerican Tem~erancp 
Movements: Cvcles of Reforrn (Boston: Twayne, 1989) Ian Tyrrell, Sobennn UD: From 
Temperance to Prohibition in Antebellurn America: 1 800- 1860 (Westport, COM. : 
Greenwood Press, 1979); for Canada, see Jan Noel, Canada Dry: Temperace Crusada 
Before Confederation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995); M. A Garland and J. 
J. Taiman, "Pioneer Drinking Habits and the Rise of the Temperance Agitation in Upper 
Canada prior to  1840," Ontario History 27 (193 1 ), pp. 34 1-364; James M. Clemens, 
"Taste Not. Touch Not, Handle Not: A Study of the Social Assumptions of the 
Temperance Literature and Temperance Supporters in Canada West, 1839 to 1859," 
Ontario History 64 (1 972), pp. 142-1 60; Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, ed., Drink in Canada: 
Histoncd E w  (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993); 
Reginald Smart, and Alan C. Ogbome, Northem Spirits: A Social History of Alcohol in 
Canada (Toronto: Addiction Research Foundation, 1996). On the theories of addiction, 
see Hany Gene Levine's seminal article, "The discovery of addiction;" and Levine, "The 
Alcohol Problem in Amenca: from temperance to alcoholism," British Journal of 
Addiction 79 ( 1984), pp. 109- 1 19; Timothy Hickman has challengeci some of Levine's 
conclusions in "The Double Meaning of Addiction." 
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asylum movement, published his collecteci Essays on Inebriate Asylums in 1830." Three 

decades later, Canadian James Bovell published his Plea for Inebriate Asylums (1 862) 

addressed to the Iegislature of the province of Canada. BoveU (1 8 17- 1880), was a 

Toronto physician, medical educator (who had testified against Dickson in the Broom 

inquest), a strong influence on the young William Osler, and becarne an ordained minister 

in the Church of England later in his Me. l6 Taken together, these two works demonstrate 

central themes to medical discussions about the dangers of inebriety to society, and 

doctors' role in curtailing the problem. 

Woodward's explmation of inebriety centered upon the Christian tension between 

passionhody and reasodrnind. To Woodward, the body was weak. The physical system 

was liable to be "moulded by any factitious iduence."" The key danger of intemperance 

were that, by drinking, the body-as opposed to the will-would become weaker, would 

''On Woodward, see "Woodward, Samuel Bayard" Diction- of Amencan 
Biographv. Woodward was the founder and first president of the AMSAiI, which later 
became the Amencan Psychiatnc Association. 

161arnes Bovell, A Plea for Inebriate Asylums: Cornmendeci to the Consideration of 
~ h e  Legislators of the Province of Canada (Toronto: LoveU and Gibson, 1862). i am 
gratefùl to Mariana Valverde for providing me with a copy of Boveii's work. On Bovell, 
see "Dr Bovell's Quadrilateral Mind," in A. B. McKiliop, A Disciplined Intellieence: 
Critical Inauirv and Canadian Thought in the Victonan Erg (Montreal and Kingston: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1979); Charles G. Roland, "James Bovell, (1 8 1 7- 1 880): 
The Toronto Years," Canadian Medical Association Journal 9 1 ( 1964), pp. 8 12-8 14; M. 
E. Siiveman. "James Boveil: A Remarkable 19th-century Canadian Physician And The 
Forgotten Mentor Of William Osler." Canadian Medical Association Journal 148 (March 
15, 1993), pp. 953-7. 

"Samuel B. Woodward, E ssays on Asvlums for i n e b m  (Worster, Mass. : S. n., 
1 83 6) in Gerald Grob, ed. Nineteent h-Centuy Medicd Attitudes Toward Alco holic 
Addiction (New York: Arno Press, 198 1 ), p. 3. 
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become ruled by the passions, rather than by morality or the reason. Intemperance. then, 

was "a physicai evil, depending on certain diseases or modifications of the fùnctions of the 

system.. . and not under the control of the d."'8 By loshg control of the will, the drinker 

would allow his bodily passions to lead the individual to min. 

This concem over bodily desires overwhelming reason and moraiity was also at the 

heart of Boveli's argument. By drinking, the individual was submitting to debased, 

corporeal wants rather than the pragmatism of moral reasoning. As Mariana Valverde 

notes, submitting to the bodïiy passions was considered a process of losing one's liberty, 

becorning subjected to a "slavery from within" which necessitated intervention by 

outsiders. '' To Bovell, the individuai's loss of mord sovereignty justified the state's 

creation of inebriate asylums, where the combination of medical and moral treatment 

would lead to a combined secular and spiritual saivation. 

Both Woodward and Bovell linked personal responsibility with civic virtue. 

Inebriety wreaked physical and moral damage on the individual, and the dmnkard wreaked 

physicai and moral damage on the state. Woodward betieved that a person who drank to 

incapacity flaunted the freedom inherent in the value system of the United States. Fust, 

the individual contributed to the political economy of the society or nation. Second, 

through procreation, the body ensured the continual population of the nation. By 

c~nsciously and willfully debasing one's body, the individual afFected the present and 

tùture fortune of the nation. More importantiy, the drunkard passed that propensity on to 

18~oodward,  Es-s on Asylums, p. 3. 

'valverde, "Slavery from within," p. 265. 
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tùture generations. 

Bovell reiterated such concems, and presented a view of the state as the benign 

patriarch, leading its citizens to fieedom. The role of the state was "to conserve the 

mords of the people, for the end of all good govemment is the mords of the people."" 

Many drinkers wanted to be free, but could not do so on their own. A tme liberal state 

had to fight for the emancipation of the will, to free it from the control of the body. The 

key, explained Bovefi, was not to forget that some people suffered from "imperfect 

development of their mord qualities," and therefore needed to be educated and 

enlightened. "In many instances," dnuikards were "keedy sensible to their fault, and 

would moa thankfully submit to any restraint which would save them from the power of 

their enemy."" A moment of enlightenment, prompted by proper education of the 

drunkard's condition, led to the drinkef s search for salvation. 

The penitence-atonement-redemption cycle was central to both writers' concepts 

of how the drunkard would be saved. According to BoveU, the will that had become 

enslaved to the body needed the intervention of "t he dictates of approving reason," to help 

the drunkard recover. This intervention was possible in a specialist inebriate asylurn, 

where medical treatment would parallel moral uplift. However, such outside human 

intexvention was only effective to a Iimited degree. "No mere human efforts can possibly 

reclaim fallen human nature. " Redemption came through communion with God. " 

"%ovell, A Plea For Inebriate Asylums, p. 30. 

"Ibid. 

"fiid, p. 32. 
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Woodward had also placed spirihial uplifi as central to the dmnkard's salvation. It 

was so important, that in one example, medical and state intervention played no 

discemable role in the inebriate's rescue. For an undisclosed reason, an intemperate man 

atîended a temperance lecture, where his muid was changed and he decided to  mend his 

ways. With the encouragement of his d e T  the man passed "a season of sobriety.. . [during 

which] his whole character was r e f ~ r m e d . " ~  There folowed considerable financial, mord 

and emotional elevation and prosperity. What is especidy interesting about this exarnple 

is t hat it seems to contradict Woodward's physiological and rnetaphysical arguments. The 

treatment became irrelevant; what changed the man's life was a pseudo-religious 

awakening followed by a penod of reflection and repentance, encouraged by his noble 

wife. The temperance meeting provided a surrogate for the religious revival. The doctor 

was superceded by divine intervention and enlightenment . Presumably, Woodward used 

this exarnple to show the proper means of personal salvation, while he continued to argue 

that the state should provide the means for more people to reach this personal epiphany. 

These two writers presented solutions to the problem with habitual alcohol 

consumption posited upon the physical condition of the body, but dependent upon an 

inherent understanding of the metaphysical o r  spiritual core of the individual. To cure 

intemperance, both body and sou1 needed miniaration. Medicai intervention was not 

sufficient for a cure; religious awakening was equally necessary. Religion and medicine, 

then, were mutually reinforcing authoritative discourses in early- to mid-nineteenth- 

century temperance arguments. As the century wore on, science uicreasingly replaced 

a ~ o o d w a r d ,  Essays on Asvlums, p. 26. 
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analysis. Aicohol was the substance of considerable social opprobrium, while opiate 

addiction, at least when discussing home consumption, was almost a political non-issue 

before the end of the century." How did writers on habitua1 substance consumption see 

the reiationship between drues and alcohol? 

Considering the effects of habituation, many writers Iinked the two substances. 

Robert Hamilton, in his Practical Hints on O~ium Considered as a Poison ( 1790) stated 

that "opium and spirituous liquors in their effects, are very analogous to each other."" 

Edward Hitchcock, wrote in 1830 that "1 group [spirits, wine, opium and tobacco]. . . 

together as alike to be rejected," and provided a iist of darnaghg physical and moral 

effects of the substances." Scottish physician Robert MacNish whose ana tom^ of 

Drunkemess (1832) was in early influentid text on liquor consumption, called the opium 

habit "moa pernicious, and [in] no way different from that of dninkard~."~ This 

combination was not exclusive to the first part of the century; at the end of the century, 

Wolfgang Schmidt, Edward M. Seliers and Regindd G. Smart, eds. Research Advances 
in Alcohol and Drue Problems. Volume 9 (New York: Plenum Press, 1986), pp. 279-3 14; 
Dolores Peters touches on the cornparisons in "The British Medical Response to Opiate 
Addiction in the Nineteenth Century," Journal of the Histo- of Medicine 36 (October, 
198 l), pp. 469-427. 

"The opium trade in Asia rarely entered discussions of non-Asian opium addiction. 

"~obert  Hamilton, Practical Hints on Opium Considered as a Poison (Ipswich: G. 
Jermyn, 1790) in Gerald Grob, ed. Orimns Of Medical Attitudes Toward Drug Addiction 
in Arnenca: E i h t  Studies. 179 1-1 858 (New York : Arno Press, 198 l), p. 41. 

9dward Hitchcock An Es- on Alcoholic and Narcotic Substancg p. 4. 

q o b e r t  MacNish, The Anatomy of Drunkemess, Fourth edition (Glasgow: W. R. 
M'Phuq 1832) p. 68. 
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commentators insisted upon the fundamental similarity of opium and dcohol's effkts." 

More subjective and personai interpretations of the irnrnediate effects of the 

substances drew a sharper distinction. Thomas DeQuincey, the author of Confessions of 

an Endish Opium Eater ( 1 82 1 ), not surprisingly viewed opium as a transcending 

substance. He did not believe that "any man, having once tasted the divine luxuries of 

opium, will afkward descend to the gross and mortal enjoyments of alcohol.. . . opium 

communicates serenity and equipoise to al1 the faculties, active or passive; and.. . it gives 

simpiy that sort of vital warmth which is approved by the j~dgement."~' Robert MacNish, 

although he saw the long-tem effects of opium and alcohol to be equally "peniicious," 

offered a comparison of the irnmediate transcending quality of opium venus alcohol that 

reflected DeQuincey's distinction. Reflecting the comrnents of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 

MacNish speculated on the way the substances e t e d  the mord being. Opium appealed 

to the higher nature of humanity, while alcohol excited the base animal iwtin~ts.~' 

Later in the century, positive descriptions of opium's effects had declined. 

"Samuel Parrish "The Philosophy of Intemperance" Proceedines of the First 
Annual Meeting of the Arnerican Association for the Cure of Inebriates in Gerald Grob, 
ed. o c e e d i n e s s s o c i a t i o n  Pr for the Cure of Inebriates (Arno Press 
Reprint, 198 1 ), p. 20. Hereafter called "Proceedings of the AASCI"; Edward C. Mann, 
"The Nature and Treatment of the Morphia Habit," Montreal Medical Journal 24 (Juiy, 
1894), p. 4. 

'"'~eQuincey's 'Confessions of an English Opium Eater,"' in anonymous ed., The 
O ~ i u m  Habit: With Suggestions as to the Rernedy (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1868) 
pp. 80, 85. 

33MacNish, Anatomy of Drunkemess, pp. 70-7 1. On Coleridge, see Alethea 
Hayter, Opium and the Romantic Imagination: Addiction and Creativity in DeOuincev, 
Coleridne Baudelaire and others Second Edition (New York: Crucible, 1988); Bemdge 
and Edwards, pp. 50-57. 
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Physicians like Dr. E. R Palmer, whose article suggesting an antidote to opium addiction 

appeared in Canada Medical Record in 1 88 1, criticized laudatory conceptions of opium, 

but reiterated the ciifferences between opium and alcohol. Palmer calleci it a "pernicious 

notion. .. that there is sornething far more exhilarating far more divine in the intoxication 

produced by opium.'' This concept was nonsense, Palmer explained and offered an 

interpretation of opium as it affected the body in con- to its effects on the rnind. 

"Opium eating is a cune  without any qualiwg dispensation.. . Unlike dcohol  it cannot be 

said of opium that its constant use improves the vital powers of the enfeebled."Y To 

Palmer, opium was a depressant and narcotic, not in any way a stimulant. Palmer's 

argument reflected the generai therapeutic shift in the l a s  part of the century. Many 

physicians reduced their therapeutic use of dmgs in preference to embracing a regimen of 

physicai support and nutrition. In this approach, the use of alcohol, which many doctors 

saw as nutritive, was preferable to opium which had little nutritive value.35 

The cornparison between opium and alcohol addiction also had a more direct 

causal relationship. As Dr  McGillivray noted in Mr. M.D. B.'s case, one substance often 

ied to another. W. G. Smith observed in 1832 that women resorted to opium as a 

R. Palmer, "The Opium Habit-a Possible Antidote7' Canada Medical Record 
9 (May, 188 l), p. 80. 

3 s ~ ~ a o ,  in The American Disease paraphrases The Right Reverend Charles 
Brent's comparison of  the value of alcohol versus opium, p. 1 1 ; Williams, "Use of 
Beverage Alcohol;" Rosenberg, "Therapeutic Revolution7' Morris Vogel and Charles 
Rosenberg, eds., Therapeutic Revolution: Es s in the Social History of American 
Medicine (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1979), p. 17; Warner, Therapeutic 
Perspective, pp. 143- 148. 
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substitute for gin and brandy." When considering the social effects of prohiitory laws, 

Pamish explained that dnigs in the form of "bitters, cordiais, symps, essences and 

tinctures.. . are not only used as intoxicating drinks where there is prohibition, but when 

there is not these compounds are sold at the public bars alongside of whisky, brandy and 

gin."" In 1849, a legislative cornmittee of Upper Canada, while c o n s i d e ~ g  a bill to 

regulate the sale of alcohol, noted the connection between alcohol and opium, but rejected 

its significance. The chair, A. Gugy," recognized that some people felt that liquor 

restriction rnight result in more people "resort[ing] for excitement to opium or to some 

other d r ~ g . " ' ~  Gugy said this trend would not occur, since opium was a pnvate 

indulgence, while liquor was more social and public. However, the linkage between 

alcohol and dmg abuse was clear. An alternative to Gugy's point had been made in Bntain 

by Edwin Chadwick in 1834. Chadwick reported to the Select Cornmittee on Inquiry into 

Drunkenness that "if alcohol sales were restricted, people rnight be dnven to some other 

form of enjoyment.'" Chadwick's perspective was reiterated forty years later when, in 

'6~illiam G. Smith, Inaumral Dissertation on Opium, 1832, in Gerald Grob. ed. 
Oripjns Of Medical Attitudes Toward Drue Addiction in Arnerica: Eieht Studies, 
1791-1858 (New York : Arno Press, 1981) p. 21. 

"~arrish, "The Philosophy of Intemperance," p. 3 5 

38~robably Bartholomew Conrad Augustus Gugy ( 1796- 1876). 

39joumal of the Legslative Assemblv of Uoper Canadg Appendk ZZZ, 1 849. I 
am grateful to Dr. Martina Hardwick for this reference. 

?araphrased in Elizabeth Lomax, "The Uses and Abuses of Opiates in 
Nineteenth-Century England," Bulletin of Medical Histo- 47 (March-ApW, 1973), p. 
167. 
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1 878, an anonymous writer in the Canadian Monthl~ charged that the temperance 

movement was causing an increase in the number of addicts to "opium, hashicb hydrate of 

chlord, and other such still more noxious substances7' by making alcohol more difficult to 

purchase. He cited his own experiences as an opium eater as proof " A case of opium 

poisoning reported in the Ç Medical 1869 dso alluded to the comection 

between alcohol and opium. A man was found unconscious in his office &er takùig over 

an ounce of Laudanum while in a dninken stupor. Although the writer, George Ross, 

made no direct comection between the two dmgs, he did not consider the incident to be 

an attempted suicide, but rather a progressive form of indulgence, not unlike the case 

reported by ~cGillivray ." 

As the century drew to a close, addiction specialists began to rnake more sharp 

distinctions between physical and moral results of alcohol and opium addiction. These 

distinctions, whiie couched in medical terminology, recognized an implicit link between 

moral and physical conditions. In his expanded version of Inebriety or Nucomania 

( 1894), Norman Kerr, president of the Society for the Study of Inebriety, compared opium 

and dcohol addiction as both somatic and mordmental phenomena. AIcohol indulgence 

could be either social or solitary, whereas opium was exclusively consumed alone. 

"Alcohol infuriates," and opium generally soothes the habitue. Opium raised the 

temperature, while alcohol Iowered it. "Carefully conducted scientific experiments" 

II Anonyrnous, "Opium Eating," Canadian Monthiy, 13 (March, 1878), p. 248. 

"George Ross, '"Case of Poisoning by Opium, successfully treated by the 
Hypodermic Injection of Atropia,' Under the Care of Francis W. Campbell," Canada 
Medical Journal (August, 1 Mg), 62-65. 
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suggested that alcohol affécted animals, but opium generaily did not. Alcohotics were 

more untruthful than opium addias, wMe it was more difncult for opium users to exercise 

moderation than for alcoholics. Under the subtitle of "perversion of the affections," Kerr 

presented a gendered moral interpretation of the dierences between opium and dcohol. 

"Opium transfomis the manly, hi&-toned, pleasant cornpanion into an efferninate, 

dnvelling, querulous bore. Alcohol changes the neat, active, attractive and devoted 

helpmeet into a dirty, idle, repulsive and selfish brute.'43 This distinction is curious, since 

many writers associated opium with women and alcohol with men. Perhaps Kerr was 

trying to draw upon a gender-specific worst-case scenario? Since the long-term use of 

opium 3 s  seen in a rather nervous disquietude and excitability," opium was connected to 

speculation and garnbling, whiie alcohol "is apt to provoke the animai passions and incite 

to lust . '"' Physically, aicohol presented a much more severe pathological transformation 

than did opium, although opium presented a "more irreclairnable and incurable diseased 

condition." Both substance negativeiy afTected the reproductive system. 

The ideas of commentators on alcohol and opium use demonstrate that in both 

43 Norman Kerr, Inebriety or Narcomania: Its Etiologv. Pathology. Treatment and 
Jurispmdence (London: Lewis, l894), p. 106. 

uHe may aiso have alluded to the Victorian medical conception of vital power, 
which offered a gendered notion of proper channehg of energy. Bruce Haley discusses 
how doctors used a modified f o m  of temperaments physiology. Replacing Galenic 
temperament distinctions (phlegrnatic, bilious, etc) with temperaments based upon general 
categories like gender and body size, physicians offered physiologies that explained 
disease as an abnormal channelling of energy. See Bmce Haley, The Healthv Bodv and 
Victorian Culture (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 W8), p. 43. 

"~er r ,  Inebriety or Narcomanik pp . 1 06- 1 07. 
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immediate physical effects and long-term dangers, opium and alcohol were simuitaneously 

similar and different. The Merences ofien related to class-based conceptions of the 

substances' effeas upon the physical system, and medical ideas of therapeutic efficacy. 

The elevation of the higher or nobler aspects of humanity, presented by opium's hypnotic 

effects, contrasted with the debasement of alcohol. However, the moral dangers of opium 

habituation were equally as dangerous as the moral dangers of alcohol consumption. As 

addiction research became more formalized, doctors k e  Kerr tried to draw distinctions 

based on scientific categories, but feu back on mordistic observations. Since both 

substances were part of the materia rnedzca, what needed to be understood was what, 

exactly, caused habituation, and how best to alleviate the dangers of these substances. 

Such a project would enhance doctors' ability to use these medicïnes effectively, and 

without danger. 

"The enemy withinw: Defioing and locating addiction 

Cornmentators on addiction rarely offered a concrete definition of the condition itself In 

his 1875 "Opium Poisoning," Joseph Parrish explained the variety of effects of opium on 

various individuals as the result of "an abnormal predisposition to organic disease of some 

kind.. . that this predisposition resides primarily in the germinal cell, there cm be no doubt. 

As every element of the physiological structure exists in the germ before the tirne of its 

maturity, . . . so the tendency to disease, exias in the same germ, and is as certain to be 

develop. .. as the embryo itself is certain to develop into a human being.'* Addiction was 

%Parrish, "Opium Poisoning," pp. 1 0- 1 1 . 
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part of a 'Ç.ariety of tendency to disease," but yet undefmed. In the 1 890s, Norman Kerr 

offered a sunilarly elastic definition. He spoke of "narcornania.. . a mania for narcotism of 

my kind, an inexpressibly intense involuntary morbid crave for the temporary anaesthetic 

relief promiseci by every form of n a r c ~ t i c . ' ~ ~  The AASCl's definition paralleled Kerr's, 

calling opium neurosis "a centrai neurotic change, brought about by the long persisting 

perversion of fùnction and impairment of central nervous nutrition, from its persisting 

presence in the nutrient pabulurn of the c~cu la t ion . '~  The vagueness of these terms 

enabted investigators to link them to any number of factors based upon race, ethnicity, 

class, gender or even profession. 

To mid-century medical commentators, the addictive nature of opiates and aicohol 

was loosely defined as a form of poisoning: chronic poisoning. Mr. M.D.B.'s death was 

the result of this condition. The term itself implies a drawn-out morbid process: if habitua1 

use did not lead to death, it at least resulted in a debilitating physical condition. In the 

Ontario Legislature, Dr. McGill alluded to this debilitative propensity of poisons in his 

1869 presentation of the first Ontario Pharmacy Bill. In an 1875 address to the American 

Association for the Cure of Inebriates, Samuel Parrish, made the delineation clear when he 

discussed "Opium Poisoning": 

I am not speaking of those cases of acute poisoning, in which persons have taken a 
large dose for the purpose of self destruction, or by rnistake ,in the treatment of 
which there is but one course to pursue, but of cases of chronic poisoning from 

- 

57 Kerr, Inebriety or Narcomani% p. 32. 

"AASCI, Disease of Inbriety, p. 3 17. 
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long continued and habitual dosing of the 

Here Parrish made a critical distinction. The familiar f o m  of poisoning, those that Ied to 

death, were the irnmediate effects of opiate mis-use, but not the oniy one. Logicdy, then., 

the longer-term use of dmgs would lead to eventual dissipation and death. The key issue 

for Panish however, remained the fact that death would result Grom this misuse of drugs; 

just as the judicious use of opiates were helpful to the patient, an injudicious use could 

cause the patient's death. 

Defining habituai opiate use as a form of poisoning opened the possibility that 

extant poison Iegislation could control the trade in habit forming poisons. In 1880, the 

Medicai and Su editor of the Canada reical Journal drew his readers' attention to this 

potentiai when he reprinted an editorial from the British Medical Journal. The Journal's 

correspondent suggested that al1 narcotics should be labelled "poison," so that the extant 

poison laws could prevent inadvertent "abuse of narcotic~."~ As 1 discuss more fûily in 

Chapter Six, this form of justification also occurred in the drive to restrict addictive dmgs 

in Canada at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Chronic poisoning was not adequate to explain the physicd causes of dmg habits, 

but detemùning the physical cause of addiction was centrai to developing rnedicai 

authority over treatment. Understanding the physicai reasons for dmg habituation was 

therefore a point of intense debate among doctors. Some writers skirted the issue; they 

'9Samuel Parrish "Opium Poisoning" Proceedin~s of the Sixth Annual Meeting Qf 
the AASC1(1875), p. 16 

soc ada Medical and Suraical Journal, 8 (Apd. l88O), p. 429. 
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preferred to describe the effects of drug habits, and appeal to the reader to treat these 

substances with caution. ûthers, like Francis Anstie, alluded to an inherent weakness in 

the individual addict. Using a distinctly subjective means of investigating-persond 

expenence-he speculated that only specific constitutions were particularly susceptible to 

the positive effects of recreational opiates. 

In the great majonty of European constitutions, opium produces nothing 
resembling mental excitement; the effect on myself, for Listance, of a large dose, is 
mere depression and misery. But with most Onentals and with some Europeans 
whose constitutions or whose habits of life are peculiar, a condition is produced.. . 
which is very remarkable. 

These individuals "appear much exhilarated in spirits, and their minds work with much 

f r eed~m. '~~ '  Not only did . m i e  deny a universally uplifting effect of opium but he 

suggested that those who found opium alluring were sornehow outside of the "normal." 

For temperance advocates, however, arguing that ody  certain individuals were 

particularly susceptible to addiction did not suit their purposes. Wnters like Hitchcock, 

whose Es- on Alcoholic and Narcotic Substances was pubtished by the .4merican 

Temperance Association in 1830, could not avoid aiiuding ro a predisposition to inebriety, 

but suggested that anyone may be so predisposed. Among the reasons that Hitchcock 

pronded for avoiding intoxicating substances was that they were "fascinating to the 

diseased appetite. "" Yet, since Hitchcock directed his essay "Particulariy to S tudents" 

and did not identifL who could possess this type of appetite, for which dcohol and opium 

S'Francis Anstie, Stimulants and Narcotics: Their Mutual Relations (London: 
Macmillan & Co., 1 864), p. 79. 

'?~dward Hitchcock, An Es- on Alcoholic and Narcotic Substances, p. 4. 
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were particularly "fascinating," he was suggesting that the readers should avoid t hese 

substances because they may actually possess the diseased appetite, and not know it. This 

conception of an intemal depravity that needed to be suppressed by willful action was a 

fundamental Christian tenet. A Baptist rninister from New York nimmarized the nature of 

human depravity in an article reprinted in the Montreal Transcript in 1847. Rev. Mr. 

Cushman wrote "we have.. . an enemy within. To do good requires self-denying effort-to 

do evil is easyT"-' 

The blatant moraiistic arguments of religious temperance reformers faded as 

scientific medicine consolidated its hold on the investigations of addiction. In 1870, the 

medical consideration of aicohol inebriety and substance habituation in generai took a 

decidedly institutional tum, a process that began to cernent the scientific nature of 

investigations into addiction. The Amencan Association for the Cure of Inebnates met for 

the first time in the parlour of the Young Men's Christian Association in New York." 

Under the presidency of Dr. Willard Parker, and the secretaryship of Dr. Joseph Parrish, 

the association brought together interested physicians and inebriate specialists as a 

"scientific gathering." In his opening address, Parker noted how at the beginning of the 

century, insanity was not considered a medical problem, but a "visitation of God's 

displeasure" but by 1870 it was a treatable condition. Parker hoped that the Association 

would be able to demonstrate the sarne was true for inebriety: habituai substance use 

"See Leonard Blumberg, "The Amencan Association for the Study and Cure of 
Inebriety." In the interest of uniformity, I use the acronym AASCI throughout. 
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wouid cease to be an issue of morality, and become an issue of medicai science. He 

concluded by stressing a constructive motive for the Association: "It must be the neady 

airn of this body to impart scientific truth, and thus enlighten the muid of the public, 

inducing it to rnove in its power, and demand protection against a disease, infuiitely more 

destructive than cholera, yellow fever, srnail pox, or typh~s."'~ The Association asserted 

that "intemperance is a disease.. . it is curable in the same sense that other diseases are."% 

Alt hough centred upon alcohol inebriety, the AASCI considered other addictive 

substances. One of the invited attendees was Alonzo CaIkins. author of Opium and the 

Opium Habit. At the concluding session, Dr. D. L. Mason "called attention to the fact 

that the opium disease required attention fiom this body." 

The discussions in the AASCI, and its British cousin., the Society for the Study of 

Inebnety, suggea attempts by medica? investigators to distance themselves £tom the 

moralists. 57 Samuel P h s h  discussed both intemperance generally, and opium addiction 

specifically, in papers he presented to  the AASCI. Parrish critiqued the moralists and 

refonners who viewed drinking as the first step on a downward path that ended in physical 

debasement. He argued that intemperance was most often the result, not the cause, of 

personal weakness. He drew out his argument in detail, before recognizing intemperance 

'"'Minutes," Proceedings of the AASCI ( 1870) p. 3 .  

%'Minutes," Proceedines of the AASCI ( 1 87O), p. 8. 

'?Bath the SSI and the AASCI intended to challenge scientifically the apparent 
blind moralism of earlier temperance movements. See Virginia Bemdge, "Society for the 
Study of Addiction," p. 99 1; Leonard Blumberg, "Amencan Association for the Study and 
Cure of Inebriety," p. 23 7. 
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as a "pravity" rather than "depravity" of the will: 

Depravity of will sigiufies a state of natural debasement, without any cause.. . 
Pravity of will signifies a departure fiom a right purpose, and implies a cause foi 
such depamire; hence it is a disordered, enslaved d; the cause of which , rnay be 
in a Limited or inharmonious organizatio or it may result fiom the ignorant or 
reckless indulgence of modes of life." 

By insisting upon a "departure from a right purpose," Parrish dowed the possibility of a 

cure. What the physician needed to do was to determine the cause of the departure. 

Parrish here reflected the temperance reformers Wte Bovell, Woodward and Hitchcock 

when he allowed for a diversity of causes-spanning mord and physical. He placed the 

onus to find the cure, however, on proper scientific investigation. 

The prirnary defect both moral and medical reformers hoped to address was the 

impaired will. The majority of AASCI members saw the damaged wiU as the result of a 

distinctly physical disorder, rather than moral tendency. '' Panish turned the moralists's 

causation on its head charging that non-medicd reformers were "unaccustomed to 

investigate the philosophy of physical cases?' Inaead of d d e n n e s s  leading to 

impairment and debasement, "we have primarily a defective condition of body or mind, 

and an impaired will, among its earliea evidences; then an appetite, and lastly, 

"~arrish, "The Philosophy of Intemperance," p. 3 0. Emphasis on original. 

'%e ranks of the AASCI were not closed on this issue, however. Early meetings 
saw dissent rnar the discussions of moral versus medical explanations. Yet, in its primary 
publication, Diseases of Inebriety (1 894), the AASCI asserted a somatic origin to the 
weakened will. This assertion may have owed to the influence of Crothers, who was the 
principal author of the book. 

T h i s  concept was reiterated by Lewis D. Mason, "The Aetiology and 
Therapeutics of Alcohol Inebriety," Canada Lancet (reprinted from Brooklyn Medicd 
Journal), 26 (October, 1 893), p. 3 8. 
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drunkemess with all its resulting ends.'"' Parrish did admit that there were cases in which 

the individual chooses to drink from "a deliberate perversity or recklessness of wiU," but 

he conceded that those cases were outside of the puniew of human law or medicai 

treatment. It was then, he proclaimed. a matter between the "human consciousness and its 

Divine Author." Having removed the anomalous willfùl dru& fkom the equation Parrish 

determined that he and his colleagues had to treat intemperance as a disea~e.~' Only the 

physician could successfu~y identa  and treat the ailment that caused drinking. 

When he turned to consider opiate use specifically, Pamish refined his perspective 

to account for conditions he observed in the habituai use of the h g .  In 1875 he 

presented his "Opium Poisoning" to the AASCI, in which he asserted that "there exists an 

abnormal predisposition to organic disease of some kind in most individuals.'" This 

predisposition meant that for some people, opium could have a stimulant effect, while for 

others it was a narcotic." By asserting this dual nature of opium, Parrish was able to 

account for the variety of observed effects of opiates upon difFerent systems, a variety 

which had perplexed investigators Wte Francis Anstie. The rnultiplicity of somatic 

reactions suggests what John Harley Warner explained as a denial of disease-specific 

therapeutics, the recognition of which was essential to the elevation of the medical 

"Parrish, "The Philosophy of Intemperance," p. 3 1.  

'%id, p. 32. 

"Parrish, "Opium Poisoning," p. 1 0. 

"Ibid, p. 1 1 . 
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profession." Parrish suggeaed a physiological explanation for addiction that parallekd 

Hitchcock. Panish cailed opium "a fscinating dni& in its infiuence upon both mind and 

body, with persons who have not an opposùig idiosyncrasy." This fascination whether it 

was for the stimulant or narcotic efiect of opium, was a "variety of tendency to d i s e a ~ e . ' ~  

In his initial statements about opiate addiction. then, Parrish elaborated a developing 

conception of addiction as a condition of some constitutionally abnormal type of person- 

Whiie he asserted that he did not believe alcohol and opium habits to be "identical in 

constitutional on*'' by suggesting a rnedical explanation for the conditions under which 

opiate and alcohol addiction could develop, Pamsh made a key contribution to a medical 

discourse of addiction founded simultaneously on moral and scientific gro~nds.~'  

The disease theory of addiction, elaborated by both the AASCI and the SSI, had 

its adherents in Canadian medical circles.' Stephen Lett, the preerninent addiction 

specialist in Canada, argued in an address to the American Medical Association in 189 1, 

that "it is al1 important [that] the physician should eliminate from the mind the vice theory, 

and consider the case in the light of a disease. . .requiring skill, patience, and sympathy to 

65John Harley Warner, "The Principle of Specificity," in Warner, The Therapeutic 
Perspective, pp. 58-80, especialiy, p. 80. 

68 Although the exact makeup of the membership of these organizations is unclear, 
at least one Canadian practitioner joined the SSI in its first year. Dr. Simon Fitch of 
Halifax, N. S. was listed in the Council. See reproduction pages of the Society's fint 
meeting, reproduced in Bemdge, "British Society for the Study of Addiction," pp. 994- 
995. 
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successfully combat.'" Len's confidence that scientific labelhg would permit successful 

treatment did not always see results in practice, as Warsh has demonstrated.'" The disease 

theory did not entaii a distinct therapeutic programme, but rather permittecl a range of 

interpretations. ui 1 896, members of the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society discussed 

their adherence to the disease theory of inebriety as it reIated to alcohol use. Dr. O. C .  

Edwards presented a paper on treating alcohol inebriety with '.the hypodermic 

administration of chloride of gold." This specific remedy mirrored the "cure" marketed by 

Leslie Keeley, whom regular physicians condemned as a quack." Edwards and others 

argued that the gold cure was not quackery in the hands of a skilled and conscientious 

doctor? At the Society's meeting several doctors vehemently disagreed with Edwards's 

t reat ment, while agreeing that inebriety was a disease. They presented different 

explanations of how the disease operated on the body. Dr. T.J. W. Burgess cailed it an 

inherited unstable nervous organization: Dr. James Stewart insisted that inebriety disease 

"Stephen Len, "Treatment of the Opium Neurosis," Journal of the Arnerican 
Medical Association, 17 (Novernber 28, 189 l), p. 828. 

'%rsh, "The Aristocratie Vice," in Warsh, Moments of 1 Inreason, pp. 155- 1 70 

71 On Keeley's remedies, see Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, "Adventures in Maritime 
Quackery: The Leslie E. KeeIey Gold Cure Institute of Fredericton, N. B.," Acadiensis 17 
(Spring 1988), pp. 109- 1 30; Daniel J. Malleck, "Keeley, Leslie E.," in Arnerican National 
Bionaphy (Cary, N. C . : M o r d  University Press, forthcoming); H. Wayne Morgan, "No, 
Thank You, I've Been to Dwight' Reflections on the Keeley Cure for Alcoholism," Illinois 
Historical Journal 82 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 147- 166. 

R'cThe Treatment of Inebriety as a Disease," in account of the Montred Medico- 
chinirgical Society, Montreal Medical Journal, 8 (March, 1896), pp. 736-737. See Dr. 
Manchester, "The Treatment of Inebriety by the General Practitioner," Western Canada 
Medical Journal, 2 Pecember, 19081, pp. 577-587, in which Manchester endorses 
Edwards's treatment. 
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was "due to paralysed control," and Dr. J.B. McCome~ stated simply that the inebriate 

was "ne~rotic."~ These explanations demonstrate the fluidity of the disease theory of 

addiction. Moreover, they ail presented explmations for the somatic basis of inebriety that 

merely attached contemporary medicd language to an obsexved behavioural condition. 

They offered no significantly different interpretations from the earlier ideas of inebriety as 

a result of the weak will and immoral behaviour. Christian temperance asserted that one's 

improper actions could result in damnation and social decline, while scientific medical 

inebnety studies argued that one's actions could lead to disease, and social decline. Both 

relied upon the conception of a fundamentally flawed individual; the physicians, however, 

argued that some were more likely to become diseased than others. 

The disease theory of inebriety did not go unchdenged by addiction reformers. 

Robert Harris, of the Franklin Reformatory in Philadelphia, rejected it. At his institution, 

they treated dninkenness "as a habit, sin and crime." While the appetite for alcohol may 

be inherited, Harris explained, "the pasion for it, can only be obtained by indu~gence."'~ 

His perspective echoed the arguments of other temperance reformers, whom Parrish 

characterized in his 1870 paper as lacking the scientific appreciation of the process of 

addiction. ?' These writers were not always the non-scientific ignorant rnoralists that 

'>'Treatment of Inebriety as a Disease" Montreal Medical Journal, 8 (March, 
1896) p. 737. 

74~arris, "Report of the Franklin Reformatory Home For Inebriates, 9 13-9 15 
LOCUS Street, Philadelphia," Proceedines of the AASCI (1 875) pp. 80-83. Emphasis in 
original. 

"~lumberg explains how the AASCI attempted to make room for ideas üke those 
of Harris. He and his institution, however, soon broke away from the AASCI, a 
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Parrish characterized them to be. [n the Canada Lanca in 1892, New York City physician 

Charles Dana chdenged the tendency of investigators to îkd disease where no distinct 

pathological or somatic etiology could be detennùied. Dana insisted that too linle was 

known about the source of addiction for it to be properly considered as a disease. He also 

linked drunkenness with other forms of socidy-proscribeci behaviour. 

In a certain sense.. . criminais, sensualists, libertines, dninkards are al1 the 
victirns of a disease, k7 of a constitution and personality which are 
abnomai. But. . we stiIl consider disease to be a disorder of the body and 
its organs; vice to be a disorder of the character, for which the individual 
must be held responsible. '' 

Muding to what John Bumham cailed the "constelation of vice," and redefining this 

constellation as forms of functionai disease, Dana reasserted the agency of the addict, but 

insisted upon medical treatment of this condition." 

Diathesis and the potential to heal 

Key to the disease theory of addiction was the idea of a diathesis. Doctors saw the 

diathesis as answering questions regarding the agency of the addict, and what physicai or 

moral conditions could lead to addiction. We can also see that the diathesis presented a 

flexible etiological trope with which almoa al1 behaviourai anomalies could be defined in a 

movement that may have had more to do with institutionai rivalry within Philadelphia than 
wit h ideological differences. Blumberg, "AASCI," p. 236. 

"Charles L. Dana, "The Nature and Frequency of Inebriety, With Remarks on its 
Treatment" Canada Lancet, 24 (June, 1892), p. 302. Reprinted from Medical Record. 

"John Burnham, Bad Habits: Dnnkin . Taking Drues. Gambling Sexual 
Misbehavior. and Swearine in American Hiaoy (New York: New York University Press, 
1993). 
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simuitaneously physiological and moral rnanner. W. F. Bynum explains how the concept 

of diathesis "was a usefbl but extremely elastic and uitimately unfalisfiable idea."78 The 

assertion of the existence of a diathesis-a predisposition or primary derangement of the 

system, which led to the use of some addictive substances-was a key factor in the 

development of the disease theory of addiction. The idea of a diathesis had existed since 

ancient times, but its modern usage emerged from the writings of French physician August 

Morel. His theory of degeneracy incorporated intoxication from opiates and alcohol as 

potential causes of decline. Morel argued that a degenerated human nervous system 

operated at a subnormal level and that "the nervous functions of the aWicted person 

declined from the hi& moral levels of normalcy to  abnormal, instinctive, and 

animalistic. "" Morel's coroilary applied the idea of diathesis to this form of degeneracy. 

Arnerican alienist George Millar Beard's neurasthenia thesis presented physicians with 

another potential piece to the addiction punle. Beard argued that hurnans had a oniy 

limited supply of nervous energy, which could be taxed by stress. The theory led to the 

supposition that modern life and mental activity tended to put a strain upon the reserves of 

nervous energy.'O The result of a weakened mental state was a search for stimulus, and 

the result of stimulus was a debased human nature. Inebriety through opiates or alcohol, 

therefore, led to mental an3 moral decline. 

78 See W. F. Bynum, "Darwin and the Doctors: Evolution, Diathesis, and Gems in 
19th-Century Bntain," Gesnenis 40 (1983), p. 46. 

'qaraphrased by J a e ,  "Reform in Amencan Medical Science" p. 140 

'O~afFe, "Reform in Amencan Medical Science," p. 140. 
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These concepts, applied to dmg addiction, presented a bitùrcated conception of 

addiction, fiieled by social class issues. It explaineci the preponderance of opiate addiction 

among elites, and asserted the urgency of the need to h d  a cure. Social cohesion 

depended on it. In the literature advertising his "Opium Cure," H. J Brown noted that 

"Opium is a corrosion andparafysis of aii the noblea foms of life.""' Brown's 

vituperation may have been partiaily self-motivated: he was selling an opium cure, and 

needed to reinforce an alarmist perspective. But he was not alone in his characterization 

of opium as debasing to the higher sensibilities. Many writers noted that control of self 

was the principal loss to the opium addict, and this concern reflected an upper class fear of 

decline. Stephen Lett included an account in the Canada Lancet of a man who was 

"absolutely owned," by morphine after a firn, and relatively minor dose of the dnig." The 

anonymous writer in the Canadian Monthlv, who charged the temperance movement with 

driving him to opium addiction, recounted his experience with dmg dependence as a 

cautionary tale against "opium slavery" for upper class readers. 83 ~e set himself apart 

from the image of the libertine who took drugs for pleasure, since he did not become 

addicied through "vicious disposition towards the use of opium," but rather through self- 

medication. Dr. Jansen Beemer Mattison, a Brooklyn addiction specialist and occasional 

contributor to Canadian medical joumals, noted the insufficiency of the term "opium 

81~rown,  An Opium Curc (1 872) p. 7, emphasis in original. 

"Stephen Lett, "The Prognosis of Drug Habits, with some reference to treatment," 
Canada Lancet, 34  ( 1 ), September, 1900, p. 2. On Lett, see Warsh, "The Aristocratie 
Vice," in Moments of l lnreason pp. 155- 170. 

83 Anonymous, "Opium Eating," pp. 248-249. 
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habit" since it implied that the opiate was "quite under individual control," which was not 

the case? Samuel Panish concurred in this opinion. Personal restraint and integrity 

disappeared when the individual became "enslaved to the drug." The result was a 

drarnatic decline in social mores, and addicts "no longer conceai the fact [of their 

'enslavement'] ftom the public, but indulge with the same abandon of self, and the same 

disregard of public sentiment, that distinguishes the confirmed aicoholic sot."" The 

message Parrish sent was dire: while opium may have been the habit of the more refined 

classes, indulgence Iowered elites to the state of the shameless drunk on the Street. Such a 

merging of alcohol temperance with anti-opium sentiments, uncomplicated by 

physiological explanations, provided a clear image of the dangers of opiate indulgence. 

Diathesis was a remarkably flexible diagnostic device, and while it could fuel fears 

of upper class decline, a result of nervous exhaustion and a search for stimulation, it could 

also explain debasement through hereditary taint . Thomas D. Crothers, editor of the 

AASCI's Ouarterly Journal of Inebriety, and a central figure in the turn of the century 

inebriety movement, asserted in 1902 that over sixty percent of inebriates "have inhented 

a predisposition to seek [alcohol and drugs] for some relief," fiorn the stress of modern 

8 4 ~ .  B. Mattison "The Treatment of Opium Addiction," Canada Medical Record, 1 5 
(lanuary, l88S), p. 73. 

"~arrish, "Opium Poisoning," p. 9. 

"1 have not found any work that explores the bifurcation of the diathesis, although 
Bynum, in "Darwin and the Doctors," does cal1 it an "elastic" concept. 
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life." This diathesis fit into a Danvinist conception of society, and constructed those 

whose predisposition to addiction ovenvhelmed their ability to resist their urges, as social 

"others" in need of reform. 

Both the AASCI and the SSI emphasized the idea of inherited diathesis as the 

predominant cause of addiction. The existence of a diathesis became aimost assumed 

when discussing cases; its fluidity also permitted observed anomalies in addictive 

behaviour. After detailing the idea of the evolution of brain and nenre defects, attributed 

to "environment, nutrition., growth and development," the AASCI asked, in its collected 

volume ïhe  Disease of Inebriety ( 1893) "why should an increasing number of persons 

take opium continuously for the transient relief it gives? Why should the effects of this 

dmg become so pleasing as to demand its increased use, irrespective of al1 consequences? 

The oniy explmation is the presence of a neurotic diathesis, either inherited or acquired."" 

Conversely, although opium was used in many treatments, the MSCI  opined that "dl 

these and sirnilar cases do not become opium takers ... owing to the absence of some 

diathesis inherited or acquired."" Ody those persons with an inherited or acquired 

diathesis would become addicts; the AASCI dismissed the potential for a non-physical 

cause of addiction. Although appearing to reject the mordistic approach to addiction, 

"T. D Crothers, The Drue Habits and Their Treatrnent: A Clinical Sumrn- of 
Some of the Cineral Facts Recorded in Practice (Chicago: G. P. Engelhard & Co, 1902), 
p. 18. 

"~AASCI, The Disease of Inebriety fiom Aicohol. Opium. and Other Narcotiç 
Dni~s:  Its Etiolow Patholw Treatment and Medico-le@ Relations T.D. Crothers, ed. 
(New York: E. B Treat, 1893) pp. 3 19-320. 

'qbid, pp. 323-324. 
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what the AASCI did was attach pliable medical jargon-diathesis-to an unexplained 

psychosomatic phenomenoa which earlier writers attributed to a weak mordit., or the 

"addictive personality," like the late Mr. M.D.B. 

The malleability of diathesis permitted multiple uses and some confusion. 

Norman Kerr, ardent supporter of the disease theory of addiction. and the cenaal voice in 

the SSI untiI his death in 1899, r e h e d  to attach the tenn -'diathesis" to ail causes of 

addiction. The distinction was semantic ratber than philosophical. Kerr mentioned the 

terni %iathesis" only when discussing heredity; he may have considered diathesis to 

descnbe an inhented condition, while he did not believe opiate addiction was always 

inherited. Opiate addiction, he said, -'cannot lay clairn to so great indebtedness to 

heredi ty... or so marked pathologicai disturbance as an antecedent or coincident 

condition; but it is in a vast number of cases an undoubted disease, a functional 

neuo~is . ' -~  Kerr's ideas rnay have been shaped by the inability of investigators to find 

distinct physical lesions relating to opium a~ldiction.~' His reference to "carehlIy 

conducted scientific experiments" reveals the limits of physiological investigation. He 

used these experiments briefly. to demonstrate that opiurn acted differently on animals 

than alcohol did, but codd not conclude about the physiological mechanisms that opiurn 

affected. Kerr and othen paralleled limited n'scientific" investigations with detailed 

clinical observation of the various forms of addiction, according to racial and gendered 

taxonomy. The few laboratory experiments that did take place, therefore, were of limited 

'?Kerr. Inebnety or Narcomania, p. 100. 

'' Dolores Peters, "British Medical Response," pp. 478-479. 
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value to explainhg the physicd location of addiction? SubsequentIy, Kerr conceded that 

a fünctional change, rather than physical lesion, was at the heart of the behaviourai and 

somatic deterioration wrought by opiate addiction. The resdts. however, were the classic 

siippery slope to depravity, reiterated in both temperance mets and medical 

investigations throughout the century. He listed the effects of opium addiction in a 

declining list of depravity: "functional derangement. impairment of the nutritive process. 

nerve exhaustion, sloveniiness, aidess laziness, a dned, wrinkied cadaverous skin. 

general wasting and emaciation, and a bent form, are prominent links in the lethal 

c haidG3 

Despite the extensive investigation and attempts to explain scientificaily the yet 

unexplained disease of addiction, the writings of late nineteenth cenniry physicians 

reflected a discowse that informed the writing of pre-disease theory writers: salvation 

came through penitence. Just as the inebriates in Woodward and Bovell's exarnples were 

often saved afler religious awakening and persona1 reflection, the cases in the later 

descriptions of the disease of addiction needed to undergo a similar penitence-atonement- 

redemption process. In his 1902 report of ciinical cases, Crothen explained generally how 

"AS A. JafEe noted, "though experts had long agreed that drugs altered bodily 
fimctions. there was little offered in the way of explmations and identification of the 
mechanisms involved in this alteration process." A. Jaffe, "Reform in American Medical 
Science: The inebriety Movement and the Ongins of the Psychological Disease Theory of 
Addiction, 1870- 1920," British Journal of Addiction 73 (1 978), p. 145. 

" Kerr, Inebriee or Narcomania, p. 10 1. Sirnilarly, in the AASCrs Disease of 
inebriety, physical mechanisms are irnplied, but the proof of these assertions was 
demonsirated in sociological and hereditarian factors. See AASCI, Disease of Inebrie~. 
pp. 317-318. 
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doctors should approach the different types of drug addicts they may confront. 

Reiterating the doctrine of specificity, Crothers recognized that "each case should be a law 

unto itself " However, his details of the withdrawal process required a submission to the 

will of the physician (penitence), and a physically wrenching therapeutic regimen 

(atonement) before the individual would be cured (redemption)." 

Salvation through science, part 1: Henry Howard's somaticism and social progress 

The flexibility of the idea of diathesis was c o ~ e c t e d  to a broader trend in reiterating 

unidentified behavioural anomalies as scientifically defined concepts, waiting to be 

explained. Linking addiction to a diathesis, a functional physical impairment lacking a 

specific location, was part of a broader SM towards distinct somatic b a i s  for behavioural 

problerns. In Canada, the somatic focus was charnpioned by Dr. Henry Howard, 

superintendent of the Longue Pointe Asylum in Quebec. Howard insisted that al1 disease 

was the result of physical lesions in the mental apparatus, and used the term "materia 

Wtans"  to describe the physicd location of al1 mental phenornena. The brain was not 

the only place of mental activity, since studies suggested that the nerves and the spinal 

column affected mental processes? In an article on "Man's Moral Responsibility," read to 

'%rothers, "The Drug Habits and Their Treatment," pp. 65-72. People who 
possessed a diathesis the obtain relief from al1 States of pain and exhaustion, needed 
gradua1 withdrawai, but a military regirnen of discipline. For others, Crothers gave ipecac 
with opium, and "the revulsive [sic] action and relaxation which followed soon broke up 
the fixation from.. .opiumm (p. 68). For brain workers and professionals, he advocated that 
"these cases shouid be treated heroically; the opium should be removed by the use of 
substitutes, and active medication follow" (p. 73). 

% ~ e n r y  Howard, " Address delivered at the opening of the Summer Session Clinic 
for Diseases of t he Nervous System, McGili University, April 14, 1 885" Çanada Medical 
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the Montreal Medical Chirurgical society in 1875, Howard explained the delineation 

between will, soui, mind, and rnorality. The wiil was the action of the immortal and 

imrnutable soui upon the body, but the individual's rnorality is determined by his or her 

physical rnakeup. "The mental and physical organization, being one mind and body, 

conaitute one animate man, inseparable and indivisible; both are the act of pr~creation-~*' 

Ten years later his materialist conception of disease was more forceful. 

If you enquire of me, what is the mind in the abstract? 1 answer you, 1 don? know; 
1 oniy know it is a phenomenon of matter. What is force? A phenomenon of 
matter. What is sensation? A phenomenon of matter. What is consciousness? A 
phenornenon of matter. What is moticity? A phenomenon of matter. What is 
intellect? A phenornenon of matter. What is instinct? A phenomenon of matter. 
What is automatism? A phenomenon of matter. What is reflex action? A 
phenomenon of matter. What is conduct? A phenomenon of matter. .." 

This materialia conception permitted Howard to see d ihess, be it mental, moral or 

physical, as based either in early development or pathological change. "There are very 

many circumstances over which we had, or have, no control-that lessen Our moral 

responsibility. None of us had a choice of parentage, the tirne or place of birth, Our early 

education and ~urroundings. '~  

cal Journal, 13 (May, 1 885), pp. 577-595. Here Howard may be referring to the 
work of individuais Iike Benjamin Carpenter, who argued that the wiii may be partiy a 
result of identifiable physical actions, such as unconscious reflexes, but Carpenter and 
others did not accept the idea that al1 aspects of the wiliful and moral being could be 
physical phenomena. See Haley, "Mens Smu in Corpore Sano: Victorian 
Psychophysiology," in Haley, The Healthv Body and Victorian Culture, pp 23 -45. 

97 Henry Howard, "Man's Moral Responsibility fiom a Scientific Standpoint," & 
Canada Lancet 8 (February, I876), p. 164. 

"Howard, "Address," pp. 879-880 

Woward, "Man's Moral Responsibility," p. 164. 
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Howard's adamant somaticism 1ed to a redefïnition of the term "moralityyyT and a 

reconsideration of the doctor's socid role. He asserted that al1 treamient of mental illness 

mua be "scientific morality.. . [which] consists in knowing the physicai cause for physicai 

effect, and this we never will know perfectly t a  [sic] physical science is made the basis of 

medical kn~wledge." '~  Howard iliustrated the connections between morality and physicai 

actions by caIiing a badly-conducted muscle "an immoral muscle; it does not, because it 

cannot, obey the will." Likewise, the indikiduai's conduct is the resdt of the physicai 

organization of the materia co~tans: 

If its functions be normal, the man's conduct will be normal, and he will 
consequently be a mord man, living in obedience to nature's laws, and delighthg in 
his knowledge of them. If its fùnctions be abnormal, his conduct wiU be abnormal; 
he will be a fool, and consequently an immoral crimuid." 

In his conception of the physical origin of disorganization, Howard used two tenns: 

"pathological defects" and "teratologicd defects." People who suffer from pathological 

defects were maniacs but could be treated and rnay be retumed to a normal aate when the 

physician treated the abnormal organ. Teratological defects, a term derived from 

"teratology," the biological study of the physicai origins of monsters, were less easily 

treated. The physical damage came From conditions of the eady development of the 

materia coeitaw, and may be irreversible, or from hereditary predisposition, which could 

not be changed. 

Although he did not specificaily discuss addiction, Howard alluded to an 

explanation of the physical causes of inebriety, and to its treatment. His argument 

'Woward, " Address," p. 5 83. 
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reflected his debt to Beard's neurasthenia thesis. The higher nerve centres, which control 

higher reasoning, and separate humans f?om anirnals, are of a lower orgaNZation, and 

therefore more susceptible to being damaged. "lt is well known what a glas of brandy, a 

dose of opium or a whiff of ether or chloroform will do with these nerve centres; 

fortunately, the lower centres, because higher organized, are not so sensitive to these 

dmgs, or there would be more deaths f?om inebriety, and, consequently, less fools and 

mania~s."'~~ Addiction, then, was either a pathological or teratological condition of the 

higher nerve centres. Treatment, if possible, would conskt in the m e  sort of moral 

scientific treatmznt that other nervous diseases required. ïhis treatment needed to be 

distinctly somatic. 

Howard's reificiation of ail mental derangement pemùned broader importance of 

medicai science. He concluded his address to the students of McGill, for example, with a 

stem reminder: "if you would be scientific mediciners [sic], you rnust be physicists, you 

must be men to study the physiology of matter in ail and every degree of its stages, 

mineral, vegetable, and animal, and then will you be truly scientific medicai men." This 

programme would aid social progress, since "every man is intellectually and rnorally what 

he is, in v h e  of the tiinctions of his physical or stnichiral organization" medical science 

wodd help the "man of law" understand both social deviance and the  rim min al.'^* 

Howard's materialistic conception of disease was part of a broader trend towards 

hding al1 disease, including addiction, in a somatic organization. Although expressed in 

L O 1 ~ o ~ a r d ,  "Add~ess," pp. 587-588. 

"%Ioward, " Address," p. 595. 
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scientific jargon. and repeatedly stated to be "scientitic," this conception ofdisease merely 

embodied the unexplainable action-or inaction-of the will. Howard did not deny the 

metaphysical, and in al1 of his articles he reminded his readers that he believed in God. 

Instead, he insisted that ail doctors needed to know to treat their patients, they could find 

by systematic scientific investigation of the body. However, most of these conceptions 

merely supplanted an acknowledged divine intervention with a mysterious but ultimately 

identifiable physical cause. This substitution of science for religion was part of a broader 

decline of religion as an explanatory discourse, but the elernents of myaery and 

stewardship of science, that were the earlier purview of the ministry, became the domain 

of a secular scientific c~rnmunity. '~~ While this trend was not restricted to addiction it 

was a defining force that gave teeth to the addiction profession. 'w 

Salvation through science, part 11: Doctors assert their authority 

United in forma1 organizations, and engaged in persistent investigations of the physical 

103 Car1 Berger, Science. God and Nature, p 47; Mitchinson, The Nature of their 
Bodies, pp. 42-43. The decline of religion has been debated for some time in the field of 
religious history; for Canada, rnost notable discussions are in Ramsay Cook, The 
bgenerators: Social Criticism in Late Victorian En~lish Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto, 1985); Michael Gavreau, The Evangelical Century: Colleee and Creed in English 
Canada fiom the Cieat Revival to the Great Depression (Montreal and Kingston: McGill- 
Queen's Press, 199 1); David B. Marshall, Secularitine the Faith: Canadian Protestant 
Clerq and the Crisis of Belief. 1850- 1940 (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1992), 
especially pp. 5 3-59; A. B. McKillop, A Disciplined Intelli~encc. 

IMSee Jim Baumohl, "lnebriate Institutions in North America, 1840- 1920" in 
Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, ed, Drink in Canada: Historicai Es- (Montreal and Kingston: 
McGiil-Queen's University Press, 1993): 92- 1 14; Jim Beaumohl and Robin Room, 
"Inebriety, Doctors, and the State: Alcoholism Treatment Institutions Before 1940," 
Recent Developments in Alcoholism. 5 (New York and London: Plenum, 1987), pp. 135- 
174. 
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origin of the moral being, doctors pressed for their elevated leadership role in society. To 

be sure, physiciaos had occupied many positions of social prominence for decades; what 

the doaors wanted was not just personal elevation, but social and cultural acceptance of 

their cosmology. They argued that when the public accepted the rnedical perspective as 

authontative, doctors might be more effective in protecting the health and integrity of the 

nation. Reinforcing these assertions was a reflection on the recent past, to a primitive 

rnedical period that has been eradicated by progress, and to a near future in which many 

forms of physical and moral deviance would disappear. This idea of docton as stewards 

of national integrity would help to drive the legisiation restricting drugs, and defining non- 

medical dmg use as wrong. Bnefly, then, I will look at how doctors formulated their role 

as guarantors of social progress. 

By the end of the century, both the AASCI and the SSI had insisted that addiction 

was a disease in need of systematic scientific treatment. The work of the two 

organizations aimed to rid the study of addiction of the mordistic and unscientific 

approach that the leadership felt marred its programme. In his introduction to The 

Disease of Inebnety, Crothers provideci a bief history of addiction treatment in Arnerica. 

He wrote that, after the first Inebriate Asylum at Binghamton New York closed, 

converted by the state to a regular lunatic asylum, opponents of the institution pointed out 

that the medicai approach to addiction was "an ' iddel work' to diminish human 

responsibility. The AASCl's program was distinctly medical and increasingly scientific, 

'OS~~SC1,  The Disease of Inebriety, 23-24. 
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as Crothers explained, works pubiished by members of the association, and in its Journal 

of Inebriety "have given great impetus to its [inebriety's] scientific study."IM Dr. Willard 

Parker had caiied the AASCI "a scientific gatheringV7 which sought to impart "scientific 

proof "'O7 Likewise, the SSI proudly proclaimed its aims of nonpartisanship, preferring 

instead the unbiased and objective aims of scientific study of addiction. Dr. James Stewart 

explained in 1892 that "here we assemble as scientific physicians to discuss the disease of 

inebriety, not the vice of dn inke~ess . " '~  By adhering to a supposediy objective scientific 

pursuit of knowledge, physicians saw their role as transcenduig the petty b i c k e ~ g  of 

moralists. 

To physicians, the role of scientific investigation was a socidy uplifking 

programme. Howard's insistence that the progress in scientific medicine would enable 

lawyers to understand deviance reflected the ideas of the inebriate specialists about the 

role of medicine in advancing society. In 1875, Samuel Parrish predicted that opium 

addiction would soon join alcoholism in requiring legislative action to prevent it. He 

called upon his professional colleagues to take an active role in educating society for this 

change. It was not the first time he made this c d ,  nor was he alone in his insistence that 

doctors play a central part in the work against addiction. .At the inaugural meeting of the 

U S C I ,  Parrish noted that "hitherto, intemperance had ben  considered mainly by 

moralists and jurists.. . who have not gone behind its visible manifestations, to seek for 

'&%id, p. 26. 

107c4~inutes77 Proceedings of the AASCI ( 1 870), pp. 2-3 

108 Cited in Bemdge, "Society for the Study of Addiction" ( 1990) p. 998. 
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absolute and primary ca~ses ." '~  Dr. E. C. Mann echoed Parrish's optimism twenty-five 

yean later, when he said that the medical profession needed to study inebriety "as 

physiologists and pathologists, and not as moralists or refomers." He proceeded to list 

more specificdy the physical and physiological phenomena that docton needed to 

consider, which emphasized the interconnection between the mind and the body. 

The laws goveming the organism, the dependence of a healthy mind upon a 
healthy physical condition, the transmission of normal sensations only through the 
media of sound nerve trunks and vice ver% . . . must be recognized and applied in 
the consideration of the subject of intemperance, and in explaining the unnaturd 
phenomena [sic] of the inebriate. "O 

Stephen Lett agreed when he stated in 189 1 that only by reco-ng the nature of 

addiction as a disease, could physicians look towards a definite, scientific cure.'" 

Doctors' social role, combined with their cornmand of medical science, was 

necessary to influence legislation and curtaii dangerous social practices. Fred. H. 

Hubbard cornrnented in 188 1 that the medical profession "has been strangely apathetic 

with respect to the increase," in opiate addiction. The result had been funher social 

danger, since addicts had been left "in the hands of unprincipled q~acks.""~ "Quack" 

treatment would lack the philosophicai and scientific nuances available to the scientific 

Medical and Su . physician. Ironically. the Canada reical Journal, in reviewing Hubbard's 

'a)Parrish, "The Philosophy of Intemperance," p. 25 

''''E. C. Mann, "The Disease of Inebnety: Spreeing and Tippiing," Canada Lancet, 
27 (June, 1895), p. 306. 

" '~et t ,  "Treatment of the Opium Neurosis," p. 828. 

"'Fred. Heman Hubbard, The Opium Habit and Alcoholism (New York: A. S. 
Barnes& Co., 1881), p. iv. 
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book complained that it was "too popularly wntten," and would have been more valuable 

to "scientific physicians" had the author used more technicd language.'" 

Doctors' role of protecting and healing the public also wodd affect legislation and 

public perception of addiction. In 1898, Dr. Aivin Rosebnigh presented the Ontario 

legislature with a plan on behalf of the Prisoner's Aid Association of Canada, to reform 

the province's drunkards. The Canada Lance1 edito rialized t hat p hy sicians should "use 

their very great influence upon the comrnunities in which they Live" to raise public opinions 

in favour of the bill."' But this great influence was moralistsc as well as technical in 

nature. Concerning the need to educate the public about the poisonous nature of alcoholic 

beverages, and their "ravages upon the various organs of the body.. . their power to 

weaken the will and moral sense," J. W. Grosvenor of Buffalo, New York wrote in the 

ada Lancet that doctors should take the lead. "The people," he explained, "will listen 

more attentively to such teachings, from the medical profession than from any other 

 source^."^'^ Here the scientific intersected with moral authority: how else could doctors 

demonstrate not only the effect on the bodily organs, but also on the "will and moral 

sense"? Finally, this onus to save the addict did have a transcendent purpose. "When we 

[cure the morphine habit]," wrote the editors of the Canada Lancet in 189 1, "without 

entailing a bondage . . . the millennium will be nearer than now." Using scientific 

c c a l  Jou '"~eview of Hubbard, r mal, 10 (February, 1882), 
p. 411. 

1 
1 4 ~  ada Lancet, 30 (June, I898), p. 533. 

%rosvenor, in Canada Lancet, 28 (May, 1896), p. 30 1. 
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knowiedge and social power to cure addiction was an important Christian calling, and 

wouid save society. lL6 

This conception of medical science as saving the nation provided a broad impetus 

for doctors to claim further social and cultural authority. Considering themselves to be the 

guardians of physical health, which now meant the entire being, moral and physicai, 

physicians extended their role to vigilantly protecting moral and mental vitality. ALfred T. 

Schofield, a British physician, illustrated the connections between mind, body and morality 

when he wrote that "the wise physician must grasp the underlying unity of the spiritual and 

material, and recognize that [diseasel of the body.. . does influence diseases of the soul, so 

does the mind influence states and diseases of the body.""' Dr. John Stewart, the 

president of the Canadian Medical Association in 1905, connected the physician's role 

more closely to the moral development of the individual and the nation, when he said "we 

should accustom ourselves to remember that the body with which we deal is of value only 

as the tenant and instrument of an indwelling spirit, and that the health of the body is our 

care simply because its ill-health may hamper the action of the intellectual and moral 

energy within it.""* Stewart's purpose was utilitarian; he saw that the oniy way truly to 

ensure the health of the body was by attending to the vitality and correct operation of the 

mental and mord being as well as the somatic. "We cannot treat Our patient to advantage 

1 
16c ada Lanca, 24 (October, 189 l), pp. 33-34. 

'"Alfred Schofield, "The Relation of Mind and Body," Western Canada Medical 
Joumai, 1 (December 1 goy), p. 550-5 5 1. 

"8~ohn Stewart, "Presidential Address," Canada Lancet, 41 (October, 1905), p. 
104. 
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ifwe regard ody his physical condition, and neglect consideration of his mental equipment 

and moral proclivities. 1'"9 Professional authority and scientific advancements enabled 

physiàans by the turn of the century to extend their hopes for authority and control to the 

entire being . 

Assening their authority over the individual body, doctors expected their benign 

control to extend to the body of the nation. As Stewart noted in his 1905 address, "it is 

with the comrnunity as with the individuai." In his presidential address to the Canadian 

Medical Association in 1886, Dr. T.K. Holmes, quoted "Froude" (probably British 

historian James Anthony Froude) who asserted that "a sound nation is a nation that is 

composed of sound human beings, healthy in body, strong of h b ,  true in word and deed, 

brave, temperate, sober, chaste; to whom mords are of more importance than ~ e a l t h . " " ~  

The editors of the Western Canada Medicd Journal concurred, noting that "the bea asset 

that any nation cm have.. . is health. ""' Stewart agreed, and extended the physician's 

social role to aid in the development of a strong and healthy "national character . the 

medical profession may have a large influence in moulding the spirit of a nation"'" In this 

perspective he created a cyclical argument that reinforced his profession's social 

importance. Public hedth iaws would help to strengthen and develop the national 

""T. K. Holmes, " Addressed Delivered Before the Canadian Medical Association," 
Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, 15 (September, 1886), p. 75. 

"'"~nfant Mortaiity" [editorid] Western Canada Medical Journal, 1 (August, 
1907), p. 369. 

'%tewart, "Presidential Address," p. 1 0 1 . 
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character, but sufficient laws could be created only by a society of noble character. 

Physicians' role, then, was to guide the public to ensure its integity and strength of 

character. Stewart further argued that the biggest threat to the individuai was his or her 

ignorance of medical and physical processes. He concluded that it was proper and 

important that one's level of education should determine the degree of one's individuai 

freedom. Physicians, educated in the physical mechanisms of the body, were better able 

to guide and protect the nation. Public health and welfare, and therefore the national 

character, would best be served in the hands of properly educated, duly recognized and 

professiondy united physicians. Their authority would ensure the liberty and integrity of 

the nation. 

The doaor's authority in social policy decisions was reiterated by representatives 

of the late-nineteenth centwy evangelicai temperance movement. The Canadian mernbers 

of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, in their work against narcotics, recognized 

the importance of communicating with doctors on this issue.I2' Their concem was both to 

'"On the WCTU in Canada, see Nancy M. Sheehan,"The WCTü on the Prairies? 
1886- 1930: An Alberta-Saskatchewan Cornparison," Prairie Forum 6 (1 98 1) pp. 17-33; 
Wendy Mitchinson, "The WCTU: 'For God and Home and Native Land': A Study in 
Nineteenth-Century Feminism," in Linda Kealey, ed., A Not Unreasonable Claim: Women 
md Reform in Canada' 1 880s-1920s (Toronto: Women's Press, 1979), pp. 1 5 1 - 167; 
Mit chinson, ''Aspects of Reform: Four Women's Organizations in 1 9th-Century Canada" 
(PhD Dissertation, York University, 1978); Daniel Malleck, "Pnorities of Development in 
Four Local Woman's Christian Temperance Unions in Ontario, 1877- 1895," in Jack 
Blocker and Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, eds., 9 (Toronto: Histoire 
Sociale/Social Hinory, 1997), pp. 189-208; Sharon Ann Cook, "Throrigh Sunshine and 
Shadow": The Woman's Christian Temperance Union Evannelicalism and Refom in 
Ontario. 1 874- 1930 (Montreal and Kingston: McGiIl-Queen's Press, 1995); Mariana 
Valverde, The Agc: of Li&. Soap and Water; Valverde, "'When the Mother of the Race is 
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rernind doctors not to prescribe drugs ifat all possible, but rnoreover to ask doctors to 

educate their patients about the dangers of drug use. The WCTU employed a variety of 

tactics, from encouraging mernbers to visit their local physicians with the union's message, 

to sending letters to medicd bodies, to entertaining medical students, and reminding them 

of the necessity of the temperate prescription of dmgs. The WCTU appears to have 

recognized the need to continually draw upon the position of doctors to get their own 

anti-drug message to the population. In 1892, the Dominion WCTU's Resolution 

Cornmittee recognized the value of education about the dangers of opium when it aated 

that: "Whereas throughout Canada the use of opium in its various forms, simply as an 

intoxicant, is spreading with wonderful rapidity, therefore be it resolved.. . . that the 

druggists and docton be requested to warn their patients in regard to the nature of opium 

and other narcotics when used as a medicine. "lZ6 The following year the comminee 

replaced the word "requested" with "urged," and the sarne passage reappeared for a 

Free': Race, Reproduction and Sexuality in Firsi-Wave Feminism," in Valverde and 
Iacovetta, eds., Gender Conflicts: New Es-s In Women's History (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, l992), pp. 3-26. 

"'The Ontario WCTU requested the Ontario Medical Council "to pledge 
themselves against prescribing narcotics, except when positively necessary," but the union 
received no reply. No record of the request appears in the records of the Ontario Medical 
Council, or the Ontario Medical Association. Report of the Annual Convention of the 
Ontario Woman's Christian Temoerance Union (Toronto: William Bnggs & Sons, 1895), 
p. 144. The Health and Heredity Superintendent, Maria G. Craig, urged the members to 
approach medical students about the concem with inordinate prescription of dangerous 
drugs. (Maria G. Craig, "Health and Heredity," Woman's Journal, 14 (January 15, 1899), 
p. 2.). 

rt of the Annual Convention of the Dominion Woman's Christian 
Temperance Union (Toronto: William Bnggs & Sons, 1 892), pp. 1 12- 1 1 3; Provincial 
Archives of Ontario, MU8398.1-8. 
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nurnber of years. 

ConcIusions 

By atternpting to wrest definîtions and discourses surrounding addiction from the hands of 

moralists and reformers, physicians asserted the primacy of science in being able to 

diagnose, treat and possibly cure addiction. This elevation of the power of science 

occurred despite any significant advances in the definition of addiction. By reifjmg 

addiction, and locating it within the body, medical scientists insisied that society should 

see its hopes for a cure to addiction in the progress of science. Likewise they explained 

theû repeated failures as a result of some mysterious (but scientifically-defined) somatic 

condition. The changes in the pathology of addiction contributed to and were the result of 

an increase in doctors' power, but these changes replaced an outsider natus based upon 

morality with one based on medical science. Mr. M. D . B.'s addictive personaiity became 

an addictive diathesis. The seemingly incurable addict, who willfuily negiected his or her 

body, remained, but now the imperative to strengthen the will was a medicai problem. 

The elevation of scientific tnith, and doctors' roles as arbiters of propriety, helped doctors 

to define the values associated with certain medical "facts" about addiction. Their 

authority in defining addiction grew, while the values they set forth remained ensconced in 

what Harding called a "moral pathology." Since the medical conception of addiction 

reiterated an earlier moral determination of drug habituation, the addict continued to 

occupy a paradoxicai position in the late Victorian medical mind-set: vice-ridden deviant 

and diseased, medicafized victim. 
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5 
'A state bordering on insanity"?: Dmgs and addiction in nineteenth-centu y 

Caoadian esylurns 

Pnor to the significant epistemological and organizational developments of the l87Os, 

discussed in the last chapter, doaors fit patients who habituaily used dmgs into earlier 

diagnostic categories based on preconcieved ideas of either behavioural or somatic 

dysfùnction. When Dr. McGillivray associated Mr. M. D.B.'s morphine habit with his 

drinking he relied upon extant categorization. The barrister's behaviour was a result of a 

profligate lifestyle, and his whisky drinking and fast Life explained his morphine addiction. 

To properly understand the broader impact of the changing ideas about dmg use, it is 

useful to consider how ideas about dmgs and addiction affected the diagnostics of general 

practitioners and the perceptions of society To address that queaioh in this chapter 1 

look at the prescriptions, admissions and case records of severd public insane asylums. 

State-run institutions were intended to ensure a degree of social stability, and physicians 

argued that scientific medicine would protect the mental and physicd integrity of the 

nation. ' Docton who referred people to the asylum were acting upon their authority to 

'While not subscribing entirely to the social control interpretation of the role of 
asylurns in society, 1 do recognize that, within the histoncal literature on asylums, a 
distinct thread of social stability remains constant. Asylurns were created for a variety of 
reasons, a key one was to contain or heal the insane, and thereby ensure social progress. 
For an oveMew of the challenges to the social control theory, see Thomas E. Brown, 
"Dance of the Diaiectic? Some reflections (Polemic or otherwise) on the Present State of 
Nineteenth Century Asylurn Studies" Canadian Bulletin of Medical History, 1 1 ( 1994), pp. 
267-295. Also Andrew Scull, "From Madness to Mental Illness: Medical Men as Moral 

f Afflictions: Madness and Soc Entrepreneurs7' in Scull, The Most Solitary O iety in Britain. 
1 700- 1900 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993), pp. 1 75-23 1 ; Nancy 
Tomes, ~ n e r o u s  Confidence: Thomas Story Kirkbride and the Art O 

1 840- 1 883 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); Anne Digby, Madness. 
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interpret an individual's behaviour as requiring state intervention. How did physicians who 

were not consciously looking for addiction interpret the condition of the habituai dmg 

user? Moreover, why did members of the public, upon whorn often rested the decision to 

seek treatment for their friends and relatives or less frequently themselves, determine that 

habitua1 dmg use required institutionalized state intervention? 

This chapter is a case study of the interaction of elite ideas, goverment policy. and 

general medical practice. My sources include records that indicate the presence of drugs 

and addiction at several public lunatic asylwns in Canada from the middle of the nineteenth 

century to the beginning of the twentieth. I also draw upon the published reports of 

dienias, and consider the specific cases of patients admitted to several key public asylums, 

those in Saint John, New Brunswick, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, and Toronto, 

Kingston and London, Ontario.' Fira, 1 examine the use of drugs and alcohol in the 

Morality and Medicine: A Stu of the York Retreat 1 876- 19 14 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985); Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, Moments of Unreason: The Practice of 
Psychiatry at the Homewood Retreat. 1883- 1923 (Montreal and Kingston: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1989); S. E. D. Shortt, Victorian Lunacy: Richard M. Bucke 
a d  the Practice of late Nineteenth-Century P-hiatry (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press 1986); Wendy Mitchinson, "The Toronto and Gladewille Asylums: Humane 
Alternatives for the insane in Canada and Australia?' Bulletin of the Historv of Medicine, 
63 (1 989), pp. 52-72; Barry Edginton, "The Weil-Ordered Body: The Quea for Sanity 
Through Nineteenth-Century Asylum Architecture," Canadian Bulletin of Medical Histoq 
1 1 (1994), pp. 375-86. 

' ~ h e  asylums were chosen for several reasons. The St John Asylurn was the first 
in British North Amenca and detailed casebooks survive; the Toronto asylurn was the first 
in Ontario, and near complete records remain of that asylum; the London asylum quickly 
became the largest in Ontario, and both the Kingston and Toronto asylum have admissions 
registers that are complete for the period under study, an essential factor for studyhg 
reasons for admission; both the London and Toronto asylum were superintended by 
notable figures in nineteenth century Canadian psychiatry; the P. E . 1 . asylum, while not a 
'cfirst'7 or largest, was overseen by a physician, John Mackieson, who lefi behind several 
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therapeutics of alienists. During the last half of the century, asylum physicians were 

debating ideas about the efficacy and value of chemical intervention in treating mental 

derangement. While part of a broader change in medicai therapeutics in North Amenca, at 

least part of this therapeutic shift was a response to public concerns over the use of 

alcohol.' Then, 1 tum to the appearance of the habitual drug user at the asylum. 1 ask 

what conditions led farnilies and physicians to send drug addicts to seek treatment at the 

public institutions, and how addiction fit into the broader diagnostic categories of asylum 

superintendents. 

The main conclusions of this chapter suggest the emergence of the concept of 

addiction as a viable diagnostic category in generai medical practice and asylurn 

therapeutics. In the 1870s irtebriety specialists had begun to consider addiction a 

functional disease requiring medicai treatment, but public asylurn medical personnel did 

not begin to identiQ dnig addiction as a form of mental derangernent that could benefit 

fiorn their intervention until several decades later. To asylum doctors at the beginning of 

the period under study, habitual drug use was a secondary characteristic to a more 

extensive, but traditional, form of mental derangement. In the early part of the twentieth 

discussions of his own interpretation of mental and physicai derangement. fiom both his 
pnvate practice, and his work at the asylum (which he carried on sirnultaneously). 

'On the therapeutic SM, see John Harley Warner, The Therapeutic Perspective: 
Medical Practice. Knowledge. and Identity in Amenca 1 820- 1 885 (Cambridge, Mass. : 
Hamard University Press, 1986) pp 143- 148; Charles Rosenberg, "The Therapeutic 
Revolution: Medicine, Meaning and Social Change in Nineteenth Century Amenca," in 
Moms Vogel and Charles Rosenberg, eds., The Therapeutic Revolution: E ~ v s  in the 
Sociai History of American Medicine (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1979), p 
17; Sarah E. Williams, "The Use of Beverage Alcohol as Medicine, 1790- 1860," Joumd 
of Studies on Alcohol41 (May 1980), pp. 543-566. 
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century, however, that diagnostic convention changed. Doctors began to describe 

addiction as a specific form of mental disease. Considering social reasons for sending the 

addicts to asylums, this chapter then explores how families sent addicted relatives to the 

asylum only after the addiction resulted in further socially destructive or offensive 

behaviour? Finally, it suggests how shifting classification of dnig use operated within a 

broader discourse of mental illness and national development to influence ideas about the 

potential social problems of dnig use. 

Drug use at the asylum reflects the emergence of a medical discourse about h g  

habituation on a micro-history level. By considering the way ideas about dmgs in therapy 

changed in the decades before the creation of prohibitory legislation, we can suggest how 

broader social movements afEected medical practice. In addition, as we examine how and 

when doctors and members of the public identified dnig use as a form of behaviour 

requiring correction. we see the foundations of the idea ofdnig use as social deviance. 

Doctors saw themselves as cornmunity leaders, but this self-perception did not necessarily 

lead to an acceptance of their ideas by the public. The intercomection between medical 

ideas and social perceptions of improper behaviour, provided in the records of asylum 

admissions, enable us to close this gap between theoreticaVinteUectual shifls and changing 

social perception. In effect, we can explore how doctors' claims to cultural authority 

successfully afÎected the perceptions of dnig addiction as a disease, which required state 

supponed medical intervention. 

1 In exploring case records from asylums, while adhering to privacy guidelines, 1 
have given the first name and last initial of al1 patients, not ody those whose identities 
must remain concealed. 
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Part 1: The use of drugs and dcohol in nineteenth ceatuty asyium care 

Substances that caused mental and often physical changes to the individual pfayed a 

multifaceted role in the nineteenth century lunatic asyfurn.' Narcotic dmgs like opium, 

morphine, chloral hydrate, cannabis indica (or Indian hemp); stimulants iike cocaine; and 

alcohol al1 had a fùnctional and a dyshctional place within the asylum community. Dmgs 

and alcohol acted both as causes of insanity, and remedies for symptoms or conditions 

under which the patient laboured. 

The role of dmgs in asylum treatment remained relatively static as physiological 

and therapeutic philosophies shified significantly . WMe diffenng in fwidarnental points, 

the physiological approach to mental illness developed and debated by John Brown, 

William Cullen (both of the Edhburgh School of Medicine) and Benjamin Rush (at the 

Pemsylvania Hospital) at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth 

centuries, drove a somatic approach to insanity that embraced a variety of treatments to 

counteract a deranged nervous system. As Nancy Tomes has shown, new physiologicai 

explanations of mental disease led alienists to treat insanity with distinctfy physical 

methods, such as depletion regimens to treat manias and stimulants to treat melancholia." 

The therapeutic skepticism of Wiiliam Tuke and Philippe Pinel near the beginning of the 

nineteenth century challenged extant p hysical therapeutics, and t hreatened the very 

foundations of the arguments that mental iIlness required the treatrnent of medical 

' ~ a r s h ,  Moments of Unreason, p p  120- 125. 

Tomes, A Generous Contidencg7 pp. 57-8; 77-80. 
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practitioners. Doctors aruggled to reassert their ascendancy; they embraced the new 

therapeutic approaches to insanity, comrnonly c&ed "mord treatment," whde seeking 

organic explmations for why mord treatment seemed to work.' Proponents of mord 

treatment argued that earlier, of?en violent somatic treatment was useless, if not harmful, 

to the physical and mental well-being of the patient. Moral therapists emphasised 

kindness, pleasant surroundings, and iimited chemicd intervention. Doctors who used 

physical remedies, whether chernical or heroic, were therefore hard pressed to j u s t e  their 

therapeutics."uke, who was a Quaker philanthropist, and not a physician. eschewed the 

therapeutics of  his contemporaries. Hoping to reconcile mord treatment with their own 

search for professional legitimacy, physicians reconceptualized insanity as requiring a 

syaem of "cerebral pathology" emphasising treatment through the "nutrition, stimulation 

and repose of the brain.'" Giving moral treatment a physiological justification helped to 

cernent the authority of physicians in asylum treatment. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, then, the diagnosis of mental illness had 

undergone significant shifis, and with these changes came concomitant changes in 

therapeutics; yet dmgs remained important in the treatment reghen. Asylum physicians 

rejected the harsh depletion regimens, prirnarily bleeding and purgings, which earlier 

alienists used to relieve over-stimulation, in favour of dmg therapies to c d m  patients. The 

'See Scull, The Most Solitarv of Afflictions, pp 188-202. Tomes, A Generous 
Confidence, pp. 80-8 1 

'Scull, The Most Solitary of Afflictions, pp. 188- 198. 
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isolation of morphine tiom opium contributed to this shift. Unlike opium, which had a 

variety of effects on the individual, nom causing nausea to some to acting as a temporary 

stimulant to others, morphine, injected subcutaneously or swallowed, was more direcily 

sedative in its actions. The swing  therapeutic priorities championed by physicians k e  

Pinel, who conceived insanity as a functional disorder caused by "abnormal trains of 

nervous mot io~"  a melding of fiinctional and organic explanations, allowed asylum 

supenntendents to use "a very flexible etiological scheme" to explain and treat insanity.IO 

These systems permitted physicians to deem a variety of activities iike drinking, smoking, 

drug use, masturbation and semal promiscuity as dangerous to the individuai's mental and 

physical heaith. 

In Canada, moral treatment cornbined with therapeutic substance use within the 

asylum walls. The government of Upper CanadaKanada West, encouraged by reports of 

a high recovery rate of patients in asylums in England, France and the United States which 

utilized moral treatment, envisioned t hat the Toronto lunatic asylum would follow t hese 

principles." The several physicians who preceded Joseph Workrnan as medicai 

superintendent of the fledgling asylum took advantage of the physicai and psychologicai 

'('Tomes, A Cienerous Confidence, pp. 80-1. On Pinei's approach to mental illness, 
see Dora Weiner, The Citizen Patient in Revolutionary and Imperia1 Paris (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), pp. 247-280. 

11 Workman's use of alcohol is documented in Thomas Brown, Living With Crod's 
Afnicted: A Historv of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum at Toronto. 183 1 - 19 1 1 (Ph-D 
dissertation, Queen's University, 198 1) and Thomas Brown, ''Workman, Joseph" 
Dictionai of Canadian Bioeraohy, Volume 1 1 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1966) pp. 1 122-1 126; see also Shom on Bucke's use of alcohol, in Victorian Lunacy, pp. 
129-130 
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effects of alcohol. l2 Beer played a threefold role in the early asylum therapeutics. 

Contemporary psychology viewed insanity to be at least partly the result of physical 

weakness, and alcohol, especiaüy b e r ,  provided a vaiuable restorative. Many considered 

it to be highly nutritious. Beer \vas also a reward for good work. One patient "works 

very hard in the yard and begs the beer as a remuneration," and another received "one 

glass of beer as a reward for working well. " l3  Finally, alcohol was a handy sedative, and 

early records of the Toronto asylum ofken suggest that alcohol given for physical 

restoration also helped sedate patients. Patients displayhg mania and dementia admitted 

in the early years of the asylum's existence oflen received "beer daily," "a small glass of 

warm beer, with a little sugar and ginger in it," "one g l a s  of beer today only"; "a g l a s  of 

beer occasionally [; patient is] getting thin in flesh? The uses of beer also suggested an 

intercomection between ideas about alcohol and opiates as therapeutic substances 

(discussed in Chapter 4). A patient who entered suffering fiom mania in 184 1, for 

example, received a g l a s  of beer a day for the fist five months he was in the asylum, both 

to restore his flesh and to calm his mania. When the physician put the patient on morphine 

to calm him down, prescriptions of beer stopped." 

The alternating use of alcohol and morphine in the above mentioned case may not 

"See B r o ~  "Workman, Joseph." 

13Toronto Asylum Casebook (Archives of Ontario, RG 10-20-8-4, MS 640 Reel 
14), respectively: p 20,John S.; p. 199 Mrs. H. 

"Toronto Asylum Casebook, records respectively, of patients Kerwin F. (p. 1); 
John G. (p. 2) Marcy C. (January 21, 1841); Samuel M. (p.8 July 22, 1841). 

'5Toronto Asylum Casebook, p. 8, Samuel M., July 22, 184 1. 
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have been a generai trend in asylum therapeutics. .4lthough few concrete records of 

treatment for each patient, givhg precise arnounts of alcohol or dmgs dispenseci, appear 

to have survived, an analysis of the asylum's purchases suggests no relationship between 

dmgs and alcohol in the asyium. Table 5.1 lists the cost o f  purchases of alcohol and 

several key sedatives beguullng in the last decade of Workman's tenure. As 1 discuss 

below, in 1880 the Ontario governrnent ceased providing funds for alcohol purchases. 

Figure 5.1 represents graphicdy the comparative expenses. The correlation equation in 

Table 5.2 demonstrates no statistically significant relationship between the instances of 

alcohol and opiate purchases in the period 1866-1 879, which suggests that the use of 

alco ho1 and rnedicine was only marguially intercomected. The subsequent lack of notable 

nse in medicine purchases afler 1880 fùrther suggests this trend: dmgs and alcohol were 

rarely substitutes. They had their distinct place in the asylum. in 1878, as discussed 

below, Daniel Clark, Workman's niccessor, would make suggestive comrnents about the 

interrelationship between alcohol and drug therapeutics in the Kingston Asylum, where 

John Dickson had ceased using alcohol but increased his use of chlord hydrate and 

opium.'6 Unfonunately, since aicohol was both a beverage and a medicine during most of 

Workrnan's tenure, these statistics are of only limited value. We c m  also look at the 

numbers in Table 5 . 1  as an indication of the relatively marginal amounts of dmgs used, 

cornpared to the ubiquity of alcohol. " 

160n this discussion, see also Warsh, Moments of IJnreason, pp. 145-146. 

17 See Appendix, on correlation coefficients, for a more detailed explmation of this 
statistical method. 
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Table 5.1 Purchases at Toronto Table 5.2: Correlation of purchases, 1866 
Asylum Compared, 186&1902 1879 

Year 
r 

1869 

1870 
187 1 

1872 
1874 
1874 
f 875 
1876 
1877 
1878 

1879 
1880 

1881 
1882 

1883 
1884 

1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 

1889 
1890 

1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 

1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 

Aedicine Medical Beer. Win1 

$246.59 $2,547.58 

$322.99 $1 -27 $2,764.95 
$291 .O0 $1 3-50 $2.1 84.X 

$277.37 $51 -1 4 $2,016.65 

$293.93 $1 23.1 8 $1,930.011 
$279.68 $63 -40 $2.086.011 
$299.22 $57.58 $1,799.05 

$295.24 nia $1.463.41 

$265.95 $4 31 -25 $890.22 

$472.52 $1 48-50 $955.03 

$397.37 $1 1 1 .O5 $1 -453.66 
$321 -74 $365.48 
$450.36 $94.13 

$367 -24 $44 .O2 

$493.29 $1 16-09 

$590.79 $60.87 

$485.62 $56.1 9 

$539.03 $39.76 

$551 -77 $37.05 
$436.04 $58.21 

$41 1 -37 $90.80 

$742.25 $1 04.20 

nf a n/a 
$580.93 $1 78.46 

$571.14 a61.60 
$807.13 $41.76 

W91.6û $86.45 
$748.83 $1 12-04 

$695.94 $70.19 
$571 -48 $81 -27 

$688.91 $1 30.26 

$599.00 $21 2-51 

$381 -16 $256.57 

$472.91 $222.73 

Source: Annuai Report of the Inspecter of 
Mlum~, 1 869- 1902. 

Medicine Medical Liquor 
Comforts 

On crrelation coefficients. see the appendix. 

Medicine 
Medical Cornforts 
Liquor 
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1.0000 
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Figure 5 . 1  : Expenses at Toronto Asylum compared. Medicine. Alcohol and Total 

1868 1873 1878 1883 1888 1893 1898 1903 
Years 

4 Medicine etc. + Beer, Wine Spirits t Total Expenses 

Source: Annuai Reports of the Inspecter of Asylums, Sessional Papers of Ontario, 1869- 
1902. 
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Although dmgs as sedatives were secondary to  liquor in early asylum treatment, 

they soon surpassed the more sociaily-charged use of alcohol. Opiates had wide utility in 

asylurn therapeutics throughout the century. Physicians whose diagnostic epistemology 

asserted that insanity was generaliy the result of physical shocks that unbalanced the 

delicate somatic balance had few qualms about using dmgs. Any means to restore the 

equilibnum was sufficient. A mid-century example of this perspective is provided in the 

records of Dr. John Mackieson, the attending physician at the Provincial Lunatic Asylurn 

in Prince Edward Island. Mackieson believed that insanity was exclusively the result of 

improper brain a~t ivi ty . '~  "The muid appears to be disordered," he told the legislature in 

1 872, "only because the organ through which its operations are manifested is not in a 

condition of health."19 Tlie body was unable to transmit properly the will of an imrnortal 

and inflexible soul, a perspective held by many rnid-century alienists. Unlike many others. 

however, Mackieson tended to eschew the use of moral treatment. Mackieson, who 

graduated fiom the Glasgow School of Medicine in 18 15 was influenced more direaly by 

the physical therapy of Scottish physicians, Brown and Cullen, than by the moral therapy 

of the British Quaker, Tuke, and the French asylurn physician , Pinel, and he employed 

'8Mackieson's work has recently been exarnined by David A. E. Shephard in two 
separate articles, "A Light on Medical Practice in 19~-Century Canada: The Medical 
Manuscripts of Dr. John Mackieson of Charlottetown" 3 
Journal7 159 (Augua 1 1, 1 W8), pp. 253-257; "An Island Doctor: The Life and Times of 
Dr. John Mackieson, 1 795- 1885," Island Manazinc 3 8 (FaWinter,  1999, pp. 32-3 8. 
For a less glowùig picture of Mackieson, see P. E. Rider, "'A blot upon the fair name of 
our Island': The Scanda1 at the Charlottetown Lunatic Asylum, 1 874" Island Maigzing 39 
(Spting/Surnmer, 1 W6), pp. 3-9. 

'%lackieson, "Reports to the Trustees of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum," printed 
intheJ m y ,  rn f h rin Jceuary 3 1,1872. 
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treatments which rested upon direct organic counter-irritation, rather than any identifiable 

form of moral treatrnent. Physicai therapies iike cold showers or warm bath would 

help restore the body's balance, while heavy doses of dmgs would c a h  the patient." 

Patients whose insanity Mackieson attributed to  fever, for example, would receive a cold 

head bath each day, or more Bequently . One patient received morphine and "head 

showers with cold water, night & rn~rning."~ Another. diagnosed with monornania 

received "a purgative powder, to be foilowed by the Black Draught [sic], and her Head 

and Shoulders to be showered?"' A patient diagnosed with puerperal mania, 'has no 

organic ailment.. . [Il Ordered the Shower Bath to the Head, and shoulders daily and to 

have a tonic mixture."" Another w o m a  whose condition Mackieson diagnosed as being 

"moral insanity" "has not corporeal ailment, but States that her bowels are slow[.] Was 

ordered a Purgative Powder and a mumire of Quinine and Tincture of ~tee1."'~ 

Mackieson saw insanity as frequentiy resulting from a shock to the body, often through a 

severe change in bodily temperature (dunking in cold water, or going from the cold air to 

the warm air too quickly, for example), which could have either organic or bc t iona l  

- - -  - 

"Shephard, "An Island Doctor." 

"Mackieson, "Reports to the Trustees of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum," printed 
in the J o f g s l a t i v e  Council, January 3 1. 1 872. 

"Case book of the PEI Lunatic Asylum, Case 3, July 27, 1868. 

"Case book of the PEI Lunatic Asylum, Case 4, August 27, 1868. 

"Case book of the PEI Lunatic Asylum, Case 6, August 27, 1868 

LICase book of the PEI Lunatic Asylum, Case 5, May 25, 1869. 
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redts. Consequently, he had few qualms about prescribing h g s  to keep the patient 

cairn while the physical remedies restored the body's naturd condition. He employed 

primarily opium and chloral hydrate in this capacity. He may have recognized however, 

the dangers of dnig habituation. In his private practice he would conclude many 

treatments in which he had prescribed large doses of opiates with a prolonged period of 

weaning the patient from the d r ~ g . ' ~  

M e r  asylum physicians also employed dnigs as therapeutic agents in directly 

treating insanity. John Waddell, the Medicd Superintendent of the St. John, New 

Brunswick asylum from 1849 to 1875, and du, a graduate of the Glasgow School of 

Medicine (two decades after Mackieson) looked for both humoural Unbalance and 

fùnctional derangement when diagnosing insanity. While he rarely recorded his treatments 

in his casebooks, Waddell usuaily observed the state of the patient's bowels and the 

patient's ability to sleep. Opium was valuable in addressing both of these abnomai 

conditions. since it could relieve costive bowels and induce sleep." In the London asylum 

in the early 1 870s: Stephen Lett, then an assistant physician, was "trying hydrate of 

chloral" to calm a "violent & destructive" patient. Mer  several days of this treatment, the 

%ee the description of cases found in Mackieson's private practice records. He 
collected notable cases in a book he may have intended for publication. See John 
Mackieson, Sketches of Medical and Surszical Cases: Exhibitine a Concise View of the 

Method of Treatment Ado~ted 
in the More Im~ortant Cases of Disease. With Notes and Practical Remark~. 
(Unpubiished Manuscript, date 1 826). Public Archives and Records Office, Prince 
Edward Island. David A. E. Shepherd discusses this work in "A light on medical 
practice. " 

" ~ e e  for example, Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, March 27, 1866, p. 350. 
Provincial Archives of New Brunswick. 
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doctors stopped the "chloral," which had worked weli to help the patient sleep and made 

hirn "much more quiet during the day."" 

With the growing force of arguments for "moral treatment" over chernical 

intervention, asylum physicians resorted less fiequently to drug therapy. Daniel Clark of 

Toronto noted his growing concem over chernical treatment in general. In June, 1 888, 

Clark read a paper on Neurasthenia to the Ontario Medical Association in which he 

argued that treatment of neurasthenic patients must include "no chloral, no opium, no 

dcohol; in short, no artificial stimulant, soporific or narcotic." He insisted that "three 

hours of natural sleep or rest have in them more recuperative power than nine hours of 

stupor or drugged quiehide. Such short cuts to rest ody murder natural sleep and stranefe 

the heroic efforts of nature to corne back to normal  condition^."^ In his 1895 textbook, 

Mental Diseases, Clark conceded that drugs could sometimes be effective. yet he 

maintained that "medicine is only an assistant to nature. . . there are no cure-alls in 

phamacy and therapeutics. . . We c m  only steer the vessel, but its propeiling power must 

be lefl to nature's vital agency."" To Clark the asylum physician's role was as an assistant 

to nature, and it was a function that only physicians could fi11 adequately. 

Clark's perspective at the end of the century had been forged both through his own 

 o on don Asylum Casebook (Archives of Ontario, RG 1 O-20-C, MS 856, reel 1 ), 
p. 51. 

9an ie l  Clark, 'Neurasthenia," abstracted in the Canada Lancet? 20  (July, 1888), 
pp. 330-33 1 .  

'9)aniel Clark, Mental Diseases: A Synopsis of Twelve Lectures (Toronto: 
William Biiggs, l89S), pp. 202-3. 
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experience in the direct asylum treatment of his patients and in his encounters with the 

bureaucracy of the Ontario legislature. In 1 877 and 1 878, the moraiity of aicohol in the 

care and treatrnent of the Uwne became a topic of debate in Ontario. In February, the 

legislature's Cornmittee of Public Accounts held a series of meetings to examine the need 

for alcohol in asylum treatment. It called Cl& Workman, Lett-still assistant physician at 

the London Asylum-and Dr. John R. Dickson, the medical superintendent of the Kingston 

Asylum, to answer questions about the value of aicohol in therapy. The committee's 

inquiry coincided with broader political rnovements. since in 1879 the federal govemment 

would enact the Canada Temperance Act, or Scott Act, a local option act that reiterated 

the pre-codederation Dunkin Act (1864)." Clark, Workman and Lett defended the 

importance of aicohol in the broader therapeutic ecology of the asylum. They drew upon 

persona1 experiences to defend their use of alcohol, and Clark embarked upon a protracted 

discussion of the work of notable medical authorities who endorsed aicohol as a medicine. 

When asked if he used alcohol "for the purpose of eflecting a cure" for insanity, Clark 

replied that "ail such treatment tends to effect a cure, but.. . nature does primarily the 

cure." Alcohol could aid nature in curing the patient, if a cure was p~ssible.'~ Dickson 

who had ceased using alcohol in 187 1, argued from statisticd tables that, since 187 1, the 

death rate and recovery rate in his asylum was more favourable than in either Toronto or 

London. He referred to a few medical opinions, notably Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson, a 

"See Reginald G. Srnart and Aian C. Ogborne, Northem Spirits: A Sociai H i s t o ~  
of Alcohol in Canada (Toronto: Addiction Research Foundation, 1996), pp. 40-43. 

""~ppendix 1 : Report of the Cornmittee of Rems," Journal of the Assemblv of 
the Province of Ontario (1 878), p 2 1. 
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physician to severai hospitais in London, England and Dean of St. George's School of 

Medicine, and Dr. Ezra Hunt, fiom Memichen, N. J. to support his assertions. The latter 

had presented a paper at the International Medical Congress in Philadelphia in 1876 which 

rejected alcohol as a valuable food or rnedi~ine."~~ Partly as a result of this cornmittee's 

findings, the lnspector of Asylums, J. S. Langmuir, instructed each medical superint endent 

to cease using alcohol as a food. "[Tlhe supply of malt and spintuous liquors mua be 

accepted and looked upon entirely as medicines, and only to be given upon the 

prescription of the Medical superintendent." He also reduced the combined appropriation 

for beer, wine and spirits fiom $4000.00 to $1600.00.~ 

In their subsequent reports to the Provincial Inspector, the asyIum physicians 

cornmented upon that directive and its potential ramifications. Clark included in his 1878 

report to the legislahire a twelve page article arguing in detail the importance of alcohol in 

medical treatment, and especially in treating insanity. He constructed his argument on 

three main themes. First. he quoted Ontario Provincial Treasurer and later Minister of 

Education Adam Crooks (whose name becarne attached to the provincial Liquor license 

legislation, or "Cr~oks'~ Act of 1876), who had observed that "everybody knew that there 

were such varïeties of physical constitution and so many varied conditions of hurnan 

nature, that it was impossible for any government, assembly of medical men, or convention 

""~eport of the Cornmittee of Retms," pp. 20-29; 42-49; 5 1-57 

""I2epon of the Inspector of Asylums," Sessional Papers of Ontario (1 878) p. 25. 
As the records of Table 5.1 suggen, this appropriation appears to have been entirely cut 
off in the next few years. 
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of experts, ever to arrive at a conclusion in favour of an invariable systern of treatment."35 

For Clark, the Inspector's directive was a direct challenge to medical authority. Second, 

he noted that many eminent physicians agree that alcohol is a vaiuable medicine. He cited 

such luminaries as dodors W O O ~ ; ~ ~  Francis Anstie, a physician at London England's 

Westminster Hospital and instruaor at its school; W. B. Carpenter, professor of 

physiology at the Royal Institutions, London and professor of forensic medicine at 

University College, London; Henry Maudsley, physician to the Manchester Asylum and 

professor of medical jurisprudence at University College, London; and even Benjamin 

Ward Richardson, whom Dickson had cited in support of his decision to cease ushg 

alcohol in therapy. Although Richardson was opposed to aicohol in medicine, Clark cited 

passages of  the doctor's work to suggest that alcohol did have nutritive and therapeutic 

value. Finally, he repeated the assertions he had made in front of the Cornmittee of 

Retums, that, "If 1 gave opium or hydrate-chloral, the patients would always feel worse 

the next day."" He expanded upon these sentiments, stating that alcohol was superior to 

opium and chloral hydrate because the sedating effkcts of the latter two came at the price 

"Clark, "Report of the Medical Superintendent of the Toronto Lunatic Asylum" 
( 1 878), p -28 1 . Hereafter, niperintendents' reports will be recorded as "Report" with the 
year. On Crooks, see "Crooks, Adam," Dictionarv of Canadian Biogra~hy Volume 1 1. 

%&ch "Dr. Wood" is uncertain. In 1860, Dr. George Bacon Wood published A 
Treatise on Therwutics and Pharmacology or Materia Medica (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 
1860) and in 1877 Dr. Horatio C. Wood published A Treatise on Thera~eutics 
Cornorisine Materia Medica and Toxicology (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1877). Since Clark 
referred to Wood's "recent" work on therapeutics, he probably meant H.C. Wood. See 
Clark, "Report" ( 1878) p. 283. 

""~eport  of the Cornmittee of Returns" (1 878) p. 23. 
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of signincant physiological dangers. "Opium will produce reg for the time being, but as a 

d e  it is followed by nausea, Fretfùiness and debility. Hydrate chloral will produce sleep, 

but as a d e  weakness and general lassitude follow its use. . . A dose of whiskey once a 

day wiii have more eEcacy with no disagreeable feelings following, than can be effected 

by another h g  whatsoever its shape and potency. "" Above d, Clark noted, chlord and 

opium when used in insanity, often led to addiction. 

Clark support ed his argument with several suggestive pieces of evidence attacking 

Dickson's defence of his cessation of alcohol in therapy. He suggested a revision of the 

statistical tables Dickson had provided, to illustrate the comparative insignificance 

between the death and recovery rates of the Toronto and Kingston asylurns. He also 

provided a table comparing the use of opium, chloral and morphine in the Toronto, 

London and Kingston asylurns. This table demonstrated that a sigruficantfy larger amount 

of these "more pernicious dmgs" were employed by the physicians who endorsed the 

elimination of alcohol in their asylum practice. He also rerninded his readers that just 

because Dr. Hunt's paper was read at a prestigious gathering, did not mean its views had 

the endorsement of the membership of the organi2ation." Finally, he included severai 

cases. in which alcohol provided the necessary therapeutic solution. Two of these cases 

were wornen who had contracted the opium and chloral habits through medicai treatment 

prior to amiving at the Toronto Asylum. Both were relieved by regular doses of whiskey. 

38Clark, "Report" (1 878), p. 290. 

3%id, p. 28 1 
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and sent home?" 

Clark directly contradicteci the evidence of his medical colleague, while enforcing 

the idea of the authority of physicians in guiding poiicy fiom a transcendent vantage point. 

Clark reminded his readers that he was himselfin favour of the prohibition of aicohol as a 

beverage. "In fact," he said, "my scrap-book contains editorials and printed 

correspondence more pointed and forcible than polite, which were hurled at my head, 

because of my defence of prohibition Mews. "" Showing how his learned medical 

perspective endorsed aicohol in spite of his personal moral opinion of drinking, Clark both 

disassociated medical alcohol fiom everyday drinking, and suggested that medical opinion 

should operate on a plane that transcended comrnon social Ee. Clark could set aside his 

own persond feelings for the sake of objective medid science. By citing the words of 

Crooks, whose name was tied to the provincial local option legislation (Crooks Act, 

1876), to reinforce the need for medical authority to operate outside of legislative 

intervention, Clark could bolster his claims of objectivity. 

Nthough not the focus of Clark's attack, Richard Maurice Bucke soon 

charnpioned the rejection of alcohol in therapy, and he and Clark debated their 

perspectives in their superintendent's reports for several years." In 1877, mon after 

'?On Bucke, see S.E.D. Shom, Victorian Lunacv; Wendy Mitchinson, "R. M. 
Bucke: A Victorian Asylum Superintendent," Ontario Histoq 73 (Decernber, 1 98 1 ), pp. 
238-254; Mitchinson, "Gynecological Operations on Insane Women, London, Ontario 
1 895- 190 1 ," Joumai of Social History, 15 (Spring l982), pp. 467-84; Che$ Krasnick 
(Warsh), "'In Charge of the Loons': A Portrait of the London, Ontario Asylum for the 
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asntming the niperintendency of the London Asylum, Bucke argued that "without saying 

yet that [alcohol] is never a desirable medicine in [insanity]. . . 1 can say that 1 believe that 

[the insane's] best interests demand only a very limited use of these medicines. "" By 

1879, he proudy recordai that he had used "but a very srnail portion of the six hundred 

dollars granted by the Governent  Iast year to purchase alcoholic stimulants for the use of 

this asylum." He funher boidly contended that physicians who stiii believed that aicohol 

was necessary in successful treatment, "while not less honest and intelligent than are those 

who differ fiom them, are sirnply, on this point, mistaken, j ua  as were the majority cf the 

profession in the matter of blood-lening a hundred years aga."- He resolved to use 

alcohol only in a diluted form, and he would take the expense fiom the appropriation for 

medicines. By 1882, he reported that a year earlier "1. . . ceased prescribing it entirely, 

and during the year just closed no alcohol in any fonn has been used at this institution, nor 

do 1 expect to use any in funire. "" 

Bucke's persona1 encounter with therapeutic skepticism coincided with the 

investigation of the Cornmittee of R e m s ,  and the subsequent debate over alcohol and 

other dmgs in asyiurn therapeutics. S. E. D. Shortt described how Bucke's f d e d  attempts 

to treat masturbation surgically led him into a period of therapeutic conservatism, 

Drawing upon the works of therapeutic skeptics like German psychiatrist Richard von 

Insane in the Nineteenth Cenhiry," Ontario History 74 (September, 1982), pp. 138- 184. 

*'~ucke, "Report," ( l878), p.3 13 

UBucke, "Report," (1 879), p. 33 1-2. 

"~ucke ,  "Report," (1882), p. 70. 
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Krafft-Ebing; and John C. Bucknill and Daniel H. Tuke716 Bucke determined that the best 

treatment of insanity was not chemical or surgicd, but moral treatment.*' In treating his 

patients, Bucke began to reduce his therapeutic use of alcohol, dmgs, and physical 

restraint. Unlike Dickson, however, Bucke initially hesitated to conclude that his new 

therapeutic approach resuited in significantly higher recoveries or lower death rates than at 

the other asylums. "The death rate and the recovery rate at an institution are Iiable to 

wide fluctuations fiom a great variety of causes, but [my statiaics show]. . . that the 

disuse of alcohol has not atfected prejudicially either the one or the other of them. " He 

contended that he had never argued this change in therapeutics would have revolutionary 

shift in asylum treatrnent, "1 simply said that alcohol did no good, was a useless expense, 

and that its use at the Asylum did h m  by tending to keep alive in the country the delusion 

that aicohol is a valuable agent in the treatment of disease."" As Warsh noted, by 1884, 

Bucke described as "remarkable" the 1% decline in death rates and the increased recovery 

ratesea9 

While Clark argued that restriction of alcohol was a violation of the authority of 

rnedical professionals, Bucke argued that medical science could gain in authority and 

precision ody by abandonhg outdated techniques Iike alcohol in therapy . By associating 

 utho hors of A Manual of Psycholo@cai Medicine (1858) reprinted four times, last 
reprint 1879. 

"shorn, Victonan Lunacy, pp. 127-1 28. 

48 Bucke, "Report" (1 884), p. 69. 

'Warsh, Moments of Unreason, p. 147. Bucke, "Report" (1 884), p. 69. 
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the therapeutic use of alcohol with generally discarded practices like blood letting, Bucke 

suggested that his perspective could lead a sociaily progressive society forward. In 1888, 

he attempted a scientinc explanation for the deterioration resulting nom substance use. 

To Bucke. alcohol affected the brain by penetrating the nerve, and damaging the fiagile 

nerve molecule. The alcohol molenile, he asserted, was harder and smaller, and therefore 

could pass "in al1 directions between and among the nerve molecules." When the two 

molecules collided, the nerve molecule would be darnaged. The effects of this process 

appeared in the behaviour of the individual. 

Observe now a man swdow several ounces of alcohol. .. His eyes brighten, 
his muscles brace up, become more tense, his ideas flow, he begins to talk, 
perhaps sing, speaks louder than usual, wants to fight, feels that he is very 
strong.. . AU this (on the hypothesis) simply means that the alcohol 
molecules, rubbing against the nerve molecules, have caused more or less 
collapse of a greater or less number of these. . . 'O 

In comparison to chemicds that are useful to mental processes, Bucke explained the 

damage that "alcohol, chloral, morphia etc., etc.," by insisting simply that "they have no 

business among the nerve molecules, no provisions is made for them there, and when they 

get there, they are simply foreign bodies, hostile element~."~' 

Bucke proceeded to discuss this basic molecular action with relation to other 

intoxicating chernicals, listed in Table 5.3. Morphine and Strychnine, Bucke noted, were 

the largest and hardest of the molecules. They, consequently, did more darnage than 

laughmg gas, methylic alcohol, sulphunc ether, common alcohol and amylic afcohol; the 

Wucke. "Report" (1 888), pp. 33-34. 

"%id, p 36. 
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effécts Iasted longer and each was, therefore, a "tme int~xicant."~~ The afhïties Bucke 

drew between the biochernical relationship of these nine substances, however, coiiapsed 

somewhat when he related t hem back to their effects on the mind. Strychnine, which held 

physical characteristics similar to morphine "acts on the motor centers while they [the 

Table 5.3 : Dr. Bucke's list of intoxicants, 1888. - 
No. - 
1 
7 - 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 - 

Laughmg Gas 

Methylic Alcohol 
Sulphuric Ether 

Cornmon Alcohol 
Amylic Alcohol 
Chioroform 
ChIord Hydrat[sic] 
Morphia 
Strycha 

No. Of Atoms Atomic Weight 

44 

32 

45 

46 

88 

1 19.2 

165.2 

303 

334 

other eight] act first and chiefly on the centers of moral and intellectual life."" Bucke's 

attempts to explain the functional outcome of chernical reactions in the brain often rested, 

precariously, upon assumptions that begged the question he was trying to answer. For 

example, he attempted to explain that sugar, starch and resin could not pass "into the 

substance of the nerve centers" by asserthg that "'dmbtless the size and shape (the latter 

p i t e  ~~nkrtow~t to us) determines which can pass and which cannot." He did not know the 
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shape of these molecules, but since they were not dangerous to the mental facuities, they 

had to adhere to his theory, which the above quotation purports to support. He then 

proceeded to explain why sulphur could p a s  through the nerve molecule and not cause 

damage: "the reason. . . is d'bt[ess that being an elementary body and not a compound 

molecule, its atom is s m d  and smooth." This assertion foilowed his admission that they 

couid not know the shape of chernicakY Bucke's self-serving science helped him to argue 

that medical science and society in general couid only benefit fiom the eradication of 

alcohol in therapy and in general use. Since it also provided scientific bais  for temperance 

sentiment, Bucke's perspective could help legitimize the role of "scientific" medicine in 

social policy. 

The success of Bucke's arguments in helping to shape alcohol policy in Ontario, 

and in reinforcing extant temperance sentiment with the goverment, was suggested in a 

series of fiery letters between Dr. Charles Kirk Clarke, superintendent of the Kingston 

Asylum from 1885 to 1905 and the Inspecter Dr. W. T. O'Reilly in 1887. Perusing the 

accounts of purchases at the Kingston Asylum in 1 886, Dr. O'Reilly noticed a c l a h  for a 

purchase of wine. The Bursar of the asylum, William Anglin, reported that Clarke "says 

that Whiskey and Brandy as well as Wine have been had for the Asylum recently, and no 

objection had been made."" O'ReiUy reviewed previous repons, and then asked Clarke to 

explain his actions. O'Reilly reminded Clarke of the decision to cease permitting alcohol in 

"lbid, p. 3 5. Emphasis added. 

"~ngl in  to O'Reilly, Feburary, 1887. (The record says 1877, but that carmot be 
accurate, given the penod of tenure of O'Reiliy, C. K. Clarke, and the dates on the 
subsequent letters). Archives of Ontario, RG 63-A- 1 #6748. 
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Ontario asytums, and the debates at the end of the 1870s. Clarke was an assistant to 

Daniel Clark in Toronto at that t h e .  While Daniel Clark conthued to argue against the 

decision to remove the allocation for alcohol, the Provincial Secretary, Arthur Sturgis 

Hardy, wrote to Langmuir about the former's disapproval of Clark's opposition: 

if Dr. Bucke and other medical superintendents can secure the ordinary good 
health of their patients without the use of liquor, and Dr. Clark feels that he cannot 
do so, then I would at once recommend that Dr. Clark be removed to some smaller 
institution conducteci without the use of liquor, that somebody else p e ]  placed in 
charge of the Toronto Asylum.. . Liquor is or  is not necessary for patients in Our 
asylums, and expenence and the opinion of the Legislature are in kvour  of  its non- 
use and I certainly concur with that !" 

O'Reilly told Clarke that any use of alcohol as medicine mua be done on the medical 

superintendent's "own responsibility," a statement whicb given the inclusion of Hardy's 

decision to remove Daniel Clark in 1880, must have been a veiled threat. 

C. K. Clarke replied by insisting that he had done nothing wrong, and thaî he ofien 

used alcohol as medicine in his treatments. The problem had been that the Bursar's report 

had listed wine separately, instead of with other medicines. His interpretation of  the 

outcome of the debates in the 1870s was that "the use of alcoholic liquors as beverages 

should be discontinued in the Asylumsy' and Lirnited to use as a medicine. He reflected 

Daniel Clark's argument that the goverrunent should not dictate on medical issues, stating 

that 

my impression was that the governrnent placed medical men at the head of 
Asylums for the purpose of caring for the unfortunate insane in an intelligent 
manner and doing everything possible to restore the domina t e s  t o  sanity. I have 
also been under the impression that the Gov't did not wish to dictate any particular 

" 0 ~ e i l l y  to C. K. Clarke, March 3, 1887. Archives of Ontario, RG 63-A- 1 
#6748. 
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h e  of medicd treatment to be followed-being satisfied that its officers were 
properly qualified to carry on this part of their duty successfùlly.'"' 

Upon Clarke's request for the g o v e m e n t  to make a final decision on this matter, OReilly 

replied that Clarke "must use alcohol.. on your own responsibility" and that the 

govenunent agreed with Bucke's recent conclusions about the medical value of ending 

alcohol in therapy." Bucke's "scientific" conclusions bolstered extant temperance 

sentiment S. 

Drug therapy permeated other aspects of asylurn treatment. When Clark and 

Bucke debated the value of the non-restraint movement, the issue of the danger of drugs 

in therapy emerged once again. Clark argued against the "mania for absolute non- 

restraint" and stated that those who reduced their dependence upon physical restraint 

would turn to  chernical means of sedating patients. 

[I]n many of those Institutions where the much-condemned mechanicd 
restraint is vetoed, large quantities of sedatives and narcotics are used. 
This means that mechanical restraint is put upon the brain in another form 
by soothing potions, not intennittently, but continuously. . . Opium and its 
salts, hydrate chioral, croton-chloral, and kindred drugs, are the sheet 
anchors; and under their influence, the usud restraint becomes 
unnecessary. This narcotism [sic] is not called restraint, but it is the wora 
kind of it . s9 

When Bucke began his use of non-restraint, he countered simiiar arguments with the 

contention that he had not "used any morphia, chloral, or  other sedative dmg for the 

"C. K. Clarke to O'Reilly, March 5, 1887. 

5gO'Reilly to C. K. Clarke, March 14, 1887. 

'Qaniel Clark, "Report" (1878), p. 244-245. 
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purpose of quieùng or calming any noisy or violent patient. "" Bucke explained his new 

therapeutic perspective as "the re-humanization of the patient" and proceeded to explain 

the role, or non-role, of chemical intervention in this goal. "1 do not believe that drugs are 

capable of taking any important part in the attainment of this end, the agents upon whicb 1 

think we shall have ultimately to depend are kindness, management, hygienic measures, 

such as fiesh air, good food exercise, rea, sleep, etc., regular work, amusements, 

properly ordered mental exercise, and other similar means . . ?' 

The use of drugs and alcohol in therapeutics, then, was part of a broader discourse 

about the proper role of physicians in treating of insanity. Positioned on opposite sides of 

several medical debates, Clark and Bucke could still agree that doctors should have the 

exclusive authority to define and control the appropriate use of drugs and alcohol. To 

them both., medical professionalisation had an essentiai social role, but the uncertainty 

about the processes of the body, and the constantly expanding and often contradictory 

scientific conclusions about chemical therapy, continued to be rnatters of intense debate. 

The power of their evidence was necessarily modulated by politics and social 

temperaments. Since drug and alcohol therapy continued to be an important part of 

medical and psychological practice, these debates could be particularly acrirnonious. 

'%ucke, "Report" (1 884), p. 70; On alcohol in therapy, see Warsh, Moments of 
Unreason, pp. 145- 1 46. 

61Bucke, "Report" (1884), p. 68. 
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Part II: Asylum admissions and categoMs of diagnosis 

The decision of how to use dmgs in asylum therapeutics was only part of the operation of 

dmgs and alcohol in the life of the asylum. Doctors, Iike Bucke and Clark, recognized the 

potential dangers of substance use, but working in institutions in which mental 

derangement manifesteci itseff in many fonns, they had to confiont a variety of physical 

and behavioural conditions to treat their patients- In this section, we turn to examine the 

appearance of dmgs and drug use within the broader context of public asylum 

admissions. '' 

First, 1 look at the process of asyium admissions, then 1 look at the reasons why 

people cocnniltted their dnig using relatives or f?iends. The process of asyium admissions 

was a bureaucratie interaction between general practitioners, the public, and asylum 

physicians. Expanding that discussion to the admission of patients whose diagnostic 

profile included dmg use, 1 explore the inexact nature of front line diagnostics in helping 

us to recognize addiction. Since the diagnosis of insanity relied upon the impressions of 

6 '~  should distinguish between the goals of my study and those of Warsh on the 
Homewood Retreat (Moments of Unreason, 1989). Since Homewood, especidy under 
Stephen Lett, promoted itself as a place to send drug addicts, the conscious recognition of 
dmg addiction as a condition requiring medical aid was implicit in the patient's arrivai. 
People sending fnends and relatives to Homewood did not have to decide that addiction 
was a mental ihess  requiring treatrnent; they were sending their loved ones to a "retreat" 
for treatment of their dmg habit. The condition itself may not necessady have been 
considered a mental ilhess which could properly be addressed at an asylum. My purpose, 
however, is to look at the way that ideas about addiction, and the interpretation of 
addiction, emerged f?om other, more traditional categories of insanity. Warsh's work is 
vaiuable for understanding the demographics of upper class addiction and some of the 
general themes surrounding addiction as a medicaiized problem. My work se& to see 
the development of this problem from a secondary, and not necessarily problematic, aspect 
of a patient's psychological profle, to becoming itseff a form of mental dienation. 
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the behaviour of the patient, the evidence about this behaviour provides indications about 

how drug use fit into earlier conceptions of mental disease. 1 use severai instances where 

the records suggest a h g  habit, but the dmg habit itseifwas not considercd by those 

observing the behaviow as the primary reason for comrnittal. This examination is 

important to the thesis because it helps to da* how the medical interpretation that cimg 

addiction was a form of mental disorder reiterated the need for state intervention. L find 

that pnor to 1900, h g  addiction was an attendant condition of other, more traditional 

forms of mental derangement. M e r  the tum of the century, addiction emerged as itself a 

form of alienation. Then, when we consider reasons families sent addicted relatives to the 

asylum, we can identie some broader social forces that drove the interpretation that dmg 

habituation, and the attendant behavioural modifications that it caused, was a condition 

requiring asylurn treatrnent. These two discussions explore how the authority of 

physicians as protectors of public d e t y  and heaith, manifested itself in the actions around 

addiction. Drug addiction slowly became another form of social deviance that required 

state control. 

Asylum admissions were an interactive process, and they provide a means of 

understanding the views of both medical professionals and some rnembers of the general 

public. The proMncial govemments entrusted the care of the insane to a medical 

superintendent and his staff, but the decisions to send the patient to the asylum came from 

several directions. Doctnrs' examination and refends paved the way to the asylum gate. 

This documentation provided the asylum aaK with an initial impression of the patient's 
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case up to the t h e  of his or her amival, and was crucial to adequate treatment. T 

Miliman, Second Assistant Physician at the London Asy1w-11, noted in an 1880 article in 

the Canada Lancet, that doctors needed to observe proper diagnostic procedures to aid 

the asylurn personnel in their treat~nent.~~ Patients could also arrive at the asylum fiom a 

gaol upon a warrant from the Lieutenant Govemor. In this case, the patient was in gaol 

for safe keeping or for committing a crime or mischief Warrant patients required the 

assessrnent of one doaor, and the endorsement of a magimate. Unlike certificate 

patients, warrant patients were not fiee to leave once the asylum physician determineci him 

or her to be cured. A warrant of discharge was necessary before a warrant patient could 

leave. The development of the system of admissions, and the several flaws of the system, 

have been the topic of other works, and do not need to be examined here in any depth? 

For our purposes it is important to recognize that the records of the initial visit to the 

asylum were not just the impressions of the asylum personnel. The admitting officers 

generally recorded the information proMded on the refend letters, dong with other 

6.r. Millman, "Admission of Lunatics into Asylums" Canada Lancet, 13 (October. 
1880), 33-38. 

"Wendy Mitchinson, "Reasons for Cornminal to a Mid-Nineteenth-Century 
Ontario Insane Asylum: The Case of Toronto" in Mitchinson and Janice Dickin McGinnis, 
eds., Essavs in the History of Canadian Medicine (Toronto: McClelland And Stewart, 
l988), pp. 88- 109; Mitchinson, "The Toronto and GladesMlle Asylums: Humane 
Alternatives for the Insane in Canada and Austraha?" Bulletin of the Histop of Medicine 
63 (1989):, pp. 52-72; Barry Willer and Gary Miller, "Classification, Cause and 

ian Psychiatrie Associatm . . 
Symptoms of Mental nlness," Canad n Journal 22 (August, 
1977), pp. 23 1-235; Warsh,"The Medical World of the Asylum: Diagnostics and 
Therapeutics" in Warsh, Moments of Unreason, pp. 37-62. Shom, Victorian Lunaq, pp. 
49-56; Geofiey Reaume, "999 Queen Street West: Portrait of Life at the Toronto 
Hospital for the Insane, 1870- 1940" (PhD Dissertation, University of Toronto, 1997). 
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qualitative data provided by f w ,  fnends or even the poiice officers that brought the 

patient to the asylurn. Subsequent entries record the assessrnent of the patient's condition 

and progress by the medical personnel. 

The medical superintendent had Limited control over eligibility to enter the asylum, 

although some evidence suggests that he could shape the demographics of his institution in 

accordance with personal or govemmental policy aims. Ln the 1850s, owing to 

overcrowding at the Toronto asylum, for example, the Cavement  of Canada gave 

Joseph Workman permission to deny entry to patients whose condition he did not consider 

urgent. This poky could allow Workman to refuse those he did not beiieve to be insane 

based upon his persona critena? Other asylurn superintendents were not so forhinate. 

John Waddeii, a dedicated temperance reformer, repeatedly noted his outrage at the 

govement's decision, in the early 1 850s, to permit poiice who picked up drunks on the 

Street to take them to the asylurn. This procedure contradicted medical authority and 

defined dninkenness as a form of insanity which deserved state intervention. Waddell 

followed the d e s  of his superiors, but he was not happy about it. In the Toronto Asylum, 

during its early yean, several entries note repeated visits by individuais suffering delirium 

tremens. Some of these patients' visits lasted only a few hours.' Yet delirium tremens 

was not necessarily an admissible form of mental disorder. In 1850, when admitting a 

"Sec Bv-laws Established bv the Board of Directors of the Provincial Lunatic 
Asylurn. Toronto. C W. (Toronto: Carter and Thomas, 1852) of Bv-laws o f  the 
Provincial Lunatic Asylum Toronto. C. W, (Toronto: Rowsell & Ellis, 1862). 

66 See, for example, Richard B. patient, who entered on September 7, 1846, and 
stayed for seven hours. Toronto Lunatic Asylum Admission Records. Patient #409. 
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patient mffering fiom delirium tremens, an asylurn officer wrote across the admission 

fonn, "Delirium Tremens-ought not to have been admitted.'" Whether this refiects 

policy decision, or a revised definition of insanity by asylurn personnel is unclear. Yet 

afler that note, admissions of patients with delirium tremens practicdy ceased. 

Asylum physicians drew upon knowledge of physicd processes and practicd 

expenence to interpret the diagnoses of patients who arrived at their institutions. Asylurn 

records demonstrate how the physicians viewed conditions through potentidy static 

diagnostic paradigms that precluded the incorporation of different forms of derangement. 

They often sought conditions to explain behaviour that seemed to fit a specific etiology, 

and used their expertise to challenge the diagnostics of general practitioners. For example, 

Waddell's temperance perspective may have coloured his diagnoses, since he often looked 

for alcoholism to explain behaviour that appeared to be that of a dmnkard. Unlike some 

asylum records, those for the Saint John Asylum did not routinely record "habits of life" 

generally referring to a tendency to be temperate or intemperate and industrious or Iazy; as 

a result when Waddell noted whether or not a patient was temperate, the inclusion was 

significant. For a man who arrived at the asylurn in Febmary, 1863, WaddeU observed 

that there had been "no report of his being in liquor," although the symptoms suggested 

othenvise." Another man, this one suicida], who had tned to kill himself with an overdose 

of laudanum, was "a temperate man" an observation which implies that the attempted 

67 Toronto Lunatic Asylum Admission Records. Patient #904 (unclear, could be 
906). 

"Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, February 19, 1863, p. 234. 
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suicide suggested he was a drinker." More perplexing for Waddeii was Michael Q., 

brought to the asylum by police, and acting rowdy, not uniike "someone who had partaken 

of a stimulant, but [the police] could not detect the alcoholic breath?' 

Waddell was not alone; other physicians' cornments suggest s i d a r  diagnostic 

presuppositions, often chdenging the information provided in referral forms. While 

assistant physiciui in the London Asylurn, Stephen Lett, noted of  one patient's admission 

forms, "Causes said to be unknown but 1 (S. L. ) fancy dnnk. '"' When trying to detennine 

ifanother patient's condition was hereditary, Lett comrnented that, "Friends Say not 

hereditary, but 1 (S.L. ) think this d~ubtful."'~ Masturbation was another convenient 

diagnostic category. One patient at London was "in good bodily health; looks iike a 

rnasturbator.'" At the Toronto Asylum, the admitting physicians occasionally rejected the 

exciting causes suggested by referring doctors, and inferred the "solitary vice" instead. 

One patient's insanity was "said to be [the] death of his rnother. but masturbation more 

likely," and another's doctor suggested the cause was sunstroke, but the admitting 

physician observed "more probably masturbation. "" 

69Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, June 2 1, 1862, p. 2 1 1. 

 aint nt John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, Michael Q., February 3, 1876, p 1 15. 

7 '~ecords  of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum, London, (hereaf'ler, London Asylum 
Casebook), RG- 1 O-20-C vol 5, page 247, patient # 1039. 

"London Asylum Casebook (Male), vol 5, page 242, patient # 10 12. 

73 London AsyIurn Casebook (Male), page 365, patient # 1265. 

74Toronto Asylum Admissions Records, patients #4833 & #4925. 
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This tendency to seek causes where none may have existed, and to rnarginalize the 

observations of referring physicians and others who were more farniliar with the individual 

patient, reflects a sigruficant aspect of asylum medicine. More than just demonstrating the 

subjectivity of asylum diagnostics, it implied a belief in the power of the medicd 

superint endent over the field of psychiatry and c hdenged the referral system whic h 

asseried the authority of physicians in the state's control of social deviants. While 

reinforcing a hierarchy of psychological knowledge, at the top of which sat the asylurn 

medical staff, it also chdenged the authority of the broader medical profession. Doctors 

oflen argued that the specific nature of disease was unique to each patient, and thereby 

required individualistic treatment. Daniel Clark made this comment when defending his 

use of alcohol and challenging the Ontario Govemment's blanket rejection of alcohol 

therapy, as did C. K. Clarke when chdenged by O'Reiily in 1887. The specificity 

argument also was fundamental to their defence against patent medicine vendors and self- 

help schemes, and it bolstered doctors' bid to gain broader professionai powers. Yet 

asylum physicians' tendencies to extrapolate certain conditions from symptoms where they 

may not have existed, chailenged the spirit of that medical knowledge. Disregard of 

letters of referral also made asylum physicians liable to overlook key aspects of the 

patient's condition. Taking patients from across the region, medical supeintendents rarely 

had prior knowledge of the individuals who arrived at the asylurn gates. 

The subjectivity of diagnostics suggests a potential that dmg use or addiction 

could rernain unidentifïed, or that, when identified, its sigruficance was marginalized. Prior 

to the tum of the century, addiction does not appear to have been part of the diagnostic 
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categories used by physicians. Meeting both behaviour and physical appearance, 

addiction could fade before more common diagnostic precedents of asylum psychology. 

In rnany accounts of addiction, the patients were emaciated and drawn; some exhibited 

mania, while others were desultory, and often suicidai. Yet these appearances and actions 

were not exclusive to addiction. Compounding the problem of diagnostics was the 

potentid that addicts wouid not disclose their condition. The Provincial Inspector of 

Ontario observed in 1 886 that any list of causes of insanity wiil be flawed because, 

amongst other reasons, the family or the individual may not wish to divulge embarrassing 

information, such as "if the patient has been addicteci to any particular vice or excess."" 

Long before investigators attached a social opprobnum to dmg addictio~ Thomas 

DeQuincy preferred to keep his addiction secret, and published his first version of his 

Confessions of an Endish ûpium Eater ( 1 82 1 ) anonymously. '' This recognition of the 

secrecy of drug users was not confined to the users themselves or the medical profession. 

The comments of the chair of the 1849 legislative cornmittee investigating liquor laws in 

Upper Canada, discussed in Chapter Four, recognizes the idea that drug use was a sohtary 

indulgence. Mr. Gugy, the cornmittee chair, argued that opium eating would never 

'"'~epon of the Inspector of Prisons, Asylums and Hospitals," Sessional Papers of 
Ontario (1885), p 8. The inspecter provided this qualification annual when discussing the 
table of "Causes of W t y . "  This cryptic phrase Iikely referred to more commonly 
identified behaviour, like masturbation or aicoholism, but what is important in that quote is 
the fact that f d e s  kept some conditions secret. 

76~arssinen, Secret Passionsl Secret Remedies: Narcotic DNES in British Society, 
1820- 1940 (Philadelphia: The Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1983), p. 5. 
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become as prevalent as liquor because opium inspired soIitary cons~rnption.~ 

The solitude of the drug user fit a pattern of behaviour that concemed asylum 

physicians: the improper and introspective focus of mental energy. As Michael J. Clarke 

has discussed, a key aspect to theories of mental alienation nom as early as 1800 was the 

belief that conditions like morbid introspection-focussing too persistently upon a single 

activity or idea-were central causes and forms of ii~sanity.'~ Moral treatrnent, which 

atternpted to redirect the patient's attention to a variety of " healthy" pursuits, attacked that 

singe-mindedness. Clarke mentioned masturbation specificdy as a form of particdarly 

aberrant behaviour (to the Victorian physicians) which contributed to, and was indicative 

of, deeper mental derangement. The dmg usefs tendency towards secret or solitary 

activity paraileiled the behaviow of a masturbator. The thematic similarity between 

masturbation and addiction as causes of insanity should not be overlooked as merely 

coincidentd, since both behaviours in those deemed insane reflected a dominant theme in 

nineteenth century psychiatry, the concern over morbid introspection. The behavioural 

sirnilarities between masturbation and drug addiction Iead us to speculate that addiction 

was another one of those single-minded pursuits that doctors felt could not possibly have 

been healthy. Recreational drug addiction, unlike alcoholism, was self-indulgent, inspired 

introspection, and had no practical purpose. It aiso spent vital force and misdirected time 

n ( 1 849), Appendix ZU. 

78Michae1 I. Clarke, '"Morbid Introspection', Unsoundness of Mind, and British 
Psychological Medicine, c. 1830- c. 1900" in W. F. Bynum, Roy Porter and MichaeI 
Shepherd, eds., Anatomv of Madness Vol 3: The Asylum and Its P-hiatq (London: 
Routledge, 1988) pp. 71-101. 
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and energy in a developing industrial civilkation forged by a work ethic that eschewed self 

indulgence and wa~tenilness.~ Drug addiction, therefore, bore aspects of behaviour that 

fit into Victorian psychiatrie diagnostics. yet the addiction itselfdid not need to be 

identifiecl for a dnig user to be a candidate for asylum treatment. 

Drug use as condition of insanity 

Many descriptions of patients arriving at the asylums suggested the potential that the 

patient used dnigs, but before the last decades of the century, physicians rarely considered 

habitua1 dmg use as a cause of insanity. When dmgs did appear in the patient's records, 

they were linked to an earlier conception of the relationship between mind and body. As 

Charles Rosenberg has shown, the idea of psychosornatic iuness had an entirely difTerent 

meaning in mid-nineteenth century medical treatment: physicians ofien attributed physical 

disease to mental or moral dissolution, and mental derangement could similarly be the 

result of distinct physicai causes." In most asylums, the superintendents encountered 

some patients whose k a n i t y  was apparently the result of physical shocks, iike being 

dunked in or showered by cold water, or the shock of excessive medication. Michael M., 

an Irish f m e r ,  arrived at the Toronto Asylum in June, 1847 with a condition that was 

79 On drug use and industrial society, see Wolfgang Schivelbusch, Tastes of 
Paradise: A Social Hi story of S~ices. Stimulants. and Intoxicants (trans. David Jacobsen) 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1992); on dmg addiction as chailenging bourgeois 
sensibilities see Bemdge and Edwards, Opium and the Peoplg Chapter Four, "Opium in 
the Fens"; Chapter Nine, "Opium and the Workers: 'Infant Doping' and 'Luxurious Use"'; 
Chapter Eighteen, "Changes of Scene." 

*ocharles E. Rosenberg, "Body and Mind in Nineteenth Century Medicine: Some 
Clinical Ongins of the Neurosis Construct" Bulletin of the History of Medicine 63 (1 989), 
pp. 185-197. 
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"thought to be f?om taking med. which did not agree with him." He stayed there for the 

rest of his life. " LLikewise, p hy sicians attributed the derangement of Delilah H., a 26 year 

old domestic who anived at Toronto in 1 864, to "med'n used for bronchitis. "" 

Basing their assessrnent s upon phy sical appearances, subjective references, and 

penonal experience, physicians often understated or missed key factors in the individuai's 

condition, such as dmg use. Admission registers illustrated the W a l  point of contact 

between the asylum physician and the patient, and were not necessarily an accurate 

depiction of the conditions surroundhg the individual's alienation. in the St. John asylum, 

Waddell also often attributed behavioural change that may have resulted from drug use to 

other, more orthodox, diagnoses. Joseph S., who had been treated by Dr. Thomas 

Geddes of Yarmouth for rheumatic atfliction in the thigh and hip, seems to have been a 

victim of classic iatrogenic addiction. The treatment of the leg was unsuccessful, and 

resulted in a maintenance supply of hypodemiic morphine to deal with the pain. "[Albout 

8 months ago he fkst showed symptoms of imbecility which increased to a form of 

hypocondriasis. [The patient] was formerly lively [and] cheerful, is now sad and 

despondent, and the tendency is to injure himself by taking morphine."" Joseph's case 

dernonstrates the potential to view an addiction as another form of mental disorder. The 

physical manifestation of prolonged opiate dependency could appear as a form of 

depression or imbecility. The "potential to injure" suggests an indefinte conception of the 

"Toronto Asylum Admissions Register, Michael McC. patient # 5 17. 

=~oron to  Asylum Admissions Register, Delilah H. patient #3039. 

"saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, July 18, 1871, p. 553. 
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results of taking large doses of morphine. Was the patient attempting suicide, or  just 

using an amount of morphine that codd be fatal to  one who had not developed a 

tolerance? Finally, a desire for repeated doses of medicine Like morphine could fit a loose 

definition of hypochondna. That Joseph was an addict seems highly likely; that his 

addiction was not initidy identified suggests the difficulty physicians had in recognizing 

addiction when they were not yet looking for it. 

The only case in which Waddell recognized opium addiction, was that of William 

M., who had become addicted to opium while in the East indies. Here again, Waddeil- 

and the referring physicians-initiaily diagnoseci the condition with more comrnon 

categories of concern, despite a history of opium use. William arrived at the asylum as a 

"suicida1 dninkard," and Waddell's description of the case identified the process of the 

patient's opium addiction. He "had previously been to the East Indies as Capt[ain] of a 

ship, and it is supposed that he contracted there the inordinate use of opium." Once he 

retumed to Canad* he lost his supply of opium, and spent the winter in a state of 

delirium. "He had so far [ceased]. . . his opium in May that he crossed the Atlantic as a 

mate in a ship of his father intending to go East again, but having returned to his old habits 

again in Liverpool, he was [urged]. . . by the Capt. of [the] ship to return home.. . ?¶a 

William's experience retlected many of the growing myths and realities of opium in 

Western society. The slow decline uito opium, exposure to the dens in Asia, the pain of 

release, the retum to old habits, and the moral and physical decay that resulted (he arrived 

at the asylum "dissipated and dark") were the images fiom contemporary alannist 

"Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, August 10, 1 876, p. 160- 16 1 . 
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narratives describuig the dangers of opium." However, even with this suggestive history, 

Wdiiam did not arrive at the asylum until he appeared to display suicidai tendencies. 

Although the above cases suggest that drug addiction was the principal cause of 

the behavioural change, since the physicians themselves rnarginaiized the patient's 

addiction while they sought other, more traditional forms of mental derangement. our 

observations must remain speculative. In some cases, however, h g  use was not 

identified in the initial entry documents, but became an issue of the patient's condition f i e r  

he or she came under the institution's care. Three cases illustrate the ways in which h g  

use could appear in the etiology of the patient's insanity. Neither physician who referred 

John M. to the Toronto asylum in 1895 mentioned the existence of a dnig habit, but John 

admitted upon his arriva1 that "he had abused the use of chlord and other drugs."" He 

was a mode1 patient, "always acted quiet and gentlemanly" and appears to have recovered 

rapidly. He lefi the asylum two months after his ad~nission.~' Catherine A., conceded 

upon her amval at Toronto in September 1884, that she habituaily took 30 grains of 

morphine, yet her referring doctors did not mention this condition. Alt hough they 

recognized the extreme quantity of Catherine's opiate consumption, the asylum physicians 

"See, for example any editions of Oscar Wilde, A Picture of Donan Gray 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1974); Charles Dickens, The M~stery of Edwin Drood 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972) Wilkie Collins, The Moonstone (London: Chatto, 1907). 

'bHis age is not clear, it may have been 3 1 or 37. 

87 The asylurn practice was to send patients on probation first. John was formally 
discharged soon afterwards. Toronto Asylum Casebook, patient #7773, page 403. 

'8Toronto Asylum Admissions files, patient #58 10 
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were not certain that the drug use was the primary cause of Catherine's debility. The 

"morphia [was] nopped on admission which mzgh clear insan[ity]," wrote the adrnitting 

physician." Here, too, the direct relationship between insanity and addiction had not been 

established. The exciting cause of her condition was listed as "mental trouble upon loss of 

property. 

In these cases, the main cause of the patient's aberrant behaviour rnay have been 

drug addiction; however, whenever these doctors noted that the patient used drugs 

habitually, they considered the addiction secondary to more traditional categories of 

mental alienation. Their reliance upon traditional categones was bolstered by the fact that 

the patients were not sent to the asylum until they demonstrated behaviour that chalienged 

social noms. Al1 of the patients were either suicidal or homicidal, and these conditions 

suggest the social role for the asylum as a place to correct deviant behaviour. Addressing 

the overt behaviour of the patient was centrai to asylum therapeutics. Sometimes surface 

syrnptoms were dl that asylum physicians addressed. For example, examiring asylum 

therapeutics in Revolution-era France, Dora Weiner has show how depletion regmens 

rnay have been successfùi in treating insanity because "they ofien weakened violent 

patients into cornpliance, so that they were pronounced cured and dismissed.'*' 

Moreover, as Howard J. Shaffer has explained in reference to Levine's classic "Discovery 

'?oronto Asylum Casebook, patient #5 8 10. Emphasis added. 

voronto Asylum Admissions files, patient #58 10. The role of morphine in 
Catherine's condition remains unclear, however, since she died four days after her arrivai. 

' ' ~o ra  Weiner, The Citizen-Patient, p. 254. 
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of Addiction," clhicians generdy only find what they are looking for, rarely new 

 condition^.^' Likewise, when treating patients who may have b e n  habitual dmg users, the 

doctors sought specific behavioural aberrations that chdenged social n o m ;  until 

addiction becarne one of those forms of deGance, it was a secondary condition of i n d t y .  

The identification of drug use as a primary factor in insanity was a gradual process. 

For some patients who arrived at the asylum, dmg use did appear in their psychological 

profile, yet their physicians deliberated whether or not drug addiction itseff constituted 

insanity. Dr. John Fulton sent the femaie patient Thomasina M. to the Toronto asylum in 

1875, nothg that hen "is more probably a state b o r d e ~ g  on insanity, than active insanity 

[and] is apparently caused by the habitual and excessive use of opium." Thornasina 

confirmed her use of three to four ounces of laudanum each day, but her doctor could not 

decide ifthis was i n ~ a n i t y . ~ ~  A male patient, Charles O., who arrived at the London 

asylum in 187 1, had been "under treatment by private practitioners who have by al 

appearances given him large doses of morphine or some other preparation of opium." Yet 

the referring physician was unable to determine if addiction was actually insanity, and 

questioned "very much this being a case of brain disease; I fancy the great trouble was the 

use of too much opium.. . to procure sleep. For both of these cases, addiction was a 

problem, but it was not insanity. 

9-%oward J. Shaffer, "nie Discovery of Addiction: Levine and the Philosophical 
foundations of Drug Abuse Treatrnent," Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment 2 ( 1989, 
p. 42. 

93~oronto Asylum Casebook, patient # 434 1 

"London Asylum Casebook, vol 1, p. 86. 
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Table 5.4: Causes of insanity in patients admitted to Ontario Asylums, 1879- 1908. 
Cause 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 93 94 98 96 97 98 99 99" 00 01 02 03 O4 06 06 07 08 
Drink M 3 2 4 4 9 4 4 2 3 6 1 1  4 8 1 1  8 6 13 16 31 25 52 29 74 
PRDSP w 1  3 1 1  1 1  1 1 2  4 4 1 4  5 1 2  

Drugs M 
V\ 

Drink M 
g EXCIT. V\ 
w 

$ Drugs M 
Vi VI 
11 Total M 
5 VI 
w 
W 

NOTES: "Drug use" indicates mention of drugs, namely, opium, chloral, morphine or cocaine. 
There was no report of causes in 1892 
* In 1899 the Ontario Legislature sat twice; both Sessional Papen are listed as "1899." 
""Morphine habit" listed as a category, but no patients listed, in 1899 and 1900. 

Source: Annual Report of the lnspector of Asylums, S~ssional Papers of O n w ,  7879-1 908. 



Despite the difference in conditions and results, ail the abow cases are of patients 

whose dnig use was not considered to  be their form of mental derangement; at most, it 

was a contributing factor to their ùisanity. This etiological construction began to change 

near the end of the century. Table 5.4 provides a lia of the fieguency that drugs appeared 

as causes of insanity in the admissions of Ontario asylums from 1877 to 1904.~  As the 

Ontario Provincial Inspectors noted. the usefulness of any lia of causes of insanity was 

restricted by the fact that the cause was ofien unclear. Daniel Clark also argued this point 

in 1898, noting the diaculty in linking insanity directly to alcohol or (less fiequently) dmg 

habituation. Usually, he said, dmg use that appeared at the asylum was an indication of a 

deeper problem.96 These numbers, although not presenting a definite impression of the 

patients' conditions upon amival, suggest a general growth in the idea that substaxe use 

could cause insanity While sigmficantly more patients had conditions caused by drink, 

several patients' disorders were listed as having been caused by drugs. The classifications 

seem tied to the conditions, and before the tum of the century, drug use was not identified 

"The Ontario Legislative records appear to be the only ones in Canada that appear 
to have considered drug use in an early period. In British Columbia, for exarnple, dmg 
use was occasionally a factor in insaniîy, but not until the end of the century was any form 
of drug habituation included regularly in the list of causes. This discrepancy may have 
been a result of the individual goals of the governrnent officiais (like the Inspecter) or of 
the fact that, with more asylums, and a larger urban population, Ontario may have seen 
more incidents of drug use being associated with insanity. 

%Clark, "Annual Report of the Medical Superintendent of the Asylum for insane, 
Toronto" Papers of the Leeislative Assembly of Ontario (1898), p .39. This sentiment 
was also expressed by T. Millman, who, while assistant physician in London, wrote an 
article for the Canada Lancet instnicting physicians on how to fil1 in the asylurn admission 
forms properly. See "Admission of Lunatics into Asylums" Canada Lancet 1 3 (Oct, 
1880), pp. 33-37. 
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under a single name. Such an identification might suggest an emerging uniform concept of 

illness, or policy towards a condition that resulted from drug use. In 1889, for example, 

three patients had the "chioral habit," and in 1896, two had the "opium habit." By the end 

of the century, "morphine habit" was a recurring category, even though frequently no 

admissions were iisted in that category . Ln 1 897 the category was "mcrphine and 

cocaine," a title which does not indicate whether the two were taken in tandem, or only 

recordeci together. In the annual report of Dr. C. K Clarke, the Superintendent of the 

Kingston Asylum, drug use merged with alcohol into the generai category "intemperance 

in drink or drugs." The notable increase in the cases of alcohol and drugs as causes of 

insanity, while not large enough for statisticai tests. do suggest that those refemng people 

to asylums, or the asylum physicians themselves, saw drug use more eequently as a viable 

cause of mental iilness The evidence of the Royal Commission on the Liquor T r a c ,  

which investigated the nature of alcohol consumption in Canada at the end of the 

nineteenth century, reinforces this suggestive data. In letters to physicians, the 

commission included the question "In your opinion, does the use of intoxicating beverages 

increase the number of insane persons?" Out of 1457 letters, 1052 answered in the 

affirmative, 228 in the negative, and 177 made no or "indefinite" repliesgi The change in 

the perceptions of dmgs as causes of insanity after the turn of the century requires more 

scnitiny . 

Taking the admissions registers of the Toronto and Kingston asylums for 

 in utes O fEvi de n ce O f t h e R ovd Commission on the Liguor T r a c  in Cana& 
Volume 1 (Ottawa: 1892), pp. 53-55. 
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comparative purposes, we can see how the identification of addiction as a f o m  of mental 

derangement emerged in the first decade of the twentieth centwy Since the Toronto 

Asylum included a "superior ward" to attract wealthier patients who coutd afford it, and 

its demographics rnay have been skewed towards richer patients, I have examined the 

records of the Kingston Asylum, which, by the 1870s. no longer included "criminally 

insane" patients? Table 5.5a-c demonstrates that, when we consider dmg-using patients 

by class of I o d a  we find that Toronto attracted more weaithier addicts. This fact mua 

temper subsequent conclusions. Once again, the small nurnber of cases make any more 

elaborate statistical tests irrelevant; these observations, therefore, are more suggestive 

than conclusive. 

The gendered nature of addiction is a notable factor in these admissions records. 

As Tables S. Sa-c demonstrate, while the Toronto asylum adrnitted slightly more male dmg 

users than female, the Kingston asylum adrnitted signtficantly more women with dnig 

habits than men. This differentiation may have been the result of the cost of admission to 

Toronto; it is possible that families could j u s t e  the expense of sending male members to 

the superior wards of Toronto. since men were considered breadwimers. That 

preponderance of men in Toronto may have been balanced by the absence of male "pay 

patients" in Kingston since, as Table 5.6 illustrates, the two asylums taken together divide 

the genders alrnost everdy. This total may be a coincidence, however, since the 

''~he Toronto asylurn had several levels of paying wards, a $3 ward, and a 
"superior" ward in which many patients paid $6.00 or more a week. See admission 
records of the Toronto Asylum, Archives of Ontario, RG- 10-20-B. On Kingston's asylum, 
see Catharine Sims, "An Insthtional History of the Asylurn for the Insane at Kingston, 
1856- 1885" (Master's Thesis, Queen's University, 198 1 ). 
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Table 5Ja "Class" of drus user patients by the arnount 
they paid. Toronto asylum: 1 875- 1906 

toS6 

Men 

Table 5 . 5 ~  Class of drug user patients 

Women 

Totals 

Table 5.5b "Class" of h g  user compareci, 1 875- 1906. 
I I 

- 
I 

- 

to %3 

5 1 

patients by the amount they paid. 

19 

6 

17 

Patients 1 Pay 1 Free 

Free 

Toronto 1 Men 1 14 1 5 

2 

5 

Kingston 1 Men 1 O 1 6 

N/A Totai 

1 

6 

Both 1 Total 1 32 1 19 

Women 

Table 5.7 Substance used in cases of addicts, 

2 

2 

Table 5.6 Gender of admissions in which 
drug use is a cause or form of insanity 
1875- 1906 

1 1  

30 

8 

Substance Toronto hF 

7 

Cocaine 12 10 Male 

Fernale Opium B 16 1 I 
Cocaine Total 1 30 2 1 5 1 

19 

I l  

*Including "other dnigs"; patient was descn 
Sarrces for ail tables: Admission Registers 
for the Toronto Asylum and the Kingston 

6 

15 

as having a "drug habitmor cases in which the 
condition included "alcohol and other drugs." 

25 

16 

Asylum, 18754906, Archives of Ontario. 
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rable 5.8 

Asylum 

Toronto 

Kingston 

Gendei - 
Male 

Female 

Male 

Femaie 

Total 

[enta1 Derangement in drug use cases, 1875- 1906 

* Includes "Mania with cocaine habit" 

Table 5.811 

IAsVlum 
Toronto 

Kingston 

Table 5.8b Form of Derangement in drue use: 1900- 1906 

Form of Derangement in dmg use: 1 890- 1 899 

Toronto 

Gendei 

Other or N/A 

2 

1 

1 

1 

5 

Gender 

Male 

Femaie 

Maie 

Female 

Total 

Male 

Femaie 

Melancholy 

1 

O 

O 

O 

Kingston 

1 1 Total 

Mania 

6 

1 

O 

1 

S m e s  for all tables: Admission Regiaer of the Toronto Asylum and the Kingston 
Asylum, 1 875- 1 906, Archives o f  Ontario. 

Dmg Habit 

O 

O 

O 

O 

1 18 
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demographics of other asylums would also have been affecteci by the attraction of  

Toronto's "superior wards." W e  a notable number of men at Toronto were wealthy 

professionals, the numbers on the chart may not be entirely indicative of how many 

professionals entered the asylum. The physician John B., for example, entered as a ûee 

patient, but Daniel Clark put him in the $6 ward because the ward "to which he really 

belonged" was full. Clark was eventudly criticized by f a d e s  of the paying patients for 

extending "t his kindness" to John? 

As Table 5.7 suggests, the dfierences in demographics at the two asylums, 

however, also appears to have afTecîed significantly the types of dmgs the patients used. 

Men at Toronto were much more Likely to use a variety of drugs, or combinations of 

dmgs, than were women at that asylum, and men and wornen in Kingston. ail of whose 

dmg use generally involved opium or occasiondy opium and alcohol. Cocaine use was 

significant among the Toronto male addicts, but not to the other patients. '00 Cocaine was 

more often combined with habitua1 use of other drugs, a trend that rnirrors the findings of 

Warsh in her study of Homew~od. '~ '  The first admission of a cocaine user at the Toronto 

asylum was an analytical chernist in 1895. Of the eight male patients whose dmg use 

included cocaine, three were physicians: one of the patients used cocaine exclusively and 

two combined cocaine with morphine; a fourth doctor took cocaine and alcohol, and is 

?oront0 Asylum Records, patient #8360. 

1 ()"I discuss the emergence of concems over addiction to  cocaine in Chapter Six. 

'OIWarsh, Moments of I lnreason, pp. 160-6 1 . Coincidentdy, among the 
numerically more addicts at Homewood, Wanh only found eight cocaine users. 
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thereby îisted in the "other" category of Table 5.8. 

Cases of addiction in the admissions records of the asylurns suggests how drug use 

entered the lexicon of asylum diagnostics through traditional channels. It was fira a cause 

of other traditional forms of insanity, such as rnelanchoiia and mania, and later became 

itself a form of mental dienation. In the first years of the twentieth century, earlier 

categories broke down as psychologias sought new answers to the persistent problem of 

diagnosis of insanity. In 1908, for example, this re-evaluation of traditional categorization 

received the endorsement of the govenunent of Ontario when it created a new system for 

classifying insanity. The categories began with "Psychoses Associated with Toxaernia," 

which included the sub-categories of "morphinism, cocainism, and several forms of 

dementia associated with alcohoiism. 'O2 Prior to this official shifi, physicians had begun to 

re-consider their classification system, a reconsideration which increasingly recognized 

drug addiction as itself a form of mental derangement. Tables 5.8a and 5.8b illustrate the 

"Forms of Mental Derangement" in which drug use appeared either an exciting or less 

fiequently predisposing causes in patients entering the Toronto and Kingston asylums. 

Since, as demonstrated earlier, drug use in the nineteenth century could ofien be mis- 

interpreted or mis-categorized, we cannot conclude that incidents of dmg use increased, 

yet the growing incidents of dmgs as causes and forms of insanity, illustrate a changing 

recognition of the potential for dmgs to significantly alter behaviour. Therefore, these 

statistics suggest a terminological incorporation of drug use and addiction within the 

'''S. A. Armstrong, "Regdation Respecting the Classification of Insanity to be 
Adopted in aLl Hospitais for the Insane of the Province of Ontario," Report of the 
Inmecton of Hos~itals for the Insane ( 1908) pp. xü-xiü. 
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classification of cause and forms of insanity in the fkst decade of the twentieth century. 

Dmg use was now a mental iiiness which observers, be they family, &ends, doctors or 

other officiais, believed required institutional care. 

This temiiiologicai shifi did more than recognize drug use as a form of insanity . 

Just as aicohol use and mamirbation were causes of insanity that doctors expected to find 

when confionting certain behavioural anomalies, some evidence suggests that drug use 

becarne a similar presupposed cause of insanity. This change took place about the same 

time that drug use actually became a form of mental derangement. In Kingston, in 1907, 

the adrnitting physician began to note the absence of drug use in manic and demented 

patients who arriveci at the asylwn. A f m e r  suffering fiom "acute mania" had habits 

described as "industrious, temperate, no dnigs" a housewife with chronic dementia was 

"active intemperate no drugs" and another with delusional mania was "active not addicted 

to alcohol or d n i g ~ . " ' ~ ~  When we compare the referral fonns, on which details of the 

cases were provided by the patients' refening physicians, with with the admission 

registers, in which the asylum's adrnitting physician transcribed the information on these 

forms (and supplemented it with his own observations), we see a further tendency to 

regard dmg use as a cause or form of insanity. A grocer who entered the paid wards at 

the Toronto asylurn in August 1899, for example, was melancholy corn the death of 

several children and business losses. His doaon noted these tragedies drove him to take 

"drugs, chlorai and laudanum" but considered the predisposing cause of his derangement 

to be the loss of his children, and the exciting cause to be hancial diffculties. The 

'03Kingston Asylum Casebook, respectively, patients #4049,4063,4087. 
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admitting physician wrote that the cause was "alcohol, laudanum & chioral." The man's 

condition was probably more than just addiction, however, since he remained for over two 

years . 

This determination that drug use was a distinct cause of insanity may have served 

to blur other conditions. Just as we must be carefbi when trying to idente addicted 

patients who were not described as addicts, we must consider carefùlly any attempt to 

reconsider a diagnosis that included drug use. Several cases for which drug use was a 

cause but not a form of mental derangement demonstrate that we must be cautious in our 

interpretation of any case. Given identifiable effects of the drugs 1 am explonng, we 

would expect a patient whose condition was caused exclusively by addiction to require 

only a few months' stay to recover fiom the addiction and withdrawal symptoms; yet this 

pattern was not always the case. A woman at the London asylum, for example, had taken 

drugs for a tumour and the pain that resulted fiom it . The tumour disappeared, but she 

continued to take opium. She remained at the asylurn for a year and a half los The same 

condition befell a physician fiom Stratford, who arrived in the London asylum in 1875. 

The exciting causes of his condition were "Morphine and [a] hard country [medical] 

practice."'" Although removed fiom the country practice, and likely taken off the drug, 

'@'Toronto Asylum Admissions files, patient #8532. 

'05~ondon Asylurn Casebook, patient #7202, March 12, 1 892. 

'06This case was one of the earliest instances of a direct link between dmg use and 
insanity. One wonders if the man's aatus as a physician may have influenced the 
diagnosis, since fiom the beginning of the shift in ideas about drug habituation, 
commentators (usudy doctors) were concemed about physicians' tendency to use drugs, 
ofien owing to the stress of their lifestyles. 
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this doctor remained in London for nearly three years.'(" A physician whose mania both 

the refming and admitting physicians figured may have been caused by cocaine use, 

remained in the Toronto asylum for two years, and was dischargecl "unirnproved."'08 A 

medical missionary who amived at Kingston with both predisposing and exciting causes 

listed as  "morphine habit" (but with no listed "form of mental disease") remained at the 

asylum for over five years before leaving hproved.'" 

This shifting diagnostic classification in the admission records may serve to hide a 

process that was taking place before h g  use became itseifa reason for admission to the 

asylum: a recognition that dmgs were the only cause of the mental disorder, and a 

subsequent connation of cause and form of mental disease. In Mental Diseases, Daniel 

Clark renised to consider aii  dmg addiction to be insanity. "The delirium or mania 

induced by . . . toxic agents such as alcohol, opium and its salts, cocaine, hydrate chloral 

and such like, are not insane conditions," he argued. He disagreed with authors who 

called such aates "toxic insanity. . . alcoholic insanity, morphinic [sic] insanity, haschish 

[sic] insanity, etheric [sic] insanity, chloralic [sic] insanity, cocainic [sic] insanity, and oxy- 

carbonic insanity." Clark insisted that drug use was a form of insanity only when a 

permanent derangement of the brain followed the disuse of the However, in 

letters to the family and colIeagues of patients whose insanity was caused by dmg use, but 

 ondon don Asylurn Casebook, patient #926. 

108~oronto Asylum Casebook, patient #83 60. 

'%ngston Asylum Casebook, patient #3203. 

"%miel Clark, Mental Diseases, p. 3 7-38 emphasis added. 
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who were not classified specificdy as suffering from addiction or the cimg habit as a 

"Fom of Mental Disorder," Clark's discussion suggests that his rnay have been a semantic 

delineation. In these letters, Clark explaineci his treatment of the patient's condition. 

Often Clark and his staff interpreted and treated the patient's condition as if dmgs were the 

only cause of the disorder, and the insanity caused by dmgs was potentially temporary. 

This interpretation contradicted the position Clark took in Mental Dise-. Clark appears 

to have accepted dmg addiction as a viable form of mental derangement prior to more 

formal recognition of that etiologicai shift. At the tum of the century, Clark's therapeutic 

perspective straddled a period in which drug use was a cause of more extensive mental 

problerns. and another when addiction itself became a form of insanity. 

Clark's interpretation of addiction was shaped by the conditions in which he 

worked, and may not reflect the perspective of al1 medical superintendents at the time. 

Having the benefit of a "superior ward" for wealthy insane patients, Clark may have 

looked upon mental f i c t i o n  caused by drug addiction more sympathetically, or even with 

more awareness of the concerns m d e s t e d  in the medical literature about upper-ciass 

addiction. Hence, he may have been more willing to link addiction and insanity directly. 

ûther physicians, less familiar with addiction, or less sympathetic to the dnig habitue, may 

have interpreted addiction differently. We are rarely fortunate enough to have a case in 

which two medical superintendents assessed the sarne patient. However, in 1896, a 

patient arrived at the London asylum, and then was transferred to the Toronto asylum. 

"'See Toronto Asylum Admissions files, especially for patients #8442, 8360 and 
8536. 
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His condition became the subject of considerable scrutiny by both Bucke and Clark, as 

well as by the Provincial uispector, Christie. The case of Edward C. provides a valuable 

opportunity to compare directly how substance use operated in the subjective 

terminological realm of asylum diagnostics. 

When Edward, a resident of London Ontario, and a confirmed iiquor, cocaine and 

opium user aniveci at the London asylum, it was after being treated for iiquor and cocaine 

addiction at the Keeley Institute in Dwight, Illinois, and then a series of misadventures in 

Georgia. He had hallucinated that people were trying to kill him he threatened the Me of 

his wife, and he attempted suicide in an Atlanta police lockup. When his family took h i .  

to the London Asylum, after retrieving him from the Atlanta authorities, he was described 

as "Intemperate, has used cocaine. alcohol and opium. Imagines that his family have al1 

turned against him.. . Hesitating speech and tremors. Excitable. Incoherent and talk 

about great wealth and fortunes he is making. ~xcitable ..."'" 

Prior to departing on his exploits in the United States, Edward had incurred a 

number of debts and had misused trust lùnds fiom his father's estate. These activities took 

place while Edward was "laid up" fiom drinking and possibly from other drug use. 

Apparently as a result of these debts, the Toronto General Trusts Company sued Edward's 

family to retain control of the estate of Edward's father. The exact conditions around this 

case are not clear, although it seems likely that Edward's brother Andrew Ir., appealed to 

the TGT Company to get the money that was intended for dependent relatives, but for 

which Edward was responsible, into safer hands. To faciliate this court case, the f d y  

 ondon don Asylum Admissions Records, patient #3952. 
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barrister, Mr. Gamble, requested a psychologicd evduation of his client. Bucke examined 

the patient, collected a mass of papenvork describing his various exploits, and determineci 

that Edward was "an insane person and a dangerous lunatic." Bucke drew rnostly upon 

accounts of Edward's "mord" behaviour: 

He has been careless and reckless in his Me and in his business, has drank 
spirits almost continuously in sufficient quantity to keep hm a large part of 
the time in a dazed state, and has spent money so much in excess of his 
income as to deprive his family . . . . of the ordinary cornforts of Me. . . The 
people who have stood by him for years. . . who have assisted to support 
his family, who have supplied him with money. . . he looks upon with 
indifference or as his enemies. . . seems indeed to be destitute of any feeling 
of obligation or gratitude. "' 

Bucke concluded that Edward was "a moral imbecile," who "cannot recover fiom his 

debility, and [it is] very doubtfil if [he] will ever [recover] from his delusions. " 

Edward's barrister then asked Daniel Clark to examine the patient. Clark's 

observations drew upon the same documentary evidence as Bucke, combined with 

personal interviews, but he concluded that Edward was not insane. Bucke had considered 

the aberrant moral behaviour; Clark looked at the gaps between these fits of insanity 

Assuming al1 that has been stated . . . to be true, it is evident that intermittently he 
was subject to hallucinations and delusions. It is, however, noticeable that also 
intermittently he was rational and in his right rnind and did at these times intelligent 
work. . . It is evident then that there was no 6xed or permanent b r i n  disease at 
this period, else would his delusional state have been continuous and incapacitated 
him fiom eaming a salary in responsible positions. ' 1 4  

Clark did not deny the "strange conduct" and hallucinations were the behaviour of "no 

"'Bucke, Affadavit "In the High Court of Justice," nd, in "Edward C." file, 
Toronto Asylum Admission Records, Patient #8077. 

114Daniel Clark to R. Christie, Inspecter of Asylurns, November 19, 1896, in 
Edward C. File, Patient #8077, pp 1-2 
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man in his right mind," and drew the Inspectofs attention to "the fact that he not only 

drank iiquor heaviiy but was also a victim of cocaine, which he acknowledges, and 

experience teaches us that the excessive use of these deleterious poisons not oniy causes 

delirium, but also often excites to hallucinations of sight and hearing as well as delusions 

of persecution. "l ls Clark was adamant, however, that "t hese intermittent periods of undue 

excitement c m o t  be rightly called insanity." Clark likened Edward's insiaence that the 

delusions in Georgia had actually happened to the strong impressions made by dreams, 

which "impress us with an intensity almost equal to real actions and waklng mental 

impressions. "Il6 Contrary to  Bucke, Clark suggested that Edward could be released on 

probation, to see if the parient had recovered. This probation began in January, 1897, and 

in March Edward was formally discharged.'" 

Both Bucke's and Clark's opinions are consistent with their published perspectives 

on the nature of the human mind, and the effects of drugs upon it. As noted above, in 

Mental Diseases, Clark argued that the mental derangement caused by substance use was 

not itself insanity. He argued that the oniy time delinum caused by substance use should 

be properly labelled insanity was when "a permanent mental disease follows the use of and 

"5Clark to Christie, p. 2 

Il6Clark to Christie, p. 3 .  

'''The High Court decided that the TGT would have control of the Edward's 
farnily estate. Since the specific reasons for the trial are not clear, it is difficult to 
comment upon this decision. However, it appears that Edward was the eldest brother, and 
so the TGT case was an attempt, at the request of the rea  of the farnily, to get a third 
party in charge of the hinds fiom Andrew C. Sr's estate, to protect them from 
misappropriations like those of Edward. In that respect, this court decision was a victory 
for both sides. 
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abstinencefrom these drugs. "'18 Edward's case was a temporary condition. That Edward 

was lucid and rational upon cessation of the substances, suggested that no mental disease 

was present. Bucke's writings focussed less upon the biological or organic nature of 

insanity, and more strongly upon broader questions of the mord nature of the individual 

and the human race. While not exploring the case of Edward C. specifically. S. E. D. 

Shom and Rainer Baehre have both explained that in his work, Bucke consistently argued 

towards the developing moral superiority of humanity, validating this perspective with 

organic theories of moral gro~th.''~ Cosmic Consciousness (190 l), Bucke's more 

celebrated work argued that humanity was reaching a moral transcendence that few had 

yet achieved. Edward an individual whose willfbl indulgence led to violence, abuse, and 

rejection of the sympathies of others, was, to Bucke, an irredeemable individual, and a 

potential exarnple of what Shortt cails "atavism.. . regression to a more primitive state."'20 

Edward's refusa1 to admit his hallucinations, and his history of aberrant behaviour, 

suggested to Bucke one who was moraily regressing, instead of developing. 

Both arguments related to broader issues of social progress and the role of 

addiction as deviance within the Ivger social context. Clark's arguments drew upon 

generally accepted truths regarding the effects of drugs upon the behaviour of the 

'"~aniel Clark, Mental Diseasa. p. 37-38 emphasis added. 

"9S.  E. D. Shortt, Victorian Lunacy, pp. 100- 109; Rainer Baehre, "The Bucke 
Era: The Cuaodiai Asylum, incurability, and Devolution, 1876- 1902" in "The 111- 
Regulated Mind: A Study in the Making of Psychiatry in Ontario, 1830-1 92 1" (PhD 
Dissertation, York University, 1 985). 

'"On atavism and Bucke's ideas, see Shom, Victorian Lunacv, pp. 100- 1 0 1 . 
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individuai, but offered an optunistic assessment of the prospects of treating addiction. 

Addicted to drink, cocaine, and (in some accounts) opium, Edward personified the social 

panic over the substance abuser. "' He was a wealthy man who had indulged too 

fiequently. He feu into bad habits. and became delusional and unable to keep his job. His 

addiction 1ed to temporary insanity, which in tum caused havoc to the family and potential 

danger to society For Clark to view the potentiai restoration of the individual's faculties 

was for him to offer hope to society's growing "problem" of substance use. Bucke, 

meanwhile, provided no solution but perpetuai incarceration and pessimism. His class- 

based interpretation of progress meant that when a wealthy individual squandered his 

property and abused his relatives and peers, that individuai's behaviour demonstrated a 

threat to the positivistic, progressivist perspective that Bucke ernbraced For the 

superintendent of the London Asylum, insanity was the only way to explain such 

behaviour. 

Treatment of insanity in the non-specialist asylum 

In the asylum, diagnosis determined treatment. Warsh noted that assessrnent of the 

patient's condition could affect the patient for the duration of his or her stay in the asylum, 

or even for the rest of his or her life.'" Since the diagnosis of the patient played a 

"'on class-based moral and social panic, see especially Mariana Valverde, The 
&e of Light- Soap and Water: Mord Reform in Enelish Canada 1 885- 1925. (Toronto: 
McCleUand & Stewart, 199 1 ); Angus MacLaren, Our Own Master Race: Euoenics in 
Canada 1885- 1945 (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1990). 

"Warsh, Moments of I Jnreason, p. 3 7. 
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significant role in the treatment of the addict, 1 explore how addiction was treated at the 

asylum, and how interpretation of the patient's disorder could afFêct the patient's 

treatment . 

In one respect, the diagnosis may not have hampered the resulting treatment. In 

milder addictions, requiring lower doses to maintain, a minimal degree of medical 

intervention may have been necessary, and asylum therapeutics could have been effective 

simply by the controlled conditions under which the patient was placed. At Toronto, John 

M. was "put on [a] powerfbl tonic treatrnent," and then his recovexy "was lefl to simple 

diet[,] regular habits and asylum regimen."'3 This treatment was cornmon for non-addict 

patients displaying similar physical and behavioural conditions to John. .AM S. anived at 

London and admitted that she had been in the habit of taking a morphine pi11 each night to 

sleep. '" The medicd attendants used Potassium Bromide. Cannabis Indica, Chloral 

Hydrate and Strychnine to try to ease her to sleep. These therapies mirrored those of 

experts like Lett and Levenstein-chernical intervention to soot he the patient during 

withdrawal. lx  Since the general philosophy of asylum therapeutics from the rniddle of the 

century favoured mord treatment, an addict who arrived at an asylum in a state of 

melancholy or "morbid introspection," could pass relatively unnoticed through the process 

Lz~oronto Asylum Casebook, p. 403. Joseph's treatment was not listed. 

 ondon don Asylurn Casebook, patient # 25 13 (Am S.) May 1 1, 1885 

"'~ett and Levinstein were distinctly opposed in their general approach to 
treatment of the addict. Lett favoured gradua1 withdrawal, and Levinstein favoured the 
abrupt cessation of the drug. They both concurred that drugs and physical therapy would 
ease the wit hdrawal symptoms. 
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of detoxification without the attendants suspecting any affliction other than those that 

often appeared at the asylum. Unless he or she asked specificaüy for opiates, the addict 

could experience the period of violent spasms, hallucinations, vomiting, diarrhoea, and 

other physical effects of detoxification, and at the end the physical craving might be gone. 

He or she would then be described as so many appeared prior to discharge: "in good 

bodily health, quiet and cheerful." 

Moral treatrnent. however, was of limited value in combatting addiction. Some 

conditions were so severe, that nothing less than a substantial therapeutic regimen was 

necessary. At Homewood, Stephen Lett envisioned extended stays of at least several 

months, for his addict patients, in order to wean them slowly from their habit.126 While the 

length of Lett's treatments rnay have been extreme. a stop-over of a few days would be 

relatively ineffective to treat a physical addiction. Several examples illustrate the potentid 

ineffectiveness of therapeutics based on incomplete diagnoses. Dr. T. E. spent six days in 

the St. John asylum in September, 1880. His first admission record noted that he had a 

"mind disturbed by drinking." His second and third visits, for which drug use was part of 

a broader condition of the insanity, also lasted less than a week.lZ7 On the fourth 

admission, Dr. E. received longer-term care. The admission records identified addiction as 

" 6 ~ a n h ,  Moments of Urneason, pp. 1 58-9. 

'"Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, April2, 188 1. Saint John Lunatic 
Asylum Casebook, November 6, 188 1, p 287. This record of Dr. E.'s stay was crossed 
out in the casebook. However, since the casebook listed the entry and departure dates, 1 
am assuming that he did enter the asylum for this brief penod. The reason the record was 
crossed out is unclear, but it seems unlikely that a full case would exist for someone who 
never arrived at the institution. 
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the main reason for his condition: he was taking morphine and stimulants, and had reached 

the considerable dosage of thirty grains a day, administered hypodermically. His fourth 

stay lasted nearly three weeks. Whether this treatment worked is unclear, although Dr. E. 

did not retum in the next eighteen months.'" Other addictions were also apparent &er 

repeated visits. Sarah M. amved at Toronto fiom Homewood, supposedly reiieved of the 

chioral addiction for which she had entered that institution.13 She returned to the Toronto 

Asylum to be treated specifically for her addiction at least three more times. 

Treatment of the identified addict patient 

By the tum of the century, asylum physicians could draw upon two main approaches to 

the treatment of addiction. Edward Levinstein, the German physician whose Morbid 

Craving for Morphia (1 877) many historians have credited with initiating the disease 

theory of addiction, advocated an abrupt cessation of morphine. He argued that to do 

othewise was like "cutting off a dog's tail one piece at a time"'30 The role of the physician 

would then tum to supporting the patient as he or she suffered withdrawal symptoms. 

The altemative to Levinstein's heroic approach was gradua1 withdrawal, ideally under the 

care of a physician. Again, doctors argued that the physician would be essential in 

supporting the patient dunng detoxification. 

"'Saint John Lunatic Asylum Casebook, January 18, 1884, p. 128; February 4, 
1884, p. 129. 

''?oronto Asylum Casebook and Admissions Records, Patient #6 186. First 
Admitted Aupua 13, 1887. 

13%avid Musto, The American Diseasc p. 74. 
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Both approaches, which différent Canadian physicians supported, iinked the 

scientific and the moral authority of the doctor to exert control over the patient. Not only 

was the doctor's intervention and oversight necessary to ensure the sufficient medical care 

of the patient, but he or she would aiso guard against transgression. L e d e i n  insisted 

that the patient be locked in a room for severd days, watched but rarely interfierd with by 

a vigilant nune. Preferably this nurse would be female, since a male attendant would be 

ian Medical and Su - "more accessible to bribing. ""l In 1 887, the Canad rgical Journal 

recognized that treatment of addiction required the physician to recognize the inherent 

untrustworthiness of the addict. "Seclusions and careful watching are in most cases 

essential, and ifcornrnunication with the outside world be not entirely cut off, there is very 

great danger of deception. The devices resorted to are almost incredible, and, as a rule, 

not the slightest reliance can be placed on the patients' statements.""' The problern was 

the suspension of the will. Edward Mann, wnting in the Montreal Medicai Journal in 

1894, explained that "such a patient ofien manifests an utter disregard of trutffilness, 

honesty and sincerity and after a long time shows a seeming inability to exert the will in 

any other direction or for any other purpose than the gratification of his morbid 

appetite. "IJ3 

13'~duard Levinstein, Morbid Cravinp. for Morphia (Die Morphiumsucht) (London: 
Smith and Elder, 1 878), p. 14. 

el  dit on al, Canada Medical and Suracal Journal 16 (December, 1887), pp. 3 18- 
3 19. 

133~dward Mann, "The Nature and Treatment of the Morphia Habit" Montreal 
Medical Journal, 24 (July, 1894)- pp. 2-3. 
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This opinion of the addia was not without its powerful critics. Jarnieson Beerner 

Mattison, a noted addiction specialist from Brooklyn, New York, argued in the Canada 

Lancet that "the habituai use of opium, in many cases, does exen a banefùl influence on 

the moral nature.. . but we aIso know that in the ranks of these unfortunates are those who 

would scorn to deceive, and whose statements are as wonhy of credence as those upon 

whorn has not fden this blight. "'" Mattison was the superintendent of a private home in 

Brooklyn. Stephen Lett agreed. By the tum of the century, Lett was enjoying the 

recognition as the premier addiction specialia in Canada, and used his influence to present 

his perspective on the priorities of therapeutics of drug addiction. He chailenged William 

Osler's view that "persons addicted to morphia are inveterate iiars and no reliance 

whatever cm be placed upon their statements" which he calied, "to Say the least, 

umecessarily strong." Lett explained that 'ihe condition of the unfortunate habitue.. . 

whose confidence in the good faith and kindliness of his doctor is not established, who 

surrenders al1 his dmgs at once would be much Iike a traveller who hands over his 

weapons and trusts to the merits and goodness of the bandit ." Lett's therapeutics would 

establish the authority of the physician over the addict, for the sake of retuming the 

addict's self control. To do this well, however, required "a proper man and a proper 

place." Not surprisingly, given his interest as medical supenntendent (and shareholder) at 

Homewood, Lett argued for the importance of the kindly but vigilant treatment of the 

lYMattison, "Therapeutics of Opium Addiction," Canada Lancet 1 5 (May, 1883), 
pp.26 1-263. 
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addict far corn "harmful and damaging surroundings . . . in . .. a haven of rest and safety.""' 

Lett and Levinstein took contrasting approaches to addiction treatment. 

Levinstein's work was printed in the Canada Lance1 in 1877, and a similar method from an 

anonymous "Gerrnan physiciafl-likely Levinstein-appeared in the Canada Medical and 

-cal Journal the following year. '% His treatment had Canadian supporters. Dr. James 

Stewart of McGill argued that, although dangerous, the sudden removal of opium may be 

necessary. "Success is seldom obtained unless the measure is resorted to," he explaineci in 

1886, concluding that cocaine could serve to allay the depression and support the system 

through the initial shock of detoxification. 13' That sarne year the Canada Lancet 

abstracted a work by Dr. Morandon de Montyel, who tempered the abrupt cessation 

thesis. It was a valuable procedure, he explained, "udess contraindicated by the vital 

forces of the patient or concomitant pathologicai phenomena."l3* Stewart and Montyel's 

therapeutics were fundarnentally the same, since Stewart would employ cocaine to provide 

an artificial boost to flagging physical power that concemed Montyel. More prominent 

were the physicians who condernned Levinstein's abrupt withdrawal method. Lett was 

I3'~ett, "The Prognosis of D n g  Habits, With Sorne Reference to Treatment." 
Canada Lancet, 34 (Septernber, l9OO), pp. 1-4. 

"~dward Levinstein, "The Abuse of Hypodermic Injections of Morphia 
(Morphiomania)." from Bulletin General de Thera~euti ue (trans J. Williams) C,anadâ 
Lancet, 9 (January, l877), pp. 1 3 8- 142; An~nymous, "The abuse of Hypodermic Injection 

Medicai and Su *cal Journal of Morphia," Çanada r a  5 (August, 1876), pp. 67-68 
(reprinted from Schmidt's Jahrbuecher der Gesammten Mediciri, 1876). 

I3'Stewart, Canada Medical and Suracai Journal, 14 (April L 886), p. 539. 

t 3 8 ~  ada Lancet 3 7 (April, 1904) p. 242. 
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first among this group in Canada, and his view was joined-and possibly uiforrned-by the 

opinions of notable American addiction specialists. Leti, Mattison, and Mann all adhered 

to  a disease theory of addiction, but insisted upon asylum treatrnent and constant vigilance 

over the addict by traineci addiction specialists. 

Outside of the private retreat, medical superintendents at provincial asylurns were 

facing the problem of how best to treat addiaed patients. Their therapeutics remain 

mostly undeterminable, since records of specific treatments are rare. However, the 

records of the Toronto asylum demonstrate that Daniel Clark approached the treatment of 

the addict as Lett had done, aithough he harboured less faith in the tntstworthiness of the 

patient. In his letters to families, Clark occasiondy explained both his approach to 

treating addiction and how addiction affected the veracity of the patient. A physician for 

the insurance Company of Dr. John B. asked Clark to predict the prognosis of the patient, 

a cocaine user. 13' Clark explained that "so many of such remain insane and so many 

recover as much depends on the natural strength and vitality of each individual." The wife 

of Dr Stuart S. asked why her husband could not come back to her. since his letters 

sounded rational now Clark explained that "the trouble with ail such cases is that &er a 

few weeks they recover their mental condition to some extent, with one exception, and 

that is their will power. The consequence is that they are taken out so often by their 

fiends because they talk so sensibly and write so sensibly before they have sufficient sense 

of will to resist the taking o f  the dnig again." Clark noted that he preferred a patient 

L3yoronto Asylum Casebook and Admission Registers, patient #8360. Daniel 
Clark to Dr. A. Eadie, November 8, 1898. 
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remain from six months to a year to be fûlly over the addiction. He also asked that all 

money for the patient's use be sent to him since "1 want to have control of the expenditure 

as such display so much cunning that sometirnes.. . they get possession of the dmg through 

someone who may be visiting the ward."'" This direct control of the institution of the 

asylum enforced through Clark, also could appear in the role of the asylum in 

sequestenng the addict. He advised the wife of Dr. Stuart M., another physician patient, 

that ifshe wanted to take her husband home, the best way would be by sending hirn out on 

probation. "As he will still be a patient of this asylum and could be returned should he go 

back to this habit again without any examination fiom Medical men.. . The fact of his aili 

being a patient in comection with the asylum will have a detemng effect upon hirn as he 

will know that he can be returned to the asylum at any t h e  without fomality."'" 

The arguments for asylum treatment presented in Clark's letten ranged from the 

coercive, like in the Dr Stuart M. case, to the directly therapeutic. Dr. M. was a good 

example of how asylum treatment could be construed as necessary. He had been trying to 

relieve his own iatrogenic morphine addiction by "regulating the dose & taking cocaine 

instead," a process that appears to have failed.14' He looked to the asylum to help hirn 

bolster his own resolve. However, Clark's caution that money needed to be regulated lest 

a patient be able to procure the dmg fiom a visitor demonstrates a potential over- 

laClark to Mrs. S., January 24, 1899. In Toronto Asylum Admission file for 
patient #8442. Emphasis in original. 

"'~oronto Asylum Admission files, patient #8536. 

14ZStatement of referring physician, in Toronto Asylum Admission files, patient 
#8442. 
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confidence in the security of the administrative structure of the asylum. In 1904, Dr 

Charles M., another doctor suffering from morphine addict io~ entered the asylum but did 

not appear to get better. The patient's sister, Mrs. S., "believes he gets the drug yet; she 

says that she can tell it as soon as he gets it." This suspicion was correct, and Clark was 

disappointed to report that "a few days ago we found he had been able to get some 

morphia through Our night watch.. . . 1 need scarcely say the night watch is not here now 

and Our attendants understand that immediate dismissal \ d l  follow if found that they cany 

dmgs to him."'" Clark described to Charles's brother, also a physician, that Clark's 

response to this transgression was an appeal to the honour of the patient, dong with guilt 

and coercion: 

1 told hm, this moming that he mua go away from here unless he makes 
an effort to assist us in our attempt to cure hirn and he has no nght to 
jeopardise the position of our attendants by bribing them to set hirn the 
dnig.. . .as 1 told hirn this morning it was like rolling a banel up hiU and 
letting it run down to the bonom again and starting over and we would 
never get the barre1 up permanently at that rate and if this bnbing 
attendants is found again that he mua leave here; that I cannot attempt to 
cure him unless he helps himself lu 

Clark was not optimistic: "1 am quite convinced that if he were out in his present condition 

he would go immediately to a store to procure the drug." Dr. M lefl eight months later, 

apparently recovered. 

Clark's letters reflect the dominant themes within the broader discourse of 

addiction treatment and asylum therapeutics. The patient needed to submit to the will of 

""Clark to Dr. M., April 19, 1904, Toronto Asylurn Admission files, patient 
#9l52. 

'"Clark To M., January 24, 1904. 
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the supe~tendent, required kind but strict vigilance, and wodd not be cured merely by a 

physical appearance of cure. The admission records of the Toronto Asylum suggest that 

Clark's experience with addiction was Limited, yet he spoke with authority on the cases and 

the conditions of addiction treatment. This authority was not Likely a veneer covenng an 

uncertain therapeutic perspective. Clark likened addiction to the other mental 

derangements he approached. The problem of the d l  was central in the treatment of 

many foms of insanity. As the case of Edward C. demonstrates, Clark saw addiction as a 

temporary form of mentai alienation, '%th no fixed or permanent brain di~ease."'~' The 

line he drew between addiction and insanity in Edward's case was between permanent 

derangement and periodical dissolution. The concemed family had to be patient. and wait 

for the results of their relative's treatment. Addiction fit an expanding range of foms of 

mental illness both in diagnostics and in therapeutics. 

Admission of addiction: Famiiy trouble and aberrant behaviour 

Addiction speciaiists and asylurn physicians focussed upon mental and behavioural 

conditions which would help them to understand and treat the patient's condition; the 

families of addicts. however, upon whose initiative most of the addicts were sent to the 

asylum, looked at aberrant behaviour as justifications for comrnittal. The weakened will 

could be of particular concem to the families of the addicts: a weakened will and profligate 

lifestyle could lead to family disgrace or even econornic min. Not only did the asylum 

generally admit wealthier patients, as illustrateci in Table 5Sa-c, but these patients arrived 

"'Clark to Christie, Novernber 19, 1896, in Edward C. file, patient #8077, 
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d e r  causing considerable family upheaval. The centraiity of the family in promoting 

Victorian aability has been the topic of many examiRations, and the health and 

background of the families of addicts who were admitteci to the asylum were signincant to 

the asylum personnel. The addicts that arrived at the asylum ended up there because they 

either threatened the physical health of family rnembers, or the moral inteety of the 

farnily These familial conditions suggest that the asylum was an endpoint in a broader 

stniggle with personal addiction, as weiî as suggesting the social forces that contributed to 

the extended problematization, medicaiizatioa and institutionaiization of addiction. 

The identified dmg users in the admission registers of the Toronto asylum 

reinforce the stereotype of the late-nineteenth-century addict as a wealthy middle-class 

individual. Both the wealthy woman who may have b e n  discontented with her expected 

role in life and the restless male relative who found no satisfaction in following the family 

business could find in drug use a temporary escape.'" Yet, unless Canadians were 

particularly abstemious, few addicts ended up at the asylum. Those that did appear not 

'" For a general discussion of the asylum as a repository of socially redundant 
women, for example, see Warsh, "The First Mrs. Rochester: Farnily Motivations for 
Cornmitment and the Dynamics of Social Redundancy," in Warsh, Moments of Unreason, 
pp. 63-8 1. On the demographics of addicts, see Warsh, "The Aristocratie Vice" in Warsh, 
Moments of Unreason, pp. 1 5 5- 1 7 1 ; Coutwright, Dark Paradise: Opiate Addiction in 
America Before 1940 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Press, 1982), pp. 1 1 3- 147, scruthizes 
a demographic shift frorn addicted respectable middle class individuals to recreational use 
among the "underclass." An earlier attempt to explore the demographics of opium 
addicts, is William H. Swatos, Jr., "Opiate Addiction in the Late Nineteenth Century: A 
Study of the Social Problem, Using Medical Journais of the Penod," International Journa 
of the Addictions 7 (1972), pp. 739-753; Bemdge and Edwards also discuss upper class 
drug use in O ~ i u m  and the People, specificaily in Chapter Five, "Opium Use in Literary 
and Middle-Class Society" pp. 49-6 1; Chapter Nine, "Opium and the Workers: 'Infant 
Doping' and 'Luxurious Use"' pp. 97-109; Chapter Thirteen, "The Ideology of Opium: 
Opium Eating as a Disease" pp. 1 50- 1 70. 
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only to have been addicted to substance use, but, iike Edward, displayed behaviour that 

was socially disniptive or upsetting to the Eunily or fnends who decided to send the 

individuai to the asylum. Iust as dcohol use was constructeci by the middle class as an 

anti-social behaviour that ran contrary to the values of industry and the so-calleci work 

ethic, so families often looked upon relatives' addiction as equally contrary to inherent 

values of industry and the work ethic. In the following series of cases 1 explore how 

addiction that rnanifested itself in disruptive behaviour that violated preconceived notions 

of propriety and station in Iife-deterrnined by social factors, most notably gender and also 

class-were key issues in the decision to send an individual to the asylum- 1 end the 

discussion by considering how the perception of the demographics of addiction 

sirnultaneously informeci and was the outcome of a class-based moral panic. 

The drug user whose behaviour challengeci social values of industnousness is 

typified in the experience of William B., a forty-year old manufacturer, who arrived at the 

Toronto asylum in July, 1894. William's "Form of Mental Disorder" listed on bis 

admission records was mania, but his referring physicians could not detect any si@ of that 

condition when they interviewed him. Both relied heavily upon family testimony that 

William was paranoid, occasionafly violent and overly extravagant. Furthemore, "he 

neglects his business.. . [and] under the impression of great wealth he spends his money 

with irrational extravagance." The ody suggestion of any problem came from William's 

own admission to one of the doctors that he used morphine. William remained at the 

asylum for three rnonths, and did not return. '" 

'"~oronto Asylurn Admission files, patient #7688 
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An alternative to the manic patient was the melancholy one. Juliana B. entered the 

Toronto asylum at least twice in two years, d e r i n g  from melancholia. At Juliana's f%st 

admission, morphine was the predisposing cause of her derangement, and grief was the 

exciting cause. She had aiso taken chlorai hydrate, opium and brornides. The drug use 

may have been considered a predisposing cause because, according to the records of the 

first visit, Juliana had stopped using her personal phamacopoeia between 12 and 18 

months eartier. However, the form of mental disorder was unclear. The individual who 

had fiUed in the admission form wrote "melancholia" but that was crossed out with a 

question mark after it.lu The role of the drug use in the etiology of Juliana's disorder was 

not ciear to the admitting physicians. Upon the second admission, the physicians noted 

that Juliana had "fonnerly used chloral and opium" but that the insanity manifested itself in 

being "very fiethl, wants drugs" and that she was "taking drugs &c." Drug use may have 

been a major part of Juliana's behavioural change, but she was sent to the asylum only 

after she began displaying protracted syrnptoms of grief According to the refemng 

physician, Juliana's mental derangement both resulted from and led to drug use, but the 

patient's daughter noted that she "has a habit of taking drugs. "'19 Her case suggests a 

pattern that Warsh observed with respect to older women who were being sent to 

Homewood: social redundancy, an affliction to which women were particularly prone, 

combined with a family that was unwilling or unable to take care of widowed or invalid 

1"8~oronto Asylum Admission files, patient #646 1. 

14?oronto Asylurn Admission files, patient #6506. This record is of Juliana's 
subsequent visit, at which time she was given a new patient number. 
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family members, often drove family to admit people who otherwise would be ca r4  for at 

The contùsion in the references about the causes and the manifestations of 

Juliana's mental illness suggests a lack of cl* about why specifically the patient was 

being sent to the asylum. 

As in Juliana's case, the asylum could become a place to which families sent their 

members who had become either superfluous or an embarrassment. Before the tum of the 

century, women in the "niperioZ7 wards of the Toronto asylum appear to have been 

especially prone to this treatment. Although numerically the sex of addias fluctuated, the 

conditions under which women anived at the asylum seems particularly notable cornpared 

to men. The susceptibihty of wornen to becorning socially redundant-widowed mothers 

living with adult children, or unwed daughters or sisters-was cornbined with niles of 

propnety that set fairly strict guidelines of behaviour on women. Sarah M., who came to 

the Toronto Asylum from Homewood in 1887, had been addicted to chlord and alcohol, 

but Lett stated in his admission application for Toronto that she "has not had either for the 

past three months." Lents confidence in his ability to wean Sarah from chlorai hydrate 

appears to have been overly optimistic. Sarah returned to the Toronto asylum three thes ;  

each time the chlord habit was listed as the cause. Sarah's addiction, ostensibly the reason 

she required asylum treatment, may have been a factor driving her husband to try to make 

her disappear, socially M e r  the founh entry, in January, 1889, Sarah was presented with 

the option of signing an "Indenture of Separation" or "go back to the asylum." Sarah, 

however, refised to be "coaxed or cohersed [sic] into signing and asked that her solicitor 

lSoSee Warsh, "The First Mrs. Rochester." 
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be sent." Even f ie r  several close fiends and her brother tried to convince her to sign the 

Indenture, Sarah refkd ,  and retunied to the asyl~m.'~' 

An addicted family member, whose behaviour was socidly aberrant, codd wreak 

havoc on the family to an extent that even the asylurn may not have been able to remedy 

The case of Theresa E. was an example of the potential family upheavai of late 

nineteenth-centwy addiction. While many addicts displayed a passive rnelancholia, which 

resulted in lethargy and challenged the ideals of industriousness in late nineteenth century 

protestant bourgeois culture, addiction could also manifest itself in socidy embarrassing 

or publicly disgracefid conduct. Theresa was an intelligent, educated tri-hguai, 35 year 

old divorced mother of one, from Niagara, Ontario. She "craves for alcohol, morphia and 

cocaine," behaviour that led to further social deviation. At one point, Theresa "was drunk 

and found in a bar with a lot of soldiers who were tryïng to lead her away." The key 

reason for the incarceration, however, was that "her mother cannot manage her at ail[;] 

she abuses her mother at times. . . , mother says patient came home Friday night in an 

intoxicated condition raved d night and had to be camïed up stairs, she was completely 

exhausted with Alcohol and narcotics." Theresa's mother, Mrs. R., was an attentive and 

concemed "anchious [sicJmother" as she described herself, and sent magazines and money 

for her daughter's weU being in the asylurn. She simply did not know how to control her 

daught er. 

M e r  a few months, Theresa appeared to have recovered, and Clark asked her 

family to take her home for a trial. In luly, soon afler her mother died, Theresa received a 

'''~oronto Asylum Admission files, patient #6 1 86. 
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letter fiorn a man who was probably her brother-in-law: "Mother.. . is gone it is you that 

kill her[;] you broke her hart [sic]. . . 1 hope God wiii forgive you and you have made poor 

mother poor, she had not one cent when she died and everybody knows that you have MI 

[sic] mothert.1 We never wont [sic] to see you again in this world. . . "  Clark wrote back 

acknowledging that the family did not want to have anyihing to do with Theresa, but that 

he could not keep her at the asylum any longer. He noted that Theresa was willing to go 

to New York, but she needed money for the train. If the f d y  did not send rnoney, Clark 

would be forced just to release her in Toronto, and she would most certainly end up back 

in Niagara. Her sister sent 18 dollars, and vented to Clark about the terrible state in which 

Theresa lefi the family. "She is not to be trusted with monny[sic] so look after this 

momy[.] Please as 1 have had hard work to get this to geather [sic] it is just offull [sic] 

what that woman has had she has made mother poor and broke her hart [sic]." Theresa 

did go to New York, but three years later sent a letter to Dr. Clark, saying "1 am without a 

home and it seerns nearly impossible for me to make an honest Living out in the world and 

1 thought maybe you might be able to give me something to do in the institution or near 

by." Clark's reply was concise: "1 have no situation that you could properly fill. 1 am 

sony for your condition. " 

Like Edwards case, the assessment of Theresa provide's a usehl glirnpse at the 

social interpretation of addiction, and under what conditions it could fd within the state's 

purview. Theresa's farnily sought state intervention ody when the woman's conduct was 

too much for her family to handle alone. Once in the asylum, removed fiom her old life 

and under the surveillance of the state institution, Theresa recovered quite rapidly. Clark 
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did not feel that Theresa required state oversight once her addiction and its attendant 

behavioural excesses had ceased. Theresa's famiiy's reaction to her impending release, and 

the woman's subsequent appeai to Clark for financial help, suggest the dependency 

provided to the addict while in the care of the state. Theresa's letter does not discuss what 

other events had affecteci her Me. We cannot determine whether Theresa was unabte to 

find work because she had succumbed again to her h g  use, or whether she was a victim 

of the plight of an unmanieci middle class woman who had been cut off from familial 

support. 

Edward and Theresa also give us a glimpse into the class-based interpretation of 

addiction. Both came from wealthy families. Although Theresa's aay at Toronto lefi her 

mother poor, she was staying in the $6.00 ward, which suggests that she or her famiy 

were weaithy enough to afFord that level of c o d o n  and personalized treatment. The 

emotional and economic havoc Theresa wreaked upon her f d y  is indicative of the moral 

panic that fûeled social concem over dmg addiction. Her substance use was believed to 

have led to Theresa's sexual impropriety in public, while the family's attempts to have her 

contained and treated drained familial resources. The result was economic and emotional 

disaster. Edward's addictions had also placed an economic burden upon his family. 

However, when they were able to limit his ability to do further darnage, after the Toronto 

General Trusts Company retained controt over Edward's father's estate (apparently to the 

advantage of the rest of Edward's f d l y ) ,  they were willing to accept Clark's diagnosis 

that Edward was sane, and take hirn home. 

The utility of the asylum to provide a relief to the burdens that addiction placed 
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upon the weaithier members of society is tùrther suggested in conditions surrounding the 

admission of some patients. Several patients who entered the asylum at London, for 

example, did so of  their own volition, seeking a means of relief from their damaging 

mental or physicai conditions. ' 52  Similady, some addicts sought asylum treatment to 

retieve their addiction. Meanwhile. the role o f  the medical superintendent seems to have 

filled the requisite strong-willed morai leader so central to the images o f  asylum treatment 

of addiction. At several points, Edward wrote to Clark hoping to convince the doctor that 

he had not fallen back into his dissolute ways. M e r  one incident of alleged recidivism, 

Edward wrote to Clark, noting "1 thought it o d y  fair that you should have this explanation 

as you have always treated me so fairly and kindly."'" The asylum could provide an 

outlet for wealthier families to protect themselves fiom the economic and morai ravages of 

addiction. This role of asylum as protecting people fiom damaging social deviance may 

have affected the state's formal policies towards the treatment of cases that came under the 

purview of the asylum. As mentioned above, by 1908 the Ontario govemment recognized 

behavioural changes caused by morphine and cocaine use as distinct mental illnesses, 

wonhy of treatment in public q l u m s .  

Conclusions 

By the turn of the cenniry, dnig use had emerged as a viable diagnostic category for 

' " ~ e e  London Asylum Casebook (male), patient #l3OO, who "says he is anxious 
to live in an asylum to get rid of business perplexities" or patient # 15 1 1, who "drove his 
own rig; says he has not be perfectly right in his mind ... tried treatment of  a good may 
Doctors in vain and thought he would try asylum treatment as a last resort." 

153~dward to Clark, in Edward C. file, Toronto Asylum Admission files, patient 
#8040. 
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admission to  the state-run lunatic asylum, but generaily only when it manifestai itself in 

socially disruptive behaviour. Although doctors M e r e d  in their assessments of how to 

treat addiction, and what sort of damage it could wreak upon the individual's mental 

apparatus, they increasîngly recognized that addiction aione was a form of mental 

disorder, and could potentidy benefit fiom the treatment providai by the state-run 

asylum. As asylum physicians carved out their dornain of authority from the broader field 

of medicine, they both enforced their rcle in determining the proper care and treatment of 

mental deviance, and reinforced the social dominance of  their medical colleagues. The 

expenence of doctors at the asylums, however, should not suggest that addiction had 

become a widespread social concem, since the cases that arrived at the gates of the 

hospitals were individuals whose addiction had become extreme enough to disrupt the 

farnily and the community. Addiction slowly became a problem that many expected the 

state to control. 

In the asylum, addiction presented a further means for physicians to demonstrate 

their essential role in guiding and protecting social development and the integrity of the 

nation. Not only was mental alienation a growing problem, they argued, but inherited and 

developed mental darnage (charactensed by the diathesis) would result in socially deviant 

behaviour like drug and aicohol consumption. Habitual substance use would subsequently 

cause fùrther damage to the physical, mental and moral fabnc of the individual. Since the 

addicts who appeared at the asylums often came fiom the middle or upper classes, these 

cases reinforced the interpretation of  a potential threat to the integrity of the nation. 

Nationdistic justifications for a a t e  control of the addict became enmeshed with the 
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broader justifications for the control of pathological socid deviance. These arguments 

were likely bolstered by an upper-class belief that they were particularly susceptible to 

drug addiction. 

Since investigations into the causes of addiction began increasingly to centre upon 

the physicai causes wrought by dmgs themselves, the expenence of asylum physicians 

provided further validation of state-centred control of drug addiction, and eventually drug 

prohibition. As the nineteenth century ended and the twentieth century began, concerns 

over drug addiction entered a broader discourse of national and social integrity, a 

discourse which entered the policy arguments and decisions at both the provincial and 

national level. The place of drug use in the etiology of insanity, treatable under the 

auspices of the state institutional system. fed into a broader discourse which equated 

mental dysfunction with social danger, and conversely viewed confining or cunng the 

insane with social elevation. Prophylactic means of dealing with detrimental misuse of 

dmgs could therefore contribute to the broader program of social elevation. To improve 

society, and to defend its integrity, required vigilance over the purveyors of insanity. 

Since drug use, uniike masturbation, was a behaviour directly related to a comrnodity, one 

way to reduce or even eliminate insanity resulting fiom drug use was to strictly control the 

sde of dmgs. In the next chapter, I examine how the potential danger of drug addiction 

informed and reinforced the arguments regarding the regulation of the patent medicine 

trade, and how that debate affécted the initial Iegislation to prohibit the sale and use of 

opium for non-medical purposes. 
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6 
Professional Medicai Agitation Against Patent Medicines, and Legislative Action 

Agaiost Habit-forming Drugs, 1870-1908 

The perceived growth of the increased prevalence of addiction led to questions about 

where the addicts acquired their drugs. Doctors and pharmacists loo ked at their own 

practices, at the public's means of acquiring dangerous substances, and at the types of new 

drugs avaiiable, to define the problem of addiction. Two key developments afkcted the 

discussions of addictive substances at the turn of the century. First, the changing nature of 

materia rnedicn and expanding pharmaceutical experimentation and innovation provided 

new or modified substances, the side effects of which were unknown or unclear. thugs 

like cocaine and heroin, initially heralded as panaceas for medical problerns, including 

opiate addiction, themselves quickiy becarne considered highly addictive problematic 

substances. Second, the expanded national and international transportation networks 

enabled a more effective (and some would say destructive) distribution of patent and 

pro pnetary medicines. ' Although the trade in medicine manufactured by large 

pharmaceutical companies increased, the range of dubious remedies and fantastic cures of 

'See Glenn F Murray, "The Road to Regdation: Patent Medicines in Canada in 
Historical Perspective," in Judith C. Blackwell and Patncia G. Erikson, eds., Illicit Dru= 
in Canada: A Ris- Business (Toronto: Nelson Canada, 1988), pp. 72-87; Jim Cameron, 
"Patent Medicines," Good for What Ails You: Self-Hel? Remedies fiom 19" Century 
Canada (Bumstown: General Store PubIishing, 1995), pp. 149- 152; Guildo Rousseau, "La 
Santé par correspondance: un mode de mise en marché des médicament brevetés au debut 
du siècle" Histore Sociale/Social History (1 996), pp. 1-25; on the tactics of patent 
medicine manufacturers, see Janice Dickin McGinnis, "Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball 
Company: Influenza, Quackery and the Unilateral Contract" Canadian Bulletin of Medical 
I-Iistory/ Bulletin canadien d'histoire de la médecine 5 ( 1 988), pp. 12 1 - 14 1 . 
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the "quack" medicine vendors also expanded.' 

By the beginning of the twentieth century, commentators increasingiy drew the 

public's attention to the dangers of the patent medicine trade. Despite these wamings 

from doctors and pharmacias, the public continued to use patent medicines, and the 

industry remained relatively unchecked until the first decades of the twentieth century. 

The moa notorious publicity against patent medicines came in a series of articles by 

reformer Samuel Hopkins Adams called "The Patent medicine Fraud." These articles first 

appeared in Collier's Weekly in 1905, and continued until 1907. Canadian commentators 

'In Canada, the topic has seen minor treatment, relative to the work on patent 
medicines in the United States. The most notable is Glenn F. Murray's "The Road to 
Regdation." Shirley SmaiVCook in "Canadian Narcotics Legislation, 1908- 1923 : A 
Conflict Mode1 Interpretatioh" Canadian Review of Sociolo 7 6  
(1968), pp. 36-46 dedicates one short paragraph to the passing of the Patent and 
Proprietary Medicines Act (p.32); Melvyn Green, "A History of Canadian Narcotics 
Control: The Formative Years," University of Toronto Faculty of Law Review, 42 ( 1979), 
pp. 42-79 and Neil Boyd "The Origins of Canadian Narcotics Legislation: The Process of 
Criminalization in Historical Context" Dalhousie Law Review 8 (1983), pp. 102- 136 both 
give it one paragraph. More substantial treatments have not been directly related to 
addiction concems. See R. G. Guest, "The Developrnent of Patent Medicine Legislation," 
Applied Thera~eutiq (September, 1 966), pp. 786-789; Rousseau, "La santé par 
correspondance;" L. 1. Pugsley, "The Administration and Development of Federal 
Statutes on Food and Dmg Legislation," Medical SeMces Journal. Cana& (March, 
1867), pp. 387-449. For the more detailed considerations of patent medicines and 
addiction in the United States, see, H Wayne Morgan, Drugs In Amenca: A Social 
History. 1 800- 1 980 (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 198 1 ), pp. 100- 1 04; David 
Musto, The American Diseme- Origins of Narcotic Control (New Haven and London: 
Yale University Press, 1973) especially pp. 1-23; David Courtwright, Dark Paradise; 
Opiate Addiction in Arnerica Before 1 940 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Press, l982), pp. 
56-59. On the patent medicine trade in the United States in general, see James Harvey 
Young, Toadaool Millionaires: A Social History of Patent Medicines in h e n c a  Before 
Federal Remlation (Princeton: Princeton University Press 196 1 ); John Parascandola, 
"Patent Medicines in Nineteenth-Century Arnenca" Caduc-, Vol 1 (Spring, 1985), pp. 
1-41. 
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discussed Hopkins' and others' "rnuckraki~~g~~ revelations.' Although this series Likely 

inspireci the growkg urgency in the drive for Canadian legislation, Canadian docton and 

dmggias had been urging governent intervention before 1905 .* 

In this chapter 1 examine the emergence of legislative concerns over the relatively 

unrestrided access to and use of addictive and dangerous dmgs from the creation of 

provincial phmacy laws to the federal Patent and Proprietary Medicine Act and the 

Opium Act of 1908. 1 argue that these two pieces of legislation were more intricately 

linked than rnost historians have recowed ,  and that the successful achievement of the 

Opium Act was not only an anti-Chinese issue. The Opium Act also fit into a broader 

concem over addictive dmgs and dangerous substances, which in tum were related to 

national health. When King referred to the opium industry's "baneful intluences" he spoke 

to a political climate in which concem over Chinese opium smoking 

issue of dangerous drug availability. The development of the patent 

- -- - - - - 

3~ anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 40 (March, 1907), p 359. 

was part of a larger 

medicine industry. 

The Ladies Home 
Journal also took up the cry. See "The 'patent medicine' curse" Dominion Medical 

ian Pharmaceut' Monthlv 22 (May, 19041, p. 293; "Retraction," Canad ical Journal 37 (July, 
1904), p 568. 

'R G. Guest and L. I Pugsley both make the connedon; see Guest, "The 
Development of Patent Medicine Legislation," pp. 786-787; higsley, "The Administration 
and Development of Federal Statutes on Foods and Dmgs in Canada," pp. 400-40 1. 
Glenn F Murray is more reserved about the influence of the articles on Canadian 
legislation: Glenn F. Murray, "The Road to Regdation," p. 80. On Adam's series in the 
Amencan context, see Musto, The American Diseasg, pp. 10- 1 1 ; Young, "The Great 
Amencan Fraud in Young, Toadstool Millionaires, pp 205-225. The editor of the 
Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal noted that the increasing public concem over patent 
medicines may have been the result of "a vigorous campaign.. . by 'Collier's Weekly' and 

Çanadian Pharmaceut'cal Journal 'The Ladies' Home Journal,"' 1 , 4 0  (March, 1907), p 3 59. 
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and its relationship to the medical and pharmaceutical professions, is the central issue of 

the fist part of this chapter. The creation of federal legislation to restrict the sale of 

patent nedicines is the topic of part two. 

Part 1. Defining a problem 

Medical professionals' growing concern over public use of patent medicines coincided 

with changes in doctors' therapeutic practices and the business of pharmacy. Concemed 

about the apparently ineffective dmgs, which their predecessors had used so extensively, 

physicians faced a therapeutic skepticism, and looked for alternative means of heding their 

patients.' Many doctors began to rely upon milder, less "heroic" treatments, while also 

finding in the expansion of chemical and scientific knowledge of their pharmaceutical 

colleagues more rehed understanding of the values of some dmgs, including opium. The 

elusiveness of opiates expressed by Fluckiger in 1870 began to fade as analysis and 

refinement procedures became more advanced. 

These chemical advancements were both fuelled by and caused changes in the 

business of the druggist. The pharmaceutical industry was no longer characterized by the 

traditional small-scale operation; it utilized the transportation and communication 

'~ohn Harley Warner, The Thera~eutic Perspective: Medical Practice. Knowledge 
and Identity in Americ6 1 820- 1 88 5 (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, l986), 
pp. 17-36; Rosenberg, "The Therapeutic Revolution: Medicine, Meaning and Social 
Change in Nineteenth Century America," in Morris Vogel and Charles Rosenberg, eds., 
The Thera~eutic Revoluti~n: Espvs in the Social Estory of Arnerican Medicine 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1979), pp. 18-21; S. E. D. Shortt discusses 
therapeutic "pessimism" in Victorian Lunacv: Richard M. Bucke and the Practice of late 
Nineteenth-Century Psychiam (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp 127, 
138. 
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networks of advanceci capitalist society to reach a broader clientele. By the end of the 

century, the smail individually-owned pharmacy, in which a druggist or an assistant 

compounded medicines for the patient, were cornpethg with large drug houses, serving a 

variety of needs, from cosmetics to soda fountains, and in which dnig compounding was a 

small part of a large business. Toronto physician John Hunter, discussing the growth of 

the patent medicine trade in 1906, rerninded his audience rhat "twenty or thirty years ago 

the dnig store was practically a medical Iaboratory, and the druggist. . . belonged to the 

Iearned professions. . . fNow he] must be a man of business aptitude and training. . . The 

dispensing of prescriptions is only an incidental part of the commercial enterprise." 

Hunter was criticizing the dangers of corporate pharmacy. The compounding of 

prescriptions was now the responsibility of a clerk: 

During the one, two or three, hours the clerk is at work on a doctor's 
prescription he serves many swains and their sweet-hearts with ice crearn 
sodas, washes the tumbiers and spoons, seleds the best brands of cigars for 
young and old sports, selis brushes, nursing bottles; in short, everything 
pertaining to the needs, fads, or fancies of the nursery, bath or lady's 
boudoir. . . 1s not the commercial spirit the moa dominant and rampant 
factor in pharmacy and therapeutics? 

Dmg compounding, itself once the cornerstone of the phannacist's claim to professional 

credibility, ofien became secondary to selling pills and medicines rnanufactured by such 

notable names as Parke Davis and Company, Merck's, and Canadian companies Iike the 

Lyman Brothers and the National Drug and Chernical Company 

6John Hunter, "Nostrums and Proptietary Medicines," Çanada Lance1 39 (August, 
1906), pp. 1057-1062. 
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Table 6.1 : Patent Medicines Manufactured in 
Canada 

Table 6.2: Medicines and h g s  
Manufactured in Canada 

Table 6.3: Vaiue of Patent Medicines Table 6.4: Patent Medicine Imports and 
and Dmgs Imported and Home Produced Per Capita Value. 

Year Value , Per Capita 
1871 $248,127 $0.07 
1881 $733,087 $0.17 
1891 $970,654 $0.20 
i 901 $2,412,595 $0.45 
191 1 $7,769,551 $1 .O8 

Year 

1 87 1 

Sources: Trade and Navigation Reports, Sessional Papers of the House of Cornrnons, 
1871-191 1; Census of Canada i87LI9l l .  
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!§ 1 7  1,050 

Population 

3.485.761 

Per Capita 
i 
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A perceived threat? 

Impon and home consumption data suggest that the growing use of patent medicines, 

bemoaned by doctors and druggias, may have been at least partly imaginary. The extent 

of the growth in propnetary medicine rnanufacturing and consumption in Canada is 

suggeaed by the data in Tabie 6.1. These figures provide the value of patent medicines 

manufactured in Canada, in the census years between 187 1 and 190 1, and compares them 

to the population. Table 6.2 adds the value of drugs produced in the country, since in 

190 1 and 19 1 1, the census included a category of "drug manufacturers" distinct from 

patent medicine manufacturers. Since Canadians also had access to the broad array of 

patent medicines available from outside the country, Table 6.3 adds the value of patent 

medicines imported in the census years, using statistics taken fiom the Trade and 

Navigation (later Custorns) Department reports in the annual Sessional Papers. These 

statistics suggest a distinct rise in the per capita amount of patent medicines in Canada. 

Since we cannot determine the proportion of Canadian-made dmgs and patent medicines 

that were exported, Table 6.4 Iists the per capita value of patent medicines imported for 

"home consumption." In this table, the pattem of increased cost of patent medicines is 

reproduced. In these three tables, the per capita costs of patent medicines was increasing 

significantly over the five census years, a pattern that appears to validate the impression 

that Canadians were consuming more patent medicines. However, some numhers 

c hdlenge t hat tentative conclusion. 

We cannot determine from per capita cost statistics whether or not people were 

actually buying quantitatively more patent medicines, or if drugs were just costing more. 
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Figure 6.1: Patent Medicine hports vs Population Growth, 1867- 19 12 

1867 1871 1875 1879 1883 1887'1891 1895 1899 i903 1907 1 
Year 

t Value Population 

Figure 6.2: Patent Medicine Imports and Total Imports, 1867- 19 1 1. 

1868 1873 1878 1883 1888 1893 1898 1903 1908 191 3 
Year 

+ Patent Medicines + All lmports 

Sources: Trade and Navigation Reports, Sessional Pa ers of the House of Commons, 
1 869- 19 1 1 ; Census of Canadk 1 87 1 - 19 1 1 ; K. W. Taylor and H. Michell, Statisticai 
Contributions to Canadian Economic History, (Toronto: MacMillan, 193 1 ), p. 1 1 . 
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Table 6.5: Patent Medicine imports Table 6.6: Correlation Coefficient 

Pat Meds- All Import! 

$46,891 $63,155,000 
$62,958 $66,902,000 
$70,271 $84.21 4,000 
$59,636 $1 O4,955,OOO 
$84,847 $1 24,509,OOO 
$56,575 $1 23,18l,OOO 
$66,914 $1 17,409,000 
$79,337 $92.51 3,000 
$76.056 $94,126,000 
$74,572 $90,396,000 
$83.164 $78,703,000 

$1 19,356 $69,901,000 
$85,507 $90,488.000 
$72,082 $111,145,000 
$66,886 $1 21,861,000 
$95.342 $1 O5,973,OOO 

$1 33,330 $99,756,000 
$1 47,144 $95,992,000 
$1 38,756 $1 05,107,000 
$1 95,562 $1 00,672,OOO 
$21 9,070 $1 O9,O98,OOO 
$207,186 $1 1 1,683,000 
$208,360 $1 11,534.OOO 
$205,749 $1 15,160,000 
$1 85,004 $1 15,171,000 
$227.244 $1 O9,O7l,OOO 
$203,712 $1 OO,676,OOO 
$1 93.545 $1 O5,36l,OOO 
$270,248 $1 06,6l8.OOO 
$244,335 $1 26,3O7,OOO 
$239,236 $1 49.422,OOO 
$301.549 $1 72,652,000 
$331.1 95 $1 77,931,000 
$345,658 $1 96,738,000 
$378,717 $225,095,000 
$390,541 $243,909,000 
$456,587 $251,964,000 
$489,325 $283,740,000 
$497,071 $263,528,000 
$51 7.71 1 $352,541,000 
$425,801 $288,594,000 
$605,251 $370,3l8,OOO 
$61 2,051 $452,725,000 

Cornparhg Patent Medicine Imports 
and Ail Imports, 1 869- 19 1 1 

Medicine 

Smrces: Trade and Navigation Reports, Sessional 
Pa~ers of the House of Comrnons, 1869- 
19 1 1 ; Taylor and Mitchell, Statistical 
Contributions, p. 1 1 .  
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However, comparing import cons, we find a parailel growth between the cons of patent 

medicines, and the costs of aU medicines. Table 6.5 lists the value of patent medicine 

impons and total imports fiom 1869 to 19 12. Figure 6.1 compares the steady increase in 

values of patent medicine imports to the population growth, listed in the five census years 

from 187 1 - 19 1 1. These last two cornparisons suggest that the rise in the value of patent 

medicines parallelled a nse in the value of other imports Figure 6.2 charts the rise in 

patent medicine imports against the values of the imports.' 

The numbers in these tables and figures lead to tentative conclusions about 

Canadians' use of patent medicines. The per capita value of patent medicines imported 

and manufactured in Canada suggest that Canadians were paying significantly more for 

their patent medicines between 187 1 and 19 1 1. Those numbers taken alone might suggest 

an increase in the real amount of patent medicines consumed in Canada. Since we do not 

have numbers for patent medicine exports, we cannot make conclusions about the total 

values of patent medicines consumed in Canada. However, the cornparison between 

annual patent medicine import statistics and ail annual impons suggest that patent 

rnedicine import values corresponded with the general importing behaviour of Canadians. 

The correlation coefficient of 0.9242 demonstrates a high positive relationship between 

the two import values, suggesting that, if Canadians were buying more imported patent 

medicines, they were not Likely buying a significantly larger number of these products. 

'Source for Tables 6.1-6.4: Census of Canada 187 1 - 19 1 1. Source for Table 6.5 
and Figure 6.1 : Sessional Papers of the Legislature of Canada. Trade and Navigation 
Reports, 1867-1 9 12. The general import statistics and per capita values are reproduced in 
K. W. Taylor and H. Michell, Statistical Contributions to Canadian Economic History 
Volume 2 (Toronto: Macmillan Company, 1 93 1). . 
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Unfortunately for our purposes, these numbers include "legitimate" 

pharmaceuticals and so-cailed "quack" medicines indiscriminately. We camot tell by 

these statistics whether or not the increase was in the pharmaceuticai business, the 

"quack" trade, or both. Nevertheless, since qualitative evidence suggests a growing 

"legitimate" trade in pharmaceuticais, encouraged by the efforts of dmg manufacturers 

inside and outside of Canada, these import statistics may actually indicate a decline in the 

purchases o f  "quack" nostrums. 

Patent and proprietary medicines were not new to late-nineteenth century medical 

practice. Physicians had reiied upon numerous proprietary preparations for decades; not 

the least arnong them was Dover's Powder a therapeutically versatile mixture of opium 

and ipecac fira compounded by Thomas Dover in 1732.' Even laudanum, or tincture of 

opium, bore the marks of a proprietary preparation. The f o m  of laudanum made popular 

by Thomas Sydenham in the seventeenth century, a mixture of  opium, brandy, cinnarnon, 

cloves, saf ion and other spices, was both a valuable medicine and potentially a substance 

for leisurely non-medical c o n s ~ r n ~ t i o n . ~  Thomas DeQuincey, Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

and Wilkie Collins were addicted primarily to laudanum, and notable Romantic writers like 

Percy Shelley, Keats, Sir Walter Scott and Lord Byron purportedly used laudanum, 

'J. Worth Estes, Diction- of Protophmacolonv: Therapeutic Practices. 1 700- 
1850 (Canton, MA: Science History Publications, 1990), p. 70. 

%tes, Diction- of Protophannacolo~, pp 1 12- 1 13. Sydenham's laudanum is 
ian Pharmaceut- discussed in "What is Laudanum?? (editorial) Canad ical Journal, 20 

(January 1881), pp 81-2. 
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although whether or not they were addicteci remains ~nc lea r . ' ~  

By the turn of the nineteenth century, patent and proprietary medicines had 

changed significantly, and were taking a larger role in medical practice. In 1903 Andrew 

Macphail, the editor of the Montreal Medical Journal, distinguished between potentidly 

useful propnetary medicines and dubious "secret" proprietary medicines. The former, he 

observed tautologically, is a "preparation which is proprietary," manufactured by a specific 

Company, but the ingredients of which the manufacturer made clear. Ident@mg a specific 

brand name of a "tincture of opium" or "nitrous spirits of ether" enabled the physician to 

avoid a tùrther pitfall of the growing pharmaceutical industry, since he or she could ask for 

a brand name that he or she trusted." 

Some evidence also suggested that the expanding medical manufacturing industry 

would ensure a certain degree of uniformity in preparations. According to bulletins issued 

by the Inland Revenue Department in 1903, often substances bearing the same name 

10 See Alethea Hayter, Opium and the Romantic Imagination: Addiction and 
Creativitv in DeQuince. Colend e. Baudelaire and others Second Edition (New York: 
Crucible, 1988); M. H. Abrams, The Milk of Paradise: The eRects of o~ ium visions on the 
works of DeOuincey. Crabbe. Francis Thompson and Coleridge (New York: Octagon, 
1 97 1 ); S heperd Siegel, "Wiikie Collins: Victorian Novelist as Psychopharmacologist" 
Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 38 (Apd 1983): 16 1- 1 75; 
Berridge and Edwards, "Opiate Use in Literary and Middle Class Society," in Berridge 
and Edwards, ûpium and the People: Opiate Use in Nineteenth Centu Eneland (London: 
Allen Lane, 1 98 1 ), p p  49-6 1. 

11 Near the end of the century, prescriptions in phmacists books increasingly 

requested specific forms of proprietary medicines. See Caimcross and Lawrence 
Company books, UWO Regional Roorn; Mitchell's Pharmacy, UWO Regional Room. On 
the expansion of the pharmaceutical industry, see John Parascandola, "Pharmacologists in 
Govemment and Industry,"in Parascondola, The Development of American 
Pharmacology: John J. Abel and the S h- of a Discipline (Baltimore and London: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1992). 
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varieci widely in their potency or rnakeup. In Bulletin No. 60 the Department reportai on 

an analysis of 15 sarnples of Tincture of Opium, fourteen made up by druggists, and one 

by a proprietary manufacturer. "[Olnly four samples were genuine. Some were too 

strong in alcohol or opium; five were deficient in opium and in one case the deficiency 

amounted to fi@ percent."" The proprietary preparation was one of the genuine articles. 

Macphail used these renilts to argue that, since preparations made by druggists were not 

reliable, the existence of brand name preparations enabled each physician to base his or 

her reputation upon that of the firm. "If a physician thinks that a preparation of opium, 

manufactured by a certain finn, is better than any other, he may prescribe that it be drawn 

from the stock manufactured by that h. "" Nevertheless, Macphail made it clear that the 

term "proprietary" did not refer to "whether the preparation is good or bad, [but] whether 

its composition is secret or well-kno~n." '~ 

The difference between good and bad patent preparations lay also in the means of 

distribution, and the manufacturer's attitude towards the physician. In 1906, the editors of 

the Dominion Medical Monthlv, observed that "formerly, proprietary articles were looked 

upon with favor by the medical profession, and could, consequently, be styled as ethicai." 

Ethical preparations "were made expressly for the dispensation of the [medical] 

profession, and were in no way advertised to or brought before the people at large." 

"" ~roprietary Preparations," [editorial] Montreal Medical Journal, 32 (May, 
1903): 359-362. See also, "Report of the Inland Revenue Department: Adulteration of 
Food," Journds of the Parliment of Canada, 1903, Bulletin 60. 

 ditor or id, Montreal Medical Journal, 32 (October, 1903 ), p. 749. 
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Lately, the editon noted, a movement had begun to style as "unethical" any preparation 

whose manufacturer kept the recipe secret. The editon did not agree with this rough 

distinction: "We remain so far unconvinced that it has been wrong to use these [secret] 

preparations; for we have seen many times prescriptions [made by physicians] which when 

compounded would floor their master to tell what f o m  the combinations took when it had 

entered the stomach of his patient and what its therapeutic effect would be. "" According 

to these doctors. many physicians were unable to write a usefid prescription; propnetary 

medicines might permit physicians to free themselves fiom their own ignorance; the aams 

of the profession would benefit from the uniformity of prescription medicine, and the 

public would benefit from improved hedth. 

These editors viewed the reasoned and controlled growth of the propnetay 

medicine industry as a positive step in the treatment of patients. Here doaon were 

reconciling with competitive capitalism, as long as the capitalists acted on the terms of the 

physicians. Medicine manufacturers who recognized and acted upon doctors' authonty 

were wonhy of physicians' support. Vulgar tactics and dishonourable behaviour ran 

contrary to the values of transcendent professionalisrn, and the honourable pharmaceutical 

industry would follow those unstated but fully understood niles of engagement with the 

sarne deference as credible physicians and pharmacists. As the public was educated to the 

problem, physicians argued, the practice of advertising dubious remedies in newspapers, 

sending unsolicited samples through the mail, and utilizing al1 sons of "obscene" literature 

in these ads, would disappear. 

"Editorial, Dominion Medical Monthly, 26 (June, 1 906), pp 3 04-3 06. 
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Docton' main concem reflected a general interest in broadening the reach of their 

profession. ïhei r  influence continued to be limited because people codd, and did. use 

self-remedies, whether these substances were manufactured by dubious companies, 

published in volumes of "receipts," or transmitted through oral tradition (see Chapter 

One). The Maritime Medical News often primeci articles in which doctors scratched their 

head over why the public did not trust the medical profession.16 Most astonishing, was the 

fact that many people seemed to prefer the patent medicine "quack" or "charlatan" over 

the educated doctor. The biggest loser, however, was the public: "Pharmacy and the 

medical profession are injured by this open system of quackery, but not one fraction of the 

extent of injury that is inflicted upon the public by the sale of these secret nostrums," 

wrote R. MacNeill, president of the Maritime Medical Association in 1899. l7 This 

rejection by the public was more startling because, doctors argued, the medical profession 

was moa capably armed to protect the public health. 

Physicians had to arike a balance between their role as guardians of the public 

health and their economic and professional interests. They worried that people would 

believe doctors who opposed unrestriaed patent medicine sales were rnerely acting to 

strengthen their economic power. rather than in the interest of the public. John Fulton, the 

editor of the Canada Lancet sought to overtum this charge when he declared that 

'Bdmund Moore, "Status of the Medical Profession," Maritime Medical News 2 
(April 1 ! N O ) : ,  p. 69; D. MacKintosh, ''The Mutual Relations of the Profession and the 
Public," Maritime Medicai News 12 (July, 1900) p. 222. 

"R. MacNeill, "Patent and Secret Nostrums," Maritime Medical News, 1 1 (April, 
1899), p 119. 
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physicians were the only people "in a position to tùUy comprehend the magnitude of this 

ever-growing evil. " He argueci t hat an inqujr into the =Mess actions of physicians need 

look no further than the numerous positions that physicians held: "we are continually 

making strenuous exeitions in the public interest against disease in many ways. and 

devoting our time and talents often gratuitously to hospitals, homes. asylums, infirmaries, 

boards of health, etc.. . . Therefore we claim credence and confidence when Our advice is 

given. "18 Likewise, Dr. John Hunter, of Toronto, wrote that "the preservation of life is a 

sacred trust, committed to the individual, to society, to the nation, and to the race. Any 

a a  that imperils it unlawfully is a crime."'g To Hunter, proprietary medicines were "a 

stain on the medical profession,""> precisely because the medical profession should have 

been able to stop their proliferation, and thereby protect the health of the people. 

Although they aood to gain more control over the medical treatment of the nation, 

doaors argued that by elirninating the threats posed by unscrupulous and uncontrolled 

medicine vendors, the public would benefit. 

Critics of the trade contrasted the idea of the doctor's honourable cdling with 

denigrating images of the patent medicine vendor. These images painted the vendor as an 

'"'Secret Proprietary Medicines," [editorial] Canada Lancet, 1 8 (July, 1 886), pp. 
343-344. 

l9 John Hunter, "Nostrums and Proprietary Medicine," Canada Lancet, 4 1 (August, 
19O6), p. 1 O6 1. 

"Quoted in Çanada Lancet, 42 (July, 1907), p. 977. 
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iderior by class, profession and occasionaily race." In 1902, the Canada Lancet argued 

against proprietary medicines containhg "stimulants and interdicteci dmgs" noting that 

"any one, a carpenter, a stableman, a f m e r  a blacksmith or a scrubwoman, for example, 

rnay put up compounds."" In 1893, the Toronto News argued that the govenunent 

needed to enact some form of legislation. The editor noted that, although a doctor had to 

undertake years of education, "here we find a blacksrnith on the one hand patenting a 

narcotic that is to insure baby's sleeping weU, while on the other hand a shoe maker or a 

railway nawy [patents] the 'sure cure' for con~urnption."~ In 1899, d u ~ g  special 

comminee hearïngs on patent medicines in Quebec, Professor J.  Morrison wamed that 

unless pharmacy was protected, prescriptions could be made up by a 4bcook or coachman" 

instead of a dmggia." Momsonfs class-based argument extended to racial concern. As 

the editor of the Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal (1 896- 190 1 ),3 he told his readers about 

" several historians have considered the issue of patent medicine as violating 
professional sovereignty, but the general class-centred discourse about patent medicines 
has been overlooked. See Morgan, Drues in Americê, pp. 102; Musto, American 
Disease, pp. 14- 15; Parssinen, Secret Passions Secret Remedies: Narcotic Dmgs in British 
Society. 1820- t 940 (Philadelphia: The Institute for the Study of Humarï Issues, l983), pp. 
3 1-35; the discussion by Berridge and Edwards in Opium and the People, pp 123- 13 1, 
includes the "professional 'scare' about expanding chlorodyne use." 

""~timulants and Narcotics in Proprietary Medicines," Canada Lancq 35 (August, 
1902), p 55. 

"Quoted in Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 27 (October, 1893), p 3 1 

"~vidence of J. Momson, Journals of the Lepihtive Assemblv of Queb-, 1899, 
Appendix B, p 4 1 5 .  

" ~ n  h s  biography of Edward Shuttleworth, Emest Stieb aates that Shualewonh 
ian PhamaceuticaI Jou was editor of the Canad mai until he sold it to G. E. Gibbard in 

1900. (Stieb, "Edward Buckingham Shuttleworth, 1842-1934" Pharmacy in Hiaoc 12 
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"An Indian of the Caughnawagas" who was marketing "Dr. White-Cloud's No-Dac Pain 

Reliever." The man's modus operandi was to send a bogus order to a dmggist for the 

substance, of which the druggia had never heard, and then to arrive at the place of 

business a few days f i e r  the order, posing as a Iegitimate trader to sel1 this new cure, 

which was obviously in demand. Momson suggested that the reader "keep a good hefty 

club on hand for the entertainment of al1 such redskin swindlers and when they cal1 invite 

them out into the back yard to attend a ~eance.'"~ In 1900. Dr. D. MacKintosh, President 

of the Medical Society of Nova Scotia, suggested a racial aspect to the danger of patent 

medicines when he criticized the mysticism and non-scientific nature of medicines 

advertised "by the picîure of a Red Indian with feathers in his head."" Owing to these 

dangers, posed by lower class, uneducated and occasionally non-white swindlers, ran the 

arguments, the sale of patent medicines needed to be restricted. 

The class, professional and racial imagery paralleled arguments about the actual 

physical effects of patent medicines on the health of the people. Not only did these 

( 1 WO), pp. 9 1 - 1 16.). However, the masthead of the journal suggests othenvise. 
Shuttleworth was listed as editor until February, 1895, and then until July, 1896 no editor 
was listed. From August, 1896 to October, 190 1,J. E. Momson was listed as the editor 
(he noted this affiliation at his testimony to Quebec Select Cornmittee on Patent medicines 
in 1899). Gibbard becarne editor, according to the masthead, in November, 190 1. My 
thanks to Laura Elms at the Phannacy Library, University of Toronto, for her assistance in 
finding this information. 

ian Pharmaceut- '"'A Clever Swindle," Canad ical Journal, 33 (May, 1900), p.446. 

"D. MacKintosh, "The Mutual Relation of the Profession and the Public" 
Maritime Medical News 1 2 (July, 1 9OO), p. 222. Another link with race is suggested by 
Michael McCulioch in "'Dr. Tumblety, the Indian Herb Doctor': Politics, Professionalisrn 
and Abortion in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Montreal," Canadian Bulletin of Medicai 
Histoqd Bulletin canadien d'historie de la médecinp 10 (1993), pp. 49-66. 
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products contain unstated and potentially dangerous drugs, but the very science of 

medicine required a more nuanced understanding of the specific condition than any patent 

medicine could provide. Mackintosh contrasted the mystical and myaerious d u r e  of 

"quack" remedies with the practicalities of the medical profession. In contras to the 

extravagant clairns of patent medicine vendors, doctors could only identify diseases "&er 

patient waiting and watching." The physician's role was scientific, empirical and 

interactive: "lem [the patient's] peculiarities, adapt Our treatment to the conditions as 

they arise." Sometimes, Mackintosh reminded his readers, al1 the doaor could do was 

make the patient's final hours bearable." Even this recognition of medicine as part of a 

scientific process was did not always lead to success. The editors of the Maritime Medicd 

News stated that people would avoid dubious patent medicines if they "only realized how 

difficult it is at times for even the best trained physicians to decide upon the best course of 

medication? Likewise, Victoria physician C.J. Fagan noted, even educated physicians 

could make rnistakes in their prescriptions; "the question as to when, how, and how much 

is to be given in each individual case, is often a perplexing one even to the medical 

attendant. "'O How, these doctors argued could self-medication avoid some of the pitfalls 

into which properly trained physicians sometimes stumbled? 

improper administration was one of severai grave dangers. By the first decade of 

'8D. MacKintosh, "The Mutual Relation of the Profession and the Public," p. 222. 

= ' ~ h e  Patent Medicine Problem," [editorial] Maritime Medical News 10 
(February, 1898), p. 56. 

30 C. I. Fagm "Patent Medicine", Canada Lance  40 (lanuary, 1 905), p. 4 14. 
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the twentieth century, entreaties for the need to restrict the sale of patent medicines 

argued that many secret cures could addict the patient to certain ingredient~.~' ".Ncohol in 

some, cocaine in others, opium in a third, impotent M i n  a fonh, no dcohol advertised 

in a fifth, and yet full of it, etc., etc., is the everyday experience of eveiy doctor," 

observed the editors of the Canada Lance in 1906.'' John Herald, editor of the w o n  

Medical Ouarterl~, stated that "almost every day the practitioner meets some victim of the 

medicine habit who is as great a slave to some patent nostrum, manufactured for the 

purpose of enriching its proprietor, as the ordinary alcoholic or 'dope' habitue. "" In the 

Montreal Medical Journal, Macphail tied his charge to the dubious advertising tactics of 

the patent medicine vendors: 

A person suffering from a "tired feeling" is stirnulated with a tonic wine 
containing dcohol and cocaine; another has his catarrh dried up by 
morphine; constipation is cured with senna under the guise of some fancifui 
syrup, and children are soothed into a lethal slumber by some preparation 
of opium. It is no wonder then that the victims are ready to adduce worn  
testimony that they cannot get dong without their favorite medicine; any 
dmnkard or morphinomaniac will attest to as rnuch. Y 

The Montreal Medical Journal agreed, and argued that the doctor had the duty to warn the 

public of the danger of "the evil habit of drug taking, for nefkious habits in this respect 

31 Morgan, Drues in Americ% pp. 65-66; Musto, The Arnerican Disease, p. 3;  

Courtwright, Dark P a r a ,  pp  56-58; Bemdge and Edwards, Opium and the Peoolc, pp 
163, 221. 

""~roprietary medicines," [editorial] Canada Lancet (may, 1906), p. 84 1. 

 ines est on Medical Ouarterly, 9 (October, 1 904), pp. 16 1 - 162. 

Y " ~ e d i c a l  Advertising" [editorial] Montreal Medical Journal 22 (May, 1903): 362- 
364. 
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are soon and easily formeci." These writers called for legislation to reguiate various 

aspects of the trade." 

The inclusion of addiction in the list of dangers presented by patent medicines was 

part of a transformation in arguments against unregulated patent and proprietary 

medicines. It drew from a growing awareness of the problem of addiction, dong with a 

shifting perception of the bea means of presenting potential public "dangers." In the 

1870s cornmentators atîacked proprietary medicines because they purportedly "cured" 

diseases that the regular medical profession knew were incurable, and because they could 

Ml if taken in excess. Just as the unrestricted trade in patent medicines presented a 

challenge to the authority of the medicai profession, so the growth of addiction also 

threatened the authority of doctors and dmggias. When discussing addiction, pharmacists 

and physicians once again clashed in defining the borders of their professional domains. 

Druggists and doctors saw addiction as moaly an issue of access to addictive 

drugs, but they could not agree on who was to blame. In 1900, the Canadian 

Pharmaceutical Journal cited E. Toussaint's article in La Dosimetre au Canada which 

attacked the "hundreds of unscrupulous pharmacias who seU morphine to anyone who 

asks for it. " The editor, J. E. Momson, responded that "if there are so many 

rnorphinornaniacs it is due to the carelessness, and, we might Say, laziness of a certain 

class of physicians who prescribe morphine for every little pain and ache of which their 

patients may ~ornplain."~~ Morrisonts successor as editor, G. E. Gibbard, cast the net of 

35~ominion Medical Monthly, 26 (June, 1906), pp. 304-306. 

"'Who is to blame?" Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal 33 (lune, 1900), p. 494 
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blame wider, although he was less willing to admit the growth of addiction. In 1903 he 

noted that dmg addiction was on the rise in other "civilized" countries, especially the 

United States and Europe, but Canada was less affecteci by addiction. He attributed this 

condition to "the strenuous life we lead, the rigor of climate in which we live, and. with dl, 

the quality of material out of which Canadians are built. . . . Alcohol. rather than 'dope,' is 

Our tendency, and even this habit is created and fostered more by socid tendency than by 

desire or appetite. "" Despite these conditions, he noted, "there are amongst us 

unfortunates who have acquired dnig habits." Two years later, this confidence had 

diminished to a certain resignation. "Aitnost every rnember of the cr& [pharmacy] has to 

deal with the habitues," wrote Gibbard in 1905. He speculated on three principal causes 

of the growth of addiction: 'the carelessness on the part of physicians. a certain class of 

patent medicines.. . and . . . the aid rendered by unscrupulous dmggias. "" 

The role of the unscrupulous druggist in creating or encouraging drug habits 

concemed pharmacists, who wanted to strengthen their profession's integity. In 1899, the 

editor of the Canadian Dru- declared that any druggist who was selling addictive drugs 

to an individual in order "to sustain the cumulative influence of a drug habit is guilty of a 

moral crime of a very serious nature. "39 Another writer comluded that, compared to the 

377"~nig Habits" Canadian Phamiaceutical Journal 37 (Sept, 1903) p. 63. 

ian Pharmaceut' " " ~ h e  Sale of Narcotics," Canad ical Journal 38 (May, 1905) p . 

450. 

39"~nwise sales" 1 1 (July, 1899). p. 153. 
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immoral vendor of habit-forhg drugs, the liquor dealer "is angelic."* Yet despite the 

potential damage an unprincipled dniggia could do, Gib bard asserted that the p hannacistt s 

"influence in combatting and remedying the evil is aii powerful if he chose to exert it. "" 

This power came from the pharmacistst ability to control the trade in dangerous dnigs, 

ascertauied in the drives for extended pharmaceuticd legislation, and in the self-regulating 

powers of the various provincial and local phamaceutical societies. When, in 1903, the 

Council of the Ontario College of Pharmacy and the Toronto Dmg Section of the Retail 

Manufacturer's Association passed resolutions condemning the sale of narcotics to 

habitues, Gibbard cded  upon medicai associations to joui the pharmacists to condernn the 

practice, and move to secure "legislation. . . to properly restrict the traffi~."'~ 

This cal1 to the physicians is indicative of the unsteady relationship between 

druggists and doctors in the area of controlling drug addiction. The medical associations 

generally recognized their members' own cuipability in causing iatrogenic addiction, and 

they pointed out the pharmacists' role in the increase of drug habituation. In 1879, a 

Medical and Su @cd Jou Montreal druggist wrote to the Canada r mal arguing that the 

city's doctors needed to arrive at some "understanding. . . with pharmacists regulating the 

repetition of prescriptions containing Morphia, Chloral, & c . ' ~ ~  He explained that his 

ian Pharmaceut' Txtracted from Merck's Report, Canad ical Journal 3 1 (May, 
1898), p 478. 

ian Pharmaceut' ""The Sale of Narcotics" Canad ical Journal 37 (May, 1903) p. 45 1 

'2"Dnig Habits," Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal 37 (September, 1903), p 63. 

4YbCo~espondence: Repeating Prescriptions," [signed "H. R. G'] Canada Medicd 
cal Journal 8 (December 1879) . 
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confieres faced a dilemma when asked by patients to repeat prescriptions containing these 

dangerous substances. The editon of the Journal in 1880, agreed, and cited a case from 

the Medical Times and Gazette of a woman who took advantage of the practice of 

repeating prescriptions to procure enough bottles of a remedy to compile a fatal dose. 

The editors' concern included the danger both to the public and to the physician's 

reptation. Ofien an individuai, who found a certain prescription was effective, would 

circulate it "arnong the members of the family or kindly fiiends in the neighborhood. 

Surely under such circumstances it is grossly unfair to hold a physician answerable for 

what may happen? 

The accusations of culpability in causing addiction reiterated itself in the 

discussions of patent medicine abuse. Some doctors suggested that the growth in the sale 

of patent medicines were the fault of "our weak-kneed friend, the druggist," who, by 

repeating prescriptions and selling patent medicines that could be dangerous, helped the 

ian Phannaceut- patient avoid a doctor's fee? The Çanad icd Journal reprinted an article 

from the California State Journal of Medicine which had defended phamüicists against the 

attacks by doctors: "there is hardly a phmacist in the country who would not gladly rid 

himself of half his aock of clap trap stuff, if he could; but the physician wdi not let him, 

because, forsooth, he does not know enough about his own profession to know what he is 

making the druggist do. If d o a o n  would cease prescribing patent medicines, the 

Medical and Su @cal lou *'Repeating Prescriptions," canada r mal 8 (February, 
1880), p. 328-330. 

45''Prescnbed Repetition and its Dangers," pditoriai], Dominion Medical Monthiy 
20 (May, 1903), pp. 289-290. 
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pharmacists would no longer have to stock them.'" Whiie commentators Like M e d  H. 

Mason argued that "medicine and phannacy ought ever to be united in friendly CO- 

operation," when conf?onting the issue of dmg addiction through the patent rnedicine 

trade, doctors and dmggists continued to eye each other with suspicion." 

Status, national health and patent medicine advertisements. 

Doctors who argued against the patent medicine trade did not jus  present concems about 

the damage these substances could wreak on the patient; they were aiso concemed about 

the repercussions of the unscrupulous methods of advertising? Much of this concem 

related to how ads for the products represented physicians. Doctors, who idealized the 

concept that professionalism transcended the corruption of cornpetitive capitalism, saw 

patent medicines ads, that used doctors' testimonials to support extravagant daims, as a 

challenge to medical authority. To combat this practice, the Montreal Medical Journal 

provided an illustration of how patent rnedicine vendors elicited testimonials from 

physicians regarding the effectiveness of their product. A "patent medicine man" offers a 

physician sample bottles of his rnedicine, 

1 6 ~  anadian Pharmaceuticai Journal 37 (June, I9O4), pp. 496-497 

'an Pharmaceut' 47~lfred Hy. Mason, "Pharmaceutical Ethics," Canadi ical Journal 20 
(September, 1886) p. 26 

48 On patent medicine advertising, see Morgan, Dnies in Arneria p. 1024; 
Parascandola, "Patent Medicines in Nineteenth-Century Ameriq" pp. 5- 16; Young, & 
Toadstool Millionaires, pp. 1 1 1 - 1 24, 165-202; Musto, The Amencan Dise=, pp. 14- 1 5; 
David L. Cowen and William Helfand, Pharmaq: An Illustrateci History (New York: 
Henry Abrarns, 1 990), pp . 1 84- 1 86. 
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he tells [the physician] what is in these bottles, being carefid to suppress the 
quantities and the exact composition, at the same tirne impressing [the 
doctor] with the important fact that no one else cm prepare this 
medicine.. . . Finally, he insùiuatingly requests, as a retum for the amount of 
the doctor's time that he has wasted the small favor of a testimonial setting 
forth the ments of the preparation.. . .the weaied doctor hesitates and is 
Ion. To get nd of his persecutor he ~ i g n s . ~ ~  

Medical associations saw this tendency to provide testirnoniais to patent medicine vendors 

as anathema, and tried to put an end to the practice. The Montreai Clinicai Society, for 

example, passed a resolution to condemn this "reprehensible" behaviour. The Society 

would permit its members to recomend and prescribe secret remedies when they felt the 

remedies were effective, but they were not to be quoted or named in ads. The Montreal 

Medical Journal's editors questioned this permission, noting that, since the recipe of a 

patent medicine was secret, there was no guarantee that it would rernain the same." Some 

evidence bears out this suspicion. 5' 

With the trade in reliabie substances upon the market came both aggressive 

marketing tactics, and an overabundance of fiaudulent substances. "We have b e n  

49" ~ r o p n e t a r ~  Medicines" [editorial] 
866. 

Montreal Medical Journal, 32 (May 1894), p. 

ian Pharmaceut- "In July, 1904, the Canad ical Journal commented upon a libel case 
launched against the Ladies Home Journal by the R. V. Pierce Medical Company. In an 
examination of the patent medicine trade, editor of the Ladies Home Journal had alluded 
to the existence of opiates in one of Pierce's products. After the Pierce Company 
threatened court action, the Ladies Home Journal p ~ t e d  a retraction, noting that its 
original article had drawn upon studies of the products from 25 years earlier. A new 
chernical investigation of the medicine demonstrated that the formula for the medicine had 
changed, and it contained no opiates. See Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 37 (Jdy, 
1904), p. 568. 
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'circularized,' we have been overwhelrned with literature,' we have b e n  patiently waited 

upon by 'representatives,' of this firm and of that," complained the editors of the Montred 

Medical Journal in 1903. The problem was that doctors were being ovenuhelmed by such 

attention. and could neither distinguish good preparations fiom the bad, nor codd they 

handle the persistent harassrnent From manufacturer's advertising methods. "Frankly, we 

cannot do without the products of the rnanufacturen; we c m  and shall do without the 

products-good or bad-of those h s  which push their wares with undue zeai. If they 

wish to adopt a suggestion, it would be, to take to heart the wisdom of hastening 

slowly. "" 

Despite cautions and resolutions of this sort, physicians continued to agitate for 

restriction of what they saw as a growing trade. Professional integrity and the health of 

the people coincided with arguments against patent medicines. C. J. Fagan noted the 

intersection of professionai and public interest when he illustrated a hypothetical case with 

which he figured ail physicians likely had experience. A patient. the treatment of whom 

occupies a great deal of the physician's tirne and energy, "is Iured away by some glowing 

advertisement of alleged miraculous cures." The patient purchases "bonle d e r  bottle, it 

may be case after case" of the medicine, but with little improvement. "Mer unerly niining 

his system.. . [the patient] struggles back to our office, more dead than alive," and 

cornplains that he does not seern to be getting better. If subsequent attempts to cure the 

now even weaker condition should faii, the physician, not the patent medicine, would take 

'"'~roprietary Preparations," [editonal] ] mal 22 (May, 1 903 ), 
pp 359-362. 
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the blame." Fagan proceeded to introduce examples of his experiences with patients who 

had been duped by the claims of patent medicine vendon, and in the process lost money 

and health. He likened the morality of the business of patent medicine to highway 

robbery, and reminded his reader that the rnethods of the successfil patent medicine 

vendor centred around preying upon the feus and anxieties of the sick. 

Some phannaceutical vendors used the fean over the concems of dangerous secret 

remedies in patent medicines to their advantage. By the turn of the cenmry, severai 

advertisements in the pharmacy trade papen included declarations that the medicine in 

ian Pharmaceut ' question was fkee of al dangerous substances. In 1900, the Canad ical 

Journal endorsed the "Indian Catarrh Cure" as a valuable alternative to the many catarrh 

cures on the market that "contain cocaïne, and are as a consequence dangerous to the 

user, and such as no pharmacist cm recornrnend." In contrast, this cure was "'absolutely 

free fiom opiates of al1 kinds. "" Restrictive legislation could also serve to bolster the 

credibility of proprietary medicines which, when analysed, were proven fiee of opiates. 

An advertisement entitled "NO POISON in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy," explained that 

"Owing to special legislation regarding the Poison Act, the Pharmacy Board of New South 

Wdes had an analysis made of al1 the cough medicines that were sold in that market. " The 

results showed that only Chamberlain's remedy was "entirely Free fiom al1 poisons. "" The 

53C. J.  Fagan, "Patent Medicine," pp. 4 12-4 13. 

y anadian Phmaceutical Journal 34 (August, 1900), p. 43. 

ian Pharmaceut' "Sec the advertisement, for exarnple, in Canad tcal Journal, 37 
(December, 1903), p. 233. 
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Company played upon fears of infant doping expressed ofien in condemations of patent 

medicines. "The absence of all narcotics makes this remedy the safest and best that cm be 

hzd, and it is with a feeling of security that any mother can give it to her little ones."56 The 

advertiser did not mention the effectiveness of the remedy. but rather asserted that its 

remedy was a d e  alternative to dangerous medicines. 

Professionai commentators disparaged this tendency ro manipulate public 

sentiment as favouring the business of advertising over the science of creating better 

ian Pharmaceut' remedies. Ln 1906, G. E. Gibbard of the Canad ical Journal provided an 

example of a medicine manufacturer who, finding that his remedy was not selling as weil 

as he had hoped, sought a new advertising manager, rather than a new business manager. 

The result was an increase in sales, with no change in the product. While this process may 

have appeared to business people as not unusual, Gibbard was disgusted, and alluded to 

the problems presented when cornpetitive capitalism ovenvhelrned the medical industry. 

"The truth and nothing but the truth is too much to expect in a condition where the 

advertiser's art is so potent a factor in producing successful results, but so grossly have the 

bounds of trutffilness been overstepped that the over-advertised patent medicine has 

almon become a public nuisance. "17 A similar opinion came from the Canada Lancet, 

when its editor, John Ferguson, responded to the Globe's defence of the nght of patent 

rnedicine vendors to keep their preparations secret. The Globe likened a medicai 

""patent Medicines, " [editorial] Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal 39 (March, 
1 W6), p 358-9. 
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innovation to any other invention, for which a patent protects the creator. Ferguson 

stated simply that, "Medicines are not on the same level at al1 as a patent. Lfa man gets 

hold of a fomulae [sic] for a mixture for whooping cou& and then places it upon the 

market, it is absolutely necessary that its composition should be made known. The 

medical profession is then in a position to inform its clientele of the safety, or otherwise, of 

such a mixture. " Ferguson rejected the arguments of the protective devices of capitalism, 

such as the patent, made by a newspaper editor who relied upon patent medicine ads for 

revenue: the doctor's duty was to protect the "public wed in al1 sanitary and healthfui 

rneasures. " 58 

The cocaine addiction panic. 

Intersecting the growing concem over the trade in patent rnedicines was the issue of the 

use and abuse of c~ca ine . '~  Isolated From the coca leaf in 1855, cocaine entered the 

materia medka quickly in a number of forms. The Parke-Davis Company became an 

enthusiastic marketer of cocaine in a numerous stimulant preparations, including 

cigarettes, cordiais, and tablets? Cocaine's anaesthetic properties made it valuable in eye 

58''Proprietary Medicines," [editonal], Canada Lancet, 36 (May, 19O6), pp 84 1-43. 

5 9 G l e ~  Murray argues that a "cocaine scare" was equally as influentid in dnving 
legislative initiatives as was concem over opium use. Glenn F. Murray, "Cocaine Use in 
the Era of Social Reform: The Natural History of a Social Problem in Canada, 1880- 
19 1 1 ," Canadian Journal of Law and Society 2 ( 1987)- p. 29. 

T h e  most comprehensive historical study of cocaine to date is Joseph SpiIlaine, 
"Modern Drug, Modem Menace: The Legal Use and Distribution of Cocaine in the United 
States, 1880- 1 920" (PhD Dissertation, Carnegie Mellon University, 1994). For Canada, 
see Glenn F. Murray, "Cocaine Use in the Era of Social Reform." Other discussions of 
cocaine include Robert C. Peterson, "Hiaory of Cocaine," in R. C. Peterson and R C. 
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and dental surgery. Like opium, cocaine's flexibility resulted in a degree of enthusiastic 

confusion regarding its value. In 1882, Dr. E. Palmer touted cocaine as a remedy for the 

opium habit, stating that his patients took the fluid extract of coca a few times and never 

felt the need for opium again? By the tum of the cenhuy, cocaine was part of  a broad 

array of proprietary substances. the most notorious of which was Coca-Cola.6' 

The dangers of cocaine addiction emerged quickly as its use spread. In 1886, Dr. 

Medical and Su James Stewart, from M c G i  Coilege, reported to the Canada rmcai Journal 

that, while cocaine was a valuable therapeutic medicine, doctors must use it cautiously, 

"otherwise we may bring about a cocaine habit which, if ail reports be true, is even worse 

than that of ~piurn."~' Stewart's tempered interpretation of cocaine use contrasted with a 

report the sarne journal printed eighteen months later. The editor quoted a Dr. Heimann 

in the Journal of Mental Science, condernning the moral effects of cocaine habituation, 

"the patients lie when they open their mouths, they steal on the first opponunity, and they 

desire to do that which they are unable to perform. They are irresolute in their action, and 

should they have begun anything, their activity is of the shortest duration. In their being 

they become apathetic, indifferent to everythng, untidy in their belongings unclean in 

Stillman. eds, Cocaine: 1977 NIDA Research Monomaph #13 (May, 1977), pp. 17-34; 
Muao, The Arnencan Disease, p. 7; Morgan, Dru@ in America p. 18. 

6 ' ~ .  R. Palmer, "The Opium Habit-A Possible Antidote" Canada Medical Record, 
9 (May 1881) pp. 180-181. 

(j'~organ, Dmas in Arnenca pp 15-1 9; Courtwright, Dark Paradise, pp 96-99. 

"James Stewart, "Report on Pharmacology and Therapeutics," Canada Medical 
cal Journal, 14 (Apd, 1886), p. 538. 
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their person-in short, they are dern~ralized."~ Not al1 commentaton were so cautious 

about cocain+ however. The Canada Lancet quoted a Dr. J. R. Rankin of Muncy, Pa., 

who said that "he has never seen any alarming effects follow the use of cocaine in his 

practice, aithough he has employed it quite extensively. ''" Enthusiasm like Rankin's 

declined as the century drew to a close. 

Oflen the effects of cocaine habituation were compared with opium's effect on the 

body and soul, and moa deterrnined that cocaine was a more significant problem than 

opiates. Charles M. Pratt, told the St. John Medical Society that the cocaine habit was 

"even worse than the morphine habit," and W. S. Muir of the Dominion Medical 

Association, said the habit was harder to break "than that of opium or a l ~ o h o l . ' ~  For 

another, the physical effects of the dmg were worse than those of opium, precisely 

because cocaine created such an ovenvhelrning change in the body: "The opium habitue 

may have a fairly steady hand and a reasonably steady head for yean.. . . the cocaine user 

finds a complete and ever increasing lack of power to CO-ordinate the muscles of the 

body.'"' One writer's descript ions of a "coca smo ker" parailelied earlier characterizations 

of the opiate habitue: "a t d ,  thin individual, with sallow complexion, and queer, 

Medical and Su "Heimann, "The Untoward Effects of Cocaine," Canada rmcd 
Journal, 16 (September, 1887), p. 88-89. 

6S"The exaggerated dangers of cocaine," Canada Lancet 20 (September, l887), p 

66Charles M. Pratt, "Cocaine," Maritime Medical Journal 18 (August 1906), p. 
308; W. S. Muir, "An Address on Matena Medica and therapeutics, Part 2," Maritimc 
Medical Journal 3 (February, 189 l), p. 27. 

67C. Richard Shaughnessy, "The Cocaine Habit," Maritime Medical News, 15 
(March, 1903), p. 86. 
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expressiodess eyes. "" Physical effects were not as sigdicant to many writers as the 

ian Pharmaceut' moral impact of cocaine addiction. Ln 1898, the Canad ical Journal quoted 

Dr. W. F. Waugh, who wrote in the Quarterlv Journal of Inebriety that cocaine was "the 

most disastrous in its effects of any habit-drug.. . it destroys the soul, the moral 

consciousness is dead. "" In 1906, Charles Heebner, Dean of the Ontario College of 

Pharmacy, cailed the unrestricted trade in cocaine "the traffic in human souk. "" The 

Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal, discussing the "diabolical t r a c  in cocaine" in Montreal 

during 19 10. called it "this soul-destroying evil. "" 

Some wrïters saw in cocaine the central reason for the growing numbers of ''drus 

fiends" in Canada. Heebner argued in 1906 that public and legislative sentiment against 

habit-forming drugs was vimially non-existent until "the Cocaine Monster came upon the 

arena. . . cocaine proved to be a far more enslaving drus than opium or rn~rphine."~ Two 

ian Pharmaceut' years later, Gibbard, of the Canad ical Journal, reponed that a pharmacist 

was suspected of selling exorbitant amounts of morphine and cocaine. He argued that ail 

phannacias would recognize that the amounts this druggist ordered far exceeded the 

"Canadian Phmaceutical Journal, 19 (January, 1 886), pp. 80-8 1 

ian Pharmaceut' 6w. F. Waugh, "Cocaine." Canad ]cal Journal, 32 (Septernber, 
1 898), pp. 80-8 1. 

'ocharles H. Heebner, "Regulation of Sale of Habit-Forming Dmgs," Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Journal, 40 (August, l906), p.23 

ian Pharmaceut- ""Cocaine Selling In Quebec," Canad  cd Journai 44 (December, 
1910) pp. 212-214. 

?'Heebner, "Regulation of Sale of Habit-Fonning Dmgs," p. 23. 
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requirements of normal business, and cailed the practice "diabo tical, " particularly because 

of cocaine's addictive nature. "In the case of whiskey and morphine, victims may and 

frequently do reform, but with cocaine never.''75 Other writers were not convinced that 

c o c h e  addiction was the driving force in the rise of addictioh but argued that restrictions 

on cocaine would be "a much needed deguard," against potential addiction. In 1908, 

two Montreal druggists were threatened with legal action "for causing grievous injury in 

selling cocaine to parties addicted to the habit."71 Restrictions on the sale of cocaine and 

other dmgs, the* some argued, could prevent the spread of addiction, and protect 

pharmacists from prosecution. 

Pharrnacists became concemed particularly about cocaine's prevalence in various 

cures for catarrh, or an inflamation of the mucous membrane in the nose and throat. Many 

catarrh cures were inhaled into the nose. The Canadian phannaceutical press repeated 

nones of "cocaine fiends" fiaudulently obtaining catarrh cures from local druggists. In 

1898 one of the Toronto wholesale houses discovered "a pile of empty bottles and lengths 

of rubber tubing" near the basement water closet: 

An inspection revealed the fact that the bottles were the empty containers of a 
much advertised catarrh cure, and the ntbber tubing the instrument used for 
puffing up the nostril. The pile of bottles on counting was found to contain 20 
dozen. The suggestiveness of the find cornes in from the fact that this particular 
catarrh powder is said to contain a large percentage of co~ain[sic].~~ 

ian Pharmaceut' T3"~ocaine Restriction" Canad ical Journal, 3 7 ( Apnl, 1 904), pp 
404-105. 

ian Pharmaceut' '*"The Sale of Cocaine" Canad ical Journal 4 1 (March 1908) p 
357. 

75c anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 32 (October, 1898), p. 1 14. 
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In 1908 a Toronto druggia reported that he had received dubious c d s  for the delivery of 

a catarrh cure which contained cocaine. When the messenger aniveci on the street where 

the customer lived, he would encounter a man who said the cure was for himself, but took 

the medicine without paying. The messenger demanded the product back, and the man. 

through a slight-of-band, retumed an empty bottle. M e r  this initiai aory was printed in 

the Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal, over forty Toronto Dniggists reported sllni1a.r 

incidents. Later that month, " that cocaine fiend" was apprehended.16 

Behind the growing cocaine panic was its mutable relationship to social structural 

concems. As a stimulant and an anaesthetic, cocaine had a variety of applications, and 

hence a variety of forms of abuse. Several writers linked cocaine use to concems based 

upon class, gender and race. In 1897, the Dominion Medical Monthly abstracted an 

article by Dr. E. R Waterhouse in the Eclectic Medical Journal who was describing a 

"cocaine joint" in St. Louis. "The patronage was largely fiom the lower class or fdlen 

ian Pharmaceut' women men seldom using [cocaine]. "n The Canad ical Journal reported 

in 1900 that the sale of cocaine was attaining "aiarming proportions in certain parts of the 

Southem States. " The aiam came mainly frorn the impression that "the consumption is 

mostly arnongst the negrors. In Louisville it is said that 90% of the colored population 

are cocaine fiends. "" In 1903, the Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal published an article 

76c anadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 4 1 (April. 1908), p. 4 18; Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Journal, 41 (May, 1908), p. 450. 

""Cocaine Debauchery" Dominion Medicai MonthIy, 8 (March 1897) p 249 

7 8 c  anadian Pharmaceutical lournal, 3 3 (December 1 900), p. 208. 
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by E. G. Eberle of Dallas. Eberle iinked cocaine to social dererioration, and stated that it 

was "most used amongst the lower classes of Society. The habitues fiil Our insane 

asylums, alrnshouses, city hospitals, and the acts they commit as a result of the dissipation, 

bring them into the courts for crimes and offences of eveq description. "" Eberlets 

assertion contrasts with the presence of cocaùie addicts like Edward in the lunatic asylums 

of ûntario. Many of these patients came from the wealthier families, an assertion fùrther 

borne out in Warsh's examination of ~omewood." Accordingly, the Canada Lancet noted 

in 1 896 that "it is almoa entirely in our own profession that the [cocaine] habit has taken 

root." '' Heebner noted in 1906 that "the cocaine habit daims those foliowing the higher 

callings of life, such as pharmacy, medicine and law."" Amongst the known addicts was 

renowned Johns Hopkins physician, William Halsted.') Cocaine use, then. occupied a 

bifùrcated reaim of social concem relating to status-based fears over a dangerous lower 

class, violent racial others, and potential deterioration of the upper class. Nthough many 

of the examples came fiom the southem United States, the images they presented 

""E.G. Eberle, "Narcotics and the Habitues" Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal, 36 
(luly, 1903) p 556. 

8%trsh,'4The Ariaocratic Vice," pp. 162- 165 

""The Cocaine Habit" [editorial] Canada Lancet 28 (August, 1896) p. 500. 

"~eebner, "Regdation of Sale of Habit-Forrning Dmgs." 

83Schneck M. Cocaine addiction and Dr. William S. Halsted [letter] Journal of 
Clinical Psychiatry 49 (Decernber, 1988): 5034; Schneck I. M. "Cocaine Addiction and 
Dr. William S. Halsted" U m a l  of Clinical Psvchiatrv 50 (Septernber, l989):3 58; Wright 
A. J. "More on Cocaine Addiction and Dr. William S. Halaed" [letter; comment] Journal 
of Clinical Psychiatry. 50 (September, 1988) p. 358. 
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resonated tn the debates in Canada. 

The danger of cocaine mani4 and the social panic that it ofien inspireci. drove 

legislation in the first decade of the twentieth century In its restrictive nature, this 

Iegislation oflen exceeded the controls placed upon opiates. By 1908, before either the 

passing of the Opium Act or the Patent and Proprietaxy Medicine Acts, the Ontario 

provincial governent had made substantial changes to its pharmacy act to a ~ c t l y  limit 

access to cocaine. Whereas pharmacy aas  generally could be modified by additions to the 

poison schedules, legislatures and pharmacists were declaring such modifications were not 

good enough to deai with the growing problem of cocaine use. Early in 1908 the Ontario 

govemment, encouraged by the Ontario College of Pharmacy, passed a substantial 

amendment subjecting the sale of cocaine to specfic and unique restrictions. Others 

provinces soon foilowed suit, hding that just havùig cocaine on their lia of poisons was 

not enough to deter its sale to addicts. By the 19 1 1 enactment of the federal Opium and 

Narcotic Dnig Act, three provinces-Manitoba, British Columbia, and Quebec-had 

arnended their pharmacy acts to restrict specifically the sale of cocaine without a 

prescription. " 

Part 2. Legislating away the problem 

Concemed with the growing trade in patent medicines, both pharmacists and physicians 

Iooked for the ben means of restricting this trade. Their approaches ranged from "moral" 

ws tes of Manitoba Chapter 1 53 ; Statues of British Columbia Chapter 1 78; 
"An Act to Amend the Pharmacy Act," Canada Lancet 41 (May, 1908), pp 804-805; "Bill 
An Act to regulate the Sale of cocaine, morphine and their compounds," Cana- 
Pharmaceuticai Journal 44 (March, 19 l l), pp. 373-374. 
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methods, educating the public about the dangers of these dubious remedies, to pursuing 

legislation at the provincial and federal levels. HaWig failed in the early 1870s to Uiclude 

patent medicines in their phmacy legislation, pharmacists in both Ontario and Quebec 

continued to insist that modification of the existing pharmacy legislation was the moa 

efficient means of controllhg the distribution of patent rnedicines. In these goals, they 

faced persistent and strong opposition from retail businesses. Pharmacifis saw the 

emerging "departmental" stores Lke the T Eaton Company, as a menace to the dmggia's 

retail trade. Most druggists relied upon the sale of articles other than dmgs to remain in 

business. By stocking patent medicines, the department stores presented a fùrther threat 

to the business of the pharrnacists. To achieve a measure of control over the changing 

nature of trade, pharmacists had to couch their discussions, yet again, in the language of 

social protection. Many phmacias  knew the dangerous ingredients could endanger the 

health of the people. Both pharmacists and physicians saw themselves as responsible for 

the public health. Their professional status validated their perspective as guardians of 

health. 

Achieving restrictive legislation, however, was not the only rneans cornmentators 

envisioned to protect the public from dubious nostrums. In 1873, James Neish, editor of 

the short-lived Canadian Medical Times, argued that "moral means are probably the oniy 

effective ones," when dealing with the patent medicine trade. Moral rneans reinforced the 

doctor's social status, but also reiied upon that status for legitirnacy. Physicians should 

take every effort, he explained, to inform their patients of the potentiai dangers of patent 

medicines, and to suggest legitimate remedies, "which may be more cheaply obtained from 
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a respectabie druggist. "" Neish rejected legislative restriction on patent medicines. He 

Iikened suc h legislation t O a heavily value-laden scheme for govemment restriction of 

alcohol: "high license." High license was the means of  attempthg to restria the sale of 

alcohol by imposing large taxes on the manufacture and sale of liquor. Opponents argued 

that this practice restncted access to alcohol ody for the weaithy, and did not effectively 

deal with the social problems of the liquor trade; it also legitirnated the liquor trade. by 

equating governrnent taxation with govemment endorsement. Neish saw the parallels in 

the patent medicine trade. By making vendors or manufadurers pay expensive fees, the 

government could price patent medicines out of reach of most people. He opposed this 

approach on the principle that it would appear to provide goverment-sponçored 

legitimacy for any patent medicine, regardless of the substance's ingredients or 

effectiveness. He did not reject the possibility of other means to control the trade, but 

preferred the moral means. The Canada Lancet aiso viewed moral suasion as a key aspect 

of a broader-based reform effort. In 1886, John Fulton, the Lamet's editor, recognized 

that gaining legklation against patent medicines would require concerted efforts on the 

part of physicians to educate the public on the issue. This job would be particularly 

difficult, since doctors faced the opposition of the public press; many newspapers derived 

a large proportion of their advertising revenues from patent medicines. However, Fulton 

explained, only physicians could help society resist the "tide which threatens to overwhelm 

""The Sale of Quack Medicines" [editorial], Canadian Medical Times 1 
(September 27, l873), pp. 100- 10 1. 
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US. 

The concerted and somewhat successfid attempts to bring patent medicines under 

the purview of the pharmaceutical and medicd associations began in Ontario and Quebec 

in the 1 880s and gained rnomentum as the century drew to a close." In 1 885, Quebec's 

Pharmaceuticai Association successfully sponsored a new Pharmacy Act through the 

Iegislature. The poison schedule of this act was divided into two parts (schedules A and 

B). Schedule B included substances that could be sold by non-pharmacists o d y  if the 

package or bottle remained unopened. Patent medicines headed this list." Although not a 

total cessation of widespread sales of patent medicines, the 1885 Act provided a 

framework for the pharmacists to extend their control. In 1890, a broad-based 

amendment passed the Iegislature. This amendment included a clause which gave 

pharmacists nearly unrestricted power to define poisons; the CoUege of Physicians and 

Surgeons no longer had any input into the process. The 1890 act also consolidated the 

bifurcated poison schedule. The act no longer included patent medicines explicitly, but by 

subjecting al1 poisons to the same form of restrictions, and giving pharmacists the power 

to identiQ specific poisonous substances, the act enabled dniggists to control a broader 

g6"~ecret Proprietary Medicines," [editoriai] Canada Lancet 8 (July, 1886) p. 343- 
344. 

"0ther provincial IegisIatures had aiso attempted to deal with the sale of patent 
medicines, for example British Columbia, Manitoba, and New Brunswick, a Fdct that 
Minister of Inland Revenue noted in 1908 suggested "widespread public opinion that 
legislation of some kind is necessary." Debates of the House of Commons, June 15, 1908, 
p 1055 1. I am using Quebec and Ontario a comparative case studies. 

'an Pharmaceut- ""Quebec Pharmacy Act, 1 885," Canadi ical Journal 19 (August, 
1885), pp. 7-1 1. 
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range of medicines.* The power of the profession over the trade in patent medicines, 

t herefore, became nearly absolute. 

In 1892, the physicians in Quebec petitioned for amendments to the Quebec 

Medical Act to give them some control over the distribution of patent medicines. Their 

amendment would have defineci anyone who advertised a patent or proprietary medicine, 

dispensed these medicines, or "gave consultation" before seiling a remedy or patent 

medicine," as practising medicine. If they were not regiaered under the Medical Act, such 

people would have violated the law. Edward Shuttleworth, in the Canadian 

Pharmaceutical Journal, called upon the dniggists of Quebec to oppose this act, since it 

would make it iilegal for a dmggist to recommend even a simple remedy to a comrnon 

ailment, like a cough medicine or liniment. without breaking the law? The legislation did 

not pass. 

The legislative initiatives agiinst unrestncted sale of patent medicines in Ontario 

reflected similar tensions between pharmacists and retail merchants In 1892, the Council 

of the College of Pharmacy proposed an amendment to the Pharmacy Act of 187 1 

Initially, the Council looked to include the phrase "any and al1 patent or proprietary 

medicines, of whatever nature, that contain any one or more of the poisons contained in 

the schedule" in Part 2 of the Poison Schedule. This amendment would have placed many 

dubious or dangerous patent medicines under the pharmacists' purview. A cornmittee of 

89s tes of Ouebec. 1890 Cap XLVI pp. 88-94. 

"'Proposed Legislation to Restnct the Sale of Patent Medicines in Quebec" 
Canadian Pharmaceuticai Journal 25 (March, l892), p. 1 14. 
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the College of Pharmacy modified this clause, so that o d y  patent medicines that contained 

poisons listed in Part One of the Schedule would fdl under the amendment's provisions. 

Shuttlewonh questioned this alteration, and predicted that the entire proposai would fail. 

He argued that the arnendment had to be more specific than "any and al1 patent and 

propnetary medicines," that poisons in part two of  the xhedule were aiso dangerous, 

when hidden in patent medicines, and that no officiai means of deterrnining the content of 

patent medicines existed. h y  law that restricted patent medicines on the basis of their 

contents, he said, would be meaningless without a provision to test these me di ci ne^.^' 

Shuttlewonh was arguing for increased power o f  pharmacists over the definition and 

control of patent medicines. 

tnaead of restricting the trade in patent medicines, the legislature opened the trade 

up to more vendors, apparently in retaliation for pharmacists' monopolistic tendencies. 

Many legislators and newspapers had opposed the arnendment to restrict patent medicines, 

charging that it was once again an attempt by the pharmacists to extend their monopoly 

over one aspect of trade. Pharmacias, fearing a total collapse of their initiative, attempted 

compromise. In Marck 1893. R. W. Elliot, one of the founders of the Ontario College of 

Pharmacy. who had helped to draft the original Ontario Phamacy Act, and was a CO- 

owner of the large dmg wholesaling firm Elliot and Company, suggested an amendment to 

the clause that "would have been acceptable, possibly even to the patent medicine men. " 

Eliot proposed that instead of a blanket provision restricting ail patent medicines under 

""Patent Medicines and 
(March, 1892), pp. 113-1 14. 

ian Pharmaceut' the Pharmacy Act," Canad tcal Journal, 25 
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certain conditions, dl patent and proprietary medicines be exempt from the Pharmacy Act. 

Patent medicines could face the scrutiny of the Board of Health if 

on the petition of the College of Pharmacy or  any licensed medical practitioner, the 
Provincial Board of Health shall cause to be made a full and sufficient analysis of 
such patent or proprietary medicine by the official analyst or some other cornpetent 
person, and if on such analysis it appears that such patent or proprietary medicine 
contains any of the poisons mentioned in any of the schedules to this Act to an 
extent that renders their use dangerous to health or life.9' 

Board of Health would then request the Lieutenant Governor to add the specific patent 

medicine to the Schedule. 

This compromise, which appeared to satisq dl of the reguirements of opponents 

to the earlier amendment, passed through the lerjslative cornmittee, but was defeated in 

the legislature. Not only did the pharmacias' compromise fail to sway the legislature, but 

the legislators reacted to the pharmacists' initiative by opening the trade in patent 

medicines. While debating another amendment to the Pharmacy Act, which was intended 

to lift restrictions on the sale of Paris Green, a common fertilizer, the legislature added a 

temporary clause whic h eliminated restrictions on patent medicines .9' Instead of 

succeeding in curtailing the sale of dangerous patent and proprietary medicines, the 

pharmacists unwittingly aided in opening up the market. This temporary clause was 

9'Canadian Pharrnaceutical Journal, 26 (June l893), pp. 16 1-2. On Elliot, see 
"Elliot, Robert Watt," Diction- of Canadian Biogaaphy Volume 13, pp. 32 1-2. 

93 Paris Green was also cailed Schwienfùrt Green, and was the subject of a number 
of investigations about its poisonous nature. Pnor to the 1 87 1 Phannacy Act, 
comment at ors had registered their concems over the availability of Paris Green, whic h 
apparently occasionally nad been used for suicides and homicides. 
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extended for a second year in 1894." 

î he  attempts to restore some legislative-and pharmaceuticai-control over the sale 

of patent medicines resurned two years later, and initidy the phannacias were not 

satistied with these efforts. While preparing to tift the amuiment, the Ontario Iegislature 

added a significantly modified version of EUiot's clause. Shuttieworth thought this change 

was laughable, and "attempts at pharmaceutical law making have of late years been 

charact erired by absurdity and sometimes utter puerility . "% Instead of a concise 

programme by which suspected patent medicines could be analysed and restricted, 

Shuttleworth found the new clause to be vague and unsatisfjmg: 

This rigrnarole simply arnounts to this: That "in case of there being reason to 
apprehendV-by whom the provisio does not speafjr-that a medicine contains any 
of the poisons in the schedule, in such quantity as would render the use of the 
medicine, in the prescribed doses dangerous to health or life, the health authorities 
may ascertain that this is the case, and may submit to the Lieut.-Govemor in 
Council, or report to this effect, and afler considerable circumlocution the 
medicine may, subject to appeal, be considered as being under the poison 
provisions of the Pharmacy A&.% 

Shuttleworth concluded that, not only did the new law fail to provide an effective check 

upon secret medicines, it also reduced the power cf pharmacists to influence legislation. 

Unlike Elliot's compromise, which had empowered the college of Pharmacy and medical 

practitioners to request anaiysis of specific medicines, this clause provided no such 

authority. Also, Shuttleworth suspected that the amendment allowed "poisonous 

"Province of Ontario, Bills, 1894, BiU 137. 

95"~xemption of Patent or Proprietary Medicines fiom the operation of the Ontario 
ian Pharmaceut' Pharmacy Act," Canad id Journal, 28 (May, 1895), pp. 143-1 44. 
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medicine" to be sold by "others" besides registered pharmacists. According t O 

Shuttieworth, the initiai concerted attempt to restrict the sale of patent medicines in 

Ontario t hrough extant legislative rneans had failed, because pharmacist s did not ac hieve 

the power of definition of patent medicines, and their retail control was not extended. 

In their quest to control the trade in patent medicines, and extend their authority, 

the phamacists in Quebec were more successfbi. in 1 898, the control which Quebec 

pharmacists had gained over the distribution of patent medicines earlier in the decade, 

came under the scrutiny of the legislature and the public press. In that year, the Grocers' 

Association lobbied the legislature for broad-based arnendments to the P h m a c y  Act 

which would have effectively permitted any retaii vendor to sel1 patent medicines. The 

grocers accompanied this legislative initiative with a concerted attack on pharmacists in 

the public press. In Deceinber, 1898, several newspapers in the province began to print 

letters denouncing "the dmggiasf monopoly. "" The pharmacists were concemed that they 

seemed unable to present their side of the story to the press, which they charged had too 

much t o  gain by an unrestricted sale of patent medicines, since a large proportion of many 

newspapers' ads were for these nostrums. When the grocers had the bill reintroduced in 

1 899, the results were less than ideal for the opponents of phannacists' control. This time, 

the legislature formed a select cornmittee to investigate the viability of the amendments. 

M e r  several days of hearing testimony from notable doctors, dmggias, and grocers, the 

cornmittee recommended a compromise to timit the sale of only those patent medicines 

ian Pharmacat ' "'The Press and the Quebec Pharmacy Act," Canad ical Journal 32 
(February, 1 899), pp. 306-307. 
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that a chernical anaiysis determineci to be dangerous to the public." 

Uniike the Ontario legislation, the r e d t  of the debates was an expanded role for 

scientific investigation in the policy decisions of the province. No longer would 

commercial interests have such an extended control over an aspect of provincial health. In 

the amended Act, the Pharmaceutical Association "couid declare that any substance. . . 

shall be a poison within the rneaning of this act" but it had to submit this recornmendation 

to the Lieutenant Govemor for approval. The Lieutenant Govemor had two options: he 

could simply approve the recornmendation, or, he could "cause to be ascertained, by an 

expert, at the expense of the Pharmaceutical Association of the Province of Quebec, 

whether the substances mentioned in the regdation are or are not poisons within the 

meaning of this act." Patent medicines were not subject to a blanket restriction, but they 

were now liable to government scrutiny. As in Ontario, suspicions about the contents or 

safety of any medicine could result in the Board of Health requesting an analysis, a process 

that could lead to the restriction of a specific product. The 1899 arnendments to Quebec's 

Pharmacy Act, then, maintained the control of the pharmacists, while eaending the power 

of scientific investigation to define policy decisions. Professional chemists affected policy, 

and the Board of Health, generally dedicated to concem about contagious diseases and 

the health-related infrastructure of the province (such as drinking water, ventilation and 

pollution) gained influence over dmg policy. Ironically, a movement begun by the grocers 

to cunail the pharmacists power and extend their own commercial interests, further 

98 mals of the Legslature of Ouebec, 1897- 1898, Biil78, December 7, 
December 14, December 22, December 30, January 7, Ianuary 12, January 13, January 14; 
Joumais of the Leeislature of Quebec, 1899. 
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legitirnated the status of pharmacy, and reinforceci the place of medical science in poiicy 

formation. 

The shift to federal reguiation 

The successes and failwes of provincial phamcists to extend their control over the 

regdation of the patent medicine trade was accornpanied by discussion over whether the 

federai government shodd take an interest in this issue. in 1893, the Toronto News 

argued that the federal government should use extant mechanisms to bring the patent 

medicine trade under check. The correspondent caiied upon "controller Wood, of the 

Inland Revenue Department, to exercise his genius and devise some means by which he 

may secure a considerable amount of excise revenue," and "cause these medicines to be 

compounded under Govemment inspection. "99 In 1 888, under the authority of the 

Adulteration Act of 1 884 the Chief Analya of the iniand Revenue Department began to 

issue bulletins of analyses of food, dnigs and agriculturai produas (like Paris Green) in 

their annuai reports to the federai go~ernment . '~  The I.R.D. occasionally included 

selected proprietary medicines in its analyses. As mentioned earlier, unfortmately for the 

p harmacias, these analyses occasionally suggested t hat p hamacists were not more reliable 

at providing uniform medicine than were the proprietary medicine manufacturers. 

99"~roposaI to place Patent Medicines under Dominion Government Control," 
ian Pharmaceut- reprinted f?om the Toronto News in the Canad ical Journal, 27 (October, 

I893), p. 3 1. 

ImOn the passing of Pure Food and Drug Legislation, see L. 1. Pugsley, "The 
Administration and Development of Federai Siatutes on Foods and Dmgs in Canada." 
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To many commentators, the suggestion that the Inland Revenue Department create 

higher taxes on patent medicines was not a viable solution. As had the Canadian Medical 

Times in the 1 8 7 0 ~ ~  other jomals declared that any fom of license or tax would not sexve 

the purpose of restricting the trade adequately. Responding to a doomed bill presented to 

the Ontario Legislature which would have required all patent medicine manufacturers to 

take out a license for $1000,'~' the Dominion Medicd Monthly said that this provision 

wodd serve only to "fieeze out. . . ail the srnd concems, so that the large firms may have 

the dear public. . . more entirely under their care." The Monthlv's solution was twofold: 

no remedy should be permitted to be sold "uniess it were first proved to the satisfaction of 

a competent authority that it could reasonably be expected to be of value to the conditions 

for which it was supposed to give relief," and second, "the ingredients should be plauily 

stated on the bottle or package. "'O2 

These Iegislative initiatives and the responses by the professions, illuarate the 

different perspectives of pharmacists and physicians on regulating the secret patent 

medicine trade. Both goups looked upon the trade as a menace, both to the health of the 

population and to the potential for their profession to do good (and profitable) work for 

the health of the nation. For this reason, occasiondy pharmacists and physicians united in 

their efforts to seek regdation. In 1898, whiie the Quebec legislature debated its 

10'~egislature of Ontario, Bills, (1900), Bill # 254, presented by Mr. German. This 
bill also placed extremely high fines on the illegal sale of patent rnedicines. It did not pass 
beyond the first reading, and was not reintroduced. 

'02"Patent Medicine Legislation" [editorial] Dominion M e d i d  Monthlp 16 
(February, 1902), pp. 9 1-92. 
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amenciments to the Pharmacy Act, R. W. Williams, President of the Quebec 

Pharmaceutical Association, wrote to the College of Physicians of the province asking it 

to form a cornmittee to investigate the posslbilty of federal legislation of the patent 

medicine trade. The pharrnacists agreed to "give our aid to this cornmittee. " In response, 

the Provincial Medical Board drafted three motions to deal with the issue. It agreed to 

approach the Federai Govemment to legislate against patent rnedicines, and specifically 

intended to ask the provincial legislature not to "legislate on the d e  of secret remedies 

before the Federal Parliament has taken the rnatter into c~nsideration."'~~ 3. E. Morrison, 

ian Pharmaceut' the new editor of the Canad ical Journal, applauded this initiative, but 

cautioned that, while pharmacists and medicai bodies working together may be able to 

secure this type of legislation, "perhaps the medical societies wili not take such an active 

interest in the question. "lm 

Momson's reservations reflect a general disagreement between pharmacists and 

doctors on the bea way to ensure the public would be protected fiom these rnedicines. 

From the 1880s until the passing of the 1908 federal law, the editors of the Canada Lancet 

repeatedly argued that Canada shouid adopt the practice of printing the entire recipe of the 

patent medicine on the label.'05 In 1903, Dr. Moorehouse, the president of the Canada 

10Y'~hysicians Taking Action," Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal 32 (November 
1898), pp. 162- 163. The results of these requests are not clear. However, that the 
Quebec government continued to legislate and investigate the issue suggeas that it refûsed 
to entertain this entreaty . 

'O5see, for example, "Stimulants and narcotics in proprietary mediches," 
[editorial], " Canada Lmcet, 34 (August, 1 9OZ), p. 55; "Secret proprietary rnedicines," 
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Medical Association, endorsed the system used in France, "by which al1 makers of patent 

medicines are obliged to put the formula, both qualitative and quantitative[,] upon the 

package. "'06 The Vancouver Medical Association (VMA) resolved in 1906 that "if 

persons know, as they should know, what is offered thern., they would be able to 

discriminate between the beneficial and h a d . " ' " '  The VMA's discussion took place 

soon after a provincial bill to regulate patent rnedicines, which included the "formula on 

the label" requirement, failed to becorne law in B.C. For physicians, placing the formula 

on the label would enable them to detennine if the substance was indeed useful, according 

to accepted contemporary pharmacology. 

Pharmacists condemned the recipe on the label approach. To them, it was a 

violation of the rights of phannaceutical vendors, and would not provide necessary 

information to the purchaser because few people had the pharmacological education 

required to understand the recipes. When the legislature of British Columbia considered 

the 1906 bill to regulate patent medicines, G. E. Gibbard argued in the Canadian 

Phmaceutical Journal, that placing the formula on the label would both interfere with the 

practice of pharmacists, and would not address the concems regarding fkaudulent claims. 

Unless the public had specific knowledge of materia rnedica, Gibbard explained, people 

[editond] Canada Lancet 18 (July, 1886), p. 343, "The Growth of Quackery," [editorid], 
.- 36 (August, 1904), p. 1147. 

lMMoorehouse, "Presidentid Address," Canada Lanca, 36 (September 1903), p 
1 o. 

107"Vancouver Medical Association on Patent Medicines," Canada Lancq, 4 1 
(April, 1906), p. 750. 
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would not be able to assess the efficacy of the cure, or its danger. Repeatedly, 

pharmacists insisteci that a better way to detennine the d e t y  of the substance was through 

the creation of an "impartial board of commissioners appointeci by [the] governrnent and 

possessed of the professionai and technicai knowledge requisite to arrive at a correct 

conclusion as to [the medicine's] merits or fitness to cure a specified disease. "la 

As with the creation of the Poison Acts in the 1860s and 1 8 7 0 ~ ~  the different 

perspectives on the most effective way to protect the public fiom patent medicines 

stemmed corn different professional pnorities. Doctors, insisting that they could benefit 

from pre-muteci mediches, which, as Chambers and McKeown, the Dominion Medicai 

Monthly's editors had noted, wodd provide physicians with a consistently reiiable 

preparation, preferred to know as much about the medicine as possible. Their patients 

would trust the doctors' assessments, and foflow their advice. Legislation, therefore, 

needed only to ensure that the patent medicine vendors were operating within parameters 

of professional conduct and honesty. Pharmacists, however, were fùrther concemed 

about proprietary rights to medical preparations. They did not think that the entire 

formula needed to be on the label, since that could potentiaily interfere with the individual 

medicine manufacturer's ability to compete in the market. The emphasis upon creating a 

ian Pharmaceutical 108"~robable Legislation Regulating Patent Medicines," Canad 
boumai 39 (March, 19O6), pp. 3 54-3 55. This argument was repeated often. See 
"Proposal to place Patent Medicines under Dominion Govemment Control," Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Journal 27 (October, 1 893), p. 3 1 ; "Patent Medicines," Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Journal, 39 (March, 1906), pp. 358-359; A. E. DuBerger, "Retum to an 
Order of the House of Commons, dated April23, 1906, for a copy of the Report of A. E. 
DuBerger, on the Dmg and Proprietary Medicine Trade of Canada." Sessional Papers of 
the House of Commons, No. 125 (Ottawa, 1906), pp.22-23. 
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govemment bureaucracy to ensure consiaency in quality had a dual purpose. First, it 

demonstrated the pharmaceutical societies' confidence thar the govemment would protect 

the pharmaceutical industry's interests. Second, it would create a bureaucracy that 

strengthened the role of scientific medicine in policy making. These "experts" would have 

pharmacological training. Just as the 1899 legislation in Quebec ensconced scientific 

research in social poiicy decisions, so would federal legislation legitimite and help to 

expand the authority of pharmacias in the reaim of public health. 

The federal govemment takes over: 19044908 

Starting in 1904, the federal government began efforts to rearict patent medicines. This 

federal involvement began slowly. In 1904, Senator Sullivan, a physician who was acting 

on behalf of confieres in the Ontario Medical CounciI, announced that he would ask the 

governor general to investigate the patent medicine business. The Senate agreed to the 

motion, and the same date the Secretary of State, Mr. R. W. Scott, asked the Minister of 

Inland Revenue to investigate the issue. This investigation wound graduaily through the 

bureaucracy. Eight months after the initial request, in April, 1905, the Minister of Inland 

Revenue asked A. E. Daerger, an analytical chemist, to prepare such a report. DuBerger 

submitted the report in April of the following year. log 

DuBerger's report examined specifically how the Adulteration Act could be 

modified to ensure against both aduiteration of medicines, and quack nostnims. 

'"Some of the details of the formation of the 1908 legisiation are in Murray, 
'The Road to Regulation." 
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Merger's conclusions parailelied those of his pharmacist coileagues, reiterating the 

importance of the pharmaceutical sciences in definhg dangers of certain patent medicines. 

He explained that sometimes patent medicines "possess real ments and their formulae are 

the f i t  of long work and often the result of several years of experience and observation." 

In these cases, publishg the formula wodd "favour indelicacy and abuses on the part of 

unscrupulous persans," and would be "unfair." DuBerger concluded that the governent 

ought to form a cornmittee composed of "two physicians and two pharmacists and of the 

chief of the pharmaceuticai or dmg section of the Department of Inland Revenue.. . to take 

into consideration aii formulae of preparations s u b d e d  to them." This solution reflected 

the proffered solution of pharmacists, while it accepted the claims of authority of 

physicians over issues of public heaith. "O 

The subsequent events surrounding the creation of the 1908 Patent and 

Proprietary Medicines Act illustrate the legislaturets (and the public's) wihgness to 

accept the authority of pharmaceutical chemistry and medicine as determinants of social 

policy, and the importance of the cocaine panic in legislative debates. Merger's report 

was not fomaily discussed in the House, but a few weeks after its submission, Alfred 

Stockton, mernber from St. John, moved that a cornmittee be formed to consider the best 

way to deal legislatively with the patent and proprietary medicine trade. Stockton's 

request, and the subsequent cornmittee's investigation, may have corne from the growing 

110 A. E. DuBerger, "Retum to an Order of the House of Commons." 
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public concem over the patent medicine trade, rather than Sullivan's earIier initiative."' 

The governent formeci the cornmittee, which took evidence and resolved that a law 

"regulating the sale and manufacture in Canada of patent medicine and the advertking 

thereof7 was necessary."' Ln 1907, Wiam Templeman, the Minister of Inland Revenue, 

presented a bill to the Commons, and sent copies of it to "those interested in the trade.""' 

The main concern of the opposition in 1907 was not the details of the bill, but that the bill 

would not make its way into law that year. When Templeman added the post of acting 

minister of Marine and Fishenes to his portfolio, Mr. I. G. H. Bergeron asked if 

Templeman's new duties would kill the bill's chances. Templeman admitted that, since 

some of the responses he had received to the initial drafts of the bill had been criticai, it 

would be difficult to present an acceptable form of legislation in that session. When the 

legislature debated the final decision to set back the bill, members of both the opposition 

and the governent noted their disappointment. As Mr. Bergeron observed, "the public 

are waiting for the passing of that Act with a great deal of interest." Despite support from 

both sides of the house, the concem to ensure that the legislation did not violate 

p harmacists' int erests, combined with administrative complexity, set the Bill bac k t O 1 908. 

"'AS several historians have noted, the articles in Coilier's Weekly attracted the 
attention of many Canadians. This is the perspective of R. G. Guest, "The Developrnent 
of Patent Medicine Legislation," who does not note Sullivan's earlier activities and Glenn 
Murray, "The Road to Regdation," who does. According to Murray (p. 79) Stockton 
said he had the public interest in rnind. 

es of the House of Comrnons, February 2 1, 1907, p. 3464. Unfomuiately, 
1 could not h d  the records of this cornmittee. 

es of the House of Commons, March I 1, 1907, p. 444 1. 
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When the pariiament sat a year later, then, the members had already debated 

legislation on the issue of patent and proprietary medicules for two sessions. nie h a 1  bill 

had changed somewhat to accommodate the interests of the dmggias. introducing the bill 

in April, Templeman nimmarized the main issues facing the legislation. Provincial 

enactments to restrict the trade almoa always failed, he noted, "because it was felt that 

any Act of the kind should be of a Dominion character," to ensure unifodty in 

rnanufacturing parameters. He called the new bill less "drastic," since it did not require a 

formula to be printed on the label. However, were the manufacturer to print a full formula 

on the label of the medicine, the substance would be exempt fkom the other provisions of 

the law. Instead, the legislation required that manufacturers note on the product label the 

existence and proportions of any substances Liaed in an attached schedule. Templeman 

explained the key aims of the bill in lune, two months after consultation with interested 

parties: 

We aim to prohibit absolutely the use of cocaine; we propose to prohibit the 
excessive use of aicohol; and we propose to require that any manufacturer who 
wiii put the formula on the label will not come under the ad."' 

The Bill passed the Commons d e r  a brief debate which involved primady the specifics of 

the poisons schedule. 

The debates in the Senate tumed to issues of who should hold authority over the 

regulation and distribution of dangerous drugs. In particular, the senators scrutinized 

Clause 7, which set out the specific restrictions of the legislation. In three subsections, 

Clause 7 provided that no proprietary or patent medicine should contah "cocaine or any 

es of the House of Cornons, June 15, 1908, p. 10553. 
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of its saits or preparations. . . alcohol in excess of the amount required as a solvent or 

preservative" or any dnig in the attached schedule which was not listeci on the label of the 

medicine. Mr. Roy proposed an amendment that created a proviso on the clause, stating 

that a manufacturer could have their substance exempted from the third restriction ifthey 

to the minster an &davit spec-g such dmg and the proportion of t 

contained in the mixture and do~e.""~ The provision gave the Minister the authority to 

exempt the substance from the requirements of the act. Several senators objected to this 

exemption. Mr. Suiiivan argued that "by this clause you are . . . au thorkg  the Minister 

of Inland Revenue to permit the sale of the most Wulent poisons. . . it is outrageous. . . 

damnable unless the rninister has supernaturd kn~wledge."~'~ At issue was the capabllrty 

and authority of the Mïnister to make distinctions better left to pharmacists and doctors. 

Mr. McMulien replied that the MUister would ody act upon the recommendations of the 

analysts of the Department of Inland Revenue, whom he called "some of the best anaiyas 

in the country." He added that he "would rather trust the analysts of the department than 

the doctors.. . We are safer in the hands of the analyst than we would be in the hands of the 

doaors. "l l7 The Minister's position to decide would be reinforced by the authority of the 

chemists. 

This assurance did not end the debate, and the Senate considered the broader 

definition of dmgs. Several senators were concerned about how the bill would relate to 

-- - 

"SD -, Idy  17, 1908, p. 1670. 

es of the Senate, Iuly 1 7, 1 908, p. 1667. 

es of the Senate, Iuly 1 7, 1908, p. 1667. 
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the forthcoming Opium Act Since the latter legislation required opium to be sold ody on 

the prescription of a physician, and the Patent and Proprietary Medicine A a  aiiowed 

opium to be sold in patent medicines, the senators were concemed that one could affect 

the proper operation of the other. Repeahg the proviso to Clause 7 would not, Mr. Scott 

claimed, be detrimental to the operation of either legislation. In faa, it would d o w  the 

buyer to be aware of the existence of opium in the medicine. "In view of ail the evidence 

we have of the harm that opium is doing, it will scarcely do for the Senate to say that a 

person buying a patent medicine or accepting a prescription at the dmggias, shall have to 

take it without knowing whether or not opium forms an element in it . ""' He proceeded to 

challenge the priorities of the bill, which he saw as cornparhg "the tives of the public" to 

"the money invested in the drug business." When the Senate voted to retain the proviso, 

Mr. Scott comrnented that this was a case of, "Money over human life."'19 

In the debates over the Patent and hoprietary Medicines Act, the needs of the 

heaith of the public were placed againa the requirements of the pharmaceutical industry 

and the authority of the govemment. The legislators recognized the integrity of the 

pharmaceutical bodies consulting with them at ail stages of the legislation, both inside and 

outside of the standard cornmittee channels of consultation. In drafting and refining the 

bill, the legislators recognized the dangers that the unreariaed sale of certain drugs, 

specifically cocaine and opiates, presented to the public. They also recognized and 

validated the potential role of the pharmaceutical industry and the retail trade in 

1 es of the Senate, 

''Qebates of the Senate, 

Jdy 17, 1908, p. 1669 

luly 17, 1908, p. 1672. 
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controbg this trade, under the auspices of the govemment. At the same t h e ,  the 

senators smtillzed and rejected the importance of the physicians' role in protecting the 

public h m  patent medicines. As the instance of Senator Scott's opposition niggeas, the 

Senate also viewed the role of the govenunent as legitimately required to monitor the 

public's right to make its own decisions. These events demonstrate how the govenment 

was erecting more elaborate legislative framework, ostensibly to protect the public, but 

also to guide public actions dong lines deterrnined by govenunent policy. 

Glenn Murray has cailed the Patent and Propnetary Medicine Act "a very weak 

instrument," and the reaction by the doctors and druggists suggests that t h i s  weakness was 

-an Pharmaceut' a matter of interpretation.'" According to the Canadi rcal Journal, the 

legislation was almost exactly what the pharmacias had wanted. Gibbard exphineci that 

"This bill as it passed parliament is practicdy the recommendation of the C[anadian] 

Ph[armaceutical] A[ssociation] . ""' The doctors' reactions, however, were less precise, 

and less positive. The Canada Lancet seems to have ignored the legislation. In 

September, 1909, fully one year after the Act received royal assent, that journal printed an 

editorial demanding that physicians lobby for some fonn of restriction to the patent 

medicine trade. AUuding to the provisions of the Act, the writer observed that patent 

medicine vendors were putting on their labels a variety of inaccurate ingredients, possibly 

to bolster the claims of the advertisements. The article called on organized physicians to 

12%furray, "The Road to Regdation," p. 82. 

ian Pharmaceut- "'"Some Important Acts of Par liament," Canad ical Journal 42 
(August l9O8), p. 23. 
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vigrlantly voice their opposition to such behaviour. la 

This fom of opposition to the legislation was not the only reaction of physicians. 

The Canada Medical and Surtzicd J o d  p ~ t e d  a mD<ed review of the Act. It noted that 

the attacheci Schedule of poisons was comprehensive and important, but it condemned the 

mild restrictions the legislation placed on the products themselves. It ated as an exarnple 

the case that Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Symp for uifants couid st4 be sol4 providing that 

it had "Morphine" printed on the label. The editor d l  wanted a formula on the label. In 

September, 1909, the Journal of the Amencan Medical Association printed an article that 

condemned the Act. The editor's criticisms were extensive: 

A careful pemsai of the new Canadian Act respecting proprietary and patent 
medicines wili leave the impression that the law has been h e d  with a view rather 
to appeasing public clamor than to funiishing public protection.. . it wouid seem 
that the new law will actualiy protect the Canadian public against cocain- 
containing [sic] nosmims; but Erom the innumerable other vicious fonns of self- 
administered medicaments the Act seems to offer tempting opportunities for the 
unscrupulous manufacturer to profit at the expense of the people. ' ~ 3  

Canadian medical joumals gave this article a mut& reaction. The Canadian Practitioner 

md Review simply printed the adcle verbatim, with no co~nrnent.'~' W. A. Young, the 

managing editor of the Canadian Journal of Medicine and Sur- however, took 

'""The Ways of the Patent Medicine Man," Canada Lancet, 43 (September, 
1909), pp. 5-6. 

'a 'c~he Unsatisfactory Canadian Patent Medicine Act," Journal of the American 
Medical Association, 53 (September 25, 1909), p. 1034. 

'"'The Unsatisfactory Canadian Patent Medicine Act," Canadian Practitioner and 
Review 34 (December, 1909) p. m. Apparently, this page was appended with three 
others to the end of the last issue of this volume, and was therefore numbered out of 
sequence. 
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exception to the "quite uninvited'' criticism. Carefuly avoiding any specific support for 

the act, Young noted that Canadian doctors "are a unit on the subject of pure dmgs and 

proper public protection," and that the JAMA's editor had no place criticizing the 

Canadian lawmakers. "We are at a serious loss," Young observai, "to learn the 

ingredients of the self-esteem nerve tonic this gentleman takes. It reaiiy should be writ 

large on the label and füed away in the archives of drugdorn."'15 Nevertheiess, Young did 

not h e  his criticism to the JAMA's charges by defending the legislation, preferring 

instead to defend Canadian institutions fiom an American critic. Doctors' reactions to the 

Patent Medicine Act, therefore, suggest that they recognized the weakness of the 

legislation, but saw it as a better condition than the unregdateci trade. 

Conclusions 

The efforts to enact restrictions on patent medicines was part of a broader rnovement to 

protect the health of the public, and emerged out of concerns over grcwing instances of 

addiction and the social threat presented by old and new substances. The rising panic over 

cocaine, a persistent vigilance over alcohol sales, and a concem over the availability of 

habit-forming opiates combined to present restrictions on patent medicines as a viabie and 

necessary public poticy issue. What remained was the question of who would control the 

distribution of the substances, and what roie the govemrnent would play in regdating the 

dmgs. Limited provincial efforts to restrict patent medicine led to a recognition of the 

'="The Unsatisfactory Canadian Patent Medicine Act,"' pditorial] Canadian 
Journal of Medicine and Surnery, 28 (November, 1909)' pp. 320-321. 
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need for federal legislation. The result of federal legislation was an incrmed reliance 

upon the knowledge and skill of chemists, the strengthening of a govemment bureaucracy 

overseeing the nation's health, and an acceptance of the pharmaceutical profession's role as 

guardians of society. Two key outcornes are most important to recognize. The process of 

creating patent medicine laws recognized the authority with which doctors idenhfied 

addictive substances as a problem; but that authority of definition did not equate to 

authority over sociai policy. Given the conflicting perspectives on how best to ennire that 

dangerous substances wouid be properly reguiated, the governrnent elected to extend an 

existing bureaucracy system, guided by the knowledge and skill of phamiaceutical science. 

The government's measures were dnven by physician's concems over the dangers of dmg 

mis-use, but they resulted in more control by pharmacists and govenunent agencies. 
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Conclusion 
Refining Nation, Race and Authority Over Dmgs 

This dissertation has explorai the medical context of narcotic dmg prohibition in Canada. 

It is based upon the assertion that we cannot M y  understand the origins of narcotic dmg 

laws without examining how medical professionalisation and changing medicai concepts of 

dmgs affkcted social policy. The idea of narcotic drugs as dangerous was iinked 

intricately with the professional interests of doctors and druggists. Until the emergence of 

a medical "disease" concept of addiction, the danger of narcotic dmgs lay in their toxicity. 

That hazardous nature Uiformed doctors' atternpts to control the use and distribution of 

dmgs, and aiso the use of certain esoteric medical devices, in particular the hypodemiic 

syringe. These early control efforts drove subsequent atternpts at further dnig restriction. 

The drug laws of the first decades of the twentieth century resulted nom a growing 

concern over improper use of rnedicines, fueiled by a refined concept of "poison." M e r  

the tum of the century, concems over "dangerous"drug use cornbined issues of toxic drug 

fatality and addiction ("chronic poisoning"). Both of these dangers fell under the puMew 

of medical professionals. Doctors and druggias, therefore, played a key role in identifying 

improper drug use, and influencing public policy. However, while doctors could define 

improper drug use, their abiiity to assert their profession's role in protecting the health of 

the public was not as successful. Doctors had the authority to define addiction, but not to 

control access to addictive dmgs. Efforts to control dnigs shifted the control over h g  

mis-use from the p u ~ e w  of provincial medical and phannaceutical bodies, to federal 

regulating agencies. 
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Three central themes have uifonned this dissertation. First, the Victorian idea of 

profession, which enabled an individual to transcend the petty b i c k e ~ g  and temptations 

of cornpetitive capitalism to the benefit of society, &ove debates over the 

professionalkation of pharmacy and the regdation of the sale of poisonous drugs. 

Second, the growth of medicai science as an authoritative explanatory fiamework 

empowered doctors and druggias to enhance their appeals to the idea of professional 

ascendancy. Finaiiy, medical commentators iinked professional aspirations and scientific 

imperatives to a broader theme of building and maintainhg a healthy nation. The rest of 

this conclusion clarifies the place of these themes within the broader discussion, and 

explores more succinctly the connections between a refined concept of poison, medical 

science, nation and race. 

The first two issues formed centrat discursive modes around which debates about 

h g  use emerged within the medical profession. Inherent within each of these issues were 

fundamental contradictions. In their drive for professionalization, pharmacists attempted 

to assen their autonomy fkom doctors. They characterized doctors, themselves rnembers 

of an incorporateci, traditional profession, as equally prone to the temptations and 

disgraceful behaviour endernic to capitalist competit ion. Druggist s, therefore, argued 

professional ascendancy while demonstrating professional immanence. Second, the 

emergence of science as an authoritative language rested upon the idea that science was an 

ever-changing and progressuig field of inquiry. Doctors who asserted the primacy of 

science also recognized that science could not yet provide al1 of the answers that society 

needed. As a result, doctors often used scientific language merely to replace moraliaic 
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tenninology with different jargon that was less accessible to the public. Doctors' inability 

to develop precise te=, most notably illustrateci with the idea of "diathesis," when 

discussing addiction, dernonstrates the nineteenth-century limitations in actuaiiy pressing 

new ideas in addiction treatment. 

Chapters One and Two estabiished the importance of opium, the main h g  in 

question, and its derivatives, in the medical systems of nineteenth-century Canadian 

society. Opiates were virtually unrestricted pnor to the advent of poison laws in the 

1870s; they were important to the medical needs of the public, and restriction of that 

suppty was a significant step for doctors to establish medical authority. In the second 

chapter, 1 considered more closely the value of opiate therapeutics to Canadian doctors. 1 

placed these physicians within the broader Anglo-Arnerican medical discussions to explore 

how doctors saw opium's dual nature, as a powerful rnedicine and a deadly poison, as 

enhancing their claVN to social and cultural authority. Doctors argued that they alone 

could determine the proper, medical, application of this dangerous dmg. However, their 

efforts at ascertaining cultural authority were hampered by their own internecine confiias, 

driven by personal animosity and the inability for medical science to d e h e  the effkcts of 

opium on the body. 

Opium's role in therapeutics retated to the advent of another crucial medical tool: 

the hypodermic syringe. Wielding hypodermics, doctors were able to adrninister medicine 

without the help of the patient or the "co-operation" of the body. The hypodermic 

syringe, however, also presented dangers; they enabled opium addicts to consume 

morphine with less gastrointestinal discornfort and more immediate effect . Several 
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historians have argued that, witnessing the effects of hypodermic injection of morphine, 

doctors realized the dangers of opium addiction. I argue that an equally important aspect 

of the growing concem over hypodemic opiate addiction lay in the fm that the 

hypodermic syringe represented a medical technology that doaors saw being abused by 

non-physicians. The combination of opium consumption for non-medical use and 

hypodermic syringe for non-medicai applications, demonstrateci to doctors that their 

authonty was challenged by what, to ihem, was a persistent, inappropriate use of medicai 

"technology," broadly defined. Doctors urged each other to avoid providing the 

hypodermic to their patients, and turned to the state to lirnit access to opiates. 

In Chapter Three, 1 examineci the first comprehensive laws to restnct opiates: the 

provincially enacted pharmacy laws. The conception that opium was a dangerous poison 

was part of the debates over pharmacy laws. Doctors and phmacists often argued for 

their particular perspective in controlling the distribution of powemil dmgs. The fist 

three comprehensive provincial pharmacy acts included provisions for the regulation of 

poisons. The successes of pharmacists in asserting their authority to define, and distribute, 

poisons created a legal precedent for the restriction of dmgs that authoritative bodies 

declared dangerous. Doaors were obiiged to share authority over drug definitions with 

their coileagues, and erstwhile rivals, the pharmacists. The conception of the dangers of 

"poisons," then, translated into broader power for the medicai industry, and restncted 

public access to medicine except through these professional channels. 

I considered the issue of addiction itself in Chapter Four, moving beyond the legal 

hmeworks and therapeutic activities of Canadian medicine, and into the more extensive 
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international debates on dmg use. Canadians were n i o r  contributon to these 

intemational addiction debates, but the discussions of orgariizations k e  the Society for 

the Study of inebriety and the Amencan Association for the Study and Cure of Inebriety 

affected the ideas of Canadian practitioners. In these investigations, doctors presented a 

medicdized concept of addiction, which emerged from the idea of habituai dmg use as 

"chronic poisoning." However, they were unable to agree upon the nature of key 

concepts of addiction, most notably what, exactly, was a diathesis, and how did it manifest 

itself. Their inability to tùid actual physicai causes of addiction meant that they relied 

upon technicai language to reiterate the same mordistic ideas of addiction that earlier 

writers had expressed in religious or political terms. Encouraged by the ascendancy of 

science, docton sought further somatic explanations, a perspective taken by Dr. Henry 

Howard, who placed totd faith in medical materialism. His arguments dernonstrated how 

doctors saw sornatic/materialistic perspectives to provide ultimate answers to questions of 

physical and behaviourai anomalies, even though they could not yet do so. 1 ended this 

chapter by illustrating how Canadian doctors asserted their crucial role in the public realm, 

not only as healers and protectors of the public fiom dangerous dnigs, but as social 

leaders and guardians of heaith, within what Mariana Valverde identifies as an expanded 

version of "the social."' 

'1 agree with Valverde's expansion of "the social" beyond the specific reaims 
identified by Jacques Donzelot and David Garland. Valverde notes that instead of being a 
"distinct realrn of fairly clear if shifting boundaries separating it fiom politics and 
econornics," it was "a new way of conceptualïzing any and ail problems of the 
collectivity." Valverde, The Aee of Lieht S o a ~  and Water: Moral Reform in Enelish 
Canada 1885-1925 (Toronto: MacCleUand And Stewart, 199 1) p. 20. 1 discuss 
Valverde's work in subsequent pages. 
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With Chapter Five, 1 hûned from the generai examination of addiction to the 

specific relationship of dmgs in psychology, through a case study of several public 

asylums. Asking how dmgs operated in the emerging field of aqlum medicine, 1 divided 

the chapter into two themes: first, how public policy affected medical practice, and 

second, how addiction as a viable diagnostic category affect& the asylum treatment of 

drug users. 1 made two general conclusions. Fust, government's role in determinhg 

medical poiicy, restricted late-nineteenth-century state-fbnded medicine. Second. while 

doctors who made addiction their specialty rnay have begun to conceive of addiction as in 

issue of concem as early as the 1870s, addiction as a "problem" entered the lexicon of the 

asylum much more slowly. Drug use itselfdid not become a form of mental disease until 

after the tum of the century. 

In e x p l o ~ g  the diagnostics of doctors and the admissions of drug users, I made 

two more specific conclusions. Fira, since the decision to admit patients was made by 

several medical practitioners, we cm see how ideas of esotenc branches of medicine, such 

as the addiction specialists. affecteci slowly traditional concepts held by general 

practitioners. Second, addiction became a condition requiring state irtervention when it 

manifested itselfin some form of social deviance. To members of the public who could 

afford to place their fnends or relatives in the asylums, drug habituation ody became a 

concern when it related to more broadly construed deviant behaviour and social dis-ease. 

1 returned to the political forum in Chapter Six, explonng the legislative efforts 

behind the restriction of patent and proprietary medicines. These debates again included 

the idea of the dangers of poisons in publicly-accessible medicines, but that toxicity was 
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overshadowed by an increased concern over addictive drugs in patent medicines. Doaors 

and pharmacists once again clashed in their efforts to control one of the few remaining 

aspects of self-medication in Canada. At the turn of the century, their discussions began 

to inchde more forcefidly the issue of the addictive nature of patent medicines. Even 

before the revelations made in Çollier's Weelciy in 1905, doctors and pharmacists in 

Canada were debating the propriety of the patent medicine trade, and how best to 

eliminate the sales of dangerous and addictive proprietary medicines. Unlike the debates 

over pharmacy laws of the i 860s and 1870s, these later discussions drew directly upon the 

perceived danger of addiction presented by these products. A central issue in these 

debates, and one which seemed to make the debates more imperative, involved emerging 

panic over cocaine. The "cocaine fiend" was quickly nvahg the opium fiend as a 

metaphor for the social danger fiom dmg addiction. Cocaine was a key ingredient to 

many dubious patent medicines. Doctors and dmggists agreed on key issues, such as the 

problems of addictive or "dangerous" drugs, and the need to control the patent medicine 

trade, but they disagreed on the best way to enact that control. These codicts 

demonstrate how neither doctors nor druggkts could clairn definitive authority over drugs. 

That d e  was taken over by the state, albeit with professional input. This refined dynamic 

between professionals and aate control recognized the role of analyticai chernistry, a 

companion science to pharmacy, in policy formation, while, to the physicians' dismay, the 

legislation limited the input of doctors. 

The importance of the patent medicine debates to the broader issue of drug 

prohibition needs clarification. 1 agree with Glenn Murray, who observed that patent 
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medicine regulation was a signifiant step in the regulation of habit forming dmgs.' 1 

would add that the relationship between patent medicine legislation and opium legislation 

was intricate!~ Meci. The connection between the Patent and Roprietary Medicines Act 

( 1908) and the Opium Act ( 1908) was not just that they both dealt with drugs. The 

succession of debates on the two BUS meant that when the govemment turned to consider 

William Lyon M a c k e ~ e  King's proposai to restrict opium for non-medicinai purposes, it 

was in an atmosphere already scented with the fear of dangerous drugs. Several historians 

have argued that Parliament's lack of debate over the Opium Act dernomrates that 

members viewed the legislation positively because they understood opium use to be an 

issue of Chinese deviance. However, my study suggests that this Limitec! debate, uistead of 

indicating an ideational comection between opium and the Chinese, may have been a side 

effect of the discussions over opiates d u ~ g  the previous three years. M e a d  of 

demonstrating rhat the legislators knew opium smoking to be bad because of its 

relationship to Chinese people, this lack of debate might also indicate that they did not 

need to repeat arguments about the dangers of unrestricted drug sales: they had already 

covered the topic when discussing the more widespread problern of patent medicines. 

Building a strong nation: class, race, religion and slavery in Canada. 

The efforts of doctors and druggists and the emerging idea of addiction, can be linked to 

several broader social and political movements that were taking place at the same tirne. 

'Glenn F. Murray, "The Road to Regdation: Patent Medicines in Canada in 
Historical Perspective," in Judith C. Blackweli and Patricia G. Enckson, eds., nIicit Dru= 
in Canada: A Risky Business (Scarborough: Nelson Canada, 1988), p. 72. 
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The issue of drug addiction drew upon several key discourses relating to nation building 

and what 1 cd "national integrity." ïhe  two t e m  are intricately related, not only 

because they draw upon an idea of nation, but because the idea of integr@ of a nation was 

essential to the project of building a nation. The efforts to defhe and constmct a nation 

was a process of creating what Benedict Anderson caiied an "imagined cornmunity."' The 

term denotes the necessity for people of a s d a r  political organization, but not f d a r  

with each other personally, to fïnd commonality in images, metaphors and cultural 

devices.' As Eric Hobsbawm has explaineci, this imagineci cornmunity would be based on 

a variety of concepts, relating to language, ethnicity/race, religion, and economic viability.' 

Suzanne Zeiier has suggested that hventory science would also contribute to the creation 

of an idea of the "transcontinental nation" Inventory sciences of such national projects as 

the Geological Survey of Canada contributed to a project of "Inventing" Canada. Zeller's 

'~enedict Anderson, Imaszined Communities: Reflections on the Onejns and 
Soread of Nationalism Revised Edition (London: Verso, 199 1). This perspective has been 
comected to Greek political developments and philosophical movements. As Samuel 
Enoch Stumpf has noted, with the decline of the city state at the end of the Golden Age of 
Greece (500-300 BC), when Greece Polies were absorbed into difTerent broader polities, 
first the Macedonian, and later the Roman, the individuai's engagement with his political 
community diminished. One result was the emergence of philosophical movements that 
emphasized the individual rather than the individual's engagement with his society, nich as 
the Cynic, Stoics and Skeptics. Both of these issues were gendered male, since the 
woman's political role was distinctly marginal. Samuel Enoch Stumpf, Philosophy: Historv 
md Problems (Toronto: McGraw-W, 197 1 ), pp. 1 16- 1 17. 

'A valuable irnplementation of Anderson's perspective can be found in Michael 
Dawson, The Mountie: From Dime Novel to Disnev (Toronto: Between the Lines, 1998). 

'E. J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Progamme. Myth and 
Reaiity Revised edition (London: Canto, 199 1 ). 
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idea translates weU into the idea of the "imagineci comrnunity.'* This broad definition of 

nation building uncovers the narrowness in scope of maoy works in Canadian dmg law 

histoq. They have emphasized that dnig prohibition came about as an attempt to drive 

the unwanted Chinese labourers tiom Canadian soil. This perspective suggests that 

"national integrity" was based upon restricting an ethnic rninority, and possibly quehg  

potential class tension, by placating one sector of the working class through dernoniring 

another. The d e m g  cultural metaphors and images would therefore be a boldfaced 

racism and class upheaval. 

ïhese perspectives are certainly valid parts of the broader issue, but not, I believe, 

key to understanding the meaning of early Canadian dnig laws. Canadüui commentators 

generaily took the stance of morally superior patnarchs whose role was to extend their 

Anglo-saxon hegemony around the world; boldfaced racial exclusion was contrary ta the 

spirit of that goal, although certaidy not contrary to the resdts of these efforts. Directed 

at the minority of Chinese coolie labourers, the Opium Act was racial legislation couched 

in a broader issue of national integrity; this latter issue, as weil as racial exclusion, was 

what gave the opium act and subsequent narcotics acts their political and social 

significance. National integrity would be built not merely upon the process of excluding 

an out-group, but more extensively in f o r t w g  the in-group. To be sure, the two aims 

were strongly connecteci: in the discourse of national integrity, exclusion of undesirables 

would help to foniS the white, anglo-saxon nation. Before 1908, doctors who discussed 

6 Suzanne Zeller, Inventing Canada: Earlv Victorian Science and the Idea of a 
Transcontinental Nation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 
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the problems of improper drug use in Canada rarely mentioned the Chinese; they were 

concerneci with the purity of their own people-their imagineci comrnunity. On the other 

hand, the scaffolding of objective scientific legitimacy the doctors and druggists erected 

around the issue of dmg addiction and deviant drug behaviour empowered legislators, 

members of a specific priviieged racial, class and gendered minonty of the population, to 

continue to constnict the nation based upon the subjective foundation of how they 

imagineci the nation. 

These subjective transformations were part of a broader shift in the formation of 

the Canadian nation. Commentators on dmgs in Canada participated in a form of nation 

building that occurred in a variety of political and social transformations. As Bryan 

Palmer has demonstrated, the turn of the century saw a new role for govemment in 

regulating class tensions. Changes in the social formation, "economic concentration and 

the transformation of the workplace.. . necessitated the rise of the interventionkt state."' 

Perhaps not coincidentally, a key player in the emergence of aa te  intervention in labour 

issues was William Lyon MacKenzie King, first as deputy rninister of labour, and later as 

Minister in the Laurier government. King viewed the govement's role in labour disputes 

as "an impartial umpire," a goal that Paul Craven suggests was not achieved.' Issues of 

class conflict merged with spirituai reforms in the programme of the Social Gospel 

movement. As Richard Allen and others have shown, the Social Gospel sought to 

'Bryan D. Paimer, Workine Class Experience: Rethinking the History of Canadian 
Labour. 1 800- 199 1 (Toronto: McCleUand and Stewart, I992), pp. 1 5 7; 205-207. 

he Canad'an State, 'Paul Craven, "An Impartial Ilmpire": Indmtial Relations and t 1 

1 900- 1 9 1 1 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980). 
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regenerate society dong Iines in keeping with the Protestant evangelicai message, to 

create the "Kingdom of God on Earth." The activities of Social Gospellers ranged &orn 

union activism to unmigant welcoming societies and "home missions," ail in the efforts of 

creating a strong, vital and moral Christian nation9 

The racial aspect of bolstering the national integrity have been discussed by Angus 

McLaren ( 1 990) and Mariana Vaiverde ( 1 99 1 ). Their discussions demonstrate the place 

of the current dissertation in the broader context of race and nation. Restricting Chinese 

labourers was a s d  part of a broader issue of strengthening the Canadian "race." 

Doctors, as guardiîns of hedth, were integral to refinuig the conception of the Canadian 

race, and both McLaren and Valverde cite individuals whose ideas 1 have aiso examined. 

The project of constructing a "geneticaiiy7* pure society, whether it be a discursive issue 

relating to the power of images of purity, or a potiticai issue of eugenic policy and social 

control, was related to the social and cultural authority of physicians and scientists, and 

their ability to assert how their technical concepts and scientific investigations were 

essential to social elevation. Valverde also demonstrates how gendered roles infonned 

Wchard Men,  The Socid Passion: Religion and Social Reform in Canada 19 14- 
1 928 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 197 1 ); see dso Brian J. Fraser, The Social 
Uplifters: Presbvterian Proaess ives and t he Soc' rd Gos~el in Canada. 1875- 19 15 
(Waterloo: Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion, 1988); Ramsay Cook Th: 
Reaeneraton: Social Criticism in Late Victorian Endish Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985); a concise overview of the reform work of the evangelical 
organizations is in PhyEs D. Airhart, "Ordering a New Nation and Remdering 
Protestantism, 1 867- 19 14," in George Rawlyk, ed., The Canadian Protestant Ex~erience, 
1 760- 1 990 (Burlington: Welsh Publishing Company, 1 WO), pp. 98- 1 39. 

'('Mariana Vaiverde, The Aee of Lieht. Soap and Water; Angus McLaren, & 
Om Master Race: Eu~enics in Canada 1885- 1945 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1990). 
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and enhanced white Canadian's hopes to constnict a strong nation. l' 

McLaren and Valverde demonstrate the power of subjective definitions based on 

racial concepts in shaping public poiicy and social attitudes. McLaren demonstrates the 

moralistic aspect of scientifïc investigation specificdy . He notes that social scientists 

presented "old moraiistic m e  simply dressed up in scientific garb."" Scientists and 

social scientists united to define social policy that was driven by their own concepts of the 

"irnagined community" and national integrity. He connects the ideas of pure science, 

social science, moral reform, and politics as a "coilective" that shaped public policy and 

both drew upon and informecl biases and prejudices in the public consciousness. Valverde 

discusses how the efforts to reform individuais on a mord and physical level was a goal 

"not to suppress, but to re-create and re-rnoralize" Canadians. The mord reform 

movement, she explains, was held together by a "common subjectivity" which appears to 

pardlel Anderson's "imagined communities." Vaiverde emphasizes a common subjectivity 

which enabled this comection between the individual purity and the purity of the state; the 

common subjectivity's "constant recreation at the individual level ensured the continued 

survival of the ~ollectivity."'~ Here she presents the Unagined community dnving the 

integrity of the nation. The "collectivity," in this case, is the nation, dehed by certain 

"Valverde, '"When the Mother of the Race is Free': Race, Reproduction and 
Sexuality in First-Wave Feminism," in Valverde and Franca Iacovetta, eds. Gender 
Conflicts: New Essa~s in Women's History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 
pp. 3-26. 

 chen, en, Our Own Master Race, p. 70. 

13Vdverde, Ape of Lieht. Soa and Water p. 33. 
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weighted categories of gender, class and racekthnicity. The divisions of men and women, 

rich and poor, Anglo-Saxon and "other," drove the image of the ideal makeup of the 

"collectivity7' and what projects were necessary to ensure the integrity of this imagined 

comrnunity. 

My work drew upon these ideas of individual and collective effons at reform. The 

medical professions, both doctors and druggias, presented their professional aspirations in 

language that invoked upon these ideas of national purity. I have chosen the term 

"integrity" because the scientific arguments presented by doaors were often attempts to 

avoid mordistic terminology, and "purity" blurs the Line between a religious moraiity and a 

physical cleanliness (the same reasons that Vaiverde sees it as so valuable, and evocative 

of her thesis). The duality of the term "integrity" is intentional: it relates to a concept of 

"essentialness" and strength or vitality. Doctors asserted that they have a necessary role in 

building and ensuring the vitality of the nation. Given the concems of refomers presented 

by Valverde and McLaren, 1 would argue that docton were kely more concemed about 

essential vitality of the nation, since by the turn of the century key issues of decline in 

national heaith and fitness had emerged into the broader politicai arena. 

These issues of Mtality were not only comected to physical and moral integrity, 

but to more subtle issues of slavery and fieedorn. According to Vaiverde, the liberal anti- 

alcohol movement viewed aicoholism as a "Slavery From Within," and the racist effons of 

first-wave ferninism looked for a time "When the Mother of the Race is Free- "" Most 

investigators who discussed any form of addiction related it to the concept of an enslaved 

. - .- .. 

"valverde, '"When the Mother of the Race is Free."' 
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will. The issues of slavery and freedorn provide a discursive comection between the 

thernes presented in discussions of white people's addiction to medical opiates and Chinese 

people's opium smoking. This theme links earlier arguments that the Opium Act was a 

work ofboldfaced racial exclusion, with my perspective that it was dnven by a less 

blatantly-but not less genuinely-racist concern over racial improvement. In the foilowing 

pages, I explore more specifically how the discussions of the Chinese "problem" in Canada 

and non-Chinese drug use drew upon and contributed to the same broad discourse of 

national integx-ity. " 
* * * 

Several historians have investigated the arguments underlying opposition to the Chinese in 

Canada, especially in British Columbia. l6 Kay Anderson has noted that two main issues 

fùelled the anti-Chinese agitation: workers concems about their ability to make a "living 

wage" and, more centraily in Anderson's estimation, racial ideas regarding the building of 

the province and the nation as white Anglo-saxon polities. l7 Exploring the discourse 

surrounding immigration in English Canada, Valverde ties the concern over the character 

"The following section is adapted from my '"Its banefûl influences are too well 
known': Debates over Dmg Use in Canada, 1967- 1908"Canadian Bulletin of Medicd 
History 17 (Fall, 1997), pp. 263-288. 

16See in particular, Kay Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown: Racial Discoune in 
Canada 1 875- 1 980 (Montreal and Kingston: McGiil-Queen's University Press, 199 1 ); 
Patricia E. Roy, A White Man's Province: British Columbia Politicians and Chinese and 

ese Immigrants. 1858- 19 14 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1989); W. Peter Ward, White 
Canada Forever: Pooular Attitudes and Public Poli- Toward Chientais in British 
Columbia Second Edition (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's Press, 1990). 

"~nderson, Vancouver's Chinatown, esp. pp. 60-63 
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of Chinese immigrants to the racist perspective of the social purity campa@. Both 

Anderson and Valverde demonstrate that race was a significant part of a broader social 

formation debates. 

In British Columbia, arguments condernning Chinese labourers focusseci upon the 

inability and unwillingness of Chinese immigrants to assunilate, the uIlSanitary condition of 

the homes of Chinese labourers, and the morallyqueaionable behaviour of the Chinese 

immigrant in the eyes of white Christian Canadians. The main issues ernerged in the 

minutes of evidence of the Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration, an investigation 

carried out by Joseph Chapleau and John Hamilton Gray in 1885. 1 will use the evidence 

of the 1885 commission, and the discussions in public newspapers because 1 believe it 

reflects the range of ideas regarding the Chinese and their practice of opium smoking at 

that t h e .  I conclude by discussing how s d a r  attitudes reappeared in the 190 1 Royal 

Commission Investigating Chinese and Japanese Immigration. 

For individuals concemed with building a white, Anglo-saxon nation, the direct 

influence of the Chinese upon the moral and physical character of the people was 

important. Opium smoking was one of three key vices-dong with gambling and 

prostitution-associated with the Chinese in B.C. Many whites considered opium smoking 

to be both an indication of the depravity of the Chinese, and of the danger such behaviour 

posed to the health and morality of white people. Giving his impressions of the Chinese 

'%Iverde, The Aee of L i ~ h t  Soap and Water." See, especially, Chapter 5, 
"Racial Purity, Sexual Purity and Immigration Policy" pp. 104- 128. Also, MacLaren, ûur 
Own Master Race, Chapter 2 "Public Health and Hereditarian Concems" (pp. 28-45) and 
Chapter 3, "Stemming the Flood of Defective Aliens," pp. 46-67. 
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influence in San Francisco, C. C. Cox, a detective, iliustrated h s  repeated by many 

British Columbians.19 He told the commission that the Chinese "have taught white men 

and women, and boys and girls to smoke opium, and many arrests of whites in these 

places [opium dens] have been made. "'O 

While people like Cox suggested the dangers to all whites posed by the Chinese 

presence, others focussed upon the danger to specific groups of white people, most 

notably those who were expected to advance the nation. B. M. Pearse, who claimed to be 

one of the oldest settlers in the province, and a former surveyor general, noted that the 

opium dens of Chinatown were the centre of social debasement: "in these dens one may 

see able-bodied and well-dressed men lying cheek-by-jowl with the Chinamen and d l  

indulging in the penùcious habit. "" Here is guilt by association: able bodied, well dressed 

men, an image of bourgeois respectability, in whom the future of the nation would be 

entrusted, lying together with the degraded Chinese, and aii enjoying in a "most degrading 

and physically injurious" habit. Police Supe~tendent Charles Bloomfield of Victoria 

challenged Pearse's assertion that Young, middle class white men were fiequenting opium 

dens by presenting an image that was likely even more disturbing to his audience. "There 

19 As well as taking evidence in British Columbia, the commissioners sought 
opinions and perspectives f?om individuals fiom the western United States. 

"OReport of the Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration (hereafter, KU)  
(Onawa: Printed by order of the commission, l885), p. 14. Pagination of the reports 
should be clarified. The pubiished report included two summaries, one by each of rhe two 
commissioners. Gray's report was nurnbered with capital Roman numerals, and 
Chapleau's used lowercase Roman nurnerals. 
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are not many cases arnonga young and industrious men.. . " he aated, "but 1 have been told 

on good authority, that white girls of respectable parents use [opium]. In Bloomfield's 

illustration, these girls were associating with "working men.. . . white women prostitutes. 

[and] Indian women." He presented elements of a ciass-based moral panic. Young 

women were associating in secret with the debased and demoralized; the coiiapse of 

respectability seemed imminent. Indeed, as the Industrial News, itself no fnend to Chinese 

labour, noted, "every father and mother" should hope to see the eradication of opium 

dens, "because there me in this city tu-&y, y m g  men ami women m m i e d  and single. 

who vi~i ts  [sic] these hatints, AND THE HABI?. IS ON THE INCREASE. 

Evidence before the 1885 royal commission compared the fear of young white 

women's corruption with the assumption of lower class depravity arnongst women in the 

opium dens. Mr. W. Tuckfield, of the Knights of Labour, answered the commission's 

questions after his own tour of an opium den. In response to the question of whether the 

white woman that he saw in the den was "known to the police officer [who accompanied 

Tuckfield] to be a prostitute," Tucldield replied, "1 do no know who the woman was, she 

could not have been respectable, of course. "" This inferred degeneracy emerged again 

when the cornmissioners themselves toured an opium den in Victoria. There they met, "a 

young woman, well dressed and full of intelligence," who agreed to an interview." She 

%id, p. 48. 

"~ndustnal News, August 28, 1 886, p. 1 . Emphasis in original. 

"RÇÇI, p. 67. 

31bid, p. 405. 
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gave the pseudonyrn of Emily Wharton. During the i n t e ~ e w ,  the commissioners' 

questions reflected their assumptions about the mord character of the white female opium 

smo ker: 

Q. 1 do not want to be offensive, but are you what is calleci a fast woman?- 
-A. 1 am. But you would be greatly mistaken ifyou imagineci that ail the 
women who corne here to smoke are of that character.. .16 

Despite Warton's assurances, Commissioner Gray noted in his report that the only white 

people who smoked opium were those who were aiready depraved." This assumption of 

degeneracy, the M e d i a t e  comection between women indulging in pleasure with men and 

moral deche,  fùelled a good deal of anti-opium and anti-Chinese sentiment. Women 

defying specific gender roles, and rules of propnety, were considered depraved and 

already fden.  Especially dangerous were women's associations with Chinese men in 

opium dens, even though Emily Wharton, who appears to have b e n  an eloquent 

spokesperson, noted that women faced more danger fiom white men-especiaily white 

men who drank-than they did from Chinese men. The latter, Wharton claimed, were "far 

more certain not to offend or molest a woman than white men, especially white men with a 

glas in. "" 

The assumptions of the depravity of women in opium dens, appears to contradict 

the concern that respectable women were fkquenting opium dens. If they were in the 

opium dens, they could not possibly be respectable, but the danger of the opium dens lay 

'%id, p. 1 5 1 . 

nlbid, p. LIX. 

'%id. 
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in their d u r e  for respectable white women. Yei, this contradiction may be an indication 

of the earlier conceptions of opiate addiction itself As 1 discussed in Chapter Four, 

physicians argued (and still do) about a predisposition towards addiction, the addictive 

personality so prevalent in Dr. McGiliivray's evaluation of Mr. M.D.B. Many 

comrnentators assumeci that addiction was the result of  a weak d l ,  and an inability to 

control one's animal desires. Women, uiherentty weak, were liable to fall if not protected, 

and guided properly."> The image of the opium den was one of a seedy, dangerous place 

that threatened the nation by subverting the morality of the mothers of the race, and 

destroying the integrity of the fùture generations? Healthy, respectable white women in 

particular, were Maims of  unscrupulous men. Despite the evidence of Wharton and 

others C hinese opium smo ken, not drunken white men, were those predators. '' Chinese 

debasement was repeated in the belief that ai i  Chinese wornen were prostitutes, and the 

(dubious) evidence of enforced slavery of Chinese women presented in numerous 

newspaper accounts of raids upon houses of il1 repute in ~hinatown.~ '  

Beyond physiological and racial degradation of the individud by opium smoking, 

many white Canadians were concemed with the effect of opium smoking on the integrity 

%ariana Valverde discusses the idea that women had less will power than men in 
"'Slavery from within': The Invention of Alcoholism and the Freedom of the Will," Socid 
K ~ s o ~  22 (Autu- 1993, pp. 263-265. 

" ~ e e  Valverde, "'When the mother of the race is fiee. "' 

"A woman who worked for a Chinese man in Portland, testified that her employer 
was more respectful of her than other white employers. RCCI, p. 1 73. 

"Sec a number of articles in the Daily Colonist, such as Ianuary 8, 1 889; 
December 15, 1886; February 27, 1884. 
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of the nation. As doctors and refonners were concerned with the issues of fieedom and 

slavery that opium addiction presented, so too, the commentators on C hinese opium 

smoking linked the behaviour to slavery. Anti-Chinese rhetoric ofien comected the 

Chinese character to servility, slavery and a disregard for fieedom. Opium smoking 

likewïse bound the user. This stavery was considered insidious, gradua1 and inevitable. 

As the cornmissioners, cornmenthg on a white man's story of his addiction to opium 

smoking, explaineci, "from a l w r y  it became a necessity, and then from being a rninister 

of plea~ure, [it becarne] a master which made him its miserable slave. "33 Opium use, 

furthemore, affected the moral capabilities of the individual, which could have detrimental 

e&ts on the family. "In China, opium-smokers who have been brought fkom opulence to 

indulgence by the vice have sold their daughters to the procuress in order to procure the 

p ~ p p y . " ~  The lesson was clear: opium smoking would lead to a loss of personal control, 

and min; it spelied doom for the integrity of the famiy. As the family was the building 

block of the nation, opium smoking, and the dependency it created, was a danger to the 

nation. 

Just as the desire to restrict or elirninate the Chinese from the country based itseff 

on feus of the Chinese threat to the values of national fieedom and individual liberty, so 

the potential effects of anti-Chinese legislation needed to be scnitinized with the same 

criteria. This consideration was a concem of Commissioner Gray's report and summary of 

the questions regarding the Chinese in British Columbia. Grey, a B.C. Supreme Court 
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judge, was concerned with the political and social implications of a miscarriage of justice. 

The mandate of the commission, Gray noted, was to determine if the Chinese were indeed 

the mie cause of e d s  like prostitution and opium smoking in the country, "for if not, 

punishing them wiIl not only not remove the evil [sic], but will be an act of injustice, 

discreditable to a free and self-governing country. "" This concem with heedom and 

justice affected Gray's perception of behaviour of Chinese people in Canada. He argued 

that, it wodd be unfair to judge Chinese immigrants using western values, which were 

inherently superior: "The Christian religion, the institutions of the middle ages, the habits 

of t h d o m ,  the moral tone of the European races of the highest class, have tended to 

make truth an essential element in the characteristics of their people and descendants.. . . It 

is not so with the A~iat ics ."~ Gray's concem, then, encapsulates the patriarchal racism of 

some white reformers: he argued for the clear and strong growth of national character by 

an application of "justice" towards all people. He rejected the imperative of racial 

exclusionist arguments, whiie accepting the imperative of national integrity, and an 

implicitly racial concept of European justice. 

Both Gray and Chapleau concluded by rejecting the idea that the Chinese 

presented any real threat to the country. On the economic arguments that the Chinese 

were diminishing the ability of the white labour to make a decent living, Gray countered 

with an argument based upon an assurnption of the supremacy of Anglo Saxons. Cheap 

labour such as that provided by the Chinese, "enables those whose rninds are capable of 
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higher development and whose ambition look to more e m o b h g  industry-to follow 

pursuits in which they will riseW3' He M e r  argued that such a "superior race" as the 

Anglo Saxons, had Linle to fear from "a srnail, inferior and comparatively speaking., 

ferninine race." As for opium smoking, Gray concluded that he saw little evidence that 

white people were inclineci to use it, thereby rejecting the alamiisrn of some of the 

evidence presented to the commission.38 Chapleau, in contrast. decided that evidence "is 

positive" that Chinese taught whites to smoke opium, but it was a matter for the police to 

control, not the legislature." From Gray's expenence, the only whites who used opium 

were those who already had "degraded habits." Opium users, in Gray's mind, were already 

excessive and degraded." He conciuded that Chinese behaviour and morality was not a 

threat to the morals of the nation, that the "religion and morals of a people depend upon 

the people themselves, not upon the foreigners who corne into the country for business or 

pleasure."" Instead, the injustice of mistreating the Chinese would pose more of a threat 

to a mong national character than would the behaviour of a relatively srnall and generally 

insular minority. Gray's pamarchai racist comments were supported by testimony of 

several notable B. C. residents, including physician and Iegislator Dr. John Helmcken and 

"fiid, p. LXIX. 

'%id, p. xxx. Chapleau's comment is interesting, given that opium smoking does 
not appear to have been illegal in 1885. 

%id, p. X C N  
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Chief Justice Sir Matthew Begbie. 

The concems expressed in the 1885 cornmission arose again in 190 1. In that year, 

a Royal Commission consisting of  Roger Clute, Daniel Munn, and Christopher Foley, 

investigated Chùiese and Japanese immigration to B.C. Here the issues of fiedom, racial 

purity a n d 4  would argue-national integrity were compared directly to the existence of 

the Asian labourers in Canada. AIthough many of the witnesses to this second 

commission agreed that cheap Chinese labour had contnbuted t o  the econornic vitality of 

the country, few opposed the restriction of Chinese immigration. In their fuial report, the 

commissioners suggested that they found a unanimous condemation of Chinese 

immigration, but the unpublished minutes of evidence demonstrate that several people 

opposed the idea of any form of exclusion." Opium smoking was of mùior concern to the 

investigators. They ofien asked witnesses if the Chinese labouras with whom they were 

in contact smoked opium, but did not explore the issue as closely as the 1885 

C~rnmission.'~ 1n the 190 1 report, a section on the "Moral and Religious Aspect of the 

Case" emphasized the assertion that Chinese Unmigrants could not be assimilateci, were 

rarely converted to Chnstianity, and their habits and nature tended to "bring down" the 

' *Se.  for example, Royal Commission on Chinese and Japanese Immieration i n t ~  
British Columbia (hereafler, RCCJI) evidence, Volume 3, pp. 19 1-2 Henry Croft; p. 5 15, 
Edward Musgrave. National Archives of Canada, RG 33/16.  

"See, for example, the evidence of James Wilson, RCCJI (evidence) Volume 1, p. 
1 12; Robert Johnston, RCCJI (evidence) Volume 2, pp. 90-91; Fred Stephen Hussey p. 
135; Noah Shakespeare, RCCJI (evidence) Volume 3, pp. 545-6. National Archives of 
Canada, RG 33/145. 
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white race? In the evidence of the 190 1 commission, then, opium smoking was just 

another indication of Chinese ïncompatibility with white Canadians. To the commissioners 

and witnesses, the Chinese labourers themseives, in their habits, Living conditions and very 

existence in Canada, chailenged the 6-eedom and integrity of the nation." 

* * *  

The discourse to which doctors and anti-Chinese reformedagitators spoke was united, 

not rnerely on a racist basis of excluding the Chinese because of their immorality, but on 

the more subtle comection that emp hasised strengt hening the Anglo-saxon people 

generally, and Canadians specificaily. To strengthen the body it was necessary to attack 

two social dangers, metaphorically represented in poison and slavery. The idea of poison 

in the body acted both in a Literal sense-the danger of fatality or addiction-and a 

metaphoricai sense-the danger of an alien substances, polluting the body politic. Samuel 

Woodward and James Boveii discussed this metaphoricai concern in their work on 

inebriety asylums; Samuel Parrish discussed "chronic poisoning" at the AASCI; Richard 

Maurice Bucke presented it when he wrote that opium and other dnigs, when used 

improperly, were "simply foreign bodies, hostile elements," within the individual body." 

*Report of the RCCn (Ottawa, 1902) pp 22-4 1. 

" ~ h e  details of this commission are expiored in Anderson, Vancouver's 
Chinatown, pp. 6 1-43, Ward White Canada Forever, pp. 59-6 1, and Roy, White Man's 
Provincg pp. 108- 1 1 8. 

?tichard Maurice Bucke, "Annuai Report of the Medical Superintendent of the 
Asylum for the insane, London," in "Twenty-Fust Annual Report of the tnspector of 
Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario" Sessional Papers of the Province 
pf Ontario (Toronto: Wanvick & Sons (Queen's Printer), 1 889) p. 36. 
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Similarly, Roger Clute, the chair of the 190 1 commission, utiiized the body metaphor 

when he called the Chinese labourers, "a foreign substance withh, but not of, our body 

politic.'+' Here the issues of the dangers of poisoning to the individual and the nation 

converged. 

The second issue was the literai and figurative concept of slavery. Opium 

addiction was considered a forrn of slavery. In the preceding discussion, the issue of 

slavery was related to the Chinese. The discourse reveals its inherent contradictions since 

the fact that the Chinese workers were good, cheap labour (not enslaved, but close to it), 

provided an argument for keeping the Chinese workers in Canada, and for excluding them. 

Although Canadians wanted to avoid slavery, they were not above imposing a near-slavery 

on the Chinese "other"; ùideed, the national integrity, to the 1885 Commission, demanded 

it, and the 190 1 Commission recognized the value of cheap Chinese labour in the p a s ;  it 

was just no longer necessary to bolster the material life of the province, or the nation, and 

would in fact bring down the nation's integrity. As the 190 1 commissioners noted, the 

Chinese labourers "are obnoxious to a free comunity and dangerous to the state.'* 

To these commentators, the state's role towards both Chinese immigration and 

drug addiction was similar. Clute argued that the Chinese immigration needed to be 

restricted through a substantial head tax of $500. Discussing drug addiction in 1908, Dr. 

E. Ryan of Kingston argued the importance to the state of a legai proceu to treat 

addiction: "it is the duty of the State to prevent the degeneracy of its population, the 

"Report of the RcCJI, p. 278. 

U ~ e p o r t  of the RCCJI, p. 278 (quoted in Ward, p. 60.) 
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heredity transmission of a vice, a disease [ineùriety] that carries with it such endless 

shame, and sorrow, that robs the nation of its bnghtest intellects, that sears and withers di 

within its lethai grasp. 7s9 Ryan reiteratd the moraiistic discussion of addiction, but 

insisted upon a medico-legai means to treat it: he was concemed about treating addiction 

through "a legal pro ces^."^ Addiction was a national danger, a lethal social poison, and 

the state had to act to end it. 

The position of the refonners who discussed Chinese opium smoking and the 

doctors who discussed national integrity through broadening their professional powers 

emerge firom a cornmon discourse that elevated white people, white Canadians and the 

value systern of the "cornmon subjectivity" of the emerging nation. The struggle was to 

benefit a specific goup that adhered to a cornmon set of values, and exclude those whom 

the representatives and leadership of the subjectivity saw as anathema to this pseudo- 

progressive project. The racism of the Opium Act, therefore, was more subtle and 

fundamentai than simply excluding a group of people who happened to smoke opium and 

not be white; it spoke to a discourse of health, vitality and national development which 

certain behaviours and certain people chalienged. Doctors and druggists used this 

discourse of national integxity to bolaer their own professional claims; their efforts, while 

not necessarily directly inspired by racism, certainiy helped to validate and strengthen 

racist policy. Their lobbying dernonstrates the power of a racial discourse to inform 

%r. E. Ryan, "The Inebriate Population," Canadian Practitioner and Review 33 
(March l9O8), p. 146. 
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policy; wMe subsequent reactions to h g  laws demonstrate the power of policy to inform 

discourse. '' 
The creation of the 1908 Opium Act, and the Patent and Proprietary Medicines 

Act mark endings and beginnings. They indicate the end of a period when doctors and 

dmggias held a unique, though flexible, authority over the distribution of dmgs, and had 

control over defining the propriety of dnig use. Doctors' attempts to define fact and 

value, a project necessary to establish their cultural authority, uonicaiiy resuited in a loss 

of authority over a key aspect of their professional domain, as the state took over. This 

change was not necessariiy a failure, however. Doctors had seen their definitions of dmg 

addiction as a dangerous disease validated in the Acts of 1908. Patent medicines had been 

restncted, however unsatisfactory that legislation was to doctors; and the Opium Act 

defined "medicinal purposes" as the oniy legitimate reason to import the h g .  Moreover, 

doctors often sought state intervention in defining the boundaries of their professionai 

domain, so the loss of authority embedded in the Patent Medicine Act may not have been 

entirely objectionable. Phmacias,  who had used their claims that chemistry and 

pharmacy were important means of defining danger to extend their economic power, saw 

their efforts succeed, and their science validated. These Acts were also starting points to a 

''AS many writers have dernonstrated post- 1908 drug policy and dnig related 
convictions served to reiterate a racist tone in the concepts of drug addiction. The most 
recent work in this field for Canada is Catherine Carstairs, "'Deport the Drug TrafEckers': 
The Racialization of Drug Use in 1920s Canada" presented at the Conference on Opium in 
East Asian History, 1 830- 1945 sponsored by the Joint Centre for Asian-Pacifie Studies, 
Toronto, May 1997; and Carstairs, "Innocent Addicts, Dope Fiends and Nefàrious 
Traffickers: IUegal Dnig Use in 1920s English Canada," Joumal of Canadian 
&dies  (forthcoming). 
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new form of public morality legislation: control over drug addiction. From 1908 to 19 1 1, 

the concerns that doctors, phamiacists, social reformers and other key groups identifie in 

their challenges to non-medical use of habit fomiing drugs, entered public poiicy more 

forcefully than before. In the ideational shifl nom habitua1 dmg use being of rninor 

concem to the cornrnunity, to dnig addiction as significant a medical and social issue-a 

transition that the two 1908 Acts embodied-non-medical h g  use entered a new, 

criminai, domain. Meanwhile, reformers who had earlier struggied to explain how the 

issue was one of rnorality and social deviance pnor to the laws, could now simply mate 

that addiction may be a disease, but that its symptoms were distinctly crimùial. It set a 

precedent we are stili hard pressed to overtum. 
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Appendix: 
Expliinhg Statistical Methods 

In this dissertation 1 have used the statisticai method of cordation equations in Chapters 

Two Five and Six. A correlation coefficient (R) is based on an equation which calculates 

the statistical relationship between a set of data (here X and Y) with a number of cases 

expressed as N. The formula is:' 

The resulting table demonstrates the relationship between the two variables with a number 

that ranges between one and minus one. The higher the absolute value of the number, the 

greater the significance between the two variables. The closer that number is to one, the 

more positively significant the relationship. In other words, if Event A and Event B were 

compared, a highpositivr correlation means that Event B was likely to occur when Event 

A did. The closer the value is to negative one, the higher the neg~tive relationship: Event 

B would happen when Event A did not take place. For example, when I considered the 

purchases of medicine and alcohol by the Toronto Lunatic Asylum in Chapter Five, Table 

5.2, a high positive correlation between purchases of Mediches and Aicohol would 

suggest that the asylurn physician employed more alcohol when he employed more 

'See Roderick Floud, An Introduction to Ouantitative Methods for Historians 
Second Edition (London and New York: Methuen, 1973)- pp. 14 1 - 143. 
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medicine. A negative correlation meant that alcohol would likely be used when medicine 

was not used, in other words, instead of medicine (alcohol could then be considered to 

have acted as a medicine). The closer the number is to zero, the lower the sigruficance 

between the two variables; a low number meant that there was Iittie or no relationship 

between the two events. Aicohol and medicine were used notwithstanding the 

employrnent of the other substance. 
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